









Thio thesis investigates the use of genetic algorithms (GAs) for solving a range of
timetabling and scheduling problems. Such problems arc very hard in general, and
GAs offer a useful and successful alternative to existing techniques.
A framework is presented for GAs to solve modular timetabling problems in edu¬
cational institutions. The approach involves three components: declaring problem-
specific constraints, constructing a problem specific evaluation function and using a
problem-independent GA to attempt to solve the problem. Successful results are
demonstrated and a general analysis of the reliability and robustness of the approach is
conducted. The basic approach can readily handle a wide variety of general timetabling
problem constraints, and is therefore likely to be of great practical usefulness (indeed,
an earlier version is already in use). The approach rclicG for its success on the use of
specially designed mutation operators which greatly improve upon the performance of
a GA with standard operators.
A framework for GAs in job shop and open shop scheduling is also presented. One
of the key aspects of this approach is the use of specially designed representations
for such scheduling problems. The representations implicitly encode a schedule by
encoding instructions for a schedule builder. The general robustness of this approach
is demonstrated with respect to experiments on a range of widely-used benchmark
problems involving many different schedule quality criteria. When compared against
a variety of common heuristic search approaches, the GA approach is clearly the most
successful method overall. An extension to the representation, in which choices of
heuristic for the schedule builder arc also incorporated in the chromosome, iG found to
lead to new best results on the makespan for some well known benchmark open shop
scheduling problems. The general approach is also shown to be readily extendable to
rescheduling and dynamic scheduling.
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Timetabling/scheduling problems are particularly challenging for Artificial Intelligence
and Operations Research techniques. They are problems of time-based planning and
combinatorial optimisation which tend to be solved with a cooperation of search and
heuristics, which usually lead to satisfactory but sub-optimal solutions. Why are
timetabling/scheduling problems so difficult?
1. They are computationally NP-complete problems [Garey & Johnson 79]. This
means that there is no known deterministic polynomial time algorithm. Also,
the space of possible solutions for most real problems is far too largo for bruto
force or undirected search methods to be feasibly applied.
2. Advanced search techniques using various heuristics to prune the search space
will not be guaranteed to find an optimal (or near optimal) solution. In other
words, it is very difficult to design effective heuristics.
3. Timetabling/scheduling problems are often complicated by the details of a partic¬
ular timetabling/scheduling task. A general algorithmic approach to a problem
may turn out to be inapplicable, because of certain special constraints required
in a particular instance of that problem.
4. Real world timetabling/scheduling problems often involve constraints that cannot
be precisely represented or even precisely stated.
1
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Genetic Algorithms (GAs)
2
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a group of methods which solve problems using algo¬
rithms inspired by the processes of neo Darwinian evolutionary theory. In a GA, the
performance of a set of candidate solutions to a problem (called 'chromosomes') are
evaluated and ordered, then new candidate solutions are produced by selecting can¬
didates as 'parents' and applying mutation or crossover operators which combine bits
of two parents to produce one or more children. The new set of candidates is then
evaluated, and this cycle continues until an adequate solution is found. In chapter 3,
we will introduce GAs in more detail.
1.2 Timetabling Problems
A timetabling problem is a kind of problem in which events (exams, classes etc...) have
to be arranged into a number of time slots, subject to various constraints. The need
for powerful methods for solving a large timetabling problem is plain by considering
the simple fact that with, say, e exams to be fitted into t time slots, there are te
possible candidate timetables, which vary in optimality according to the constraints of
the problem.
Conventional computer-based timetabling methods concern themselves more with sim¬
ply finding the shortest timetable that satisfies all the constraints, usually using a
graph-colouring algorithm and less with optimising over a collection of soft constraints.
That is to find sets of exams that can be scheduled at the same time corresponds to
finding a colouring such that adjacent nodes have different colours: each colour repre¬
sents a time slot, and each edge a constraint that the two vertices which it connects
must occupy different slots (have different colours). Knowledge-based and OR-based
approaches to solving such problems are hard to develop, are often slow and can be
inflexible because the architecture itself was based on specific assumptions about the
nature of the problem. There are commercial software tools available, described in
[Duncan 93], which can be used to build timetabling applications. It is more difficult
to handle soft constraints such as preferences in these tools because they are usually
based on straightforward constraint satisfaction techniques. Most often people still re-












Table 1.1: Example of student-exam data
day AM PM
0930-1100 1130-1300 1400-1530 1600-1730
dayl tl t2 t3 t4
day2 t5 t6 t7 t8
Table 1.2: Example of empty time slots
sort to hand-crafted solutions starting from an earlier solution and making a sequence
of modifications to cater for changed requirements. This typically leads to sub-optimal
solutions that bring significant organisational or financial penalties.
This thesis begins by investigating the powerful techniques of Genetic Algorithms on
this sort of problem. The GA approach can deal with hard and soft constraints in a
uniform way; further, using the approach developed in this thesis, adding a constraint
or changing the importance of a constraint simply corresponds to adding/altering a
component of the fitness function, rather than extensively revising the algorithm itself.
This will be explained in chapter 4.
A simple example of a timetabling problem is as follows:
Assume that there are ten students (sl..slO), six exams (el..e6) and eight time slots
(tl..t8) such that tl..t4 occur on day 1 and t5..t8 on day 2. Each day has four time
slots with two in the morning and two in the afternoon. Each student takes different
numbers of exams as in Table 1.1, where student 1 takes exams 1, 2, 4, 6, student 2
takes exams 1, 2, 4, 5, and so on. An empty timetable is shown in Table 1.2, with each
slot labelled by its identifier.
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day AM PM
0930-1100 1130-1300 1400-1530 1600-1730
dayl el e3 e4
day2 e2 e5 e6
Table 1.3: A possible exam timetable
The constraints in this example problem arc that a student cannot take two different
exams in the same time slot and taking three different exams on the same day should
be strongly avoided. We must also avoid the same student taking two consecutive
exams. Mapping this problem to graph colouring problem in Figure 1.1, each edge
represents a not-at-the-same-time constraint. That is, ele2, ele4, ele6, e2e4, e2e6 and
elc6 are the edges which arise from the fact that student si is taking exams el, e2, e4
and e6, so no two can be at the same time.
One possible timetable is shown in Table 1.3, where exams el, e2, e3, e4, e5 and e6
are put in time slots tl, 15, t2, t4, t7 and t8 respectively.




A scheduling problem is one which involves: "the allocation of resources over time to
perform a collection of tasks" [Baker 74]. In the general job-shop scheduling problem,
there are j jobs and m machines; each job comprises a set of operations which must
each be done on a different machine for different specified processing times, in a given
job-dependent order. The job-shop scheduling problem (jssp) is an extremely hard
scheduling problem which frequently needs to be solved in various institutions and or¬
ganisations. Efficient methods of solving it will have an important effect on profitability
and product quality, but with the JSSP being among the worst members of the class of
NP-complote problems, as pointed out in the appendix of [Garey & Johnson 79], there
remains much room for improvement in current techniques for tackling it. Existing
techniques include Artificial Intelligence approaches such as sophisticated knowledge-
based systems described in [Fox & Smith 84] (combining the use of multiple abstrac¬
tion levels and progressive constraint relaxation within a frame-based representation
scheme), constraint satisfaction problem, expert systems, neural network and Opera¬
tions Research approaches such as mathematical programming, dynamic programming,
branch & bound search, simulated annealing, tabu search, and bottleneck-based meth¬
ods. In general, the vast size of the search space coupled with the high occurrence of
local minima in this kind of problem make it very hard for conventional knowledge-
based and/or search-based methods to find near optima in reasonable time. The recent
success of genetic algorithms (GAs) on optimisation problems have led some researchers
to apply GAs to the JSSP.
The second aim of this thesis was to investigate the powerful techniques of GAs on
this sort of problem. The GA approach can deal with several different objectives, for
example maximum complete time or makespan (the complete time of a job is the time
at which processing of the last operation of that job is completed and the makespan
of a schedule is the largest of all the jobs' complete time), flow time (the total time
a job spends in the shop), tardiness (the time a job is completed after the due-date)
and earliness (the time a job is completed before the due-date) etc, in a uniform way.
Further, adding or changing the importance of an objective simply corresponds to
adding/altering a component of the fitness function, rather than extensively revising
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the algorithm itself. This will be explained in chapter 6.
A simple example of job-shop scheduling problem taken from [French 82] is as follows:
Algy, Bertie, Charlie, and Digby share a flat. Four newspapers are delivered to the
house which are the Financial Times, the Guardian, the Daily Express, and the Sun.
Each of the them reads all of the newspapers, in a particular order and for a specified
amount of time. We also know that Algy gets up at 8.30, Bertie and Charlie at 8.-15,
and Digby at 9.30, what is the earliest time they can all set off for college?
The order in which each student reads the papers, and the amount of time he spends
reading each one is in Table 1.4.
First Second Third Fourth
Algy FT, 60m G, 30m DE, 2m Sun, 5m
Bert G, 75m DE, 3m FT, 25m Sun, 10m
Charles DE, 5m G, 15m FT, 10m Sun, 30m
Digby Sun, 90m FT, lm G, lm DE, lm
Table 1.4: The newspaper problem
One of the optimal orders is shown in Table 1.5, and its GANTT chart is shown in
Figure 1.2, where A, B, C, D denote Algy, Bertie, Charles and Digby respectively.
Thus Charles has the Financial Times first, before it passes to Algy, then to Bertie,
and finally to Digby. Similarly the Guardian passes between Charles, Bertie, Algy,
and Digby in that order. Furthermore, we also can occ from Figure 1.2, the optimal
schedule is not necessarily to begin at 8:30 which is the earliest getting up time among
them. Instead, the earliest 6tart time for this optimal schedule is at 8:45 when Charles
gets up. We can also sec from the gantt chart that the time when all of them finish
reading is at 11:30. In other words, the earliest complete time when the last of them
left is at 11:30 and no other schedules can have the finish time earlier than 11:30.
In this thesis, we will also sec how a Genetic Algorithm solves such scheduling problems.
1.4 Applying GAs to Timetabling/Scheduling Problems
Timetabling/scheduling problems are highly computationally complex problems which
often have highly domain-dependent features (that is: a particular timetabling/scheduling
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First Second Third Fourth
F.T. C A B D
G. C B A D
D.E. c B A D
Sun c D B A
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Figure 1.2: GANTT chart for a simple scheduling problem.
problem will be complicated by details of the particular domain). They thus tend to
need highly domain specific optimisation algorithms. Genetic Algorithms, however,
provide a way of separating the optimisation algorithm from domain knowledge which
has led to promising and useful results in the areas of timetabling/scheduling, as well
as several other areas. The trick Genetic Algorithms use is to separate a roughly do¬
main independent and very powerful optimisation technique (mutation and crossover
operators applied to populations of chromosomes) from the domain specific aspects of
a problem (the evaluation function for the chromosomes).
1.5 Summary of Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
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• Timetabling:
— A framework is presented for GAs in modular timetabling problems. The ap¬
proach involves three components : declaring problem-specific constraints,
constructing a problem-specific evaluation function, and using a problem-
independent Genetic Algorithm. Successful results are demonstrated and
comparison with human produced actual timetables is conducted. Fur¬
thermore, the basic approach can handle a wide variety of timetabling
constraints (for example, precedence/preference constraints) or considering
other allocations (for example, room allocation) simultaneously by intro¬
ducing more elaborate chromosomes.
— The framework is extended to let our system deal with variable non-uniform-
Icngth lectures. That is, without changing the basic representation, we can
schedule lectures with different lengths by just considering each lecture's
duration when checking the violation of various constraints.
— Smart (directed) mutation operators arc used to improve the solution quality
and speed for timetabling problems. Among them, for example, stochasti-
cal violation-directed mutation (svdm) chooses an event according to the
proportion of 'violation score', and randomly alters its assigned time, place,
or other details. Stochastical event-freeing mutation (sefm) behaves like
svdm but gives it a new time, place, or agent which will maximally reduce
this violation score.
The framework is shown to be successful on several real problems of 'Uni¬
versity Department size', and so it seems justifiable to expect it to work
very well on most other problems of similar size and nature. Much work
remains to do to see how it scales to larger and different kinds of timetabling
problems. There are no clear reasons to expect performance to degrade sig
nificantly with size of problem, but very tightly constrained problems may
of course provide problems for this framework.
• Scheduling:
— A framework is presented for GAs in job-shop/open-shop scheduling prob¬
lems. The representation used is a variant of one known to work only moder-
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ately well for the travelling salesman problem, namely [Grefenstette et al. 85]'s
ordinal representation. It has the considerable merit that domain-independent
crossover and mutation will always produce legal schedules when applied to
job-shop scheduling problems. Furthermore, this representation promises to
effectively address the dynamic scheduling problem, the job-shop reschedul¬
ing problem and open-shop scheduling/rescheduling problems in an uni¬
form way. Both job-shop and open-shop scheduling problems use a schedule
builder to decode the chromosome and put the operations into the earliest
legal places it finds.
- Some methods are introduced to enhance the performance in job-shop schedul¬
ing problems. A gene-variance based operator targeting (gvot) method lets
genetic operators concentrate on the most 'needed' parts. An evolving idle
time within gaps (eiwg) method lets the same sequence represent differ¬
ent schedules in a limited search space. A delaying circularity using virtual
genes (dcvg) method postpones and reduces the redundancy in the repre¬
sentation by introducing some extra virtual genes.
- Some methods are introduced to enhance the performance in open-shop schedul¬
ing problems. A fixed heuristic (fh) method improves the solution quality of
the basic job and operation combination chromosomes (job+op) by using a
fixed heuristic rule to resolve ambiguities faced by the schedule builder. An
evolving heuristic choice (ehc) method learns the best job-rule combina¬
tion by specifying in the chromosome itself which heuristic rule the schedule
builder should apply.
- The framework for scheduling is successful on a wide variety of benchmark
problems of varying size and type. There is hence promise for its use as
the basis of an approach to real problem instances, but this is yet to be
tested. It seems safe to say that it will perform well on problems similar in
size and nature of constraints to the various benchmarks. Different kinds
of scheduling problems may need significant changes or additions to the
framework, but many real problems will need little change.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.6 Outline of the Dissertation
10
The contents of the dissertation have been arranged to be read chapter by chapter.
However if the reader is already familiar with timetabling/scheduling and/or GAs, he
or she can skip chapter 2 and/or chapter 3 and go to chapter 4 directly. The contents
of each chapter are as follows:
• Chapter 1 gives a general introduction of this dissertation.
• Chapter 2 presents a review of relevant and related literature on the timetabling
and scheduling problems, especially using GAs approach.
• Chapter 3 introduces GAs and describes the theoretical foundations.
• Chapter 4 describes a basic framework for using GAs to solve timetabling prob¬
lems.
• Chapter 5 applies the basic framework described in chapter 4 to a modular exam
timetabling problem (metp) and a modular lecture/tutorial timetabling problem
(mltp).
• Chapter 6 describes a basic framework for applying GAs to job-shop scheduling
problems (jssp).
• Chapter 7 describes extensions of the framework presented in chapter 6 to dy¬
namic (stochastic) job-shop scheduling, job-shop rescheduling problems (jsrp)
and open-shop scheduling/rescheduling problems (ossp/osrp).




2.1 Random and/or Exhaustive Search Approaches
The performance of random search methods on timetabling/scheduling problems will
typically be a function of what proportion of the space of solutions are actually good
solutions; typically, this ratio is often very low, because such problems often have very
tight constraints; for example, lots of exams must be scheduled in a short time and
every extra constraint decreases this ratio. Therefore, looking randomly for a good
timetable/schedule is like looking for a needle in a haystack. Classical heuristic search-
based techniques often perform adequately on small timetabling/scheduling problems,
but in larger problems the size of the search space is such that we can expect classi¬
cal heuristic search-based techniques to be very time consuming. Classical heuristic
search can be seen as very similar to the method used by human experts. In the same
way, it can be expected to find local minima often. We also know exhaustive search
is infeasible for NP-Complete problems due to their immense search space. Some of
the constraint-satisfaction approaches treat any solution as a good solution; they use
no separate measure of quality in addition to the set of hard constraints. However,
there exist some exact algorithms for small timetabling/scheduling problems, for in¬
stance, [Korman 79] presents some exact graph-colouring algorithms which can be used
to timetable small problems. Later in [Cangalovie & Schreuder 91], a graph-colouring
algorithm is designed to solve timetabling problems with lectures of different lengths
on a relatively small scale due to its exponential time complexity. In scheduling,
11
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[Giffler & Thompson 60] provides an algorithm for the generation of all active sched¬
ules, which arc processing sequences that no operation can be started earlier, for a job
shop problem, and later researchers, for example [Conway el al. 67] and [Baker 74],
present a modification of this algorithm to generate all nondelay schedules, which are
schedules such that no machine is kept idle if some operation is ochcdulablc. Nonethc
less, such approaches rapidly becomes computationally infeasible as the problem size
grows. There arc also many other algorithms in the literature. Due to vast search space
traversed by exhaustive search and the limitations of exact algorithms, the implicitly
enumerative methods or more efficient heuristic methods are usually employed to solve
timetabling/scheduling problems. These arc described in the following sections.
2.2 Operations Research Approaches
2.2.1 Enumerative Search
• Mathematical Programming: Mathematical programming is a family of tech¬
niques for optimising a function constrained by independent variables. How
ever, it is only suitable for small timetabling/scheduling problems. Several such
approaches in timetabling/scheduling exist, for example, linear and integer pro
gramming [Tripathy 84], or Lagrangean relaxation1 [Tripathy 80, Arani et al. 88];
a good collection of applied mathematical programming examples can be found
in the book [Ciriani & Leachman 93].
• Dynamic Programming: Dynamic Programming is an implicit cnumerative
search method which can be seen as a kind of divide and conquer technique.
In order to solve a large problem, we can first decompose it into several small
independent subproblems. When we do not know which subproblems we should
solve first, we can solve all the small subproblcms and keep them for later use.
For large timetabling/scheduling problems, this approach is ineffective, see for
example, [Held & Karp 62].
• Branch and Bound: Branch and Bound search is also an implicit cnumcrative
method. This approach consists of two fundamental procedures. Branching is
1 It can also be used to compute the lower bound [Beasley 93].
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the process of partitioning a large problem into two or more subproblems, and
bounding is the process of calculating a lower bound on the optimal solution of
a given subproblem. The various procedures differ primarily with respect to the
branching strategy and the generation of bounds. Examples of this approach are
[Balas 69, McMahon & Florian 75, Baker & McMahon 85, Carlier & Pinson 89].
For large timetabling/scheduling problems, this approach is also ineffective.
2.2.2 Heuristic Search
• General Heuristic Rules: Since most timetabling and job-shop scheduling prob¬
lems are NP-complete, as pointed out in the appendix of [Garey & Johnson 79],
it is likely to be impossible to use enumcrative search to get the solution in poly¬
nomial time. Therefore, we must use some "rules of thumb" to decide when a ma¬
chine is to be released or a job arrives, though this does not guarantee an optimal
solution. [Wcrra 85] surveyed many of the graph theoretical and network models,
and provided an introductory tutorial on the formulation of simple timetabling
problems. He mentioned that generally real timetabling problems cannot be for¬
mulated with these simple models, however, many of the heuristic methods are
often derived and adapted from exact methods developed for the simple cases.
[Carter 86] reviewed the graph colouring heuristics that have been applied to
practical timetabling problems; for example, largest degree first, largest degree
first recursive, smallest degree last recursive. [Panwalkar & Iskander 77] classi¬
fied more than 100 scheduling rules and tried to analyse the general idea behind
different rules. [Blackstonc Jr ct al. 82] made a survey of heuristic rules for man
ufacturing job shop operations and compared several of the heuristics using the
results of published studies. [Kiran 84a, Kiran 84b] also did a simulation study
in job shop scheduling and compared the performance of heuristic rules based
on different kinds of criteria. Some of the most famous heuristic rules are short¬
est processing time first (spt), largest processing time first (lpt) and earliest
due-date first (edd).
• Simulated Annealing: The recent interest of simulated annealing (sa) began with
the work of [Kirkpatrick ct al. 83]. Annealing is a thermal process for obtaining
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low energy states of a solid in a heat bath. The process contains two steps: first,
increase the temperature of the heat bath to a maximum value at which the
solid melts; second, decrease carefully the temperature of the heat bath until the
particles arrange themselves in the ground state of the solid. Basically SA is a
local search method, in which one wishes to choose a direction to move. Rather
than always choosing the direction of best improvement, which gives steepest-
ascent hill climbing, SA initially chooGcs random or ocmi random direction but
over time comes to prefer any direction of best improvement. Thus the direction-
selection process is controlled by some sort of temporal parameter, which by
analogy with real annealing is usually called 'temperature'.
There exist many SA applications in the Operations Research literature. For
example, [Eglese h Rand 87] and [Dowsland 90] both consider timetabling prob¬
lems which have no valid solution and therefore need to violate some constraints.
[Abramson 91] applied simulated annealing to a school timetabling problem using
both sequential and parallel machines. [Oeman L Potts 89] and [Ogbu h Smith 91]
both used SA to solve permutation flow shop scheduling problems, and concluded
that their methods were better than previous results though they spent more com¬
putational time. [Laarhovcn ct al. 92] applied an algorithm to get good results
in job shop scheduling problems involving the acceptance of cost-increasing tran¬
sitions with nonzero probabilities to avoid getting stuck in local minima, but this
was also very time consuming. [Shcn ct al. 94] combined simulated annealing
and simulated evolution to solve some flow shop/job shop scheduling problems.
Their algorithm guided the stochastic search of simulated annealing with an
evolutionary process. They declared that their results were better than other
simulated annealing approaches reported in the literature.
• Tabu Search: The modern form of tabu search (ts) is derived from [Glover 86];
[Hansen 86] also developed the method in a steepest ascent/mildest descent for
mulation. [Glover & Laguna 93] describes TS as follows:
"Tabu search (ts) has its antecedents in methods designed to cross boundaries
of feasibility or local optimality normally treated as barriers, and systemat¬
ically to impose and release constraints to permit exploration of otherwise
forbidden regions" ...
... "Tabu search scarcely involves reference to supernatural or moral conoid
erations, but instead is concerned with imposing restrictions to guide a search
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process to negotiate otherwise difficult regions. These restrictions operate in
several forms, both by direct exclusion of certain search alternatives classed
as 'forbidden', and also by translation into modified evaluations and proba
bilities of selection."
For instance, [Hertz 91] produced a tabu-search based timetable but only deals
with restricted soft constraints. Both [Widmer & Hertz 09] and [Taillard 90] ap¬
plied TS to flow-shop sequencing problems. [Reeves 93] introduced a candidate
list strategy to improve the solution quality and efficiency of flow shop sequencing
problems. Recently, [Taillard 93] reported his results on the benchmark schedul¬
ing problems given in [Beasley 90], however, running times were very long because
his purpose was to find the best results he could, using TS, regardless of time
taken.
• Bottleneck Heuristics: In scheduling literature, there are many bottleneck
heuristic methods, which are more complicated than simple heuristic i ules. The
most early and famous one is Optimised Production Technologyr (opt) devel
oped by Eliyahu Goldratt in Israel during the 1970s and commercialised within
computer software in the 1980s [Goldratt 88]. The idea behind OPT (see, for
example [Goldiatt &. Cox 84, Goldialt &. Fox 86]) is to find an obvious bottle¬
neck in the problem (for example: a particularly highly conotrained task), and
focus on this bottleneck. A partial solution is found in the region of the bottle
neck, and the rest of the problem (now simplified) is then solved. OPT is not so
useful, however, if there is no initial candidate for an obvious bottleneck. Later
bottleneck heuristic methods are more or less adapted and expanded from OPT.
For example, [Adams et al. 88] described their Shifting Bottleneck Procedure as
follows:
It sequences the machines one by one, successively, taking each time the ma¬
chine identified as a bottleneck among the machines not yet sequenced. Every
time after a new machine is sequenced, all previously established sequences
are locally reoptimized. Both the bottleneck identification and local reop
timisation procedures are based on repeatedly solving certain one-machine
scheduling problems.
[Morton & Pcntico 93] described their Bottleneck Dynamics as follows:
Basically, bottleneck dynamics estimates prices (delay cost) for delaying each
possible activity within a shop and, similarly, prices (delay costs) for delaying
each resource in the shop. Trading off the costs of delaying the activities versus
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the coeU of using the resources allows calculating, for example, which activ¬
ity has the highest benefit/cost ratio for being scheduled next at a resource
(sequencing choice), or which resource should be chosen to do an activity to
minimize the sum of resource and activity delay costs (routing choice). Thus
these prices allow making local rather than global decisions with easy and in¬
tuitive cost calculations, allowing solution by advanced dispatch simulation.
Decision types that can be handled include sequencing, routing, release and
other timing, lot sizing, and batching.
2.3 Artificial Intelligence Approaches
2.3.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problem
A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (csp) technique is defined by
• a set of variables each of which has a discrete and finite set of possible values
(their domain).
• a set of constraints between these variables.
A solution to a csp is a set of variable-value assignments which satisfy all the con¬
straints. [Meisels ct al. 93], for example, applies CSP algorithms to a school timetabling
[Duncan 93] describes several commercial tools for constraint satisfaction problems.
Among them, three well known tools which can be used to build timetabling/scheduling
applications are as follows:
• CHIP, originally developed at European Computer-Industry Research Centre
(ecrc) in Munich, is a constraint logic programming language based on Prolog
which combines consistency techniques (that is, arc consistency) with backtrack¬
ing search [Dincbas et al. 88].
• CHARME is derived from chip, which is also an integrated language. Its syn¬
tax looks like C language but isn't and its main data structure is merely using
arrays. Its main features are non-determinism, demons and many options for
variable/value selection [Oplobedu et al. 89]. A good tutorial on how to use
charme can be found in [Duncan & Johnson 91].
• ILOG SOLVER (previously known as PECOS) is a library but not a language.
It adopts an object-oriented approach and is therefore good for modeling. Cur-
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rently, it has two versions: Le-Lisp and C++. Other features are not being
limited to chronological backtracking, user-defined criteria for variable/value se¬
lection and ability to define primitive constraints etc [Puget 94, Le Pape 93].
2.3.2 Knowledge-based Systems
[Beck et al. 91, Berry et al. 93] classified constructive techniques, also known as Knowledge-
based or Al-based systems, as follows:
• Order(Lot)-based Scheduling: decisions are taken order (lot) by order (lot). All
lots which require scheduling are collected and ranked in terms of their priority.
An order (lot) is selected in terms of its priority, and each of its operations is
then scheduled before the next order (lot) is considered. That is, highest priority
order is scheduled first, for example, ISIS2 [Fox & Smith 84].
• Resource-based Scheduling: decisions are taken resource by resource and the
next resource is selected in terms of expected demand for its available capacity.
So, most heavily loaded resources are scheduled first, for example, RESS [Lui 88].
• Island-based (Opportunistic) Scheduling: the heavily or over-loaded resource
are identified and these resources are scheduled using resource-based scheduling.
Then take a lot based approach. That is, two schedulers, one scheduling lots
(orders) and the other scheduling resources, work cooperatively to produced a
schedule, for example, OPIS [Smith et al. 86].
• Operation-based Scheduling: decisions involve the selection and allocation of
a single operation. Therefore, bottleneck analysis is often used to select the
operation, that is, the most critical period and operation to the bottleneck is
scheduled first, for example, MICRO-BOSS [Sadeh 91].
[Berry et al. 93] also made some comments on these systems as follows (slightly adapted):
Order-based scheduling emphasises concerns surrounding individual orders.
Resource-based scheduling emphasises resource based criteria, which still
2 This is also a frame-based expert system.
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takes precedence in Opportunistic scheduling. Operation-based scheduling
is more flexible and similar to the more general CSP problem. However,
most of the above systems have the disadvantage that they use inefficient
search strategies and are unable to deal with uncertainty.
2.3.3 Distributed Artificial Intelligence
[Huhns 87] defines Distributed Artificial Intelligence (dai) as:
the application of distributed computing resources towards the co-operative solu¬
tion of a common problem. Its defining characteristic is the co-operative activity
of a group of decentralised and (loosely) coupled knowledge sources (nodes) where
no node has sufficient information or knowledge to solve the entire problem.
There arc two approaches in DAI: blackboard based architectures and multi agent
systems. For instance, [Collinot ct al. 88] uses a control system built on a blackboard
architecture to coordinate the use of various components of SONIA: a knowledge-based
scheduling system, and adjust their behaviour according to the problem-solving con¬
text. An example of a multi agent system in scheduling is the distributed asynchronous
scheduler (das), which decomposes the scheduling problem across a hierarchy of com
municating agents where each agent exhibits the properties of opportunism, reaction
and belief maintenance [Burke & Prosser 91].
2.3.4 Rule-based Expert Systems
In this approach, one uses a rule-based language to try to specify the constraints and the
heuristics which human experts use to solve the problem. [Solotorcvsky ct al. 91] pre¬
sented a rule based language, RAPS, for specifying resource allocation and timetabling
problems which is embedded in an expert system shell - ESRA [Solotorcvsky et al. 93],
[Solotorcvsky et al. 93] compared the rule based and CSP approaches for solving a
real life courses timetabling problem and listed some advantages of rule based expert
systems:
• Rules are very convenient for specifying both the constraints on the problem and the
heuristics used by the expert to solve it.
• A rule-based expert systems (RBS) can generate explanations easily, by following the
path of rules that are fired in the reasoning process.
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• The expert systems (ES) approach has the ability to specify constraints more naturally,
and the ability to pursue multiple objectives rather than a single objective.
However, the syntax of this language is much more complex than the general if-then
rule style. Rule-based systems are not usually used for optimisation problems.
2.3.5 Neural Networks
This approach seems promising, but there are not many results to point to at this time.
A common approach is to use feed-back neural networks to find solutions to combina¬
torial optimisation problems, for example [Ross & Hallam 93] discusses how to apply
a Hopfield net to solve the Knight's Tour problem. Different researchers have used
different neural network models to deal with timetabling/scheduling problems. For in¬
stance, [Gislen et al. 89] demonstrated a small timetabling problem using Potts neural
networks and [Gislcn et al. 92] extended it to deal with larger timetabling problems.
[Hulle 91] used a Goal Programming Network for Mixed Integer Linear Programming
to solve job-shop scheduling problems, but the number of constraints increase combina-
torially as problem size increases. Several neural network models have successfully been
applied to the Travelling Salesman problem (tsp) which can be easily adapted to single
machine or permutation scheduling, e.g. [Hopfield & Tank 85, Durbin &: Willshaw 87,
Angeniol et al. 88, Aarts & Korst 89, Fritzke & Wilke 91, Yokoi & Kakazu 92].
2.4 Review of GAs in Timetabling/Scheduling
2.4.1 GAs in Timetabling
[Colorni et al. 90] constructed a lesson timetable for an Italian high school using a
Genetic Algorithm approach and first reported the successful GA timetabling applica¬
tion. Their representation involves a 5-tuple made up of a resource (teacher), timetable-
intervals (hours), a job (lesson), a matrix (a timetable) and a function to be maximised.
They used a matrix R to represent a timetable. Each row is a teacher, each column
an hour and each element of R is a lesson. In their representation, row constraints are
always satisfied, however column constraints may be infeasible due to over-crowded or
un covered hours. So they used filtering operators to help deal with these problems.
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They found that their approach could satisfy all the hard constraints of their high
school timetabling problem, and made some headway into minising violations of the
soft constraints.
[Davis 91] presented a hybrid GA/grccdy algorithm approach for solving simple graph
colouring problems, which are closely related to timetabling problems. We can consider
the set of events E to be the vertices of a graph and the set of times T to be colours
(or labels) that can be used to paint the vertices of this graph. We can represent any
constraint of the form ue, and e7 cannot share the same time-slot" as an edge between
vertices ct and c}. The simple timetabling problem then becomes one of colouring
every vertex in such a way that no two vertices connected by an edge are of the same
colour. Examination modules which are unconnected may be scheduled at the same
time as there will not be any clashes.
[Abramson & Abela 91] used some algorithms to pre combine a class, teacher and room
'ombination inlo a tuple and treat the tuple as an inseparable unit later. They then
used a chromosome representation where, more like the actual timetable itself, positions
are time slots and the values that a 'position gene' can take are sets of tuples that might
occur at that time. This kind of representation however leads to a problem called the
label replacement problem [Glover 87]; the problem is that the crossover operator can
easily lead to producing timetables which leave out many of the cxamo that need to be
scheduled. A label replacement algorithm must be used to then repair the chromosome
to reintroduce all the necessary exams and remove duplicated exams.
[Ling 92] used hybrid Genetics Algorithms to deal with the teaching timetable of a
Polytechnic in Singapore. A Prolog program was initially used to solve the major part
of the timetable, for example some workshop sessions require several consecutive slots
which must be scheduled before othcrG. The GA was then used to schedule the rest of
the timetable. The representation the}' used was similar to that of [Colorni et ul. 90].
It was also a matrix R where each column is alco an hour but each row a student class.
They also used filtering [Colorni et al. 90] to repair the timetable. As a result, some
of the over-crowded periods can be eliminated.
[Chan 94] used a similar approach to our representation [Fang 92]. He used binary
encoding, and divided the evaluation function into a cost function and a penalty func-
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tion which represents the penalty of soft constraints and hard constraints respectively.
The total fitness function is just a linear combination of a cost function and penalty
function. He then used a constraint propagation algorithm, propagating a constraint
to restrict the legal value of some variables, to improve the efficiency. However, as he
pointed out, "a value propagated for a previous schedule requirement may be varied
in subsequent propagation and result in violating the previous schedule requirement".
Therefore, he further used an iterative method to repeat the algorithm several times,
hoping most constraints can be satisfied.
[Burke et al. 94] used a graph colouring algorithm to first produce a feasible timetable
which satisfied the hard constraints, that is no student can take two exams at the
same time and the rooms must be large enough than the students present at that
exam. They thon used a similar GA representation to ours [Fang 92] to operate on
this feasible timetable. The evaluation function they used is just to control the length
of the timetable, the number of second order conflicts and the number of spare seats
in a room. In order to preserve the feasibility of the timetable, normal GA operators
are mostly not suitable, so they further used sophisticated 'violation-healing' crossover
and mutation operators to guarantee feasible timetables.
Recently, [Paechter 94, Paechter et al. 94] investigated the use of indirect representa¬
tion in timetabling problems. In an indirect representation, the chromosome encodes
instructions for building a timetable, rather than directly represents the timetable
itself. [Paechter et al. 94] uses a place-and-seek method; in this approach, the chro¬
mosome says which event to schedule next, and where to place it; if this event cannot
be placed without violating a hard constraint, then the chromosome encodes where
to go next (in the list of possible times or rooms) to look for a place where the event
will fit. This approach seems to search a far fitter subspace, and should achieve a
near-optimum or optimum in fewer evaluations. However, since the method docs not
search the whole space of timetables, we cannot guarantee that it will even be possible
to find a global optimum.
Our approach [Fang 92, Come et al. 93, Ross et al. 94b] uses chromosomes in which,
positions are events and the values that a 'position gene' can take are sets of start
times, rooms or teachers that might occur at that event. This kind of representation
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may represent timetables where not all time slots arc filled: this is, however, a legal,
and possibly useful timetable. Using this representation, the Genetic Algorithm does
not need to be repaired with some computationally expensive algorithm like other ap¬
proaches described above. We used a penalty function to evaluate the quality of the
timetable and treat all the hard and soft constraints in a uniform way. The relative
penalty values may be chosen to reflect intuitive judgement of the relative importance
of satisfying different kinds of constraint. Further, we introduce some 'constraint viola¬
tion directed' mutation operators to improve solution quality and the speed. The idea
is simply to keep track, during evaluation, of the individual contributions to violations
of each event; this information is then used to roughly guide mutation to where it seems
most needed. More detailed information such as allocating time slots and rooms simul¬
taneously and some stochastic violation-directed and event-freeing mutation operators
have been looked into in the timetabling parts of this thesis.
2.4.2 GAs in Scheduling
[Davis 85] was the first to suggest and demonstrate the feasibility of using a GA on a
simple JSSP, but his essentially ad-hoc set of genetic operators and memory-intensive
chromosome representation left much room for improvement. [Hilliard et al. 87] used
a classifier system to discover heuristic scheduling rules for simple job-shop scheduling
problems and indicated a potential for success but not many researches in this direction
are in progress.
Meanwhile, the general success of GAs on other kinds of hard scheduling problems
such as the TSP [Grefenstette et al. 85], which is equivalent to a simplified form of
the JSSP3, started to lead to clues for more effective representations and operators
for GA approaches. For example, [Whitley et al. 89, Whitley et al. 91] defined a new
edge recombination operator for the TSP, but performance degraded when applied
to more typical scheduling problems. [Starkweather et al. 91] compare six sequencing
operators for TSP and scheduling problems and conclude that the results of schedule
optimisation were almost the opposite of the results from the TSP. These differences
3 [Syswerda 91, Sysweida li Palmucci 91] showed how a JSSP may be represented in a way similar to
the TSP with operators to guarantee legal solutions.
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can be explained by examining how these operators preserve adjacency (for the TSP)
and order information (for the scheduling). [Fox & McMahon 91) also found similar
results. Other Genetic approaches for the TSP are [Michalewicz 92, Tamaki et al. 94,
Bui & Moon 94], for example.
[Cleveland h Smith 89] reported a flow-shop release algorithm which can be seen as a
complex single-machine problem, where the 'machine' is actually an automated multi¬
stage flow line with non-standard characteristics. [Cartwright & Mott 91] reported a
method to decide the suitable population sizes and crossover rate for the flow-shop
scheduling problems. [Reeves 92b] reported a Genetic Algorithms for permutation
flow-shop sequencing and found it outperformed a simulated annealing approach when
the problem size was non-trivial. Later, [Reeves 92a] applied it to a stochastic per¬
mutation flow-shop sequencing problem and found a GA is more robust than other
methods in the presence of noise. [Muller et al. 93] presented a single machine schedul¬
ing problem in which each operation/job has its own possible start time. Recently,
[Murata & Ishibuchi 94] compared GAs with other search algorithms for permutation
flow-shop scheduling problems. They found that their GAs performed a little worse
than other search algorithms such as local search, tabu search and simulated annealing,
however, combining GAs with local search and simulated annealing resulted in high
performance.
[Nakano 91] used a conventional GA with binary chromosomes for the JSSP, but his
representation did not guarantee to produce legal schedules from crossover, necessi¬
tating the use of an algorithm to repair illegal ones. His repair process first fixes
local inconsistencies in the schedule for each machine, and then fixes global inconsis¬
tencies, usually producing a fairly similar but legal schedule although at significant
computational cost. [Tamaki & Nishikawa 92] provided a neighbourhood model of
GA where the reproduction is executed locally in a neighbourhood of each individ¬
ual to avoid premature convergence and applied it to the job-shop scheduling prob¬
lem. [Husbands et al. 90, Husbands & Mill 91] showed a model based on simulated
co-evolution applied to manufacturing scheduling problems and could get very good
results. Later, [Husbands 93] further presented a highly parallel GA based 'ecosystems'
model which allows the simultaneous optimisation of the process plans of a number of
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components.
Recently, problem-specific knowledge has been used to augment GAs in production
scheduling. [Bagchi et al. 91] found (using rather simplified JSSPs) that the inclusion
of problem-specific information in the representation and genetic operators generally
produces better results, and the results improve more as more information is included
in the GA (rather than used by a heuristic search or other method hybridised with the
GA). As the GA becomes more sophisticated however, the speed of finding reasonable
solutions falls. Later, for example, [Uckun et al. 93] found that the approach used in
[Bagchi et al. 91] (sophisticated problem-specific information in the representation and
operators) produces better results in the longer term than a simpler GA enhanced with
a local hill-climbing operator, but the latter method can produce acceptable perfor¬
mance much more quickly than the former. [Bruns 93] used a direct representation to
represent a production schedule itself and also used domain-dependent crossover and
mutation. He used a genetic algorithm simply to do the search because his represented
information covered all the search space, so neither a transformation nor a scheduler
is necessary.
Some hybrid methods begin to combine GAs with other existing complicated algo¬
rithms. For example, [Yamada & Nakano 92] hybridised [Giffler & Thompson 60]'s ac¬
tive scheduling algorithm with a GA which represented an individual directly from its
operation completion times, improving on the solution quality of [Nakano 91]. Later,
[Davidor et al. 93] further put their approach in Davidor's 'ECOlogical' framework,
and found that average solution quality improved further without additional com¬
putational cost. [Croce et al. 92] used a multi-permutation sequence, one for each
machine, and a schedule generation algorithm to specify the job priority when a ma¬
chine becomes free, using the shortest-makespan criterion. [Paredis 92] explored hy¬
brid constrained optimisation problems (cops) with Genetic Algorithms in a job-shop
scheduling problem and showed how COPs can be used to augment a GA with domain
specific knowledge. [Dorndorf & Pesch 93] used the shifting bottleneck procedure of
[Adams et al. 88] with a Genetic Algorithm to solve job-shop scheduling and reported
better performance than pure shifting bottleneck procedure or a simulated annealing
approach with the same running time. More recently, [Atlan et al. 93] proposed a
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system based both on an original distributed scheduling model and on genetic pro¬
gramming for an inference of symbolic policy functions. They showed that genetic
programming can be used to learn strategies for job-shop scheduling.
Our GA approach [Fang et al. 93, Fang et al. 94] uses a variant of the ordinal repre¬
sentation introduced in [Grefenstette et al. 85] and used for the TSP. This represen¬
tation has the merit of producing only legal schedules under crossover and mutation.
When applied to the JSSP, it produces better results than those of [Nakano 91] with
pleasingly small computational effort and comparable with hybrid methods such as
[Yamada & Nakano 92, Dorndorf fc Pesch 93] and others. It thus provides a conve¬
nient way to handle the rescheduling, dynamic scheduling and open-shop schedul¬
ing/rescheduling problems. The rescheduling problem involves modifying a schedule
in the process of execution in order to take account of changed, cancelled or new jobs.
As such phenomena occur frequently in the kind of organisation that has to deal with
JSSPs, it is as important to find efficient rescheduling algorithms (which ideally do
not involve rebuilding the schedule from scratch) as it is to find effective algorithms
for the full JSSP. The dynamic scheduling problem is a problem in which either job
ready time or job operation processing time information are not all available in the
beginning. However, we cannot wait until all the data is available, so we must use the
incomplete information to begin to schedule and accumulate a partial schedule gradu¬
ally. The open-shop problems requires each job to be processed on each machine, but
there is no particular order to follow. Therefore, the schedule has to not only decide
which machines process which jobs, but also the flow of the jobs between machines.




Genetic Algorithms are loosely based on the ideas underlying the theory of evolution
by natural selection, and current knowledge of the basics of genetics. First we will look
briefly at the basic ideas from biology which are used in GAs.
In the beginning of [Smith 89], Smith describes "Darwin's theory" as follows:
"In The Origin of Species, Darwin argued that all existing organisms are the
modified descendants of one or a few simple ancestors that arose on Earth" ..."
He also argued that the main force driving these evolutionary changes was natural
selection" ...
"Darwin, then, argued that organisms do in fact multiply and vary, and that they
have heredity, and that, in consequence, populations of organisms will evolve.
Those organisms with characteristics most favourable for survival and reproduc¬
tion will not only have more offspring, but will pass their characteristics on to
those offspring. The result will be a change in the characteristics present in the
population" ...
"The theory of natural selection not only predicts evolutionary change: it also
says something about the kind of change. In particular, it predicts that organisms
will acquire characteristics that make them better able to survive and reproduce
in the environment in which they live" ...
The following characteristics1 are the essence of [Darwin 59]'s The Origin of Species.
1. Each individual tends to pass on its traits to its offspring
2. Nevertheless, nature produces individuals with different traits
3. The fittest individuals - those with the most favourable traits - tend to
have more offspring than do those with unfavourable traits. This drives the
population as a whole towards favourable traits.
1 taken from [Winston 92]
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4. Over a long period, variation can accumulate, producing entirely new species
whose traits make them especially suited to particular ecological niches.
Parents which adapt better are more likely to be selected for producing children. The
children of these better parents inherit genetic traits; we can identify 'genetic traits'
with 'genes'; that is, the unit of inheritance is the gene. Genes in the new generation
which adapt well are also selected more often for mating and reproducing. This evolu¬
tionary cycle continues from generation to generation. Therefore, 'poor' chromosomes,
and 'poor' genes will tend to disappear from the environment, leaving 'better' chromo¬
somes containing 'better genes' (and/or 'better' combinations of genes), which tend to
produce 'better' children. Finally, as a result of this "survival of the fittest" activity,
the population will gradually adapt optimally or near optimally to the environment.
Genes indirectly contribute to an organism's fitness by providing traits that confer
some advantage in breeding. However, in biological terms fitness is usually measured
in terms of breeding success, rather than in terms of some population-independent
measure. That is, the fitness of a chromosome is dependent on every aspect of the
external environment, which includes the particular details of the other chromosomes
in the population. The terms 'poor' and 'better' are thus relative to the current
population. As we shall see, this is rarely true in GAs.
3.1 What are Genetic Algorithms?
What are Genetic Algorithms? A brief answer, following closely that in [Ross et al. 94c],
is as follows:
A GA can be seen ao an unusual kind of search strategy. In a GA, there is
a set of candidate solutions to a problem; typically this set is initially filled
with random possible solutions, not necessarily all distinct. Each candidate
is typically (though not in all GAs) an ordered fixed-length array of values
(called 'alleles') for attributes ('genes'). Each gene is regarded as atomic
in what follows; the set of alleles for that gene is the set of values that the
gene can possibly take. Thus, in building a GA for a specific problem the
first task is to decide how to represent possible solutions. Assuming we
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have thus decided on such a representation, a GA usually proceeds in the
following way.
• Initialisation: A set of candidate solutions is randomly generated. For example,
if the problem is to maximise a function of x, y and z then the initial step
may be to generate a collection of random triples (xi,y;,z,) if that is the chosen
representation.
• Now iterate through the following steps, until some termination criterion is met
(such as no improvement in the best solution so far after some specified time, or
until a solution has been found whose fitness is better than a given 'adequate'
value). The process alters the set repeatedly; each set is commonly called a
generation.
1. Evaluation. Using some predefined problem-specific measure of fitness, we
evaluate every member of the current set as to how good a solution to the
problem it is. The measure is called the candidate's fitness, and the idea is
that fitter candidates arc in some way closer to being one of the solutions
being sought. However, CAo do not roquiro that fitness is a perfect measure
of quality; they can to some modest extent tolerate a fitness measure in
which the fitter of some pairs of candidates is also the poorer as a solution.
2. Selection. Select pairs of candidate solutions from the current generation to
be used for breeding. This may be done entirely randomly, or stochastically
based on fitness, or in other wayo (but usually based on fitness, such that
fitter individuals have more chance of being chosen).
3. Breeding. Produce new individuals by using genetic operators on the indi¬
viduals chosen in the selection step. There arc two main kindG of operators:
- Recombination: A new individual is produced by recombining features
of a pair of 'parent' solutions.
- Mutation: A new individual is produced by slightly altering an existing
one.
The idea of recombination is that useful components of the members of
a breeding pair may combine successfully to produce an individual better
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than both parents; if the offspring is poor it will just have lower chance of
selection later on. In any event, features of the parents appear in different
combinations in the offspring. Mutation, on the other hand, serves to allow
local hill-climbing, as well introduce variation which cannot be introduced
by recombination.
4. Population update. The set is altered, typically by choosing to remove some
or all of the individuals in the existing generation (usually beginning with
the least fit) and replacing these with individuals produced in the breeding
step. The new population thus produced becomes the current generation.
How are Genetic Algorithms different from other optimisation and search methods?
[Goldberg 89] provided an instructive answer to this question, noting the following four
main differences:
• GAs work with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves.
• GAs search from a population of points, not a single point.
• GAs use payoff (objective function) information, not derivatives or other
auxiliary knowledge.
• GAs use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic rules.
In addition to the above points, an important characteristic of GAs is what [Holland 75]
called intrinsic parallelism or implicit parallelism. The idea of intrinsic parallelism is
that the GA effectively addresses very many related optimisation problems in parallel.
Each of these individual problems is that of finding the best value (or set of values)
for a particular gene (or set of genes).
3.2 Current Research of Genetic Algorithms
The initiator of research in GAs is John Holland. Holland published the book "Adap¬
tation in Natural and Artificial Systems" [Holland 75], and from then on many
dissertations and papers began to be published by different researchers. From 1985 the
general approach began to receive wide attention. Two formal conferences on GAs:
"Proceedings of the International Conference on Genetic Algorithms and
their Applications" [Grefenstette 85, Grefenstette 87, Schaffer 89, Belew & Booker 91,
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Forrest 93] are held in odd yearB from 1985 in United States and "Parallel Problem
Solving from Nature" [Goos & Hartmanis 90, Manner & Manderick 92, Davidor 94]
are held in even years from 1990 in Europe. In addition, the theory-oriented work¬
shop "Foundations of Genetic Algorithms and Classifier Systems" [Gregory 91,
Whitley 93a] are held every two years from 1990; the term classifier system denotes
a simple kind of GA based machine learning system [Goldberg 89]. A well-organised
GA-List digest newslist and another EP-List digest are available via e-mail, while
major journals publishing GA-related papers are Evolutionary Computation, Machine
Learning, Neural Networks, Artificial Life, Adaptive Behaviour, and other Artificial
Intelligence based journals.
3.3 How Do Genetic Algorithms Work?
Genetic Algorithms solve a problem by, roughly, generating, changing and evaluating
candidate solutions to that problem. A candidate solution to a problem is called a
chromosome, and a chromosome is usually a bit string or some other encoding or rep¬
resentation of a solution. For example, an eight bit binary string can be a chromosome
representing numbers (from 1 to 256), or two numbers in the range [73,1319], or eight
distinct binary decisions, and so on.
Initially, a random population of such chromosomes is generated. Changing chromo¬
somes is done by mutation and/or crossover operators (described below), while chro¬
mosomes (candidate solutions) are evaluated by way of a domain dependent fitness
function, which first decodes the chromosome and then evaluates its optimality as a
solution to the particular problem being addressed.
An outline of the flow of control in a basic Genetic algorithm is as follows:
1. Initialise and encode a random population of chromosomes. This is called the
'current population'.
2. Evaluate each chromosome's fitness in the current population.
3. Produce an intermediate generation, by stochastically selecting current popula-
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tion chromosomes according to fitness. These will be parents of the next gener¬
ation.
4. Apply crossover and mutation operators to pairs of and/or single chromosomes in
the intermediate generation, thus producing a new generation of chromosomes.
This is now the current population.
5. Repeat 2-4 until an adequate solution is found.
A Genetic Algorithm is a kind of weak search method which needs little domain knowl¬
edge and is therefore applicable to a very large number of different kinds of problem.
In heuristic (or strong) search methods which need to incorporate domain-dependent
knowledge, for example, what we must do for a particular problem is find a good
heuristic. With GAs, the algorithm already provides a good heuristic (which may or
may not be good enough) but we need to define the representation and evaluation
function. The details of how Genetic Algorithms work are explained below.
3.3.1 Initialisation
There are many ways to initialise and encode the initial generation: binary or non-
binary, fixed or variable length strings, and so on. Holland's original encoding method
is as a binary-fixed length string, although this is not vital and often not desirable or
natural. At the initial stage, the system just randomly generates valid chromosomes
and evaluates each one.
3.3.2 Reproduction
3.3.2.1 Generational Reproduction
In generational reproduction, the whole of a population is potentially replaced at each
generation [Holland 75). The most often used procedure is to loop N/2 times, where N
is the population size, selecting two chromosomes each time according to the current
selection procedure, producing two children from those two parents, finally producing
N new chromosomes (although they may not all be entirely new).
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The steady state method selects two chromosomes according to the current selection
procedure, performs crossover on them to obtain one or two children, perhaps applies
mutation as well, and installs the result back into that population; the least fit of the
population is destroyed [Whitley 89].
3.3.3 Selection
The effect of selection is to return a probabilistically selected parent. Although this
selection procedure is stochastic, it does not imply Genetic Algorithms employ a di¬
rectionless search. The chance of each parent being selected is in some way related to
its fitness.
3.3.3.1 Fitness-based Selection
The standard, original method for parent selection is Roulette Wheel selection or
fitness-based selection. In this kind of parent selection, each chromosome has a chance
of selection that is directly proportional to its fitness. The effect of this depends
strongly on the range of fitness values in the current population. For example, if fit¬
nesses range from 5 to 10, then the fittest chromosome is twice as likely to be selected
as a parent than the least fit. If, however, we add 1000 to each fitness so that the range
of fitnesses is now from 1005 to 1010, then the relative likelihood of being selected for
a parent is about the same for all chromosomes. In many applications this is undesir
able, and leads to stagnation in the ocarch. One way to solve this problem is to scale
the fitnesses before selection; for example, see [Goldberg 89] pages 122-124 for several
useful scaling techniques.
3.3.3.2 Rank-based Selection
[Baker 85] was the first to report the rank based selection method, in which selection
probabilities are based on a chromosome's relative rank or position in the population,
rather than absolute fitness. There are many possible forms of rank based selection,
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depending on how the raw ranks are converted into objective fitnesses. [Whitley 89]
used a now popular method involving a bias scheme to control the selection pressure.
That is, the larger the bias, the stronger the selection pressure. In Whitley's scheme,
if the bias is 1.0, then the fittest of N chromosomes is N times more likely to be
selected than the least fit. A higher bias gives somewhat more chance to the fittest
and somewhat less to the unfit.
3.3.3.3 Tournament-based Selection
The original tournament selection as described in [Brindle 81] chooses K parents at
random and returns the fittest one of these. Some other forms of tournament se¬
lection exists, for example, Boltzmann tournament selection [Goldberg 90] evolves a
Boltzmann distribution across a population and time using pairwise probabilistic ac¬
ceptance and anti-acceptance mechanisms. The procedures are as follows: generate a
candidate solution uniformly at random in the neighbourhood of the current solution
and accept the new solution with logistic probability. Repeat this for some number
of trials. Marriage tournament selection [Ross &; Ballinger 93] chooses one parent at
random, has up to K tries to find one fitter, and stops at the first of these tries which
finds a fitter one. If none is better than the initial choice, then return that initial
choice.
3.3.3.4 Spatially-oriented Selection
Spatially-oriented selection is a local selection method rather than a global one. That
is, the selection competition is between several small neighbouring chromosomes in¬
stead of the whole population. This method is based on Wright's shifting-balance
model of evolution [Wright 68, Wright 69, Wright 77, Wright 78], which is adapted by
several authors, for example [Collins &: Jefferson 91, Davidor 91, Ross & Ballinger 93].
[Whitley 93b] termed it Cellular Genetic Algorithms. The one we used in this thesis is
adapted from [Ross & Ballinger 93], which is a two dimensional grid and maintains a
roughly square population. This grid is consider toroidal, that is leaving one edge will
wrap around to the opposite edge. Two random walks of length N are taken from a
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selected starting location. The fittest found on each walk are taken as the two parents
which produce one child. The child is installed at the start location if it is fitter than
the one already there.
3.3.4 Other Operators
3.3.4.1 Crossover
The crossover operator is the most important operator in Genetic Algorithms. Crossover
is a process yielding recombination of bit strings via an exchange of segments between
pairs of chromosomes. There are many kinds of crossover, here we just illustrate the
concepts of four kinds of crossover, and examples will be given in next subsection of
this chapter.
• One-point Crossover: The procedure of one-point crossover is to randomly gen¬
erate a number (less than or equal to the chromosome length) as the crossover
position. Then, keep the bits before the number unchanged and swap the bits
after the crossover position between the two parents.
• Two-point Crossover: The procedure of two-point crossover is similar to that of
one-point crossover except that we must select two positions and only the bits
between the two positions are swapped. This crossover method can preserve the
first and last parts of a chromosome and just swap the middle part, which cannot
generally be done with one-point crossover. .
• N-point Crossover: The procedure of n-point crossover is similar to those of one-
point and two-point crossovers except that we must select n positions and only
the bits between odd and even crossover positions are swapped. The bits between
even and odd crossovers are unchanged.
• Uniform Crossover: The procedure of uniform crossover is first described in
[Syswerda 89]. Each gene of the first parent has a 0.5 probability of swapping
with the corresponding gene of the second parent.
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In [Holland 75], three operators are described for causing children to be different from
their parents: crossover, mutation, and inversion. Inversion operates as a kind of
reordering technique. It operates on a single chromosome and inverts the order of the
elements between two randomly chosen points on the chromosome. While this operator
was inspired by a biological process, it requires additional overhead. Though there are
oomc researchers who have investigated the operator, it generally has not reported
good results in Genetic Algorithms in practice.
3.3.4.3 Mutation
Mutation has the effect of ensuring that all possible chromosomes arc reachable. For
example, if the hist position in a chromosome can be any number from one to tweuty,
it may happen that in the initial population there is no chromosome with u6n in the
first position. With only crossover operators, it is impossible to generate such a chro¬
mosome. Even with inversion operators, the search is constrained to alleles (possible
variants of genes) which exist in the initial population. The mutation operator can
overcome this by simply randomly selecting any bit position in a string and changing
it. This is useful since crossover and inversion may not be able to produce new alleles
if they do not appear in the initial generation.
There are slight differences between different authors' definitions of this operator. For
instance, in [Goldberg 89], once wc decide to apply the mutation operator, the bit will
unconditionally change from 0 to 1 or vice versa. However, in [Davis 91], the changed
value "'ill depend on a random bit generator, so it is possible that there will be no
effective change and it could be form 0 to 0 or 1 to 1. That is to say, the actual
bit changed possibility of the former mutation is two times that of the latter.
3.3.4.4 Migration
Parallel or Island [Whitley 93b] GAo allow us to run several populations at the same
time in each processor respectively without increasing the total processing time; and
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day AM PM
timel time2 time3 time4
dayl el e3
day2 e5 e6 e2,e4
Table 3.1: Assigning exams to eight time slots
occasionally pass a chromosome from one populations to others, this is known as mi¬
gration [Tanese 89, Gorges-Schleuter 90, Starkweather et al. 90, Ro6s k Ballinger 93).
At each migration, a chromooome is chosen from one population (the first population
is chosen for the first migration, the second for the second and so on) according to the
current selection procedure and copied into all the other populations. The populations
remain fixed in size, so this insertion causes the least fit in a population to be destroyed.
3.3.5 A Simple Example to Illustrate Genetic Operators
• Initialisation
In chapter 1, we introduced a simple exam timetabling problem. Now, we can
use a non binary bit string representation to represent the chromosomes here,
because it is cu3y to understand and represent. Our example has six positions
representing six exams with each position's value as the time slot assigned to the
exam. We can generate the population randomly to assign each exam a time
slot.
If we randomly generate six numbers 3, 8, 4, 8, 6, 7 as six time slots for el-e6,
which means el in slot 3, e2 in clot 8, etc, then the chromosome is 3 8 4 8 6 7
and the timetable is as in Table 3.1.
• Reproduction and Selection
In Table 3.2, assuming the fitness columns of each chromosome reflects the quality
of that corresponding timetable, which could be, for example, an inverse function
of various violations cauGcd. If wc apply fitness based selection and randomly
generate a number 0.5 and multiply by the sum of fitnesses 0.133, then get an
accumulated fitness 0.0665 which is what wc expect to select among our parents.
We consult Table 3.2 to get the accumulated fitness 0.0665 is between the first
accumulated fitness 0.005 and the second accumulated fitness 0.067, so we select
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index chromosome fitness accumulated fitness
1 384867 0.005 0.005
2 7 S 7 6 1 3 0.062 0.067*
3 535558 0.006 0.073
4 767722 0.020 0.093
5 1 7 4 5 S 2 0.040 0.133*
Table 3.2: Initial population and fitness
the second chromosome 7 3 7 6 I 3 as our first parent.
Similarly using the same method to get another accumulated fitness 0.095, we
select the fifth chromosome I 7 4 5 i 2 as our second parent.
• Crossover
- One-point crossover: With the two parents selected above, we randomly
generate a number 2 as the crossover position:
parsntl: 737613
parent2: 174822
then we get two children:
childl : 7 314 6 2 2
child2 : 1 717 6 1 3
where the first child has the firot part from parcntl and the second part
from parcnt2 and the second child has the first part from parent2 and the
second part from parent 1.
— Two-point crossover: With the two parents above, we randomly generate
two numbers 2 and 4 as crossover positions:
parsntl: 737613
p&r«nt2: 174522
after crossover, we get two children:
childl : 7 314 Sll 3
child2 : 1 717 612 2
N point crossover: If we randomly generate a number n equal to 3, then
randomly generate 3 numbers 1, 2, 4 as crossover positions and swap even-
part positions but let the odd part positions unchanged to produce two
children:
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partntl: 737613
par«nt2: 174522
after crossover, we get two children:
childl : 71717 612 2
child2 : 1|3|4 611 3
— Uniform crossover: For each position we randomly generate a number be¬
tween 0 and 1, for example 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.4, 0.6, 0.1. If the number generated
for a given position is less than 0.5, then childl gets the gene from parent 1,
and child2 gets the gene from parent2. Otherwise, vice versa.
parentl: 7 »3 *7 6 »1 3
parent2: 1 »7 *4 6 »2 2
after crossover, we get two children and whose crossover positions are marked
by a V after each gene respectively:
childl : 7 7» 4* 6 2» 3
child2 : 1 3* 7* 6 1* 2
Inversion
Here we just give a simple example of pure inversion:
If we randomly choose two positions 2, 5 and apply the inversion operator:
3 8 4 8 6 7
then we get the new string:
3 6 8 4 8 7
* * * *
The inversion operator only has one parent.
Mutation
Assume we have already used crossover to get a new string:
7 3 4 5 1 3
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Assume the mutation rate is 0.001 (usually a small value). Next, for the first
bit 7, we randomly generate a number between 0 and 1. If the number is less
than the mutation rate (0.001), then the first bit 7 needs to mutate. We generate
another number between 1 and the maximum time slot (8), and get a number
(for example 2). Now the first bit mutates to 2. We repeat the same procedure
for the other bits. In our example, if only the first bit mutates, and the rest of
the bits don't mutate, then we will get a new chromosome as below:
2 3 4 5 1 3
♦
Because the mutation rate is very small, each chromosome only has a 1—(1-
0.001)6=0.005985 possibility of mutation. It takes on average just over 167 chro¬
mosomes to have one bit mutation.
3.4 The Fundamental Theorem of Genetic Algorithms
In this section we describe the fundamental theorem of Genetic Algorithms, called the
schema theorem (ST). It is not a part of this thesis to investigate this theorem as
such, or do any kind of formal analysis of Genetic Algorithms. However, this thesis
(like many others) demonstrates the extraordinary and surprising power of Genetic
Algorithms, where simple, genetically-inspired search operators seem to quickly solve
many difficult problems. The schema theorem, and associated mathematical results
about Genetic Algorithms, particularly the mathematical analysis of building blocks
and implicit parallelism, go a long way along the route of describing just why Genetic
Algorithms are so powerful. However, after describing the ST, we will then briefly
discuss some problems which make it inapplicable in general; the ST will then no longer
be mentioned or used in this thesis. The work in this thesis is therefore empirically
rather than theoretically based. The mathematical descriptions of Genetic Algorithms
that we use in this chapter is adapted from [Holland 75] and [Goldberg 89], which is a
traditional, binary-string one-point crossover and generational GA.
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A schema [Holland 75] is a similarity template describing a subset of strings with
similarities at certain string positions. Why are schemata important for Genetic Algo¬
rithms? [Goldberg 89] says:
In some sense we are no longer interested in strings as strings alone. Since impor¬
tant similarities among highly fit strings can help guide a search, we question how
one string can be similar to its fellow strings. Specifically we ask, in what ways is
a string a representative of other string classes with similarities at certain string
positions? The frame of schema provides the tool to answer these question.
A schema is a string of the following format:
* 1 0 1 * 0
with each position a 1, 0 or #, in which # is a don't care symbol, can be 1 or 0. The
more # it has, the less specific it becomes. In a binary string, if there are n then
a schema can describe 2" strings. Equally, any string of 0s and Is of length n is an




1 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0
The total number of different schemata of length n is J", because each of the n po¬
sitions can be 0, 1 or #. The total search space remains 2" since the symbols
are not involved in the real string processing; they only serve as a tool to describe
similarity templates. How many schemata arc processed usefully in each generation?
Despite the processing of only, say, e chromosomes each generation, Genetic Algo¬
rithms process at least c3 schema [Holland 75]. Holland calls this implicit parallelism2
3 The original term Holland used in 1975 was intrinsic parallelism.
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and the observation is a major part of the explanation of the robustness of Genetic
Algorithms. Even though we perform computation proportional to the size of the pop¬
ulation, we get useful processing of at least c3 schema in parallel with no special book
keeping or memory other than the population itself, (for the detailed proof of c3 see
[Fitzpatrick & Grefenstette 88] pages 118-120 or [Goldberg 89] pages 40-41)
3.4.2 The Schema Theorem
Let us consider a simple generational GA. The frequency m(tf,t) of a schema H at
generation t will change at generation t+1 proportionally to the selection probability
of strings for reproduction. There are two steps to consider. The first step is the
selection step, in which we choose from the generation at time t the chromosomes
that will be the parents for the generation at time 1 + 1. Let mp(Jf,t) represent the
frequency of schema H among the parents selected to produce generation t + 1. In the
variation step, which we will consider later, we apply crossover and mutation to these
parents with each other to produce the new generation t + 1.
Let f(II) be the average fitness of a string containing schema H in generation t and /
represent the average fitness of the entire population. So, ((H) depends on 1, so does
/. We can derive the following formula:
(3.1) mp(H,t) = m(H,t) * f(H)/f
The following assumes we are using one-point crossover and Pc is the probability of a
crossover. The defining length 6(H) is the distance between the first and last specific
schema positions of II, and I is the total length of a string then the probability of a
schema being disrupted because of crossover is as in equation 3.2
(3.2) Pc * - 1)
The probability that an instance of schema H is crossed with a schema different from
II is in equation 3.3:
(3.3) l-ra''(/l,l)/c
where c is the number of chromosomes in the population. If we multiply the probabil¬
ities from equation 3.2 and equation 3.3, we get the probability that schema H will be
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destroyed by the crossover operation. This is as in equation 3.4
(3.4) (1 - mp(ll,t)/c) * Pc * 6(11)1(1 - 1)
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This is, however, usually a small number. Let's call this number c.
The mutation rate is usually very 6mall in normal situations. If the probability of a
mutation is Pm and the order of a schema H, denoted by o(ff), is 6imply the number
of fixed positions (number of O's and l's in binary string) present in the template, then
the probability of a schema being disrupted because of mutation is as in equation 3.5
(3.5) °(H) * Pm
Therefore we know that short order schemata are more likely to survive than long order
schemata. Now, we can derive the following schema formula:
(3.6) m(H,t+ 1) > (1 -c)*(l -o(H)*Pm) + m(H,t)*f(H)/?
The greater than or equal sign is there becauso wo actually overestimate the amount
of schemas II that will be destroyed. This is because it is still possible to produce
instances of schema H by crossover of schema II with a chromosome which has no
schema II even if the crossover position cuts the schema. Also, it is possible to produce
instances of schema II even if neither of the parent chromosomes contains schema H.
As we can see, since (1 - e) is near to 1, this variation step does not harm the selection
Gtep too much. Thio means wc can still be cure of having good echcmas increasing
in future generations, and bad ones die out, at the same time as producing new good
schemas by crossover.
So, the effect of the selection step is only affected by the amount (1 - c)t(l - o(//)*/>,„),
which is an overestimate of how much crossover and mutation destroy instances of
schema II. Now, wc can conclude that highly fit, short defining length, lower order
schemata are strongly propagated generation to generation. This propagation of good
schemata is driven by the stochastic selection according to high fitness, and the above
equation 3.6 means that wc can crossover and mutate, and so produce new and possi
bly much better schemata, with only small change to this effect (because the amount
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of destruction of good schema is usually very small). This is a very important con¬
clusion in Genetic Algorithms and it has a special name : the Schema Theorem or the
Fundamental Theorem of Genetic Algorithms.
3.5 Building Block Hypothesis
The Schema Theorem (ST) enables us to start to formulate initial and tentative sug¬
gestions and ideas with regard to why a GA works well and how we might make it
more effective. The clearest point suggested by the ST is that highly fit schemata
of low order and short defining length seem to be particularly important to the GA.
In fact, such schemata are sufficiently important to merit their own name, and are
called building blocks [Goldberg 89]. Genetic Algorithms appear to seek near optimal
performance through the evolution of short, low order, high-performance schemata, or
building blocks. This is what Goldberg [Goldberg 89] called the Building Block Hy¬
pothesis (bbil). Later, Grcfenstette [Grefenstette 93] observed some inadequacies with
the idea of the BBH; mainly, it derives from considering (in the ST) global knowledge
of the fitnesses of schemata, whereas in reality we can only estimate these fitnesses
based on the small sample of their occurrence in the current population. Grefenstette
therefore renames the BBH as the Static Building Block Hypothesis (sbbh), which
makes explicit that the BBH does not consider the dynamically varying nature of the
estimated fitnesses of schemata.
In the interests of finding further ideas about how and why GAs work, [Bethke 81]
presents some special functions which he shows that a GA cannot optimise easily, while
[Goldberg 87] used similar ideas and introduced the important notion of Deceptive
Problems, which lead a GA to diverge from global optima by violating the building
block hypothesis in the extreme. That is, a deceptive problem lures the GA into finding
building blocks which do not constitute parts of the global optimum. A simple example
is the problem of maximising the function f(x) = x, where z is a bitstring of length
L, but where /(0) is taken to be 2i+1 instead of 0.
Goldberg defined a simple 2-bit version of this, which he called the minimal deceptive
problem (MDP), because it is the smallest possible deceptive problem, and showed that
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a GA is so robust that it usually will find the global optimum on this anyway, even
under unfavourable conditions. From then on, many other variations on deceptive
problems were designed and investigated. Recently, [Grefenstette 93) criticised the
Static Building Block Hypothesis (sbbu) as a description of the dynamics of GAs and
showed that deception is neither necessary nor sufficient for problems to be difficult for
GAo by exploiting contradictions between the sbbu and the Schema Theorem. He used
collateral convergence to show that some functions that are highly deceptive according
to the sbbu are actually very easy for GA to optimise and high variance in sampled
schema fitness to demonstrate that some functions that have no deception at all, which
should be easy for GA to optimise according to the sbbh, are nearly impossible for a
GA to solve.
As a result, we know that one cannot rely on estimates of the relative fitness of a
building block in the actual population, and it is a mistake to use the idea of static
average fitness. In other words, it seems impossible to predict the dynamic behaviours
of GAo on the basis of otatic average fitness. [Grefenstette & Baker 89, Miihlenbein 91,
Mason 93, Altenberg 94] also expressed their dissent against the view that the Schema
Theorem is the foundation for an explanation of the power of GAs. For example,
[Mason 93] notes that "if we just consider the selection operator but no crossover or
mutation operator, then the Schema Theorem and Intrinsic Parallelism are both sat¬
isfied". All that the ST really tells us is that crossover and mutation, under certain
conditions, do not interfere with the effect of selection. What the ST fails to indicate
is why the introduction of crossover really improves the performance of a GA without
these operators. It is the crossover operator that makes GA different from other search
algorithms, so Mason claims that "the GA community needs to adopt a more rigorous
research approach less dependent upon uncertain evolutionary parallels instead of seek¬
ing to explain and understand their behaviour by considering such factors as Schema
Processing and Instrinsic Parallelism".
All of above suggests that the Schema Theorem is not much use in practice. Besides,
this form of the Schema Theorem is only for a single generational-based GA cycle and
binary bit strings, and so is only very roughly suggestive of what goc6 in the GAs we




The simplest timetabling problems can be seen as problems of assigning v events (for
example, exams, seminars, projects, meetings) to s time slots. More formally, we have
the following definition of a simple timetabling problem.
Let E be the finite set of v events {e\, €2,..., ev] and
let T be the finite set of 3 time slots {<i> <2, • • •, b}-
We define an assignment to be an ordered pair (a,6), such that a € E and i 6 T,
with the simple interpretation that "event a occurs in time-slot 6". The timetabling
problem is then the problem of determining the v assignments, one per event, which
make a good timetable.
Timetabling is accompanied by the presence of many constraints and objectives that
should be met. These constraints and objectives can render many (or even all) of the
sv distinct timetables poor or invalid solutions. The most prominent overall constraint
(central to all timetabling problems) is that there should be no clashes, that is: any pair
of exams (or lectures, tutorials, etc ...) which are expected to share common students
or teachers should not be scheduled simultaneously. The fact that a person cannot
be in two places at once is central to most timetabling problems of interest; dealing
with this constraint in particular is the major concern of all algorithmic research in
the area, and is what we concentrate on in this thesis. We shall now discuss in turn
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We consider constraints in which two events cannot share the same time slot and term
it edge constraint. One instructive way of thinking about this constraint is by analogy
with the graph colouring problem. Under this analogy, wc consider the set of events E
to be the vertices of a graph and the set of times T to be the colours (or labels) that
can be used to paint the vertices of this graph. The constraint under consideration can
then be represented as an edge between vertices e, and ejf and the simple timetabling
problem becomes one of colouring every vertex in such a way that no two vertices
connected by an edge are of the same colour.
The graph colouring problem is a famous problem in graph theory, see for example
[Wilson 85], and much work has been done on it. Two graph-theoretic results are
worth mentioning as they can be applied to the simple timetabling problem by virtue
of the direct analogy:
• Number of colouring: First, a graph is called simple if no edge starts and ends
at the same vertex and at most one edge joins any pair of vertices. Then the
number of ways of vertex-colouring a simple graph using s colours (time-slots)
and c edges (constraints) is a polynomial g(s) of degree v of the form:
(4.1) g(s) = 8V — csv_1 + • —|-Q8
for some constant a, and the coefficients alternate in sign. This result is at first
glance a little surprising since it suggests that at least for large values of s, a
proportion of at least (1 — c/s) of all timetables will be valid solutions. However,
practical timetabling problems tend to involve a fairly small value of s and fairly
large value of c so that not much can be said about the density of possible
solutions by looking at equation 4.1.
• Brooks* theorem [Wilson 85]: If not every pair of vertices is joined by an edge,
and if no vertex has more than g edges attached to it and there is no clique
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(subgraph such that every member is connected to every other member) of size
g, then the graph can be vertex-coloured using at most g colours. Thus, given an
instance of the simple timetabling problem we can use Brooks' theorem to say
how few times-slots are really necessary.
Graph-theoretic methods can be used to handle the simple timetabling problem. Unfor¬
tunately, real problems are hardly ever that simple. Transversal theory (see for example
[Wilson 85] for an introduction) can be applied to analyse slightly harder timetabling
problems such as finding some coherent set of assignments of events, time-slots and
locations given a set of binary constraints between them. However, these techniques
do not naturally extend to handling the range of non binary or non-symmetric con¬
straints that arise in many practical timetabling problems. We give some examples of
such constraints below, and in later sections we discuss how these can be reasonably
handled by GA-based methods.
4.2.2 Ordering Constraints
In many cases there may be a partial ordering on the events in E. Ordering con
straint8 occur frequently in examination timetabling, but even more frequently in, for
example, class and/or lecture timetabling. In the latter, we may typically require labo¬
ratory sessions to occur later in the week than an associated lecture. Without ordering
constraints, a simple timetabling problem has the property that any solution remains
a solution when subjected to a permutation of the slots. That is, if the following
timetable is a solution to a problem with edge constraints only:
((cl»'l)» (e2, <l)» (e3> *l)>(e4, *2),(«5, <2))
Then we can permute tj and f2, secure that the resulting timetable will also be a
solution:
((ei» *2), (^2, *2)>(e3, h), («4> *i)> (e5, *i))
This is because what matters is only that slots for certain groups of events are different;
the identity of the slot itself iG unimportant. The introduction of ordering constraints
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(and many other kinds of constraint) changes this. If in the above example time (i was
before time tj, and there was a constraint which preferred c, to occur before e4, then
the 'period permuted' solution would no longer be optimal. Note, too, that ordering
constraints make the problem genuinely harder. Again, given:
((el>'l)i (e2>'1)1 (e3,'1), («4,tj), (e5,<2))
which violates some ordering constraints, it may not be possible to find a permutation
of {(1,12) which works. For example, imagine that there are only two slots available,
and the edge constraints are such that the only possible partition of these events is
into the sets ei,e2>e3 and e4,es. If we then also required ei < e4 and ej > es (that
is, cj must occur before e4 and cb must occur before e^), then there would be no
solution satisfying all of these constraints. Some GA timetabling work has been based
on manipulating events in the fashion hinted at here; see [Abramson & Abela 01].
The main point is that the need to consider an ordering (or a partial ordering) on the
set T is what makes it difficult to augment standard graph colouring based methods
to cope effectively with such constraints.
4.2.3 Event-spread Constraints
It is often the case that human timetablers desire to have certain events 'spread' out
across timetables in some way. For example, in exam timetabling, it is desirable that
as many students as possible have their exams reasonably spread out. One possible
manifestation of this desire is to stipulate that no student has more than 2 exams in
one day. In lecturing timetabling, a common example is that a student should not have
to sit through four lectures in a single day; rather, the lectures an individual student
must attend should be evenly spaced out during the week. Also, different lectures
on the same topic (for example, there may be two Prolog lectures per week) should
preferably occur on different days. Another instance might be that certain laboratory
sessions cannot be scheduled on the same day in order to allow time to clean up and
prepare elaborate equipment for the next class.
Such event spread constraints arc important, but may be very difficult to cope with
in general. Typically, they are ignored in many cases. In some cases, event-spread
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constraints are handled by artificially specifying that certain named events must come
between those that are to be spaced out. This reduces the problem to a more tightly
constrained one involving binary ordering constraints. However, such reductions may
result in a more constrained problem which is unsolvable.
4.2.4 Preset Specifications and Exclusions
At times, there may be an a priori requirement that a certain event must not be
assigned any of a given set of times or that some assignments may be pre-specified.
In some cases, such specifications or exclusions are hard constraints and so we cannot
accept a timetable that doesn't satisfy them. For these cases, one possible approach
is to 'remove' any event with a predefined assignment from E, and attend to the
smaller problem of timetabling the remaining events. In a sense, the search space
is reduced. However, in general the addition of preset specifications and exclusions
results in further complication. This happens if an event e/ is fixed into a slot //, we
probably cannot remove it from E, since other events will still be tied to it by some
constraints. For example, if we require ej < ey, then it is necessary to 'transform'
this constraint to ueg must occur later than slot */". Similarly, all other constraints
involving ej must be transformed. Removing a specified event in this manner is fine
if the event is genuinely required to occur in the given slot. However, if this is not the
case, then it may be quite possible for 'better' (in some sense) timetables to emerge if
we allowed some such specifications to be violated. For this reason, a more general and
flexible approach seems to be to avoid this 'remove' and 'transform' approach; instead,
simply associate a penalty for violating a specification constraint, making that penalty
more or less harsh according to how much the specification is genuinely required.
4.2.5 Capacity Constraints
In order to check that a room's capacity isn't exceeded, we must first know the overall
room capacity/availability and the students capacity for a particular lecture. In some
case, for example, several exams can be held at the same time and share the same large
room if there are no common students. However, several lectures/tutorials cannot use
the same room at the same time even they don't share the same students. During
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evaluation, the system just needs to run through this list of constraints checking each
in turn and accumulating penalties for violations.
4.2.6 Hard and Soft Constraints
Making a distinction between hard constraints which must not be violated and soft
constraints, or preferences, which it would be pleasing to satisfy but which can be
violated if necessary, is one of the great difficulties with conventional approaches to
timetabling. This is true of human timetablers, who often begin by trying to solve a
particular timetabling problem assuming certain sets of hard and soft constraints. If
that efibit fails, they may conveit one or more hard constraints into soft ones, or even
delete them altogether, after re-negotiating with all the other people involved. Thus
they move on to trying to solve a new problem, for which the work done on the original
problem may be largely unusable.
Our GA based approach to timetabling awards different levels of penalty for different
kinds of constraint violation, so it can avoid this distinction between hard and soft
constraints. Therefore, a timetable which turns out to have just one or two hard
constraint violations may be treated as better than one with a large number of soft-
constraint violations. The GA based approach is thus addressing a whole spectrum of
what would otherwise be regarded as differing timetabling problems, in a uniform way.
This may even be what a user might really prefer a system that takes some liberties
with the problem formulation in the first place, rather than expecting him to conduct
a manual search through the space of possible timetabling problems.
4.2.7 Other Constraints
There are other kinds of constraint beside those more common ones described above.
For example, 'teaching loads' constraints which can be adapted from techniques used
in capacity constraints.
Many instances of timetabling problems have their own characteristics which cannot
be adequately captured in a generalisation.
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4.3.1 Representation
When using Genetic Algorithms to solve an optimisation problem, the first important
step is to choose how to represent a solution of that problem as a chromosome, which
can then be submitted meaningfully to crossover/mutation operators. The choice made
here is for a chromosome to be an ordered list of numbers. For example, if there are
ten events to be scheduled, and eight time slots, then a chromosome in this problem
is a list of length ten (each position in this list represents a particular event), where
each gene can be a number from one to eight, for example, the chromosome: 3 7 2 1
7 7 4 6 5 8, represents a timetable where event 1 is in time slot 3, event 2 is in time
slot 7, etc... The motivation for this representation is that we can use any standard
GA operators without any need for repair which can save us much time to focus on
problem-specific constraints. Other work on timetabling problems has used a different
chromosome representation where, more like the actual timetable itself, positions are
time slots and the values that a 'position gene' can take are set8 of events that might
occur at that time. This kind of representation however leads to a problem called the
label replacement problem [Abramson & Abela 91); the problem is that the crossover
operator can easily lead to producing timetables which leave out many of the events
that need to be scheduled. An algorithm must be used to then modify the chromosome
to reintroduce all the necessary events. The analogous situation in our representation is
that a chromosome may represent timetables where not all time slots are filled: this is,
however, a legal1, and possibly useful timetable. Therefore, using this representation,
the Genetic Algorithm does not need to be modified with a computationally expensive
label replacement algorithm.
When we must allocate more than one dimension, for example time and room, in
the timetabling problem simultaneously, the representation that we have successfully
used is a chromosome with the length two times longer than the previous one. The
first half of the chromosome is a list of numbers of length v (the number of events
1 It might not be legal if 'legal* is defined in terms of hard constraints. However, in our GA approach,
the definition of 'legal' is all events have a timetable slot assigned. So, it counts as legal in this
situation.
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to be scheduled), each element of which is a number between 1 and s (for example,
the number of time slots available). The interpretation of such a chromosome is that
if the nth number in the list is 1, then event n ic cchcdulcd to occur at time t. For
example, the chromosome [2,4,7,3,7] represents a candidate solution in which event 1
takes place at time 2, event 2 takes place at time 4, and so on. The second half of the
chromosome is a list of numbers of length v (the number of events to be scheduled),
each clement of which ic a number between 1 and c (for example, the number of rooms
available). The interpretation of ouch a chromocomc io that if the nth number in tho
list io r, then event n io ochcdulcd to occur in room r. For example, the chromooomc
[3,6,5,3,1] represents a candidate solution in which event 1 takes place at room 3, event
2 takes place at room 6, and so on. Therefore, we could also think of it as one CA with
operators which never violate the separation between the halves of the chromosomes
of length 2u.
Similarly, it is very easily to extend to more dimensions. For example, if it is one
chromosome of length 3u: v of them specify time-slots for the v cvcnt6, t> of them
specify locations for the v events and the last v of them can specify the teacheis or
tutors for the v events etc.
4.3.2 Dealing with Constraints
4.3.2.1 Dealing with Exclusions
The size of the search space can be reduced by taking into account that some events
must be excluded from certain time slots. The exclusion file can exclude all the unal¬
lowable time slots of each event for the purpose of minimising unallowable chromosome
and as a result of minimising the total search space. In other words, the search space
is reduced because the set of time-slots for those events is smaller than maximal. We
can formalise above situation as follows:
Assume we have a set of events E; for each event e, there is a set of allowable timeslots
X;. Valid timetables are a set S:
(4.2) $ — {{(eti'i)(e2>'2) -(«i.iC)} : 'l G Xi,...f„ € T„}
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If Si € S and 6 S, then the crossover of S\ and S2 is 6 S, at least for one-point,
two-point, N-point, uniform and all related versions of crossover which don't alter the
locations of a gene within the chromosome. Mutation of 5, 6 S will produce another
member of S provided it is defined suitably, for example, to mutate k-th gene, we need
to choose a random member of T*.
Dealing with such forced exclusions within our GA timetabling framework is straight¬
forward; given the necessary data (for example, via an 'exclusions' file), we appro¬
priately constrain the allele range of each gene individually. Thus, for example, a
mutation of gene e, can only result in an assignment from T,. Similarly, exclusions for
room and/or lecturer/tutor assignments can be easily accommodated.
4.3.2.2 Dealing with Capacity Constraints
One common consideration is the problem of assigning events to locations and it is
usually possible (and easy) to allocate rooms for a given timetable. In addition to
the sets E and T, there is a finite set L of possible locations in which the events
can take place. An assignment is then a triplet (e,f,/), and the timetabling problem
becomes further complicated by capacity constraints involving the placement of events
into locations. For example, in lecture/tutorial timetabling it is unacceptable to have
multiple events occurring at once in the same location; in examination timetabling this
is usually acceptable, however there is usually a maximum number of exams and/or
students who can occupy a location at a time.
Dealing with such capacity constraints within our GA timetabling framework is also
straightforward. In our experience, it can be quite justifiable to consider the timetabling
problem in the absence of location constraints. Human timetablers frequently break
timetabling and location assignment up into separate problems anyway, solving the
latter only after solving the former. Often, the location assignment problem i6 then
found to be quite simple if there are enough locations available; however, with the
increasing pressure to squeeze the most out of existing resources, the location assign¬
ment problem may well be becoming ever more troublesome in many institutions. For
example, this is made difficult if the timetable includes too many exams occurring at
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the came time. Therefore, it io necessary to penalise this situation in our framework
and report the situation when more than one exam occuro at the same time and the
total number of the students exceeds the available room capacity. Having this report,
the exam organiser can either find a larger room or search for more than one room
to accommodate the students. In particular, there is a specified maximum number of
students who can be Gitting an exam at the same time, and also a maximum number
of exams that can be scheduled at the same time.
We can also encode room information in the chromosome and regard it as a hard con¬
straint. In our framework, in order to minimise the search space, the room information
should tell us which event can use which room instead of just randomly assigning a
room and letting the evaluation function give punishments when the room is an unal¬
lowable one. It is useful to prune as much search space as possible before evaluation.
The search space for rooms is typically smaller than for timeslots because each event
just has a few fixed number of allowable rooms in comparison with a large number of
allowable time slots.
We can formalise the above situation in a similar way to exclusion time slots:
Assume we have a set of events E; for each event e{ there is a set of allowable roomslots
L{. Valid timetables are a set S:
(4.3) 5 = {{(d,/,)(e2,/„)} : /, 6 Lu...lv 6 Lv)
If 5*1 6 S and 52 6 S, then the crossover of S\ and S2 is 6 S, at least for one-point,
two-point, N-point, uniform and ail related versions of crossover which don't alter the
locations of a gene within the chromosome. Mutation of 5, £ S will produce another
member of S provided it is defined suitably, for example, to mutate k-th gene, we need
to choose a random member of Lk.
4.3.2.3 Dealing with Specifications
In our framework, we can let the user pre-set an event at a specific time slot by just
filling the preset file with that specific time slot or room in the corresponding event
position. Our 'presets' are just big exclusions, for example, e* is pre-set if Tk is of size
1. However, for practical reasons, it makes sense to treat these cases separately, rather
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than saying for example, et must not take place in
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(4.4)
because this is very cumbersome to say. In other words, if T is the set of all slots, we
want to say either that c* must be confined to some subset A 6 T or to the complement
of some subset A 6 T.
Dealing with such preset specifications within our GA timetabling framework is as
follows; given the necessary data (for example, via a 'specifications' file), we appropri¬
ately copy the predefined value to each gene individually. Thu6, the specifications and
exclusions will conflict if these data sets conflict themselves. In this case, the specifi¬
cations have higher priority than exclusions. However, a penalty for exclusions arises
simultaneously.
4.3.2.4 Dealing with Other Constraints
So far we have noted how genuinely hard exclusions and specifications are handled in
our framework. All other constraints are handled by the GA itself. That is, we allow
violations of these constraints to occur, and expect (or hope) that the operation of the
GA will lead to the appearance of chromosomes encoding timetables with fewer and
fewer violations.
Note, however, that this means we allow very many genuinely hard constraints (the
edge constraints) to be broken. This is necessary, because if indeed there was a way to
automatically construct timetables which satisfied them, then there would be no need
to use the GA!
4.3.3 Initialisation
Initialisation randomly choooco f, C T, (and /, C T, if rooms too) which helps to pruno
the search space for uo. After initialisation, the genes in the chromosome are all valid,
the GA just needs to do selection, breeding (crossover, mutation) and evaluation from
generation to generation.
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4.3.4 Recombination
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The choice of crossover operator to use in breeding can be quite difficult. Let us
consider recombination first. In a timetable, there are various possibilities as to what
may constitute a good building block. Clearly any edge constraint (e,, ej) constrains the
values assigned to the two events somewhat. If there exist many constraints between
the members of some small subset of the set of events then there will be relatively few
mutually compatible assignments for the members of the subset. Any such coherent
set of assignments for these events might therefore be a useful building block, and it
would be sensible to arrange for it also to be a short building block by arranging the
chromosome so that those events occupied some contiguous slice of it. The shortness
of building block matters for one-point, two-point and even N-point crossover, but not
for uniform crossover. For example, the building: #a######b# has long defining
length, so one-point and two-point will have trouble with it, but uniform crossover has
no trouble. However, if a building block has high order, for example: #abc#de###,
then even uniform crossover is likely to disrupt it.
Making such potential building blocks be short would seem to be particularly useful
when employing operators such as one-point and two-point crossover, since a short
building block will be less likely to be cut and hence broken by the operator than a
long building block. On the other hand this argument only applies when the building
block already exists, either by chance in the initial population or by being created
through the previous action of some breeding operator. If the initial population is not
large this suggests that one-point or two-point crossover may take some while to form
that good short building block in the first place.
Uniform crossover does not exhibit this dichotomy between production and destruc¬
tion of good short building blocks. It explores the set of values that might compose a
building block faster than one-point or two-point crossover. It also destroys a building
block faster if that building block is present in one but not both parents. This sug¬
gests that uniform crossover is a good choice when the representation and fitness are
such that short building blocks contribute an amount to the fitness which is signifi¬
cantly disproportionate to their size, so that selection and population update spread
the building blocks through the population usefully faster than uniform crossover can
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destroy them. Uniform crossover is also a good choice when there are going to be good
but long building blocks, or if we cannot easily arrange the chromosome to ensure that
many good building blocks will be short.
4.3.5 Fitness
Given a space P of candidate solutions to a problem, there are three desirable properties
for the fitness function f(p) (p € P). We would like
• f(p) to be a normally increasing function of the quality of p as a candidate
solution of the problem, so that optimal solutions lie at the global maxima of /.
• / to be a reasonably well-behaved function, so that its value conveys some infor¬
mation about the quality of p as a solution in most parts of the space.
• f(p) f° change in some way that reflects this as p gets closer to being an optimal
solution.
The quality of a solution p may not vary smoothly as the genes comprising p vary. For
example, in scheduling applications [Fang et al. 93, Fang et al. 94], the chromosome
might not directly represent a solution; instead it might represent a sequence of in¬
structions for building a solution. A trivial change to an early member of the sequence
might result in the construction of a significantly different candidate solution. The
genetic operators such as crossover and mutation do not vary the gene values smoothly
either. This also correctly suggests that it is wise to discourage later breeding between
a parent and its child, since they will lie in some shared projective subspace and their
offspring will be confined to that subspace too if mutation does not shift them out of
it a little, for example, see [Eshelman & SchafFer 91].
In timetabling, we know that any timetable which satisfies all the constraints is an
optimal timetable. Further, it seems reasonable to distinguish between timetables
in terms of fitness based on the numbers and kinds of different constraints violated.
One might choose to use something inversely proportional to the number of violated
constraints. For instance, if V(p) is the number of violated constraints in candidate p,
one could choose:
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(4.5) f(p)=l/(l + V(p))
so that the theoretical maximum of / is 1 if V(p) is 0. In other words, it is a per¬
fect timetable. However, this function treats all conGtraintG equally and conveys no
information about the extent to which individual constraints are violated.
An answei to this is to penalise the different types of coiistiaint violations in accordance
with their relative importance. That i6, constraints which are more important (or hard
constraints) will have heavy weight, whereas, constraints which are less important (or
coft constraints) will have light weight. If we have n kinds of constraint, the penalty
associated with constraint-type i is m,, p is a timetable, and c,-(p) is the number of
violations of constraints of type i in p, then the fitness function becomes:
The main advantage of this general function is that we can incorporate any constraint
into the fitness function, along with an appropriate penalty measure for it, and we
can then expect the GA to take this constraint into account during its optimisation.
The relative penalty values may be chosen to reflect intuitive judgement of the relative
importance of satisfying different kinds of constraint. In general, however, a penalty
function as above, using a rough choice of penalty settings derived from the course
organisers' notion of relative importance of different constraints, appears adequately
robust for many problems.
Another aspect of this function is that evaluation should be fairly fast, which means
here that it be computationally quick to check how many constraints of each type are
violated in a given timetable chromosome. Fortunately, this is true for the kinds of
constraints we have considered so far, which are indeed the most commonly occurring
in timetabling problems. As for setting penalty values, the basic idea is that higher
penalty settings for a constraint increase the artificial evolutionary pressure to remove
that constraint from the population. Hence, we penalise the hard constraints more
heavily than the soft constraints, since we must remove the hard constraints in order
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However, the sum of penalties of several soft constraints may be larger than that of a
single hard constraints. Therefore, the GA should be able to make tradeoff between
different kinds of constraint violation based on relative importance.
4.3.6 Smart Mutation
Choice of a mutation operator is straightforward. One simple mutation operator would
be to randomly change the alleles of a small number of genes; that is, for each gene,
change to a random new allele with some small probability. Hereinafter, this is called
'gene mutation'. Another possibility is 'order mutation' where we might swap the alleles
of two randomly chosen genes. However, experience with GAs has shown that smart
or directed mutation, somehow using 'inside-information' about the problem, can aid
evolution greatly. Four such operators for use on timetabling problems are considered
here. All involve the concept of the 'violation-score of an event': this is simply the
sum, weighted by the appropriate penalty values, of the constraint violations involving
that event.
Violation-directed Mutation (vdm): choose an event with a maximal violation
score, and randomly alter its assigned time.
Event-freeing Mutation (efm): choose an event with a maximal violation score.
Then, give it a new time which will maximally reduce this score.
Stochastic Violation-directed Mutation (svdm): stochastically select an event,
bias toward those with higher violation scores, and randomly alter its assigned
time.
Stochastic Event-freeing Mutation (sefm): stochastically select an event, bias
toward those with higher violation scores, then stochastically select a new time for
this event, bias towards times which will maximally reduce the event's violation
score.
The set of events with a maximal violation score can easily be determined during fit¬
ness evaluation. All these mutations promise benefits via directing mutation to where
it is most needed. Applying vdm some of the time enables the GA to continually
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explore new timcslots for the currently most troublesome event or events. Applying
EEM promises to directly find the most promising new timeslots for these events. It
is not necessarily true, though, that concentrating on the mo6t troublesome events,
and/or finding the most promising new time for them, is a good idea on problems of
realistic difficulty. The effect of VDM or EFM i6 analogous to that of a 'greedy' algo¬
rithm, performing intensive local improvement without reference to the globed picture.
SVDM and SErM, on the other hand, may eliminate this aspect, at little or no oxtra
computational expense.
Obviously, these smart mutation operators can be directly and straightforwardly de¬
fined for 'room', 'teacher' and/or 'agent' genes if necessary. In general, these and
similar operators can be defined for any application, as long as it is possible to accu
ratoly apportion 'blame' to different parts of the chromosome. Since the representation
used in our CA/timctabling framework is direct, and since fitness is composed from
multiple contributions each pertaining to a small number (usually two) of genes, smart
mutation operators can be readily constructed.
In the next chapter, we will apply the basic framework described in this chapter to two
timetable problems: exam and lecture/tutorial timetabling.
Chapter 5
Experiments with GAs in
Timetabling
5.1 GAs in Exam Timetabling
In this chapter we first examine what we call the metp (Modular Exam Timetabling
Problem). This typically arises in universities running large modular degree schemes, in
which each student takes an individual selection of exams from a wide inter-departmental
pool of modules, many outside their own department. The events are exams, the time
slots are possible start-times for those exams, the hard constraints are that no student
should take more than one exam at a time, that is edge constraints, and the objectives
are to generally minimise pressure on students, so that as few as possible have multiple
exams in a day, consecutive exams, and so on.
Typical metps are NP-complete [Garey & Johnson 79], and strewn with local minima
which make it particularly difficult to address by way of heuristic search or hill-climbing
techniques. metp complexity is also illustrated by the size of the solution space. For
example: if there are s possible start times, and v exams, then there are sv candidate
schedules. In the particular metp which occurs within the EDAI1 in 1991/1992,
having 44 exams, 28 timeslots (4 per day over 7 days), this was 2844, or c. 5 x 1063.
This number represents the complete space of possibilities, very many of which would
not be considered by, for example, a human timetabler. Calculating the complexity
from a more realistic point of view, suppose we only consider timetables with at most
1 The University of Edinburgh, Department of Artificial Intelligence
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two examB per slot and at least one per slot. Then there are 441/(44-28)! s; 1.27x10'"
choices of 'first' exam in each slot; and 281/(2x28-44)1 as 6.36xl02° ways of arranging
16 exams and 12 blanks to be the 'second' exam in each slot, if we treat blanks as
indistinguishable. In the 16 cases where there are 2 exams per slot, we don't care
which we call 'first'. The total number of ouch timetablco ic thus 1.27x6.36xl061/216
as 1.232xl057 timetables. Since we may not care about labelling of days either, we
can further reduce this to 1.232xl057/7l as 2.444xl053 cases to consider. If we just
allocate exams to days, and treat the order of days as irrelevant and the ordering of
exams in any days as an essentially trivial problem, we still have 44!/(7!x7!2x6!5) or c.
1.486x1026 cases, which remains a very large size of search space.
When an METP is tackled, typically in a university or college department although
very similar problems often occur in other cascc, it io usually addressed by hand (for
example: by an exam organiser). This involves producing an initial draft timetable,
followed by perhaps weeks of redrafting after student feedback complaining about the
unfairness of the latest draft. In some cases the exam timetable can be produced
directly from the lecture timetable, but this is rarely helpful in those cases involving
modules from many departments where several students attend lectures at more than
one department. Even in cases where the lecture timetable is a reasonable start, the
process is complicated by the different criteria relating to examinations. For example,
it may be acceptable for students to attend four lectures every Monday, but it is rarely
acceptable for them to have to sit four exams in a day; indeed, examinations will
typically be longer than their associated lectures.
5.1.1 Problem Description
A general timetabling problem is one where events (el,c>2...) have to be per formed at
specific times (tl,t2...). In a particular problem, there arc constraints on whether cer
tain events can appear at the same time, close together, etc.. .The EDAi continually
faces a hard MSc exam timetabling problem from a large multi departmental modular
degree scheme, involving the scheduling of exams from mostly the Artificial Intelligence
and Computer Science Departments, and some from the Cognitive Science and Meteo¬
rology departments. Thi6 is referred to as the AI/CS MSc exam timetabling problem.
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TIMETABLE AM PM
09:30-11:00 11:30-13:00 14:00-15:30 16:00-17:30
Friday 0 1 2 3
WEEKEND
Monday 4 5 6 7
Tuesday 8 9 10 11
Wednesday 12 13 14 15
Thursday 16 17 18 19
Friday 20 21 22 23
WEEKEND
Monday 24 25 26 27
Table 5.1: Time slots allocation for examination
In the AI/CS MSc exam timetabling problem, the events are exams, and the times are
24 or 28 separate time slots (four per day for six days in 1990/1991 and seven days in
1991/1992). The number of exams and students was 38 and 47 in 1990/1991 and 44
and 93 in 1991/1992 respectively. Exams are held at two different sites; some exams
are held centrally (C) and others are held in Kings Building (KB) which is located
about 2 miles away from the city centre.
In the rest of this section we explore the applications of GAs to this problem.
5.1.2 The AI/CS MSc Exam Timetabling Problem
There arc five days in a week for the exams and each day has four time slots, two in
the morning and two in the afternoon. All exams are the same length. The interval
within the same half day is half an hour, however the interval between morning and
afternoon is one hour. If there are seven days for the exams, then the number of time
slots will be 28 and they must occupy at least two different weeks (for example, if the
first day is Friday of the first week, then the last day should be Monday of the third
week). Table 5.1 illustrates an example timetable, similar to timetables used for the
AI/CS MSc exam timetable.
The constraints involved are as follows:
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1. The same student cannot take two different exams at the same time. In other
words, the exams cannot clash for any student. (Edge Constraint)
Weak or Soft Constraints:
1. Very strongly prefer no more than 2 exams per day for a given student. (Event-
spread Constraint)
2. Strongly prefer not to have exams consecutive on the same half day for the same
student. (Event-spread Constraint)
3. Prefer not to have exams consecutive on different half days of the same day for
the same student. (Event-spread Constraint)
4. Try not to put too many exams in the same time slot, to avoid overcrowding the
examination hall.2 (Capacity Constraint)
5. Some lecturers specify that some exams may not be scheduled on specified days
or afternoons when they are unavailable to invigilate. (Time Exclusions)
6. To avoid marking pressure, lecturers may wish to exclude heavily subscribed
exams from later in this exam periods. (Time Exclusions)
Furthermore, the AI MSc exams arc also available to CS MSc students and AI/CS
undergraduate (UG) students. There are also Meteorology and other departments
students. Therefore, it is a multi department exam timetabling problem. Hence, con¬
straints must be taken into account which arise from other commitments of these non-
AI MSc students. The following subsections will fully describe how these constraints
are handled.
2 The AI/CS MSc exam timetabling problem is simplified by the fact that a large examination hall
exists which can accommodate several exams at once. Assignment of exains to particular rooms or
halls therefore need not be taken into account.
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5.1.3 Applying the Basic GA Framework to Exam Timetabling
5.1.3.1 Representation
The representation we choose is described in the previous chapter. The chromosome
is simply a list of numbers of length e (the number of exams to be scheduled), each
element of which is a number between 1 and a (the number of timeslots available).
The interpretation of such a chromosome is that if the nth number in the list is t, then
exam n is scheduled to occur at time t.
5.1.3.2 Exclusion Time Slots
Exclusion constraints are kept in a text file. Using this information in the exclusion file,
all chromosomes are forced to have only valid slots for each gene. One way to produce
valid timetables in the initialisation is to keep on generating initial pool solutions
until it does not violate these exclusion constraints. The way used by us to produce
allowable time slots more intelligently and efficiently are reading the exclusion file and
recording the allowable time slots for each event, for later use, which do not violate these
constraints. Then, just randomly generate instances from the set of allowable time slots
each time. In other words, the first pass finds the allowable time slots for each event
and the second pass only chooses among these for each instance. Crossover guarantee
the allowable time slots because it just recombines two parents with allowable timeslots
and certainly produces two children with allowable timcslots. However, mutation also
needs the second pass to guarantee each gene not violating the time slots set in the
exclusion information.
The exclusions information is a handy way to deed with constraints such as:
* Some lecturers specify that some exams may not be scheduled on specified days or
afternoons when they are unavailable to invigilate.
• To avoid marking pressure, lecturers may wish to exclude heavily subscribed exams from
later in this exam periods.
A part of the exclusion file3 for the 1992/1993 AI/CS MSc exam timetabling problem
3 The complete data file is listed in appendix A.
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is as follows:
cone : 0 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 20 21 24 25 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 36
cvis : 0 1 4 6 8 9 20 21 24 25 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 36
'cone' and 'cvis' are abbreviations of Conncctionist Computing and Computational
Vision respectively. Each number represents a time slot, 0-3 represents the first day's
4 time slots and 4-7 represent the second day's 4 time slots etc.. .For example, cone
cannot be put in the mornings of the first three days, in the afternoons of tho 2th, 8th
and 9th days and in any day from the 6th to 9th days etc
5.1.3.3 Room Considerations
The room allocation aspect of the EDAI AI/CS MSc exam timetabling problem is
made easier by the fact that two large rooms are available which can hold several
examinations at a time. The only constraint we need to consider to deal with this is to
disallow more than a given number of exams from occurring in the same timeslot. In
this problem, we can easily handle this constraint without resorting to extending the
representation to incorporate 'room genes'. Instead, the fitness function (see later),
simply attaches a penalty to any instance of more than one exam occurring in the same
timcslot and the total capacity larger than the largest room size.
5.1.3.4 Preset Time slots
In the AI/CS MSc exam timetable, we can let the user pre set an exam in a specific
time slot by specifying the information in a file. In this file, a positive integer denotes
a slot in which that exam must happen.




4 The complete data file is listed in appendix A.
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For example, aied and cone are pre set at time slots 2 and 26 respectively. The system
will penalise and report any conflicts between the preset time information and exclusion
time information.
5.1.4 Specific Framework for Exam Timetabling
5.1.4.1 Student-Exam Data
The student-exam data is simply a collection of lists, where each list is the set of
exams to be taken by a particular student. It contains all the information about all
the students' exams, one student per line. Normal full time MSc students in AI or CS
department each take eight exams. There are also part time MSc students, who take
some of the eight exams each year. These student-exam information constraints are
kept in a text file.
A part of the student-exam file5 for the 1992/1993 AI/CS MSc exam timetabling prob¬
lem is as follows:
studentl : tied cone cvis ias isc
student2 : lisp prol kril kri2 avis nip nthr cvis
student3 : lisp prol kril kri2 avis ssl isc nip
For example, studentl needs to take aied, cone, cvis, ias and isc, and student2 needs to
take lisp, prol, kril, kri2, mvis, nip, mthr and cvis. This information is very important
for exam timetabling because it is used to calculate occurrences of various constraint
violations.
5.1.5 Evaluations
For a general METP, the evaluation function must take a chromosome, along with the
student data, and return a punishment value for that chromosome. Chromosome fitness
can then be taken as the inverse of punishment (or, to be precise, l/(l+punishment)
— to avoid division by zero). The evaluation function may comprise a weighted set of
individual functions, each 'punishing' the chromosome in terms of a particular punish-
5 The complete data file is listed in appendix A.
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able 'offence*. In the MCTP we experimented with, the components of the evaluation
function are functions which respectively count the number of instances of the follow
ing 'offences':
• Hard constraints:
— clash: student can't take two exams at the same time
• Soft constraints:
— consec.d: two exams per day (different half day)
— consec: two exams per day (same half day)
— three: three exams per day
— four: four exams per day
— slot: an exam in an excluded slot
— large: more than one exam in a single timeslot and the total capacity larger
than the largest room size
The overall quality of the timetable will be evaluated by the evaluation function. The
evaluation function adds up all violation of all constraints. Each constraint has an
associated 'weight' or 'penalty'. For example, a single clash has a penalty of 300,
n clashes have a penalty of n x 300. Absolute values of penalties do matter in the
fitness selection case, because fitness is inversely proportional to 1 plus sum of weighted
offences described in the previous chapter; with rank or tournament selection absolute
value will not matter. Changes in relative penalty settings might make a difference,
however. Experience has found, though, that overall performance is not significantly
sensitive to these relative values. Therefore, it seems that intuitive choices of these
relative settings will be adequate. For example, in [Fang 92] we used a set of much
smaller penalty sizes and found that the overall performance is not much different.
On larger or different kinds of problems, however, this may no longer be true; more
research is needed to look at this general point.
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Here, the relative penalty values may be chosen to reflect intuitive judgement of the
relative importance of satisfying different kinds of constraint. The penalties for each








An instance of four is also two instances of three, but is only penalised as being the
one instance of four. In general, only one of consec, consec.d. three or four is awarded,
not all of them. In our exam timetabling problem, there are four slots per day but the
slots are not temporally adjacent. There is always at lease 30 minutes between them.
This means we don't have to worry about student travel times between exams; and in
fact nearly all exams take place on one site, where travel time is small. The penalty
for consecutive exams exists just to let students have more time to rest between exams
which is different from two exams per day because the interval between the latter might
be very large, for example one exam in the first and the other exam in last timeslots on
the same day. Therefore, we consider consecutive exams instead of two exams per day.
In other METPs, different set6 of component functions and weightings (the above were
chosen intuitively) may be more appropriate, for example: components which treat very
early exams, or perhaps occurrences of four exams in two days, as separate offences.
In general, the fitness function for an METP, where p is a chromosome, {ci,...,cn} is
a set of functions which each record the number of instances of a particular 'offence',
and {ifl|, ...,iun} sire the weights attached to these offences, is:
(5.i) /(P) = 1/(1 + jrwiCi(p))
1=1
Evaluation is generally the computational bottleneck of a GA. With the METP, and
'offence-counting' modules of the type we have described, it is easy to see that the time
to evaluate a chromosome increases linearly with the number of students, modules and
constraints and can involve many computations depending on the kinds of punishment
being looked for.
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YEAR EXAM STUDENT DAY
1990/1991 38 47 6
1991/1992 44 93 7
1992/1993 44 84 9
1993/1994 59 200 9
Table 5.2: Exam problem information
In the next Eubsection, we present a clear comparison between the actual timetables
produced by human experts and the timetables produced by the system.
5.1.6 Experiments
5.1.6.1 Actual Timetable
Table 5.2 lists the actual data and informations on the EDAI AI/CS MSc 90/91, 91/92,
92/93 and MSc/UG 93/94 exam timetable problems. The EXAM column represents the
number of exams held in that particular year and the STUDENT column represents the
number of students taking the exams in that year. In addition, DAY is the number of
days between the first and the last exam in that year.
The actual timetables used in the first two years were produced by course organisers and
the last two years were produced by GA (used by the course organiser), we summarise
them in Table 5.3. The timetables used in the last two years are clearly much better
than those of the first two years. That is, using the GA-produced timetable can
save course organisers much effort, but more important it is more fair to the students
because fewer students need to take consecutive or three exams in one day. Also, the
timetables of the first two years was the result of a first draft which took about an
hour to produce, followed by repeated iterative feedback, and more drafts, as students
complained and the timetable was revised over several weeks.
• Actual Timetable 90/91: The actual human-produced timetable for AI/CS
MSc 90/91 is shown in Table 5.4 with punishment=122 (consec-d=4, consec=ll,
three=0, four=0, large=0). In other words, there are 4 occurrences of two con¬
secutive exams on different half days of the same day and 11 occurrences of two
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YEAR PENALTY CONSEC-D CONSEC THREE FOUR LARGE
1990/1991 122 4 11 0 0 0
1991/1992 328 33 16 2 0 3
1992/1993 0 0 0 0 0 0
1993/1994 16 0 1 0 0 2
Table 5.3: Actual exam timetable penalties
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Table 5.4: Human-produced actual exam timetable in MSc 90/91
consecutive exams on the same half day of the same day.
• Actual Timetable 9I/9S: The actual human-produced timetable for AI/CS MSc
91/92 is shown in Table 5.5 with punishment=328 (consecjd=33, consec=16,
three=2, four=0, large=3). In other words, there are 33 occurrences of two
consecutive exams on the different half days of the same day and 16 occurrences
of two consecutive exams on the same half days of the same day. In addition,
there are 2 occurrences of three exams on the same day and 3 occurrences of an
overcrowded time slot.
• Actual Timetable 92/93: The actual GA-produced timetable for AI/CS MSc
91/92 is shown in Table 5.6 with punishment=0. In other words, it is perfect
with respect to the imposed constraints.
• Actual Timetable 93/9\: The actual GA-produced timetable for AI/CS MSc/UG
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Table 5.5: Human-produced actual exam timetable in MSc 91/92
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Table 5.6: GA-produced actual exam timetable in MSc 92/93
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Table 5.7: GA-produced actual exam timetable in MSc/UG 93/94
93/94 is shown in Table 5.7 with punishment=16 (consec_d=0, consec=l, three=0,
four=0, large=2). In other words, there is 1 occurrence of two consecutive exams
on the same half day. In addition, there are two occurrences of overcrowded time
slots.
By the way, the numbers inside the brackets below each exam in Tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.C
and 5.7 give the number of students sitting that exam.
5.1.6.2 Comparisons
In this subsection, we outline the results of several experiments with the GA every
ten runs using fitness-based (fit), rank-based (rank), spatial-oriented (spat) and
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tournament-based (tour) selection schemes on the AI/CS MSc 90/91, 91/92, 92/93
and MSc/UG 93/94 exam timetabling problems. Steady-state reproduction was em¬
ployed, in which the following occurred at each reproduction cycle: with probability
Pc, two parents are selected, crossover applied, a temporary child produced, with prob¬
ability Pm, mutation applied to the temporary child, and the resulting child inserted
back into the population to replace the least fit member. The combination of operators
used are one-point (1-pt), two-point (2-pt) and uniform crossover (ux) all with random
mutation, and uniform crossover with smart mutation. All the crossovers guarantee
to get allowable time slots because the system already excluded all the unallowable
time slots in the initial generation. The random mutation we use is to choose a gene
randomly and just change the value of the gene (time slot) to another value which
is allowable for that gene. In other words, it mutates to a value which does not vio¬
lated the constraints set in the exclusion file. The smart mutation operators involved
are violation-directed mutation (vdm), stochastic violation-directed mutation (svdm),
event-freeing mutation (efm) and stochastic event-freeing mutation (sefm). All runs
use initial crossover rate 0.8, decreasing gradually until 0.6, and initial mutation rate
0.003, increasing gradually until 0.02. The bias of rank-based selection is 1.5 and both
the size of tournament based and length of spatial-oriented selections are 2. In addi¬
tion, the population size is 50 and each generation produced one children to replace
the worst parent and if more than 1000 evaluations cannot improve the best solution
found so far, then we regard it converged and stop running. Otherwise, the maximum
number of evaluations is 10000.
Tables 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 each contain four parts. The upper left part records the
best/worst results out of ten trials run for a given configuration. For example, Table
5.8 shows that the best timetable found using spatial-oriented selection and stochastic
violation-directed mutation (svdm) had a penalty of 0, occurred in 5 of the ten trials
with this configuration, and the poorest of these ten SPAT/SVDM trials resulted in
a best penalty score of 40. Looking at the upper right part of the table, we can see
that the fastest of these occurred in 2899 evaluations (numbers are only recorded in
this part when a perfect timetable was found). In the lower left half of the table we
can see that the standard deviation of the penalty of these ten SPAT/SVDM trials is
13.3. Finally, the lower right entry shows that the average penalty score from these
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ten trials was 20.0, and the average evaluations to find the best in each trial was 4359
which may be either the perfect timetable was found or cannot improve solution in
1000 continuous evaluations, or the maximum evaluation (10000) is up.
Several observations can be made from these results. First, 93/94 problem is the most
difficult one, 91/92 problem is a close second and 90/91 problem is the easiest one.
Second, the benefit to timetables of using the GA is clear. In the 90/91 and 91/92
cases (where human-produced timetable was available for comparison), the average GA
scores are better than the human-produced scores. In the 91/92 case, even the worst
GA performance was better than the human one. The best GA scores reflect markedly
better timetables than the human-produced ones.
Comments can also be made about the choice of operators and selection scheme. The
best overall combination of those trials, in terms of number of perfect timetables found,
seems to be rank-based selection coupled with SEFM, but it is clear that the choice of
operator has far more of an effect on performance than the choice of selection scheme.
By counting the number of trials in which a perfect timetable was found (over all
problems), we can rank the operators as follows: SEFM(33), EFM(27), VDM(15),
SVDM(14), 2-pt(4), UX(3) and l-pt(0). This rough guide suggests SEFM as best,
EFM next best, VDM and SVDM next best (but no significant difference between
them), while the three standard operators are the worst. A similar rough ranking of
the selection schemes gives: RANK(31), TOUR(24), SPAT(23) and FIT(18).
In terms of speed, tournament-based selection tends to find its optima more quickly,
while fitness-based selection seemed slowest. The 'fastest' operator is clearly SEFM,
which at least partially makes up for the extra complexity involved with this oper¬
ator. Though VDM and SVDM are computationally cheaper than EFM and SEFM
respectively, EFM and SEFM allow more significant speedup in terms of the number
of function evaluations until convergence (or best timetable found). Further, SVDM
seems to perform better than VDM and SEFM seems to perform better than EFM in
terms of average solution quality and evaluations needed. For example, SVDM/TOUR
is better than VDM/TOUR and SEFM/TOUR is better than EFM/TOUR in the
90/91 exam timetabling problem in terms of solution quality with a confidence larger
than 80% and 85% respectively according to Student's t-test. Especially, SEFM can
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90/91 BEST(times)/WORST LEAST EVALS for perfect timetable
FIT RANK SPAT TOUR FIT RANK SPAT TOUR
1-pt 10/124 10/129 6/155 10/157 - - - -
2-pt 0(2)/60 0(1)/109 10/79 0(l)/50 4069 3616 - 4606
UX 10/107 10/134 0(2)/110 0(1)/80 - - 4468 3932
VDM 0(l)/55 0(4)/140 0(2)/84 0(4)/81 6618 3310 3084 2841
SVDM 10/50 0(4)/50 0(5)/40 0(2)/50 - 3904 2899 2491
EFM 0(3)/20 0(4)/46 0(5)/39 0(4)/103 1244 1370 943 924
SEFM 0(3)/20 0(6)/40 0(4)/40 0(5)/40 1198 1500 729 1221
STANDARD DEVIATION AVERAGE/EVALS
FIT RANK SPAT TOUR FIT RANK SPAT TOUR
1-pt 38.1 39.4 48.4 49.9 43.0/6412 50.5/5702 44.3/5716 67.7/4886
2-pt 23.6 35.9 22.3 15.9 31.2/6295 42.5/5754 41.3/5530 22.4/5835
UX 35.6 43.8 36.4 28.8 43.8/6181 45.1/5525 42.7/5860 34.5/4858
VDM 17.9 53.8 31.2 31.2 24.2/5530 39.9/5102 35.1/4831 25.2/4072
SVDM 13.2 16.4 13.3 14.5 18.0/5911 14.3/5291 10.0/4359 14.3/4489
EFM 8.3 17.2 12.6 34.5 10.5/2441 14.2/2442 8.9/2109 24.4/2064
SEFM 8.2 13.2 15.8 13.7 10.0/2361 8.0/2485 15.0/1887 11.0/1921
Table 5.8: Comparisons for GA-produced 90/91 exam timetable
91/92 BEST(timca)/WORST LEAST EVALS fc r perfect timetable
FIT RANK SPAT TOUR FIT RANK SPAT TOUR
1-pt 13/239 39/253 43/119 62/203 - - - -
2-pt 26/140 39/182 49/103 26/226 - - - -
UX 26/124 16/160 36/187 29/154 - - - -
VDM 52/146 16/161 9/149 29/210 - - - -
SVDM 23/84 10/80 20/79 23/83 - - - -
EFM 16/119 6/98 19/92 19/138 - - - -
SEFM 10/63 0(2)/43 10/69 0(l)/66 - 2220 - 1175
STANDARD DEVIATION AVERAGE/EVALS
FIT RANK SPAT TOUR FIT RANK SPAT TOUR
1-pt 69.7 78.4 27.0 41.9 104.0/7174 110.1/6961 72.9/6955 118.1/5228
2-pt 34.7 40.3 16.7 65.9 73.4/7816 85.6/6862 72.2/6924 100.3/5914
UX 28.8 46.0 53.6 36.7 57.8/7655 90.7/6316 113.9/5858 81.9/6230
VDM 29.0 45.8 43.7 49.8 79.0/7539 72.7/6122 67.0/6182 86.9/5290
SVDM 20.6 41.6 14.7 22.0 52.2/8023 41.6/6819 47.8/6893 42.3/6177
EFM 33.3 33.5 23.9 41.5 50.4/4364 46.2/3678 46.9/3626 65 6/4018
SEFM 18.4 16.7 18.8 20.4 29.7/3724 18.6/3429 34.7/2943 30.3/2852
Table 5.9: Comparisons for GA-produced 91/92 exam timetable
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98/93 BEST(times)/WORST LEAST EVALS fo r perfect timetable
FIT RANK SPAT TOUR FIT RANK SPAT TOUR
1-pt 10/144 20/94 10/78 23/132 - - - -
2-pt 20/80 13/97 3/102 19/92 - - - -
UX 16/99 9/89 16/116 16/106 - - - -
VDM 0(l)/57 0(2)/100 6/59 0(l)/82 4715 4281 - 4141
SVDM 0(l)/50 10/66 0(l)/64 0( 1)/49 4683 - 4493 4434
EFM 0(4)/23 0(3)/39 0( 1)/46 0(3)/82 1405 1372 1595 1166
SEFM 0(3)/69 0(5)/23 0(3)/36 0(l)/30 1304 2072 1480 1356
STANDARD DEVIATION AVERAGE/EVA LS
FIT RANK SPAT TOUR FIT RANK SPAT TOUR
1-pt 45.9 22.1 21.4 31.9 62.7/6104 45.3/6004 51.6/5326 53.8/5648
2-pt 20.3 28.2 32.6 22.7 40.0/6273 42.4/6316 46.5/5696 40.6/5165
UX 30.0 25.6 29.5 27.3 53.7/5806 41.6/6088 44.3/5663 45.6/4811
VDM 22.7 32.2 14.7 25.5 31 8/5531 37.1/5105 37.2/4455 34.6/3965
SVDM 17.2 21.4 17.6 15.0 25.9/5430 39.6/5061 23.6/4790 27.6/5051
EFM 9.5 15.7 13.2 25.7 8.8/2980 17.0/2805 18.5/2531 22.7/2919
SEFM 21.9 9.8 12.8 9.0 16.9/2721 7.6/2676 15.2/2335 13.2/2413
Table 5.10: Comparisons for GA-produced 92/93 exam timetable
9S/9f BEST(times)/WORST LEAST EVALS for perfect timetable
FIT RANK SPAT TOUR FIT RANK SPAT TOUR
1-pt 25/118 25/279 29/182 42/217 - - - -
2-pt 42/209 52/169 52/245 55/149 - - - -
UX 35/122 26/139 35/145 58/225 - - - -
VDM 22/65 22/78 29/85 29/139 - - - -
SVDM 16/82 35/102 19/159 29/79 - - - -
EFM 29/92 28/205 22/292 34/132 - - - -
SEFM 13/56 16/63 13/86 13/126 - - - -
STANDARD DEVIATION A VERAGE/EVALS
FIT RANK SPAT TOUR FIT RANK SPAT TOUR
1-pt 27.2 85.9 54.0 54.3 68.5/8259 118.3/7548 80.4/6622 95.2/6684
2-pt 57.2 42.4 60.2 35.4 89.6/7831 96.4/6703 92.3/6388 97.4/6419
UX 28.5 30.5 39.0 54.0 65.2/7308 76.9/7045 76.5/6469 107.4/5468
VDM 14.7 17.0 19.8 28.4 45.6/6403 49.7/6368 57.9/7293 67.5/5444
SVDM 17.5 22.4 40.0 14.6 45.5/7108 55.8/5999 53.7/5557 46.2/5183
EFM 21.5 49.8 79.2 31.1 56.0/4139 67.8/4605 84.2/4858 71.1/4119
SEFM 11.9 14.4 23.7 32.4 32.7/3993 37.8/3860 36.9/3121 46.2/3666
Table 5.11: Comparisons for GA-produced 93/94 exam timetable
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produce optimal solutions in three occurrences in 91/02 while all other methods cannot
find even one instance of optimal solutions.
5.1.7 Discussion
Although the system can schedule timetables very well, many improvements and ex
tensions are possible, for example:
• Adding Classroom Considerations
Though there are large classrooms, more than two exams can be held at the same
place and at the same time if the classroom is large enough and no students are
taking these exams simultaneously. Rather than requiring the user to allocate
rooms once the timetable has been generated, it should be possible to get the
GA to handle room allocation at the same time as time-slot allocation.
• Ordering Constraints
In many cases there is a partial ordering over modules. For example, modulel
should be before module2, while module3 must take place after module4. In the
real world, such situations often happen as follows: exam A prefers/requires be
to be set before exam B because exam A involves more students which needs to
be held early in order to let the teacher have enough time to mark it, or both
the exams are taught by the same teacher and he is expected to appear on both
exams timeslots. Currently we just use the preset or exclusion file to let the GA
deal with such constraints, so we need a more general method to cope with such
kinds of ordering constraints.
• Different Length Exams
The Genetic Algorithms Timetabling system can be used for a very wide range
of exam timetabling problems by simply appropriately changing the data files;
however, the framework as described so far assumes that all of the exams are
of the same length. In some cases, students might have a mixture of 90 minute
exams and two-hour exams, for example. We can easily modify the system to
allow for this by introducing the notion of duration for each module. For example,
chromosomes will still be the same, but alleles will represent the start time of
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each module rather than the time-slot. By using input data concerning each
module's duration, checking for violation of an edge constraint simply amounts
to checking if the two events involved overlap in time.
In the next section, we will extend the exam timetable system to deal with the more
complicated lecture/tutorial timetabling problem.
5.2 GAs in Lecture/Tutorial Timetabling
The aim of this section is to extend the metp method to handle the more general
Modular Lecture/tutorial Timetabling Problem - mltp. The current GA-based exam
timetabler cannot deal adequately with this, because it takes no account of different sets
of rooms in which exams may occur. This is not critically important given the current
size of the problem in the Department of Artificial Intelligence, because there is a very
large room which can handle most groups of exams which the timetable may have oc¬
curring at the same time. This may change in future, though; also, lecture timetabling
is critically sensitive to the available rooms and their capacities. Furthermore, lectures
are not all the same length and there can be various ordering (precedence/preference)
constraints which increase the complexity of the problem. Also, with exam timetabling,
particularly if we are seeking to ensure that students have just one or two exams per
day, time to travel from one exam to another is not very significant in the problem. In
lecture/tutorial timetabling, students will have several lectures per day at least, and
traveling becomes important. Besides, two lectures can never occupy the same room
and the same time if they share the same students. The purpose of this section, then,
will be to extend our previous exam timetabler to handle the more general problem
in which events must be allocated a particular room, as well as a particular time. In
addition, each event may occupy more than one timeslot and have various kinds of
ordering and event-spread constraints.
When an mltp is tackled, typically in a university or college department although
very similar problems often occur in industry, it is usually addressed by hand (for
example, by a course organiser). This involves producing an initial draft timetable,
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followed by perhaps weeks of redrafting after coordinating with other department about
the latest draft. The initial draft is often based on merging different departments'
teaching/course timetables; but in large modular degree schemes, the fact that many
students from one department typically take courses in others, and the fact that there
arc different lecture timetables for different terms, makes this a recipe for finding local
minima, which then typically need extensive repair if better solutions are to be found
(and hence better solutions are often not found).
5.2.1 Problem Description
The MSc in Information Technology (it): Knowledge Based Systems in the department
of Artificial Intelligence of Edinburgh University is a twelve month course and retrains
graduates from other disciplines so that they can become active practitioners in the field
of Knowledge Based Systems. The emphasis is on practical techniques for the design
and construction of Knowledge Based Systems, enabling graduates from this course to
apply their skills in a variety of Gcttingo. Students also have some opportunity to gain
a working knowledge of conventional computer science, by taking appropriate modules.
The course in MSc in IT in EDAI is organised into four 'themes' namely: Expert
Systems (es), Foundation of Artificial Intelligence (aI), Intelligent Robotics (ir) and
Natural Language (nl). Each theme involves a particular combination of 8 modules,
of which Gome are compulsory and some are optional. Details are given in Table 5.12.
5.2.2 The AI/CS MSc Lecture/Tutorial Timetabling Problem
The lecture/tutorial timetable muGt occupy a five day week; each day has eight time
slots, four in the morning and four in the afternoon.
Each time slot in this problem lasts one hour. The total number of time slots is <10
from Monday to Friday. Table 5.13 illustrates thi6, with the time slots numbered. The
constraints involved in this MLTP are as follows:
1. Computer Science (CS) lectures should be in the morning, Artificial Intelligence
(Al) lectures should be in the afternoon (a departmental agreement). Tutorials
can be in either time period. (Time Exclusions)
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Modules
Compulsory Optional
ES Knowledge Representation and Inference 1










AI Knowledge Representation and Inference 1

















Software for Parallel Computers
NL Knowledge Representation and Inference 1





Logic and Formal Semantics 1
Logic and Formal Semantics 2
AI and Education
Linguistics 2
Table 5.12: MSc in IT 1992/1993
Lectures from 1pm to 2pm should be avoided if possible because it is the time
when most people would prefer to have lunch. (Punishment for Noon)
A student should have at least 1/2 hour to get from a class or tutorial at KB,
where all CS events happen, to the centre where all AI events happen and vice-
versa. (Site/lloom Considerations)
Each module may have a variable number (1-4) of lectures a week, which every
student taking that module must attend. (Duration Consideration and Event-
spread Constraints)
Each module should have 1 tutorial group for every N students (N=12 for exam¬
ple), and a student need attend only 1 instance of these per week. There may be
multiple tutorials scheduled at the same time. (Tutorial Considerations)
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9-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-lj 14-15 15-16 16-17
Monday 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Tuesday 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Wednesday 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Thursday 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
Friday 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
Table 5.13: Time slots allocation for lecture/tutorial
hours6. (Duration Considerations)
7. The room must be big enough to accommodate the maximum number of students
wanting to attend the lecture. (Room Inclusions)
8. Staff will not be available at all times (that is IR lectures cannot be scheduled
Tues 10:30-13:00). (Time exclusions)
9. Only one class in a room at a time (unlike in the METP case). This means that
the scheduler will also need a list of rooms information. (Room Considerations
/ Hard Constraints)
10. Lecturers prefer/request the tutorial/laboratory (seminar) to be after the 1st
lecture of the week. (Ordering Constraints)
5.2.3 Applying the Basic GA Framework to Lecture/Tutorial Timetabling
5.2.3.1 Representation
The representation we use is a chromosome of length 2e (e is the number of events
to be scheduled); e of them specify time-slots for the e events, and e of them specify
rooms for the e events. The interpretation of such a chromosome is that if the nth
number in the list is t and the (n + e)th number in the list is r, then module n is
scheduled to occur at time t and room r.
The difference between this representation and METP is that we introduce the concept
of non-standard duration. In the METP, each exam's duration is a constant which
happens to occupy a timeslot. So we don't need to worry about problems caused by
6 In actual timetables, we only use remarks to specify which modules start on the half hours because
the basic interval in our timetable is one hour.
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varieties of durations. However, in the mltp, we have events of varying durations, so we
need to consider many problems caused by this. For example, long lectures cover more
than one time slot, and we therefore need to assure that use the same room during these
periods. Other considerations include that we cannot allow long lectures to overlap the
end of a day. The main difference is that checking for edge constraints and event-spread
constraints must take these durations into account, rather than considering only the
timeslot of an event.
5.2.3.2 External Specifications File
Specification constraints for the mltp are more varied and complicated than we have
seen so far. An example of this file for AI/CS MSc 1992/1993 is listed in appendix B












Users can easily add more optional sections in a similar way. We describe the details
of each section and their corresponding constraints next.
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5.2.3.3 Module Considerations
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The modules section contains each module's 'private' information, that is, independent
of any relationship with other modules. It contains the size of the lecture, the preferred
size of any tutorials or seminars associated with this module (which can then be used
to work out the number of tutorials or seminars necessary), the duration of lectures,
tutorials and seminars associated with this module, and any room or time slot specifica¬
tions or exclusions for this module. Example lines from a module section are as follows:
aied_2 #tf AI and Education
duration 120
room SB-F10
exclusion 0 1 2 3 8 9 10 11 16 17 18 19 24 25 26 27 32 33 34 35






Qesl-tut ## Expert Systems 1-tutorials
size 30
room SB-A10 SB-C10 SB-C11 SB-C5
exclusion 19
In the above example, the durations of aied_2 and all7 the seminars of aied are 120
minutes whereas the duration of all the cs_l tutorials arc 60 minutes (default value).
The size of lecture aied is 23 and each seminar is of size 10, so we need three occurrences
of aied seminars each week. The size of lecture esl is 30 and its tutorials are of size
12 (default value), therefore, we also need three esl tutorials per week. aied_2 can
only use South Bridge room F10, and all the seminars of aicd must also use South
Bridge room A10. On the other hand, all the tutorials of esl can use either room A10,
CIO, Cll or C5 in South Bridge. Finally, aied_2 cannot be put in mornings (slots 0-3,
8-11, etc...), or Wednesday 12:00-13:00 (slot 19). However, all seminars of aied and all
tutorials of esl can appear at any time except slot 19. Such slot exclusions deal with
7 Modules prefixed by a Q represent multiple instances of an event (for example, tutorial, seminar or
laboratory) and the size of each and the number of instances can be deduced from the size of its
corresponding lecture.
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constraints 1 and 8, as given in section 5.2.2.
• Computer Science (CS) lectures should be in the morning, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
lectures should be in the afternoon (a departmental agreement). Tutorials can be in
either time period.
• Staff will not be available at all times (that is IR lectures cannot be scheduled Tues
10:30-13:00).
When we give the durations for lectures, we just assume that any lecture consumes one
or more complete one-hour slots. Most lectures are just 60 minutes, so this should not
cause much trouble. It is possible to generate illegal chromosomes for some lectures
whose duration exceeds 60 minutes. For example, a long lecture which may overlap
the end of a day or overlap with other excluded timeslots. One way to legalise a
chromosome to ensure that a long lecture does not overlap the end of a day is shifting
all long lectures that overlap the end of a day back enough to avoid the overlap, or
perhaps forward to the start of the next day. For each shift in turn, we must choose the
best of these two. This does not necessarily find the best combination of shifts, since
it is not necessarily the case that the best can be found by such local hill-climbing.
Therefore, we use another much simpler way: when we first read each module and
its corresponding duration, we calculate its unallowable start times according to its
duration and the excluded slots given. These start times become excluded for this
module. As a result, initialisation guarantees exclusion of the unallowable timeslots,
and so do crossover and mutation. For example, in Table 5.14, module A's duration
exceeds 60 minutes, so we automatically exclude the last slots (the upper case 'X') in
each day for module A. If duration exceeds 120 minutes, then we must also exclude
the penultimate slots (the lower case 'x') in each day, and so on. In other words,
module A cannot start at the last few hours each day depending on its duration, so it
is guaranteed not to overlap the end of a day. Another automatic exclusion example
is in Table 5.15, which just tells us that module A i6 excluded from timeslot 19. This
is no problem if module A's duration is at most 60 minutes. However, if module A's
duration exceeds 60 minutes, then we also cannot allow it start at timeslot 18 (the one
with upper case 'X'), because it will then clash with the pre-excluded timeslot 19 in the
second half of its duration. Furthermore, if module A's duration exceeds 120 minutes,
then timeslot 17 (the one with lower case 'x') also needs to be excluded and so on.
In other words, module A must exclude its pre-excluded and some earlier timeslots,
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Table 5.14: Exclude time slots which overlap the end of a day for long events
II 9-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17
Monday |
Tuesday j
Wednesday | X X E(19)
Thursday |
Friday
Table 5.15: Exclude time slots which overlap pre-excluded slots for long events
depending on its duration.
Using the exclusions information, the initial population of chromosomes is forced to
have only valid alleles for each gene. What we need to do is to read the exclusion
information and record the allowable time slots for each event, for later use, which
do not violate these constraints. Then, randomly generate instances from the set of
allowable time slots each time. In other words, the first pass finds the allowable time
sluts for each event and the second pass only chooses among these foi each instance.
5.2.3.4 Room Considerations
The way we produce allowable rooms more intelligently and efficiently are similar to
exclusion time slots. The first pass needs to record the allowable rooms for each event
when it first reads the room inclusion information. The second pass just randomly
generates instances from the set of allowable rooms for later initialisation and mu
tation. Crossover guarantee the allowable room slots because it just recombinc6 two
parents with allowable room slots and certainly produces two children with allowable
room slots. However, mutation also needs the second pass to guarantee each gene not
violating the room slots set in the inclusion information.
Another compulsory section, the rooms section, contains the abbreviations and full
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names of all the rooms and their location codes which is used to calculate the penalties
between two consecutive modules at different sites.
An example of the location code is as follows:
• 1 - Centre of Edinburgh (C)
• 2 - King's Building (KB)
That is, in the University of Edinburgh, the Artificial Intelligence department and
Cognitive Science Centre are located in the Edinburgh city centre whereas Computer
Science and Meteorology departments are located in King's Building which is about
2 miles away from the city centre. Therefore, we must use different codes to tell the
system that the distance between them is non-trivial.





1 ## south bridge room A10
1 ## applaton toeer lactura thaatra 2
1 ## Cog. Sci. Seminar Room at 1 Bucclauch Placa
2 «* JCML room 4310
Rooms SB-A10, AT-LT3 and CSSR use the same code because they belong to the
same area, whereas room 4310 is located in King's Building. We can prevent modules
at different sites from being consecutive if necessary by giving some punishments to
modules which are consecutive but at different sites. It turns out that this problem
rarely occurs because all the CS lectures are in the morning and AI lectures are in the
afternoon and avoid 13:00-14:00. This can deal with the constraints:
• A student should have at least 1/2 hour to get from a class or tutorial at KB, where all
CS events happen, to the centre where all AI events happen and vice-versa.
Tutorials differ from lectures in a important way. Unlike lectures, students are not
assigned to tutorials until after the timetable has been formed and is being used. A
reasonable possibility to solve the problem is not to care about tutorials at all and to
schedule them only when the lecture timetable has been decided. It is unlikely that
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a student from AI department will take more than 1-2 CS modules, so if there are
several tutorials scheduled, then it is likely that one will be available. Of course, this
may not be so in other universities. It is also typical to have to move tutorials at the
beginning of the term because one cannot tell which tutorials will be attended by how
many students. So some may not have any attendees.
The system will also penalise the situation when two or more module happen at the
same time and share the same room, and of course long lectures must occupy the same
room consecutively. From above, the system can express the constraints such as:
• No more students should be in a class than is possible to fit into a room.
t Only one class in a room at a time (unlike in the METP case). This means that the
scheduler will also need a list of rooms information.
6.2.3.5 Preset Time and Room
In the lecture/tutorial timetable, we can pre-set either the time slot or both of the
time and room slots. Presetting time/room slots is necessary in several situations:
1. Some events must only be scheduled in one time slot, because they are shared
with some other students whose timetables were determined in advance.
2. Some lecturers want their event to be scheduled at a specific time or room slot.
3. It can be used to adjust an existing timetable by fixing most of the time slots,
that is, re-timetabling.
4. It can be used to test the quality of a existing timetable is, for example, test a
former actual timetable, by fixing all of the time or room slots.
An example of the preset time/room section is as follows:
•»1_1 7
lisp_l 22 AT-LT2
For example, esl.l is preset at time slot 7. In addition, lisp.l is preset at time slot
22 and room AT-LT2. The system will penalise and report the conflicts between the
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preset time/room information and exclusion/inclusion time/room information.
5.2.4 Specific Framework for Lecture/Tutorial Timetabling
5.2.4.1 Edge Constraints
The lecture-exclusions section contains the compulsory and recommended modules for
each theme which is the main constraint information for lecture/tutorial timetable.
The system can guarantee that compulsory and recommended modules will not clash
with each other in order to let students to choose freely from these modules. Unlike
METP case, at the time we schedule the lectures and tutorials timetable, we still don't
know exactly what modules each student will take. We just can predict what modules it
is possible to take according to the theme (lecture-exclusions) information. Therefore,
this is the data for us to test the quality of the timetable.
Example lines of lecture-exclusions section are as follows:
lisp.l li»p_2 kril.l kril_2 «»1_1 m1_2 ai«d_l »i«d_2
lisp_l lisp_2 kri1_1 kril_2
lisp_l lisp_2 kril.l kril_2 iai_l iat_2 avis.l avi«_2 ...
lisp.l liip_2 kril_t kril_2 cll_l cll_2 lnl_l lnl_2 lisl.l llil_2 ...
For example, lisp-1, lisp_2 kril-1, kri 1 _2, esl-1, esl_2, aied.l and aied_2 are the most
likely modules for students of the first group. In additions, lisp and kri 1 happen in all
the four groups; this means that they are more important than others when considering
the edge-constraints.
Another important constraint is that each module should have 1 tutorial group for
every N students (N=12 for example), and a student need attend only 1 instance of
these per week. Therefore, there may be multiple tutorials scheduled at the same time.
This constraint is handled by using the information in a tutorial-exclusions section.
The tutorial-exclusions section contains all the tutorials, laboratories and seminars.
Users don't need to specify the number of these items because it's all deducible from
information about the size of the lecture and its corresponding tutorial, seminar or
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laboratory. Since ouch modules have multiple occurrences, the system only needs to
guarantee that each tutorial (the one to the left of colon) will not clash with itc own
lectures and the compulsory lectures in its theme (those to the right of colon). In order
to produce a valid timetable, all the tutorials, laboratories and seminars must not clash
with their corresponding lectures or with any compulsory lectures in the same theme.
Therefore, it is also a kind of edge-constraint.
An example of tutorial-exclusions section is as follows:
Caied-sea Caied-lab : aied_l lisp_l lisp_2 kril_l kril_2
Cesl-tut : 481_1 «al_2 lisp_l lisp_2 kril_l kril_2
Cias-lab : ias_l ias_2 «vis_l nvia_2 lisp_l lisp_2 kril_l kril_2
The tutorial, seminar or laboratory begins with a @ to tell the system it represents
all the corresponding tutorials, seminars or laboratories. For example, the seminars
and laboratories of AI and Education cannot clash with aicd.l, lisp and kril and the
tutorials of Expert Systems 1 cannot clash with all the esl, lisp, kril lectures.
There is no need to guaiantee that the tutorials of the same lectuie will not clash with
each other because there arc several identical tutorials and each student just needs to
attend one of them. It is still a valid timetable even though some tutorials will clash.
Users can also use different day information, if they want to, in the different day section
described later to ensure that tutorials for the same course are not scheduled on the
same day in order to scatter them about and let students have more different tutorial
time slots to choose from.
5.2.4.2 Ordering Constraints
An example of a hard ordering constraint is that lecturers request laboratories/seminars
to take place after the 1st lecture of the week. This is a kind of ordering constraints
which, in our framework, is handled by the information in the precedence section.
An example of a precedence section is as follows:
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*i«d_l : Cai«d-«em Cai«d-lab
ia«_l Ciaa-lab
The precedence section contains all the precedence information, for example, aied.l
must be before all its seminars and laboratories and ias.l must be before all its lab¬
oratories. In each row of this section, the module to the left of the colon will begin
before those to the right of colon. In addition, it is a kind of hard constraint, therefore
we need to use a large punishment to prevent, or rather discourage, violations.
Sometimes, it is not vital to ensure some module must be before some other modules,
so we can treat it as a kind of soft ordering constraint. For example, lecturers prefer
rather than request the tutorial to be after the 1st lecture of the week. In such a
situation, the system will do its best to satisfy this constraint. This is also a kind
of ordering constraints which, in our framework, is handled by the information in the
preference section.
The format of this section is similar to that of the precedence section. Example lines
of a precedence section are as follows:
•sl_l Ce»l-tut
kri1_1 : Ckril-tut
The preference section contains all the preference information, for example, es_l and
kril.l prefers to be scheduled before all their tutorials. In addition, it is a kind of soft
constraint, therefore we just need to use a small punishment because it can be violated
if it is unavoidable.
Another example of ordering constraints is to let all the specified modules happened at
the same time slot. The simultaneous section contains the data which should happen
at the same time because they will not share the same students or other reasons. For
example, we can let aied_2 and aied-sem_l happen at the same time because the former
just happens in the 1st, 2nd and 9th week whereas the latter happens within 3th-8th
week. In other words, they guarantee not to be held at the same week, so we can re-
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gard them as a single one module and schedule them at the same time slot in order to
reduce the size of the total modules. An example of a simultaneous section io as follows:
ai«d_2 aied-8em_l
The oyotcm just assigno the timcclot of the first module to the rest of the modules in
the same line. In addition, the system will penalise and report the conflicts between
the simultaneous information and exclusion/inclusion time/room iufoiination just like
in the preset time/room case.
5.2.4.3 Event-spread Constraints
Because each lecture may have multiple occurrences each week and each student may
have to attend all these lccturcG, we want the lecture to be held on different days to let
students have enough time to prepare or digest the course. Another instance might bo
that certain laboratory sessions cannot be scheduled on the same day in order to allow
time to clean up and prepare elaborate equipment for the next class Therefore, we need
a different constraint to spread them apart. Thi6 is a kind of event spread constraints
described in the previous chapter and is included in the different day section.
An example of a different-day section is as follows:
ai«d_l ai«d_2
Cias_lab
From above, we know AI and Education's two lectures are held on different days and
all the Intelligent Assembly System's laboratories are held on different days too.
Other event spread constraints are not to let a student take too many modules per day.
We solve this problem using various weights of penalties which is similar to the exam
timetable. Because the total number of time slots i6 fixed - 40 for five days, a student is
ofleu obliged to take two or three lectures per day. Theiefoie, we don't need to punish
such cases. However, we still don't want a student to take too many lccturcG per day,
so we use various weights to punish violations of such event-spread constraints.
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5.2.5 Evaluations
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In exam timetabling problems, we already know the information about the students
and the exams each student must take. Therefore, we can use the student/exam data
to calculate the violations of edge constraints. However in lecture/tutorial timetabling
problems, we must schedule the timetable before the term. In other words, at the time
we scheduling the lecture/tutorial timetable, we still don't know the number of the
students and the modules each student will take though we can over-estimate how many
students take any course. Our approach is just to use the group themes information
to classify the lecture/tutorial groups for the students and use that information to
calculate the violations of edge constraints and other data to calculate other kinds of
violations, for example, ordering or event-spread constraints.
The evaluation function is similar to metp but has more conditions to check than
for the exam timetable case. Furthermore, each module may have different durations
which complicates the evaluation function.
In general, the fitness function for an mltp, where p is a chromosome, {ci,...,cn} is
a set of functions which each record the number of instances of a particular 'offence',
and {tui, are the weights attached to these ofTences, i6:
(5.2) /(p) = 1/(1 + WjCi(p))
1 = 1
In the mltp we experimented with, the components of the evaluation function are
functions which respectively count the number of instances of the following 'offences':
• Hard constraints:
— clash: as describe in lecture and tutorial exclusions section
— large: two modules at the same time use the same room
— precedence: check if violates precedence constraint or not
— differentday: check if violates different day constraint or not
• Soft constraints:
— two: two modules per day
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— three: three modules per day
— four: four modules per day
— five: five modules per day
— six: six modules per day
— seven: seven modules per day
— slot: check if any conflict or not
— larger than seven: more than seven modules per day
— fai: two consecutive modules at different sites
— noon: between 13:00 and 14:00
— preference: check if violates preference constraint or not
















The 'large' type of penalty, could be used to deal with the following constraint.
• Only one class in a room at a time (unlike in the METP case). This means that the
scheduler will also need a list of rooms information.
The system will also know how many occurrences happen at the same time and use
the same room and then use the 'large' penalty to punish them in order to get rid of
this situation.
In the next subsection, we present a clear comparison between the actual timetables
produced by human experts and the timetables produced by the system.
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YEAR-TERM LECT TUT SEM LAB TOTAL
1992/1993-1 48 21 3 4 76
1992/1993-2 46 24 0 3 73
1993/1994-1 51 31 0 0 82
1993/1994-2 50 22 1 0 73
Table 5.16: Lecture/tutorial problem information
5.2.6 Experiments
5.2.6.1 Actual Timetable
Table 5.16 lists informations pertaining to the EDAI AI/CS MSc 92/93 and 93/94
lecture timetabling problems. Both years involve two terms, so there are altogether 4
problems. The YEAR-TERM column represents the term number of a one year course
beginning in October of the year before the slash, and finishing in September of the year
after the slash. LECT, TUT, SEM and LAB represent the number of lectures, tutorials,
seminars and laboratories held per week in that particular term of that particular year.
The actual timetables used in these four problems were produced by course organisers;
we summarise them in Table 5.17. Each one was the result of a first draft followed by
repeated iterative feedback from lecturers of several different departments.
For convenience, we will discuss the 'quality' of lecture timetables by using a vector
V = The components of V respectively denote violations of
far distance constraints; cases where a 'virtual student' faced four events in a single
day; cases where a 'virtual student' faced five events in a single day; slot-exclusion
constraints; lunchtime constraints; desirable event-order constraints (preference); im¬
portant event-order constraints (precedence); and finally, clash (edge) constraints. Vio¬
lations of all other constraints mentioned above (for example: room exclusions, capacity
constraints and cases where a 'virtual student' faced more than five events in a single
day) are not recorded, since they were fully satisfied in all cases.
• Actual Timetable 92/93-1: The actual human-produced timetable for AI/CS
MSc 92/93 first term is shown in Table 5.18 with V = {65,2,0,14,4,4,0,0}, total
punishment = 447. In other words, there are 65 violations of far distance con-
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year/term f d< ds e 1 •Si c TOTAL
unit penalty (1) (1) (5) (10) (30) (30) (300) (500) N/A
1992/1993-1 65 2 0 14 4 4 0 0 447
1992/1993-2 49 3 1 5 2 9 1 0 737
1993/1994-1 84 2 0 7 5 0 0 0 306
1993/1994-2 50 0 0 1 3 3 0 0 240
Table 5.17: Actual lecture/tutorial timetable penalties
straints, 2 cases where a 'virtual student' faced four events in a a single day, 14
violations of slot-exclusion constraints, 4 violations of lunchtime and preference
constraints respectively.
• Actual Timetable 92/93-2: The actual human-produced timetable for AI/CS
MSc 92/93 second term is shown in Table 5.19 with V = {49,3,1,5,2,9,1,0}, total
punishment = 737. In other words, there are 49 violations of far distance con¬
straints, 3 cases where a 'virtual student' faced four events, and another 1 case
where a 'virtual student' faced five events in a single day. Further, 5 violations
of slot-exclusion constraints, 2 violations of lunchtime, 9 violations of preference
constraints and finally 1 violation of precedence constraint.
• Actual Timetable 93/94-1: The actual human-produced timetable for AI/CS
MSc 93/94 first term is shown in Table 5.20 with V = {84,2,0,7,5,0,0,0}, total
punishment = 306. In other words, there are 84 violations of far distance con¬
straints, 2 cases where a 'virtual student' faced four events in a single day. In
addition, 7 violations of slot-exclusion constraints, and 5 violations of lunchtime.
• Actual Timetable 93/94-2: The actual human-produced timetable for AI/CS
MSc 93/94 second term is shown in Table 5.21 with V = {50,0,0,1,3,3,0,0}, total
punishment = 240. In other words, there are 50 violations of far distance con¬
straints, 1 violation of slot-exclusion constraints, 3 violations of lunchtime and
preference constraints respectively.
The item inside the brackets below each event in Table 5.18, 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 is the
name of the room allocation for that event.
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Table 5.18: Human-produced actual lecture/tutorial timetable in MSc 92/93-1


















































































































































Table 5.19: Human-produced actual lecture/tutorial timetable in MSc 92/93-2
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Table 5.20: Human-produced actual lecture/tutorial timetable in MSc 93/94-1
| II 0900 - 1000 I 1000 - 1100 [ 1100 - 1200 | 1300 - 1300 | 1300- HOP | 1400 - 1600 [ 1500 - 1600 | 1600 - 1700 |
Won db In2b cl2 r«2 nncl Ctr Ifm2 ccon
(3216) (CSSR) (CSSR) (6216) (DHT-S) (SB-F10) (CSSR) ( AT4)
In2b I' ti fpli Ifm2 mr
(CSSR) (LT-B) (6206) (5325) (CSSR) (SB-F10)
c!2 m2 tnlp2
(CSSR) (8216) (SB- A 10)
db-tul
(3218)
Tuet • wp ccon-tut com dt kri2 itc mr atnlp
(3317) (SB-CS) (LT-B) (3317) ( AT4) (SB-F10) (SB-F10) (SB-F10)
Inlp2-tut mr- tut • •2
(SB-A10) (SB-CS) ( AT4)
Wed Ia2a In2a ccon-tut cad induem ind-iem k r i 2







Thur fplt In2b c!2 iP2 nnet ttc Ifm 2 litp
(3317) (CSSR) (CSSR) (8216) (DHT-N) (SB-F10) (CSSR) ( AT2)
In2b db di V •i CY
(CSSR) (3218) (3317) (6206) (6206) (SB-F10)
cl2 ip2 alnlp-tul Ifm2 lnlp2
(CSSR) (8216) (SB-CS) (CSSR) (SB-A10)
liip-tul cv-lut liip-tul
(SB-A10) (SB- A 18) (SB-A10)
• •2- tut
(SB-CS)
lit p-1 u t
(SB- A10)
Fri • wp In2a com cad litp ccon atnlp
(3317) (CSSR) (LT-A) (3317) ( AT4) ( AT4) (SB-F10)
In2a cafr kri2-tut ip2 m2 ei2
(CSSR) (3315) (SB-CS) (6216) (6216) ( AT4)
liip-tul litp-lut Ci2-tut
(SB-A10) (SB-A 10) (SB- A 10)
mr-lul kri2-lul
(SB-CS) (SB-CS)
Table 5.21: Human-produced actual lecture/tutorial timetable in MSc 93/94-2
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5.2.6.2 Comparisons
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Experiments were performed to assess the performance of our GA-based timetabling
framework on the four EDAI AI/CS MSc 92/93 and 93/94 lecture timetabling problem.
Fifteen experiments were run, involving all combinations of three different selection
schemes and five different mutation operators. All runs use uniform crossover start¬
ing at the rate 0.8, decreasing adaptively until 0.6, and mutation starting at the rate
0.003, increasing adaptively until 0.02. The mutation operators we used are gene mu¬
tation (genem), violation-directed mutation (vdm), stochastic violation-directed mu¬
tation (svdm), event-freeing mutation (eem) and stochastic event-freeing mutation
(sefm). The population size is 50, the bias of rank-based selection is 2.0 and both
the size of tournament-based and length of spatial-oriented selections are 5. Steady-
state reproduction was employed and a trial ended when no improvement as the fittest
chromosome was recorded in 1,000 evaluations, or when 10,000 evaluations had been
made.
Tables 5.22, 5.23, 5.24 and 5.25 each contain four parts. The upper left part records the
best/worst results out of ten trials run for a given configuration. For example, Table
5.22 shows that the best timetable found using rank-based selection and stochastic
event-freeing mutation (seem) had a penalty of 0, and occurred in 4 of the ten trials
with this configuration, and the poorest of these ten RANK/SEFM trials resulted in
a best penalty score of 91. Looking at the upper right part of the table, we can see
that the fastest of these occurred in 1855 evaluation (numbers are only recorded in
this part when a perfect timetable was found). In the lower left half of the table we
can see that the standard deviation of the penalty of these ten RANK/SEFM trials is
30.6. Finally, the lower right entry shows that the average penalty score from these
ten trials was 28.7, and the average evaluations to find the best in each trial was 3210.
Several observations can be made from these results. Most of the worst solutions pro¬
duced by the GA are better than the human-produced actual timetables. It is clear that
the results here roughly tally with those found in the exam timetabling experiments in
section 5.1.6. By counting the number of trials in which a perfect timetable was found
(over all problems), we can rank the operators as follows: SEFM(38), SVDM(30),
VDM(23), EFM(21), genem(2). In general, the four smart mutation operators can
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92/93-1 BEST(times)/WORST LEAST EVALS for perfect timetable
RANK SPAT TOUR RANK SPAT TOUR
genem 1/213 1/484 1/692 - - -
VDM 0(l)/97 0(l)/94 32/125 5260 2663 -
SVDM 0(3)/93 1/92 0(l)/90 2982 - 2185
EFM 1/92 0(l)/66 1/365 - 5370 -
SEFM 0(4)/91 0(l)/42 0(2)/62 1855 1258 1130
STANDARD DEVIATION AVERAGE/EVALS
RANK SPAT TOUR RANK SPAT TOUR
genem 76.6 168.7 214 5 79.7/6447 167.5/5646 200.3/5735
VDM 38.9 31.8 31.9 45.8/6091 42.7/6283 63.0/7170
SVDM 32.5 32.3 25.6 22.2/4486 49.0/4358 43.5/4236
EFM 28.6 22.7 105.9 44.2/5934 36.7/6236 83.2/6316
SEFM 30.6 14.7 20.0 28.7/3210 26.8/2946 20.9/2667
Table 5.22: Comparisons for (1A - produced 92/93-1 lecture/tutorial timetable
92/93-2 BEST Limes)/WORST LEAST EVALS for perfect timetable
RANK SPAT TOUR RANK SPAT TOUR
genem 0( 1)/152 2/151 1/155 5260 - -
VDM 0(7)/95 0(5)/96 0(l)/66 3738 3916 4317
SVDM 0(8)/31 0(5)/91 0(5)/60 2321 1925 1993
EFM 0(7)/33 0(3)/37 0(2)/65 1427 937 1421
SEFM 0(6)/30 0(4)/30 0(5)/33 1720 1086 898
STANDARD DEVIATION AVERAGE/EVALS
RANK SPAT TOUR RANK SPAT TOUR
genem 49.2 50.8 46.1 52.5/6210 61.2/5343 49 9/6118
VDM 30.6 33.7 22.4 13.7/5587 22.8/5220 21.1/5126
SVDM 9.8 29.3 21.0 3.2/3701 18.6/3478 12.4/3409
EFM 15.9 17.1 25.3 9.9/4034 20.0/5159 27.5/4271
SEFM 9.3 12.4 13.2 3.6/2414 6.6/2048 7.0/1771
Table 5.23: Comparisons for GA-produced 92/93-2 lecture/tutorial timetable
93/91-1 1 BEST(times)/WORST LEAST EVALS for perfect timetable
RANK SPAT TOUR { RANK SPAT TOUR
genem 1 33/304 60/272 33/183 - - -
VDM 30/154 73/215 32/156 - - -
SVDM 30/121 30/94 0(2)/124 - - 2473
EFM 0( 1)/211 32/128 0(2)/186 2107 | - 4534
SEFM | 30/92 0(1)/151 0(1)/122 - 1505 1172
STANDARD DEVIATION AVERAGE/EVALS
RANK SPAT TOUR RANK SPAT TOUR
genem 1 75.5 64.1 47.3 133.9/7452 107.2/6982 104.8/6724
VDM 37.6 44.0 43.5 87.5/9094 122.0/7885 88.2/7345
SVDM 28 3 24.3 40.9 66.9/6411 67.4/5018 60.9/4759
EFM 68.0 35.3 58.2 93.6/6272 76.2/6884 87.0/6530
SEFM 20.3 41.2 32.0 60.7/3859 63.4/3319 60.3/3129
Table 5.24: Comparisons for GA-produced 93/94-1 lecture/tutorial timetable
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93/9J-1 BEST(iimea)/WORST LEAST EVALS for perfect timetable
RANK SPAT TOUR RANK SPAT TOUR
genem 2/120 1/212 0( 1)/124 - - 4983
VDM 0(4)/91 0(2)/66 0(2)/91 3272 3458 1566
SVDM 0(2)/91 0(2)/61 0(2)/62 3235 3554 2923
EFM 0(l)/65 0(1)/69 0(3)/182 2308 2584 2824
SEFM 0(4)/61 0(6)/60 0(4)/91 1735 1015 1078
STANDARD DEVIATION AVERAGE/EVALS
RANK SPAT TOUR RANK SPAT TOUR
genem 42.1 58.5 36.8 61.2/6567 70.3/5819 58.3/5847
VDM 30.4 27.6 28.5 28.1/6192 29.2/5527 32.2/5492
SVDM 26.6 20.4 24.6 33.3/4643 31.0/4127 30.7/4003
EFM 19 9 27.7 59.0 38.8/6012 36.2/5208 45.5/4464
SEFM 21.1 25.3 30.3 18.2/3032 18.0/2082 27.3/2273
Table 5.25: Comparisons for GA-produced 93/94-2 lecture/tutorial timetable
produce better solution in best, worst and average solution than gene mutation. As
before, SEFM appears clearly better than the other choices of mutation operator in
terms of both speed and solution quality. For example, SEFM/RANK produces bet¬
ter solutions than EFM/RANK in the 93/94-2 lecture/tutorial timetabling problem
according to Student's t-test. With a 95% confidence interval, this improvement is be¬
tween 1.3 and 39.9 penalties. Also, RANK seems the best of those examined in terms
of number of perfect timetables found, however, TOUR seems the fastest in terms of
average number of evaluations needed. In general, however, it is very difficult to judge
which method or combination of methods is 'best'. What 'best' means depends on
many things. If it is very important to find the best timetable possible, but it is okay
to take a long time, then we may prefer RANK over TOUR; because RANK seems
slightly better than TOUR at finding the optimum, but generally seems to take longer.
On the other hand, if very fast good results are needed, we might prefer TOUR. In
practical use, a sensible strategy might therefore be to take the best result of 10 runs.
Further details of the best and mean penalty score from these experiments appear in
Tables 5.26, 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29. For each GA configuration, these tables give the
best and mean values for the components of V. For convenient comparison, each table
also presents V for the appropriate human produced actual timetable. These tables
provide a compelling view of the difference in timetable quality between the human-
produced efforts and the GA results. The most striking aspect is the ability of the GA
to successfully minimise over instances of f, while simultaneously dealing effectively
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92/93-1 f dl e 1 'd I,- c TOTAL
unit penalty O (1) (5) (10) (30) (30) (300) (500) N/A
actual 65 2 0 14 4 4 0 0 447
RANK(mean) 1.1 0.6 0 0 1.4 1.2 0 0 79.7
RANK/VDM(mean) 2.8 1.0 0 0 1.4 0 0 0 45.8
RANK/SVDM(mean) 0.6 0.6 0 0 0.7 0 0 0 22.2
RANK/EFM(mean) 3.4 0.8 0 0.1 1.3 0 0 0 44.2
RANK/SEFM(mean) 0.3 0.4 0 0.1 0.9 0 0 0 28.7
SPAT(mean) 2.0 0.5 0 0 2.2 0.3 0.3 0 167.5
SPAT/VDM(mean) 3.2 0.5 0 0 1.2 0.1 0 0 42.7
SPAT/SVDM(mean) 0.7 0.3 0 0 1.6 0 0 0 49.0
SPAT/EFM(mean) 2.1 0.6 0 0.1 1.1 0 0 0 36.7
SPAT/SEFM(mean) 0.4 0.4 0 0.5 0.7 0 0 0 26.8
TOUR(mean) 2.0 0.4 0 0 2.0 0.6 0.4 0 200.3
TOUR/VDM(mean) 2.4 0.6 0 0 2.0 0 0 0 63.0
TOUR/SVDM(mean) 1.2 0.3 0 0 14 0 0 0 43.5
TOUR/EFM(mean) 3.8 0.4 0 0.1 1.6 0 0.1 0 83.2
TOUR/SEFM(mean) 0.1 0.8 0 0.2 0.6 0 0 0 20.9
RANK(best) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
RANK/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/EFM(best) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
RANK/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT(best) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
SPAT/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT/SVDM(best) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
SPAT/EFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR(best) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TOUR/VDM(best) 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 32
TOUR/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/EFM(best) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TOUR/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.26: Actual vs GA lecture/tutorial timetable penalties - 92/93-1
with all the other constraints, for example lunchtimc, whereas each human produced
timetable seem to be the result of 'giving up' on this constraint in the face of the
great difficulty of handling the rest anyway. In general, the result strongly supports
the suggestion that GAs can deal effectively with certain multi constraint problems. In
particular, when combined with the results reported in section 5.1.6, it is clear that the
GA timetabling framework presented here shows great potential for use in arbitrary
timetabling problems.
In brief, the algorithms and techniques used in the system can be very easily modified
to some other similar kinds of timetabling problems (for example: timetabling athletics
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92/93-2 f ds e 1 >d >i c TOTAL
unit penalty <») (») (5) (10) (30) (30) (300) (500) N/A
actual 49 3 1 5 2 9 1 0 737
RANK(mean) 0.6 0.9 0 0 1.1 0.6 0 0 52.5
RANK/VDM(mean) 1.0 0.2 0.1 0 0.2 0.2 0 0 13.7
RANK/SVDM(mean) 0 0.2 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 3.2
RANK/EFM(mean) 0.4 0.5 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 9.9
RANK/SEFM(mean) 0 0.6 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 3.6
SPAT(mean) 0.5 0.7 0 0 1.4 0.6 0 0 61.2
SPAT/VDM(mean) 0.9 0.9 0 0 0.7 0 0 0 22.8
SPAT/SVDM(mean) 0.1 0.5 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 18.6
SPAT/EFM(mean) 0.3 1.7 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 20.0
SPAT/SEFM(mean) 0 0.6 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 6.6
TOUR(mean) 0.7 1.2 0 0 0.8 0.8 0 0 49.9
TOUR/VDM(mean) 1.3 1.8 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 21.1
TOUR/SVDM(mean) 0.1 0.3 0 0 0.4 0 0 0 12.4
TOUR/EFM(mean) 1.9 16 0 0 0.7 0.1 0 0 27 5
TOUR/SEFM(mean) 0 1.0 0 0 0.2 0 0 0 7.0
RANK(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/EFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT(best) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
SPAT/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT/EFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR(best) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TOUR/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/EFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.27: Actual vs GA lecture/tutorial timetable penalties - 92/93-2
events in a stadium, or conference timetabling).
5.2.6.3 Experiments with an Island GA
We also experimented with an Island GA [Whitley 93b], in which the population was
divided into five sub-populations each having 50 chromosomes. In such an island model,
evolution occurs as usual in each island (sub-populations), as if each were a separate
single-population GA. At intervals, for example, every k evaluations, migration occurs
between populations. Migration, in the model we used for experiments, consists of
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93/94-1 f d< d„ e 1 c TOTAL
unit penalty (1) <») (5) (10) (30) (30) (300) (500) N/A
actual 84 2 0 7 5 0 0 0 306
RANK(mean) 1.7 0 2 0 0 2.2 2.2 0 0 133.9
RANK/VDM(mean) 3.3 0.2 0 0 2.1 0.7 0 0 87.5
RANK/SVDM(mean) 0.9 0 0 0 1.9 0.3 0 0 66.9
RANK/EFM(mean) 3 4 0.2 0 0 2.3 0.7 0 0 93.6
RANK/SEFM(mean) 0.5 0.2 0 0 1.9 0.1 0 0 60.7
SPAT(mean) 1.5 0.7 0 0 2.5 1.0 0 0 107.2
SPAT/VDM(mean) 3.9 1.1 0 0 2.9 1.0 0 0 122.0
SPAT/SVDM(mean) 1.1 0.3 0 0 2.1 0.1 0 0 67.4
SPAT/EFM(mean) 3.4 0.8 0 0 2.0 0.4 0 0 76.2
SPAT/SEFM(mean) 0.3 0.1 0 0 1.6 0.5 0 0 63.4
TOUR(mean) 2.2 0.6 0 0 2.2 1.2 0 0 104.8
TOUR/VDM(mean) 3.6 0.6 0 0 2.2 0.6 0 0 88.2
TOUR/SVDM(mean) 0.5 0.4 0 0 1.6 0.4 0 0 60.9
TOUR/EFM(mean) 2.6 0.4 0 0 2.0 0.8 0 0 87.0
TOUR/SEFM(mean) 0.3 0 0 0 1.8 0.2 0 0 60.3
RANK(best) 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 33
RANK/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 30
RANK/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 30
RANK/EFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 30
SPAT(best) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 60
SPAT/VDM(best) 13 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 73
SPAT/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 30
SPAT/EFM(best) 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 32
SPAT/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR(best) 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 33
TOUR/VDM(be»t) 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 32
TOUR/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/EFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.28: Actual vs GA lecture/tutorial timetable penalties - 93/94-1
selecting a chromosome from one of the sub-populations (using the selection scheme in
use for that GA) and placing a copy of it into all of the other subpopulations (replacing
the least fit in those subpopulation). The choice of subpopulation to migrate from
is cyclic, and the choice of subpopulation to migrate to is just excluding the sub-
population being migrated from. The migration interval (k) we use is 500, and we
experiment with SVDM and SEFM paired with rank-based and tournament-based
selection methods. The other parameters are the same as in previous experiments.
Tables 5.30, 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33 show the results of these experiments. Columns headed
'S50' and 'S250' refer to a normal single population GA with population size 50 and
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93/94-2 f d* dt e 1 «i c TOTAL
unit penalty (') (') (5) (10) (30) (30) (3001 (500) N/A
actual 50 0 0 1 3 3 0 0 240
RANK(mean) 0.9 0.3 0 0 1.2 0.8 0 0 61.2
RANK/VDM(mean) 0.6 0.5 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 28.1
RANK/SVDM(mean) 0 0.3 0 0 1.1 0 0 0 33.3
RANK/EFM(mean) 2.1 0.7 0 0 1.1 0.1 0 0 38.8
RANK/SEFM(mean) 0 0.2 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 18.2
SPAT(mean) 0.9 0.4 0 0 1.6 0.7 0 0 70.3
SPAT/VDM (mean) 1.8 0.4 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 29.2
SPAT/SVDM(mean) 0.5 0 5 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 31.0
SPAT/EFM(mean) 2.6 0.6 0 0 0.9 0.2 0 0 36.2
SPAT/SEFM(mean) 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 18.0
TOUR(mean) 0.8 0.5 0 0 1.2 0.7 0 0 58.3
TOUR/VDM (mean) 1.8 0.4 0 0 0.9 0.1 0 0 32.2
TOUR/SVDM (mean) 0.4 0.3 0 0 0.9 0.1 0 0 30.7
TOUR/EFM(mean) 2.7 0.8 0 0 1.1 0 3 0 0 45.5
TOUR/SEFM(mcan) 0.1 0.2 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 27.3
RANK(best) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
RANK/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/EFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RANK/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT(best) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
SPAT/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT/EFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAT/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/VDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/SVDM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/EFM (best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR/SEFM(best) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.29: Actual vs GA lecture/tutorial timetable penalties - 93/94-2
250 respectively, while columns headed T' refer to the particular island model described
above. From the results reported in Tables 5.30, 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33, it appears that
the Island model can improve both solution quality and speed compared with a normal
single population GA. In addition, 'S250' can get better solution quaility than '850*
by using tournament-based selection, but it also needs more evaluations. However,
'S50' gets better solutions and needs fewer evaluations than 'S250' when using rank-
based selection. In fact, the rank-based selection results for 'S250' are particularly
poor. This is probably due to a combination of two main factors: first, the selection
pressure of rank-based selection effectively increases as we increase the population
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size, oincc the relative chance of selecting the beet and the worst is increasing as
function of population size. Hence, higher pressure in 'S250' compared with 'S50'
means we effectively lose the greater diversity which a bigger population gives, and
there is consequently undue pressure on the fittest chromosomes. Secondly, larger
populations naturally need longer to converge, because there are generally fewer trials
for each population member. In particular, the stopping criterion of 'no improvement
after 1,000 successive evaluations' is much more restrictive on a population of 250
than a population of 50. Note also that, in comparison, tournament-based selection
fares better in the larger population. The difference is mainly that tournament-based
selection pressure (since the same tournament size is used) is lower in the 'S250' case
than in the 'S50' case. So, tournament based selection takes advantage of the extra
diversity introduced. It also seems clear that smart mutation methods just need to
use small population sizes. Further, we once more see that SVDM and SEFM arc very
powerful operators. The speed of island GA is reflected in the average evaluations
needed, for example, it only needs less than 1500 evaluations in 3 out of four problems
using SEFM and tournament based selection method. In addition, the frequency of
island GA successes reflects from the times of optimal timetable found, for example,
sometimes 10 out of 10 runs using rank-based selection method.
Table 5.34 shows standard deviations of the penalty and confidence intervals derived
from Student's t-test for the '550', 'S250' and 'I' (tournament-based selections) exper¬
iments. On average, the standard deviation in descending order is 'S50', 'S250' and
'I'. The t-test involves a 95% confidence interval8 for the average solution in each case.
The narrow and small intervals also show a great improvement by using Island GA
which roughly tallies with those found by using average and standard deviation.
5.2.7 Discussion
The GA/tirrretabling framework presented appears successful and useful on a range
of medium sized real world timetabling problem. The key elements in the success
of the approach are direct chromosome representation used, coupled with stochastic
event-freeing mutation, which takes advantage of the directness of the representation.
8 The real lower bound is not less than 0.
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9S/9S-I BEST(times) WORST AVERAGE AVE-EVALS
S50 S250 I S50 S250 I S50 S250 I S50 S250 I
SVDM(rank) 0(3) 11 0(9) 93 3282 2 22.2 793.3 0.2 4486 6288 4069
SVDM(tour) 0(1) 0(2) 0(7) 90 92 32 43.5 37.3 3.4 4236 7380 3128
SEFM(rank) 0(4) 4 0(6) 91 3921 30 28.7 1255.6 3.3 3201 6281 3174
SEFM(tour) 0(2) 0(2) 0(8) 62 61 1 20.9 17.1 0.2 2667 5563 1488
Table 5.30: Panmictic vs Island models for 92/93-1 lecture/tutorial timetable
92/93-2 BEST(timcs) WORST AVERAGE AVE-EVALS
S50 S250 I S50 S250 > 1 S50 S250 1 S50 S250 I
SVDM(rank) 0(8) 131 0(10) 31 2852 0 3.2 1338.0 0.0 3701 4236 2810
SVDM(tour) 0(5) 0(7) 0(8) 60 30 31 12.4 6.1 3.2 3409 6691 2577
SEFM(rank) 0(6) 17 0(10) 30 2153 0 3.6 985.4 0.0 2414 4665 1870
SEFM(tour) 0(5) 0(9) 0(9) 33 2 1 7.0 0.2 0.1 1771 4369 1288
Table 5.31: Panmictic vs Island models for 92/93-2 lecture/tutorial timetable
93/94-1 BEST(iimts) WORST AVERAGE AVE-EVALS
S50 S250 I S50 S250 I S50 S250 1 S50 S250 I
SVDM(rank) 30 98 0(4) 121 3218 60 66.9 1209.8 21.5 6411 6527 5568
SVDM(tour) 0(2) 30 0(3) 124 94 61 60.9 52.1 33.1 4759 9473 4296
SEFM(rank) 30 17 0(2) 92 3050 60 60.7 855.6 24.1 3859 7769 3939
SEFM(tour) 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 122 90 61 60.3 42.2 33.2 3129 6445 3303
Table 5.32: Panmictic vs Island models for 93/94-1 lecture/tutorial timetable
93/94-2 BEST(timcs) WORST AVERAGE AVE-EVALS
S50 S250 I S50 S250 I S50 S250 I S50 S250 I
SVDM(rank) 0(2) 23 0(6) 91 2725 30 33.3 1103.7 12.0 4643 6265 4254
SVDM(tour) 0(2) 0(6) 0(6) 62 32 30 30.7 12.2 12.0 4003 7347 2915
SEFM(rank) 0(4) 0(2) 0(10) 61 1796 0 18.2 653.0 0 0 3032 5939 1823
SEFM(tour) 0(4) 0(8) 0(9) 91 30 30 27.3 6.0 3.0 2273 4850 1362
Table 5.33: Panmictic vs Island models for 93/94-2 lecture/tutorial timetable
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91/93-I STD-DEVIATION 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
S50 S250 1 S50 S250 I
SVDM 25.6 31.7 10.1 (25.2,61.8) (14 6,60.0) (-3.8,10.6)
SEFM 20.0 22.3 0.4 (6.6,35.2) (1.1,33.1) (-0.1,0.5)
93/93-1 STD-DEVIATION 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
S50 S250 1 S50 S250 1
SVDM 21.0 12.6 9.8 (-2.7,27.5) (-2.9,15.1) (-3.8,10.2)
SEFM 13.2 0.6 0.3 (-2.6,16.5) (-0.3,0.7) (-01,0.3)
93/91-1 STD-DEVIATION 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
S50 S250 1 S50 S250 1
SVDM 40.9 20.5 26.4 (31.6,90.2) (37.4,66.8) (14.2,52.0)
SEFM 32.0 25.3 17.2 (37.4,83.2) (24.1,60.30) (20.9,45.5)
93/91-S STD-DEVIATION 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
S50 S250 1 S50 S250 1
SVDM 24.6 15 8 15.5 (13.1,48.3) (0 9,23.5) (0.9,23 1)
SEFM 30.3 12.6 9.5 (5.6,49.01 J-3.0,15.0) (-3.8,9.8)
Table 5.34: Standard deviation and t-test for lecture/tutorial timetable
There arc certain reasons, however, for supposing that the framework used so far will
not extend satisfactorily to other kinds of scheduling problem. In timetabling, we are
almost always given (especially in lecture timetabling) a fixed set of timeslots in which
to place events. This allows U6 to set a fixed allele range for each event gene. Also, each
individual constraint between a pair of events, or on a single event, tends to exclude
only a small subset of the possible pairs of assignments for those events. For example,
if we have 30 slots and there is an edge constraint between e\ and e2, then this edge
constraint excludes just 30 of the possible 900 pairs of assignment for t\ and e2. In
job shop scheduling and other scheduling problems, however, the structure of the 6et
T and the nature of the constraints which commonly apply are importantly different.
Time is treated more Continuously'; there are more slots, the interval between slots is
smaller, and there is no fixed number of them. Constraints are far more likely to be
hard precedence constraints than edge constraints, which considerably cuts down on
the number of possible co-assignments of any pair of constrained events. For example,
if there are 30 slots, and there is a constraint that event e\ should be before event e2,
then 465 of the possible 900 pairs of assignments for e\ and e2 are excluded.
The combination of a less fixed slot structure and more Constraining' constraints calls
for an alternative from the GA/timetabling framework we have looked at so far. In
the next two chapters we will investigate such an alternative.
Chapter 6
GAs in Scheduling
In the previous two chapters, we showed how we can use a direct representation in GA
to solve exam and lecture/tutorial timetabling problems. In this chapter and the next,
we will show how to use an indirect representation in GA to solve job-shop (flow-shop)
and open-shop scheduling problems.
In timetabling problems, if the number of time-slots s is large enough and the number
of constraints c remains fixed, in other words if c/s is small enough according to
equation 4.1, a very large proportion of possible timetables will be valid timetables. In
scheduling, events are often tasks or operations which must be processed by a particular
processor or machine. More than in timetabling, events have a wide variation in length
and precedence/ordering constraints are much more common. Furthermore, there are
usually more slots, in the sense of possible start-time. The number of slots isn't too
important but the key point is that events are typically very long in relation to the
time-gaps between slots. We can also represent scheduling problems in the same way
as timetabling problems. But then, some difficulties will arise, for example, we will
have to choose an arbitrary maximum number of slots, or event-length might vary from
very small to very large, which will increase the complexity of evaluations.
In these circumstances it ought to be possible to construct solutions directly. This sug¬
gests an alternative approach for scheduling problems: consider the space of schedules
that require some precedence constraints between the j operations (jobs) and have a
fixed number of machines, and get a GA to try to minimise the time used. In this
kind of approach a chromosome might be taken to represent some permutation of the
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set of operations (jobs). Given such a chromosome, it can be turned into a schedule
by assigning times to the operations (jobs) in the order given by the chromosome. A
schedule builder is used to decide how to allocate the time as early as possible but can't
let the operations on the same job overlap or different job6 use the same machine at the
same time. The quality of the schedule is just the criteria of the schedule, for example
the shorter the better for minimising complete time, because a schedule builder should
guarantee to produce a legal schedule for us. Therefore, we don't need to use various
weighting punishment functions described in the last two chapters to get rid of the
illegal schedule or to evaluate quality of the schedule.
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 Static vs Dynamic Scheduling
In job-shop scheduling problems, based on the arrival time of jobs, we can classify
them as static or dynamic scheduling. In static scheduling, all the jobs that are to be
processed in the shop are ready for use simultaneously. In other words, no more jobs
will arrive later. In dynamic scheduling, jobs arrival times are not fixed at a single
point. In other words, jobs can arrive at some known or unknown future times.
6.1.2 Deterministic vs Stochastic Scheduling
A deterministic job shop has all related information known beforehand or with cer¬
tainty. In other words, machines and jobs are either all available in the beginning
(static) or arrive at known future (dynamic). Furthermore, the processing times must
be known when the jobs are available. In a stochastic job shop, either job ready time6
or operation processing times are random variables described by a known statistical
form or probabilitic distribution. In this situation, the job shop becomes a queuing sys¬
tem. The most common way to solve the queuing system is to use simulation method
to choose the predetermined priority rules to assign the job to machine. In other words,
simulation is probably the technique most used to investigated dynamic and stochastic
job-shops in the job-shop scheduling literature.
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Figure 6.1: Single Machine Shop
Figure 6.2: Parallel Machine Shop
6.2 Classifications of Scheduling Problems
There are four classes of Job Shop Scheduling Problems:
6.2.1 Single Machine Shop
Each job has a single operation that is to be performed on the single machine existing
in the shop. Scheduling in this context means finding a sequence in which the jobs
have to be processed (see Figure 6.1). -
6.2.2 Parallel Machine Shop
Each job has a single operation and there are m machines that work in parallel and
the function of these machines is the same. In general, a given job can be processed
on several of the m machines, possibly on any of them (see Figure 6.2).




The flow chop contains rn machines, and each job consists of a strictly ordered sequence
of operations. All movement between machines within the shop must be in a uniform
direction. In other words, the machine order for all jobs is the same (see Figure 6.3).
A special case of flow chop is called permutation flow chop or scheduling, in which not
only the machine order is the same, but we also restrict the search to schedules in
which the job order i6 the same for each machine (sec Figure 6.4).
6.2.4 General Job-Shop
There is no such restriction in the general job-shop problem. In other words, there are
m machines and j jobs. Each job has its own processing order and this may bear no
relation to the processing order of any other job (see Table 6.1 and Figure 7.1). The
open-shop can be considered as a extension of general job shop in which there is no
flow pattern within each job (see Table 7.23 and Figure 7.4), and the flow-shop is a
special case of general job shop which has identical flow pattern within each job and
permutation flow shop further restricts things to identical job order on all machines.






Figure 6.4: Permutation Flow-Shop
Single/parallel machine and (permutation) flow-shops are easier than in general job-
shop scheduling problems. From now on, the thesis will use the term job-shop as
meaning the general job-shop. In this chapter, we will first introduce the framework
we used in job-shop scheduling and later in the next chapter, we will introduce the
applications of this framework to some benchmarks of flow-shop, job-shop and open-
shop scheduling problems.
6.3 Assumptions in the General Job-Shop Scheduling
Problems
In this thesis, we investigate the general job-shop scheduling problems which are mostly
based on the following assumptions taken from [Conway et al. 67].
• Each machine is continuously available for assignment, without significant division of the
time scale into shifts or days, and without consideration of temporary unavailability for
causes such as breakdown or maintenance.
• Jobs are strictly-ordered sequences of operations, without assembly or partition.
• Each operation can be performed by only one machine in the shop.
• There is only one machine of each type in the shop.
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• Preemption is not allowed - once an operation is started on a machine, it must be
completed before another operation can begin on that machine.
• The processing-times of successive operations of a particular job may not be overlapped.
A job can be in process on at most one operation at a time.
• Each machine can handle at most one operation at a time.
• The simple job-shop process has only one limiting resource.
Other assumptions exist, for example [Bellman et al. 82] divided the assumptions into
based on jobs, based on machine and based on processing times. In real world problems,
we usually need to relax some assumptions to fit the requirements. We don't discuss
these possible relaxations in thiG thesis to meet various of special cases, however, our
framework can deal with job-shop rescheduling as well as dynamic job-shop scheduling.
6.4 Basic GA Framework for Scheduling
6.4.1 Representation
In this thesis, a novel approach to JSSP and related problems is presented, in which the
chromosome is a fixed length string, encoding a schedule in ouch a way that croooover
and mutation always produce valid schedules. The idea of the representation is as
follows: The genotype for a j x m problem we use is a string containing j X m chunks
(genes), each chunk being large enough to hold the largest job number (j). It provides
instructions for building a legal schedule as follows; the string of chunks abc • - - means:
put the first untacklcd task of the a th uncompleted job into the earliest place where
it will fit in the developing schedule, then put the first untacklcd task of the b th un
completed job into the earliest place where it will fit in the developing schedule, and
so on. The task of constructing an actual schedule is handled by a schedule builder de
scribed later which maintains a circular list of uncompleted jobs and a list of untackled
tasks for each such job. Thus the notion of Ma-th uncompleted job" is taken modulo
the length of the circular list to find the actual uncompleted job. For example, Table
6.1 shows the standard 6x6 benchmark problem (that is, j = 6,m = 6) taken from
[Fisher & Thompson 63]. In this example, job 1 has to go to machine 3 first, for 1 unit
of time; then to machine 1 for 3 units of time; and so on. The task is to generate a
good schedule showing what each machine is to do when. We encode an answer as a
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(m,t) (m,t) (m,t) (m,t) (m,t) (m,t)
Job 1 3,1 1,3 2,6 4,7 6,3 5,6
Job 2 2,8 3,5 5,10 6,10 1,10 4,4
Job 3 3,5 4,4 6,8 1,9 2,1 5,7
Job 4 2,5 1,5 3,5 4,3 5,8 6,9
Job 5 3,9 2,3 5,5 6,4 1,3 4,1
Job 6 2,3 4,3 6,9 1,10 5,4 3,1
Table 6.1: The 6x6 benchmark JSSP
36-chunk string, each chunk large enough to hold the largest job number (1-6 in above
case), so that (say) 111111163... means
job 1 -> nachina 3
job 1 -> ■achina 1
job 1 -> ■achina 2
job 1 -> ■achina 4
job 1 -> nachina 6
job 1 -> ■achina 6
job 2 -> ■achina 2
job 2 -> machina 3
job 4 -> nachin* 2
(3 baing first untacklad task)
(1 now baing first untacklsd task for job 1)
(job 1 now conplata)
(2 bsing first untacklsd task; job 2 bsing nunbsr 1
in uncomplstsd list)
(uncomplstsd job list is [2,3,4,6,6] so ths 6th in
this list, trsating it as circular, is job 2
again; and wachins 3 is job 2's first uncomplstsd
task)
(job 4 is nuabsr 3 in unconplstsd list)
The similar representation used in the travelling salesman problem (tsp) called ordinal
representation [Grefenstette et al. 85] has the following disadvantage: in each gener¬
ation, the bits after the crossover point will change their meaning. In other words,
because the representation is indirect, there is a non-trivial mapping between jobs (or
cities, in the TSP), and the alleles of the ith gene. In a direct representation, for exam¬
ple in our timetabling representation, this is the identity map (allele k always means
job k, for any gene i). In the ordinal TSP representation and our job-shop scheduling
representation, this mapping is unstable. It is different for each », and depends on
the alleles at j < i, and so is different for each distinct chromosome. Now, the more
diversity in the population before point i in each chromosome, the more diverse the
mapping after point ». Hence, the more random the job referred to by an allele after t
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chosen from that population. However, our representation in Job-Shop Scheduling is
different from ordinal representation in two ways:
• We treat the list as circular, so we don't need to restrict the range value of each
bit but in [Grefenstette et al. 85] a circular list is not used and the i-th chunk
can only range from 1 to N — i + 1 in value; this complicates the whole process
unduly. Ours is a more general way to represent the problem since it allows the
same operation to be done on each gene without regard to its range of values.
• The tail randomness does not happen after the first crossover point as in ordinal
representation, instead it depends on when one of the jobs has completed. The
more operations jobs have, the later randomness the tail chromosome sets in.
For example, consider the following two tours for TSP taken from [Grefenstette et al. 85]:
path tours
(a c s d b)
(baaed)





The path tours to the left of the crossover points do not change, but the path tours
to the right of the crossover points arc completely changed. We can also see from the
example, the earlier the crossover point, the greater the disruption of the children's
path tour. As to our JSSP representation, we want to see whether the crossover point
will affect the tail randomness or not as in [Grefenstette et ai 85]'s TSP. For example,






(a c b d •)
(b • d c a)
•->







Case 1: suppose we crossover the parents between the second and the third positions.






Case S: suppose we crossover the original parents between the fifth and the sixth






Comparing these two cases, we see the 'tail randomness' in our representation is inde¬
pendent of the crossover point. The simple example tells us that the tail randomness
happens only after position seven which is the first circular position no matter whether
the crossover point falls between the early or later positions. In other words, the ran¬
domness of initial generation will depend on the random number generator and seed
used, and all other generations will depend on the previous generation. The next
section looks at the chances of this happening.
0.4.2 Algorithm for Probability of Preserving a Gene's Full Meaning
Suppose there is a J jobs and M machines JSSP and we want to know the n-th gene's
probability of preserving its full meaning. We say that a gene has its full meaning
if the j different alleles that could be there refer to j distinct tasks. More precisely,
suppose that the chromosome before the n-th gene remains fixed but the n-th gene
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has any of its j possible values. When these j partial chromosomes are decoded up to
the n-th gene, j different partial schedules result. If less than j result, we say that the
n-th gene has lost some of its full meaning. The cause is of course that all the tasks of
some job have been included in the schedule by that point, so that the circular list of
jobs that have unscheduled tasks remaining is no longer of length j. It guarantees to
preserve its meaning when n < M because circularity doesn't happen even when the
first M bits are all the same values. But in this extreme case, the M -f 1th gene can be
expressed in two ways. So, we don't need to consider the first M bits in this algorithm
and regard probability of preserving their meaning as 1.0. Similarly, ambiguity must
appear after the J x (M — 1) + 1th gene.* If all the jobs appear M — 1 times exactly
in the first J x (M — 1) genes, then the J x (A/ — 1) + 1th gene will complete one of
the jobs. That is the J x (Af — 1) + 2th gene refers to one of j - 1 jobs, although it
has j possible values. So, we also don't need to consider the last M - 1 bits in this
algorithm and regard probability of preserving their meaning as 0.0.
Now the algorithm for calculating the probability of preserving a gene's meaning, for
a gene from gene A/ + 1 to J x (M — 1) + 1 is as follows:
• First, find all the possible partitions (P) before the nth gene.
• Second, find each partition's permutation (E) respectively.
• Third, find each partition's possible value sequences (5) respectively.
• Fourth, calculate the total search space (T) before gene n.
• Finally, the probability of preserving the nth gene's meaning (PPM) is
(6.1) PPM(n) = P(n) x E(n) x S(n) / T(n)
For example, if want to know what is the probability of preserving the 10th gene's full
meaning in a 6 jobs and 6 machines JSSP. We must first find all the legal partitions P
(at most occurs 5 bit for a single bit value) in position 9 as follows:




















3 3 2 1
3 3 111
3 2 2 2
3 2 2 1
3 2 1 1 1
* 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1 1
♦ 2 2 1 1 1 1
* 2 1 1 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1
All the above partitions are legal except those with leading '♦'. The reason is not hard
to understand. For instance, partition (5 4) is legal, which means 5 bits having the
same value and another 4 bits having another same value; some possible combinations
are 222225555, 111144444 or 662662222. Whereas, partition (8 1) is illegal, for example
333333334, there are eight bits having the same value which is not longer considered
in our legal partition because our legal partition can just allow at most five bits of
the same value. Partition (3 111111) is also an illegal one because it implies that
we have seven different kinds of partitions or values, for example 111234567, but 7 is
illegal because the bit value in this example can just be between 1 and 6, that is only
six jobs exist.
After getting all the legal partitions, we then find each partition's permutation (E). For
example, the number of permutations of partition (5 4) is 9!/(5!x4!), and the number
of permutations of partition (4 2 2 1) is 9!/(4!x2!x2!xl!).
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position 1-6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
probability 1.0 0.9999 0.9992 0.9974 0.9932 0.9854 0 9723 0.9525 0.9241
posrtron 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
probability 0.8858 0.8367 0.7763 0.7051 0.6245 0.5370 0 4459 0.3553 0.2697
position 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32-36
probability 0.1933 0.1291 0.0792 0.0436 0.0209 0.0082 0.0024 0.0004 0.0
Table 6.2: Probability of preserving full meaning for 6x6 JSSP
Then, we can find each partition's possible value sequence (S) based on the parti¬
tions we found. For example, the number of value sequences of partition (5 4) is
C(6,2)x2!=(6x5)/(lx2)x2=30 and the number of value sequences of partition (4 2 2 1)
is C(6,4)x4!/2!=180.
Also, the total search space (T) before position 10 is 69.
Finally, the probability of preserving its meaning at position 10, PPM(IO), is P(10) x
C(10) x S( 10) / T(10) ss 0.9932.
That is to say, if no bit occurs more than 5 times by position 9, then We can say position
10 is still keeping its full meaning. However, the probability that a certain job appears
more than 5 times is very small, and for the 6x6 example we know that bit 10 has
99% probability to preserve its full meaning. Furthermore, even if position 10 contains
the sixth occurrence of any bit, we can just say that position 11 begins circular, hut
position 10 still preserves its meaning. However the bits after that can lose some of
their meaning. In Table 6.2, we list the probability of preserving full meaning for 6x6
JSST piobleitt. The probability cannot guarantee to preserve its ttteattittg from the 7th
gene and does so with probability less than 0.5 after 20th gene and so on.
6.4.3 Fitness
Many criteria exist to measure the quality of a schedule, the list below is an annotated
adaptation of the criteria list of [French 82], who divided the main criteria into several
branches.
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• Maximum Complete Time (Cmax): Cmax is also called total production time or
makespan. Minimising Cmaz implies that the cost of a schedule depends on how
long the processing system is devoted to the entire set of job6.
• Mean Complete Time (C): Minimising C implies that a schedule's cost is directly
related to the average time it takes to finish a single job.
• Maximum Flow Time (Fmax): Minimising Fmax implies that a schedule's cost is
directly related to its longest job.
• Mean Flow Time (F): Minimising F implies that a schedule's cost is directly
related to the average time it takes to process a single job.
6.4.3.2 Based on Due Date
• Maximum Lateness (Lmax): Minimising Lmax implies that a schedule's cost (re¬
ward) is directly related to its latest job.
• Mean Lateness (L): Minimising L implies that a schedule's co6t is directly related
to the average difference between complete times and due-dates for all the jobs.
Early jobs will have negative differences, in effect contributing a reward.
• Maximum Tardiness (Tmax): Minimising Tmax implies that a schedule's cost is
directly related to its latest job that completes after its due-date.
• Mean Tardiness (T): Minimising T implies that a schedule's cost is directly
related to the average late time for all the job6, where early jobs are considered
to have a late time of zero.
• Number of Tardy Jobs (NT): Minimising NT implies that a schedule's cost
depends on the number of jobs that complete after their due-dates.
• Maximum Earliness (Emax): Minimising Emax implies that a schedule's cost is
directly related to its earliest job that completes before its due-date. It happens
in the situation that a schedule's inventory cost is more expensive than it's work-
in-process cost because customer will not accept the product until the due-date.
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Some other criteria exist, for example criteria based on the inventory and
utilisation costs; examples are the mean number of job6 waiting for ma¬
chines, the mean number of unfinished jobs or the mean number of complete
jobs and so on.
All the criteria described above except Emax belong to the class of regular measures of
performance. According to [Hax & Candea 84], a performance i6 regular if:
• it is a function of the job completion times
• its value has to be minimized
• its value increases only if at least one of the completion times in the schedule increases
The non regular measure performance io leco known than the regular ones in the
scheduling literature, however, our GA approach can deal with the non regular cri
tcria in the same manner as those of the regular ones. Our CA representation and
schedule builder described later can be applied to any of the criteria or combinations
of them. The only thing to change is the fitness function. For example, in achieving
the objective of minimising makespan (Cmoi) and assuming all the job's ready times
arc zero, then we just need to record all the machine's last free times and choose the
largest one as our makespan. In other words, we need a function,
where l..m represent the machine number, then to minimise this function.
Another method to calculate the makespan is based on each job's finish time which
includes the job's ready time plus the waiting and the processing time of all the oper¬
ations. Then choose the one which has the latest finish time as makespan.
where l..j represent the job number, then to minimise this function. In addition, if we
want to minimise mean complete time (C), the function we need is
(6.2) /(m) = Cmal = max(ci,cj...cm)
(6.3) f(j) = CmaI = max(cuc2...cj)
J
(6.4)
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Furthermore, if want to achieve the goal of mean tardiness (T), we need first know all
the due-dates (dj) of each job. Then we can calculate the lateness (Lj) of each job
by deducting dj from each Cjy where Cj is the complete time of each job which can
be recorded by the schedule builder described later. The tardiness of each job can be
calculated: Tj = max(£j, 0) because tardiness only considers the late work. Finally
we can get the average tardiness (T) as follows:
where l..j represent the job number.
Similarly, the earliness of each job can be calculated: Ej = max(0, — Lj) because
earliness only considers the early work.
6.4.4 Schedule Builder
When generating a schedule, the most common way is to choose an operation from a set
of schedulable operations one at a time and assign a start-time to each. A schedulable
operation is an operation all of whose preceding operations have been completed. The
problem is how to choose an operation from the set of schedulable operations and
how to assign the start time to this operation. The process is a schedule generation
procedure.
There are four cases for any feasible schedule; inadmissible, semiactive, active, and
nondelay schedules. The number of inadmissible schedules or schedule with excess idle
time is infinite and of no interest in schedule generation because it is useless under any
measure of performance. A semiactive schedule contains no excess idle time. In other
words, we can obtain a semiactive schedule by forward-shifting a schedule until no
such excess idle time exists. However, a semiactive schedule can also be improved if we
can shift it by skipping some operations to the front without causing other operations
to start later than the original schedule. An active schedule allows no such shift to
be made in a semiactive schedule. The optimal schedule is guaranteed to fall within
the active schedules. The active schedule is also a superset of nondelay schedules.
In a nondelay schedule, a machine is never kept idle if some operation is able to be
processed. The best schedule is not necessarily nondelay, but the nondelay is easier
j
(6.5)
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to generate than active schedules and may be a very near optimal schedule even if it
is not an optimal one. The active schedules are generally the smallest dominant set
in the job shop problem and the best schedule is necessarily an active schedule. The
nondelay schedules are a subset of active schedules, so the number of them are smaller
than those of active schedules, however they are not dominant though the average
solution quality may be better than that of active schedules.
Table 6.3 illustrates these four kinds of schedule, assuming jobl must go to machine2
first, then machinel, machine3 and job2 must go to machine3 first, then machinel,
machine2.











mc3:2 1111111 (skipping operation)
Nondelay schedule:
mcl: 22222111 (keeping machine busy)
mc2:1111 22
mc3:2 111111
Table 6.3: Four kinds of schedule
From above, we know the nondelay schedule generates the schedule one unit time
longer than active schedule. In other words, nondelay schedules cannot guarantee to
get the optimal schedule.
The relationship between these types of schedule is in Figure 6.5.
All active schedules can be generated by active-schedule generation developed by
[Gifiler & Thompson 60), any of the schedulable operations which can start earlier
than the earliest complete time among the schedulable operations, so that the pro¬
cedure might be called active-schedule dispatching. Similarly, all nondelay schedules
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Figure 6.5: Types of feasible schedule
can be generated by nondelay-schedule generation (see for example [Conway et al. 67])
which is a modification of [Giffler & Thompson 60], choosing the schedulable operation
which can start earliest or any of them if several ones can start as early as the earli¬
est one, so that the procedure might be called nondelay-schedule dispatching. These
procedures guarantee that no idle time can be scheduled on a machine and there i6 no
operation which could be left-shifted into the interval of idle-time.
A dispatching procedure is one in which the actual decisions affecting a given machine
can be implemented in the same order that they are made. Any active schedule may
be obtained by a generation procedure which selects an operation from the potential
schedulable operations and schedules it at the soonest possible time consistent with the
precedence constraints and the existing schedule for the machine which the operation
requires. This procedure is, however, not a dispatching procedure since an operation
can be inserted before another previously scheduled operation. Our schedule is a kind
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of active schedule and our GA based schedule builder is straightforward, belonging to
this kind of non dispatching procedure, but our scheduling report sorted by the start
time and finish time of operations is a dispatching one which will not insert before any
previously scheduled operation. Our schedule builder must consider four cases when
slotting a task into a developing schedule. For example, in Table 6.4, suppose it is
asked to slot job 1 into machine 2, with processing time 2. If there is a suitable gap in
the schedule for machine 2, it may be possible to fit the task in there with or without
compulsory idle time; and there may be no suitable gap, so that task has to be added
to the end of the machine's schedule with or without coinpulGory idle time. The II
shows where the schedule builder would place the task in each case.
With suitable gap, idle time needed:
mcl: 111333
■c2: 222 «# 33333. . .
With suitable gap, idle time not needed:
mcl: 11144444
mc2: 222## 44 . . .
No suitable gap, idle time needed:
mcl: 555111
mc2: 2225 (I
No suitable gap, idle time not needed:
mcl: 666111
mc2: 222 6666##
Table 6.4: Schedule builder choices of task placement
Schedule building is a computationally easy and cheap process. Using our represcn
tation, thoro are j]m distinct genotypes, and in genera] each legal cchodule can be
encoded in very many wayG. The tail of a genotype will exhibit a high degree of rcdun
dancy because the circular List of jobG gets Ghortcr as wc pasc along the chromosome
building the schedule, and so several possible values for a chunk will map to the same
uncompleted job, for instance, the last gene i6 totally redundant which represents the
only unfinished operation. So far, wc have not found this to be a problem. The degree
of redundancy (seemingly the price to pay for a representation scheme which avoids
illegal schedules) is not so high as to render crossover useless (that is, continually re-
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suiting in new representations of already examined schedules), and low enough to allow
impressive results from genetic search, especially when we used several possible strate¬
gies to vary operator rates, taking account of the different degrees of redundancy and
the (related) different convergence rates in different parts of the chromosome.
6.4.5 A Simple Example to Build a Schedule
The representation is conceptually quite simple, but the details about how to decode
and schedule the jobs and tasks are potentially confusing, so we will use a very simple
example to illustrate the representation: Imagine a 2 jobs by 3 machines job shop
scheduling problem as follows:
Jobl: 1 (10) 3 (7) 2 (20)
Job2: 2 (15) 1 (2) 3 (8)
So, jobl consists of a task (or operation) on machine 1 which takes 10 units of processing
time, followed by a task on machine 3 which takes 7 units, followed by a task on machine
2 which takes 20 units. We represent a schedule for such a problem by using 6 genes
(the number of genes is the same as the total number of tasks from all of the jobs),
each of which can take a value from 1 to 2 (from 1 to jy where j is the number of
jobs). We illustrate the representation and schedule builder by stepping through its
interpretation of the chromosome:
1 2 2 2 2 1
The interpretation of this chromosome is as follows:
achadula tha next task of tha 1st unfinishad job,
achedula tha naxt task of tha 2nd unfiniahad job,
achadula tha naxt taak of tha 2nd unfiniahad job,
achedula tha next taak of tha 2nd unfiniahad job,
achedula tha next taak of tha 2nd unfiniahad job,
achedule the next task of tha lat unfiniahad job,
Notice how the W1 2 2 2 2 1" chromosome is reflected in the column between the Vs.
Now, to run through what this actually means, interpretation proceeds like this in the
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beginning:
circular list * [ 1>(1,3,2), 2=(2,1,3) 3
chromosome * [122221]
The first gene is 1, so take a task off the first member of list to get:






Next gene is 2, so take a task off the second member to get:






Next gene is 2, so take a task off the second member again and place it as early as
possible to get:






Next gene is 2, so take a task off the second member again and place it as early as
possible to get:
circular list = [ 1=(3,2), 2=() ]





Next gene is 2, treating the list of unfinished jobs as a circular list, the second unfinished
job is job 1 because job 2 is already finished, so take a task off the first member and
place it as early as possible to get:
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circular li«t * [ 1*(2), 2=() ]





Finally, no matter what the gene left, it always represent the first job in this example
because there is only one operation left, so place it as early as possible to get:
circular liat * [ 1*(), 2*() ]





The list of unfinished jobs is now empty, so we have finished and the makespan is 37.
6.5 Heuristics for Dynamic Job-Shop Scheduling
In the dynamic job-shop scheduling literature, the most often used heuristic is the
scheduling rule. The scheduling rule can be used synonymously with a dispatch
rule, priority rule or heuristic [Panwalkar fc Islander 77). This says that a decision
must be made when a machine becomes free. That is to decide which job to be
scheduled next. In the survey paper by [Panwalkar & Islander 77], which listed more
than one hundred scheduling rules, their definition and application is given. Later,
[Blackstone Jr et al. 82] did a state-of-the-art survey of dispatching rules in manu¬
facturing job-shop operations and compared several of dispatching rules. [Kiran 84a,
Kiran 84b] also reported their survey about simulation studies and performance of
priority rules based on different criteria in job-shop scheduling.
Two kinds of schedule generation method are often used, non-delay schedule and active
schedule, which we have described in the previous section. The scheduling rule is then
applied to any tie of each decision rather than to generate all the possible schedules.
So far, a lot of simulation has been done in the past to learn which scheduling rule
is effective for which criteria and problem. Here we list some of the most important
scheduling rules and their brief description then in the next chapter we implement
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these rules listed here to compare their use in our GA approach in dynamic scheduling
problem.
Assume t is current time, ui, is the weight, is the ready time or arrival time, d, is
the due-date, Ri is the remaining processing time, T, is the total processing time, and
n, is the number of the remaining operations of ij/, job. Further, p,y is the processing
time, od,j is the operational due date, modij is the modified operational due-date, and
is the slack time of jo, operation of »«, job. Now we can define the schedule rules:
• RND (randomly) : select the schedulable operation with equal possibility.
• FASFS (first arrive shop first serve) : select the schedulable operation with the
smallest r,.
• 5/'7,(shortest processing time) : select the schedulable operation with the small¬
est p.y.
• WSPT (weighted shortest processing time) : select the schedulable operation
with the largest Wi/pij.
• LPT (largest processing time) : select the schedulable operation with the largest
P.j-
• LXVKR (least work remaining) : select the schedulable operation with the smallest
Ri.
• WLWh'R (weighted least work remaining) : select the schedulable operation with
the largest uq/ft,-.
• LTWK (least total work) : select the schedulable operation with the smallest 7,.
• WTWORK (weighted least total work) : select the 6chedulable operation with
the largest uq/7).
• EGD (earliest global due-date) : select the schedulable operation with the small¬
est d,.
• EOD (earliest operational due-date) : select the schedulable operation with the
smallest operational due-date, od,j = r; -f (d< - ri) * Ri / 7).
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• EMOD (earliest modified operational due-date) : select the schedulable operation
with the smallest modified operational due-date, mod,; = larger (odi, t + p,j).
• MST (minimum slack time) : select the schedulable operation with the smallest
slack time, Sij = d, - R; - t.
• S/OP (slack per operation) : select the schedulable operation with the smallest
• CR (critical ratio) : select the schedulable operation with the largest R,/(d;-t).
Experiments using each of these are reported in the next chapter.
Chapter 7
Experiments with GAs in
Scheduling
7.1 GAs in Job-Shop Scheduling/Rescheduling Problems
7.1.1 Problem Description
7.1.1.1 Job-Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP)
A description of a simple form of Job Shop Scheduling Problem (jssp) goes as follows.
There is a set of m machines M = {mi, mj,...,mm}, and a collection of j jobs
J = {ji,Jj,..Jj}> each °f which comprises a collection of operations (sometimes
called tasks). An operation is an ordered pair (a,b), in which o is the machine on
which the operation must be performed, and b is the time it will take to process this
operation on machine a. Each job consists of a collection of such operations in a given
job-dependent order. A feasible schedule for the JSSP is one which assigns a start
time to each operation, satisfying the constraint that a machine can only process one
operation at a time, and that two or more operations from the same job cannot be
processed at the same time. The definition of 'good schedule' can vary considerably;
examples arc the criteria described in the previous chapter. For example, a criterion
of looking for the shortest makespan the shortest time between the start time of the
first scheduled task and end time of the last task to finish. For the particular 6x6
problem in Table 6.1, the minimum makespan is known to be 55 as in, for example,
Figure 7.1.
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Job 1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure 7.1: Makespan for the 6x6 JSSP
There are two similar benchmarks, of sizes 10 X 10 and 20 X 5, for the makespan
criterion [Fisher & Thompson 63]. Some branch & bound methods produce good
makespan results but may take considerable computer time because of the signifi¬
cant amount of schedule generation implicit in these methods. The shifting bottleneck
method [Adams et al. 88] also produces good makespan results but is quite criterion-
dependent, so it may be not so robust with other criteria. Furthermore, an industrial
survey paper by [Panwalkar et al. 73] found that due-date based criteria are the most
important ones in most companies, and that the most popular makespan criterion in
the literature is inapplicable to the dynamic scheduling situation, because incoming
jobs normally undermine previous efforts to minimise makespan with regard to earlier
jobs. Therefore, in this chapter we will investigate how to use an indirect representa¬
tion in GA to produce good results for static job-shop scheduling problems and show
how they can be adapted to dynamic deterministic/stochastic scheduling for various
criteria besides makespan without much effort.
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7.1.1.2 Job-Shop Rescheduling Problem (JSRP)
1.14
Job-Shop Rescheduling Problems (JSRPs) arise from the continual need to alter previ¬
ously worked out schedules in the light of problems which arise. This typically means
revising the expected processing time for some job in the schedule, or revising (typically
delaying) the start time for a particular task. Rescheduling is more common in schedul¬
ing than in timetabling because of the different kinds of problems. In timetabling, most
constraints are known in advance, and unlikely to change, unless, for example, an exam
room blows up during an exam. Furthermore, in our timetabling representation, re-
timetabling is simply to preset time and room by fixing most of the time or room slots,
because each allele represents a slot or room directly. In scheduling, it is much more
possible for things to go wrong - more jobs may be introduced at short notice (the
equivalent is very rare is timetabling), machines may break down (more likely than an
exam hall catching fire), and operations may take longer than expected (but exams or
lectures do not change their length) or be delayed and so on. Also, in our scheduling
representation, it is hard for people to preset the allele directly because of the indi¬
rect representation of chromosome and it is impossible for a person to predict which
operation should happen at which time. There is thus a need for efficient methods of
rescheduling.
To summarise, rescheduling is made necessary by changes that occur in the environ¬
ment. A system can respond in three ways:
1. schedule again from scratch: Throw away the previous schedule, and simply run
the program again with the altered data/constraints. This will take as long as
the previous run and is usually unsuitable for two reasons. First, it simply seems
unduly wasteful to start again from scratch, especially on a large and difficult
problem. Second, the previous schedule may already be in operation, placing
further constraints on possible new schedules.
2. repair the schedule where the changes occur: This begins with a complete sched¬
ule of unacceptable quality and iteratively modifies it until its quality is found
to be satisfactory. The disadvantage is that repair methods could suffer from
local minima in the sense that they can cycle indefinitely through a set of un-
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satisfactory solutions. Another problem is that repair methods are usually not
complete and therefore not guaranteed to encounter the best possible solution
(Zweben et al. 92).
3. remove some (asks from previous near optimal schedule and reschedule from an
intermediate state: In this approach, much of the previous schedule is retained,
while a new, smaller, scheduling problem is considered which involves only those
jobs affected by the change or changes which lead to the need to reschedule.
Rescheduling from scratch is obviously to be avoided in the light of the large processing
time required for large problems and the frequency of the need to reschedule. Our
representation and schedule builder, however, lend themselves naturally to the third
method, in which we make a smaller scheduling problem, via a simple dependency
analysis which finds out which tasks in the existing schedule are affected by the changes.
For rescheduling a schedule which is already under way but has been undermined by
some change in a job yet to be processed, we begin with that part of the current
schedule as yet unperformed.
Two kinds of situation are usually dealt with: a change in the processing time of some
task (which includes the case of removing a task entirely), and a change in the start
time of some task (if, for example, a task must be delayed because of problems with
a machine or delays in obtaining resources). Input to the reschedule builder is simply
the genome representing the schedule which must be altered. The user then enters the
required modification (to the processing time and/or start time of one or more tasks).
7.1.2 Applying the Basic GA Framework to JSSP/JSRP
7.1.2.1 Representation
The representation we choose is the same as we described in the previous chapter.
The genotype for a j x rn problem is a string containing j X m chunks, each chunk
being large enough to hold the largest job number (j). It provides instructions for
building a legal schedule as follows; the string of chunks abc ■ ■ ■ means: put the first
untackled task of the a-th uncompleted job into the earliest place where it will fit in
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the developing schedule, then put the first untackled task of the 6-th uncompleted job
into the earliest place where it will fit in the developing schedule, and so on. The task
of constructing an actual schedule is handled by a schedule builder which maintains a
circular list of uncompleted jobs and a list of untackled tasks for each such job. Thus
the notion of "a-th uncompleted job" is taken modulo the length of the circular list to
find the actual uncompleted job.
7.1.2.2 Fitness
The most common fitness function used is to achieve the objective of minimising
makespan or maximum complete time (CmoI). However, in real world practice, if
each job's importance is different, we can assign a corresponding weight to each job
and then incorporate this within the basic criteria described in section 6.4.3. For exam¬
ple, suppose « = l..j represents the job number, r, is the ready time, <1, is the due-date,
YVi is the weight and C, is the completion time of job «. Let F) = C; - r,-, L, = C; - dj,
Ti = max(0,L,), £, = max(0,-Z/i), then some of the weighted criteria are as follows:
• Weighted Flow Time (Fweiakt)'.
(7.1) Fweiahl = Y, wi * Fi
• Weighted Mean Flow Time (Fweisht):
(7.2) Fwti„M = *Fi)/jz Wt
;=i »=i
• Weighted Lateness (Lweight):
(7.3) Lwci,hi = Y^Wi * Li
' i=l
• Weighted Tardiness (Tweight):
j
(7.4) Twtilht = J2W>* T<
i= 1
• Weighted Number of Tardy Jobs (NTweight)'
(7.5) NTweighi = £ W, * ni
1= 1
if T,=0 then n,=0 else n, = l.
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• Weighted Earliness (E^igSi)'
i
(7.6) Wj ♦ E,
In addition, combinations of the criteria are also possible, for example:
• Weighted Flow Time plus Weighted Tardiness (ETweigi,i):
(7.7) FTwcithi = £(W, * F, + W, ♦ T.)
• Weighted Earliness plus Weighted Tardiness (ETweight)'-
(7-8) ETwcllh, = £(W, ♦ Ei + W, * T,)
In the case of FTweight or ETweight, or any criterion involving combinations of different
component criteria, the job weighting W, used for each component will usually be
different. For example, it may be very undesirable for job i to be late, but we may be
indifferent to it being early. The earliness/tardiness criterion is a non-regular criteria
which often happens when we do not want jobs completed too early or too late. In
other words, we want jobs to be finished just in time (jit). This is a difficult but
important criterion in practice, but few heuristic rules can satisfy this requirement
currently.
We will test both unweighted and weighted criteria later in this section.
7.1.2.3 Schedule Builder
The schedule builder is the same as we described in the previous chapter which is
straightforward, and must consider four cases when slotting a task into a developing
schedule. That is, the combinations of suitable gap or not and idle time needed or not.
If there is a suitable gap in the schedule, it may be possible to fit the task in there
with or without compulsory idle time; and there may be no suitable gap, so that task
has to be added to the end of the machine's schedule with or without compulsory idle
time. These cases are as described in section 6.4.4.
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7.1.3 Specific Framework for JSRP
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7.1.3.1 Dependency Analysis
Rescheduling uses a previously developed schedule, plus the previous problem infor¬
mation, and the change specifications. The input schedule is possibly already in use,
but for some reason (for example, an operation is delayed) needs to be changed. The
rescheduling handles two distinct types of alteration of the original data. The first
one is changing processing time: this happens when we need to change the processing
time of some operations, or we want to remove some operations entirely (by changing
its processing time to zero). The second is shifting operation: this happens when, for
example, operations are delayed, so that the current schedule cannot be used. First
of all, in either case, we find the first gene which is directly affected by the change.
That is, we find the gene which is interpreted, by the schedule builder, as relating
to the earliest operation which must be rescheduled as a result of the change. If we
are altering the processing time of an operation, then this is just the gene which is
interpreted to directly relate to that operation. If, however, we are moving the start
time of an operation, then there are three cases to consider. For example, suppose we
are requested to shift job 1 of machine 1 to another time of the original schedule, the
shows where the shift is required to happen in each case.
if the shifted start tins is later than the original start tiae:
acl: 44 222111333
then the first affected gene is the one with the original start
tine, in our case it is jobl's operation 111.
if the shifted start tiae is earlier than the original start tiae, and
falls within some other gene's start and finish tiae:
acl: 44 222111333
then the first affected gene is the one which is interrupted by
the shifted start tiae, here it is job2's operation 222.
if the shifted start tiae is earlier than the original start tiae, and
does not fall within sob* other gene's start and finish tiae:
acl: 44 222111333
then the first affected gene is the first one after the shifted
start time, in our case it is also job2's operation 222.
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In each case we then do dependency analysis once and shift all the unaffected genes
and the user-shifted genes if they exist to the front of the gene string and shift all
the affected genes to the rear of the gene string. The dependency analysis just marks
the gene where the first change happens as the current gene and marks the following
genes which are affected by current gene either because of their precedence constraint
for the same job or capacity constraint for the same machine and then steps forward
to the next marked gene, sets it as current gene and repeats the same procedure until
there are no more left. In short, we find all of the operations, and thereby all of the
genes, directly or indirectly affected by the initial change. An example to illustrate
dependency analysis is as follows:
Index . 24 25 20 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 36 30
job 3 1 4 6 2 1 6 4 6 2 6 1 5
nachine . 5 4 6 6 1 6 6 6 1 4 3 5 4
• tart . 31 31 38 39 39 43 46 46 49 49 60 50 53
finish . 37 37 46 42 48 46 49 54 61 62 50 66 53
The above figure indicates part of a chromosome for a 6x6 JSSP. 'Index' refers to the
position (gene) in the chromosome, while the other rows indicate the operation referred
to by the allele at this position (as interpreted by the schedule builder), given by 'job'
and 'machine', and the start and finish times assigned to this operation. Consider a
case in which the duration of the fourth operation in job 1 (the 25th gene) is changed;
call this the 'current operation'. This will affect the 29th and 35th genes because
they are the successors of current operation in the same job, and the 33rd and 36th
genes because they will use the same machine as the current operation; recursively, any
change to the 29th gene will affect the 31st gene similarly, and so on. After finishing
the dependency analysis, we can shift the (in this case) six affected genes (25th, 29th,
31st, 33rd, 35th, and 36th) to the rear part of the gene string so that their indices are
now from 31 to 36. The GA then applies its crossover and mutation operations only
to the last six genes, keeping the front 30 genes unchanged. The system also keeps
all the necessary information (for example, how many times each job already appears,
and the latest finish times of each job in the front part) applying them to the rear part
of ail the other schedules.
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This method does not guarantee an optimal new schedule; the GA, of course, never
guarantees optimality anyway, but the point is that the retention of a fixed (unaffected)
portion of the previous (near) optimal schedule might preclude the discovery of an op¬
timal schedule which might otherwise be possible to find by rescheduling from scratch.
The strength of thi6 rescheduling method, however, lies in its speed. There is thus
a tradeoff" between the speed in which a good new schedule can be found via retain¬
ing parts of the previous schedule, and the potential advantage of rescheduling from
scratch with the (probably low) possibility of evolving a significantly better schedule.
7.1.3.2 Reschedule Builder
After finishing the dependency analysis, we have shifted all the unaffected genes or the
predefined shift genes to the front of the gene string. Now our gene string has two
parts:
• Front Part: Includes all the unaffected genes and the shift duration genes if they
exist.
• Rear Part: Includes all the affected genes and the change processing time genes
if they exist.
The algorithm used by the reschedule builder is the same as that used by the schedule
builder, but it operates only on the rear part gene8, using known information from the
front part. Because all the schedules' front parts are considered the same, we do not
need to duplicate our effort to schedule the front part each time. In other words, the
reschedule builder does partial scheduling instead of full scheduling; this will save us
much time.
7.1.4 Performance Enhancement
On hard problems like the JSSP, GA researchers routinely need to use either problem-
specific or problem-type specific performance enhancements to improve performance.
These enhancements are interesting because of the light they shed on the dynamics
of the GA approach and the aspects of problems which make it hard or easy for GAs
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to solve them. For example, [Nakano 91]'s representation is highly redundant (with
2mi(i-0/2 genomes representing approximately j\m distinct schedules) and so leads to
the possibility of false competition among genotypes, in which different representations
of the same schedule compete against one another, possibly to yield inferior descen¬
dants which combine aspects of their parents' representations which do not translate
into good building blocks. Nakano combats this with forcing, in which he replaces il¬
legal genotypes in the pool with their 'nearest' legal matches. This forces a one-to-one
genotype/schedule mapping in a gene pool, eliminating false competition in the selec¬
tion step (although still typically resulting in illegal schedules after crossover). Nakano
hence uses a highly redundant representation with a complex evaluation technique for
the basic GA, and then significantly improves performance by using forcing to reduce
false competition.
Our approach does not require forcing, since the representation always encodes legal
schedules, but there is high redundancy (though less high than Nakano's), and we
similarly need a way of countering false competition. One determiner of the extent
of this is the ratio p/s, where s is the number of distinct legal schedules and p is
the population size; this is a measure of the degree to which the same schedule might
occur (independently of whether or not it is multiply represented) in a given population.
Normally, this is far too small to be significant, but because our representation is highly
context sensitive (because it is a sequence of instructions for the schedule builder) the
front parts of the genotype converge more quickly than later parts. This means that
s is effectively reduced so much with time and 'lateness' in the genome (early-part
stabilisation leads to a smaller subspace being explored in the later part) that p/s
becomes significant. This effect is increased by the greater redundancy of the tail of
the genome; 6ince the circular list of jobs gets shorter as we traverse the genotype,
there will be many more ways to represent the same job. We can visualise the effect
of this in Figure 7.2, in which we can clearly see gradually decreasing convergence
speed as we traverse the chromosome from left to right. This figure shows a plot of
the variance of each chunk of the genotype within the pool (size 500) with its position
in the genotype, and with generation as the GA operates, for 300 generations of a run
on the 10 x 10 benchmark problem.
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10x10 : variances : population size 500
Figure 7.2: Plot of variance of chunk using 1-point crossover, 10x10 JSSP
7.1.4.1 Gene-Variance Based Operator Targeting (GVOT)
As Figure 7.2 shows, gene convergence rates fall fairly smoothly as a function of posi¬
tion in the genotype. This kind of behaviour should be typical of GA problems where
the chromosome representation is context sensitive in the sense that there is a variation
in 'significance' across the chromosome. In the JSSP case, in which large scale prob¬
lems not only cost significant computational time, but in which the solutions produced
might significantly affect profits and/or product quality, we should be able to exploit
this effect by using it to inform ways of increasing overall convergence speed and/or
solution quality. In [Fang et al. 93], we describe a gene-variance based operator target¬
ing strategy, which is a principled first attempt at doing just this, by making sure that
genetic operators are concentrated where and when they seem to be most 'needed'.
The situation exhibited in Figure 7.2 suggests a strategy to improve solution quality.
• The faster stabilisation of early parts of the genome suggest premature conver¬
gence. Increasing mutation probability at fast converging sites may thus im-
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prove performance; also, this measure should obviate 'wasted' mutation in later,
slow-converging part6 of the schedule which are still in relatively early stages of
exploration.
• We can expect crossover at early, more stable positions to have little or no effect
on the genotype pool, since it is likely we are to produce children which are simply
replicas of the parents. So, encouraging crossover at later, less stable positions
should lead to more effective exploitation.
For instance, if we have five chromosomes as follows, we would like to encourage mu¬
tation on front genes (for example, gene 1 and 2) because they converge fast, and
crossover on rear genes (for example, gene 8 and 9) because they converge slowly.






A principled way of implementing these effects is what we term gene-variance based
operator targeting (gvot). This works by sampling the variances of genes at each po¬
sition of the genotype in a pool, and choosing the actual point of crossover or mutation
based on these variances. Crossover position is selected probabilistically but according
to allele variance, while order-based mutation positions are selected according to the
inverse of allele variance, llence, high variance sections are more likely to be chosen
for crossover; low variance sections for mutation.
This can be seen as a specific instance of an idea which should be of more general use in
GA performance enhancement on hard problems. In many other kinds of problem we
can't expect smooth changes in variance across the genotype; this would not occur in
the JSSP, for instance if (unusually) task processing times were to grow as a function
of advancing position in the job sequence so that the tail of the genome would then
be much more significant in determining the overall makespan. However, whenever
significant variation in convergence rate docs occur (smooth or not), the gvot strategy,
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Table 7.1: Idle time in the tail of schedules
targeting operators solely on the basis of dynamically sampled variance, should work
just as well.
7.1.4.2 Evolving Idle Time Within Gaps (EIWG)
In chapter 6, we noted that the inclusion of excess (non-compulsory) idle time leads
to inadmissible schedules. In particular, when the operation being delayed by such
idle time is at the tail of a partial schedule, we might insert arbitrarily large amounts
of idle time. For example in Table 7.1 we can insert any amount of idle time before
job2'8 last operation in machine 2 because it is in the tail of a schedule. However, if
the operation to be scheduled falls within a gap (for example, see Table 7.2), and if
there is more than enough room for the operation in this gap, then there are a finite
number of possible choices of idle time we might add to delay the operation within
this gap. We name such kinds of excess idle time optional idle time from now on, to
distinguish them from the compulsory idle time mentioned in the previous chapter.
In scheduling theory, optional idle time is not necessary because it belongs to the
domain of inadmissible schedules and we know that the optimal solution is guaranteed
to fall within the domain of active schedules. However, in our representation or in some
other GAs, it is sometimes very easy to get stuck in a local minimum and converge
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No option*! idl* tin*: (idl* tin* >0, 5, 10 ...)
act:. 111333333
■c2:. .. 222 tl 33333...
1 optional idl* tia*: (idl* tia* • 1. 6, 11 . ..)
■cl: . 111333333
■c2:. .. 222 «* 33333...
2 optional ldl* tiaa: (idl* tlaa « 2, 7. 12 . ..)
acl:. 111333333
■c2:. .. 222 (« 33333...
3 optional ldl* tiaa: (idl* tiaa • 3, 8. 13 . ..)
acl: . 111333333
bc2: . .. 222 «« 33333...
4 optional idl* tia*: (idl* tia* ■ 4, 9. 14 .
bcI: . 111333333
bc2: 222 (*33333...
Table 7.2: Optional idle time within gaps
quickly. The insertion of optional idle time can lessen the convergence speed because
more schedule alternatives exist. In a sense, this also gives the GA more room to
manoeuvre, occasionally making it easier for operators to lead to better schedules. For
example, assume A and B are two genes (operations) whose processing times are 10
and 5 respectively and further assume that B before A can produce a better schedule
than A before B. In the simplest case (without optional idle time), we must evolve
schemata which lead to B being scheduled before A\ this may well be particularly hard
if schemata which lead to the reverse order, A before B, tend to be comparably fit. Via
genetic drift [Harvey 93], the population may well converge to 'A before B' schedules.
This will be bad luck, because it may require several fortunate simultaneous mutations
of different genes to recover any 'B before A' schemata. However, if we also encode
genes for varying amounts of optional idle time, then an 'A before B' schema can be
changed to encode a 'B before A' schedule simply by making A's optional idle time 5
or more units longer than B's optional idle time; when B is scheduled, it will then fit
into the gap before A.
In the representation we have used so far, only the sequence of the genes decides the
quality of the schedule and how quickly it converges according to the variance graph.
Inserting optional idle time provides an alternative to produce a similar effect to the
sequencing of genes, in other words both can affect the quality of the schedule. Because
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inserting optional idle time into the tail of a partial schedule may lead to infinitely many
schedules, we only consider inserting optional idle time within gaps, so that there is
a finite search space. If we further treat the idle time circularly, then we need not
worry about conflicts between the idle time encoded for an operation and the size of
the relevant gap (if any).
We include optional idle time in a chromosome by simply adding an extra gene for each
operation. The optional idle time genes evolve with the job-operation genes simultane¬
ously, but are only used when the current operation is not to be appended to the end
of the partial schedule. Otherwise, it is ignored. In other words, the representation
now uses two parts AIICD... and abed... meaning: decide which operation of the /Ith
uncompleted job to place next and put it into the earliest place it will fit in the devel¬
oping schedule, with or without a units of optional idle time, decide which operations
of the i?th uncompleted job to place next and put it into the the earliest place it will
fit in the developing schedule, with or without b units of optional idle time, and so on.
In a large enough gap, for example if the size of the gap is larger than the sum of the
current operation's processing time and its accompanying idle time, the size of the idle
time is not a problem because it will not overlap with later operations; however if the
gap is not large enough or the idle time is too large, then it is a different story. The
user still can specify a large number as the largest possible idle time in the beginning,
in practice the largest processing time can be used because it is large enough to let
any later operation be inserted before this operation in this gap. The choice of how
much optional idle time to use in constructing an actual schedule is handled by the
schedule builder which maintains a circular list of largest idle time within each gap.
Therefore, even if the user specifies a very large number as the largest possible idle
time, the search space is still finite because of the circularity of the idle time list. Thus
the notion of "a units of idle time" is taken modulo the length of the maximum possible
idle time in the appropriate gap to find the actual idle time needed.
For example, in Table 7.2 if the next operation is jobl in machine 2 with 2 unit
processing time, if, then the amount of the optional idle time in this operation's
associated idle time gene decides which position to put if in machine 2. As we can
see, the maximum possible idle time that can be used in this gap is 4, so whatever the
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value is provided by the idle time gene for this operation, it is interpreted modulo 4.
7.1.4.3 Delaying Circularity Using Virtual Genes (DCVG)
In chapter 6, we mentioned about [Grefenstette et al. 85]'s TSP ordinal representation
having the following disadvantage: in each generation, alleles after the crossover point
will definitely change their meaning. We also pointed out that the 'tail randomness' of
our representation is not dependent on the crossover point but on the first job which
finished all its operations. Therefore, the more operations the jobs have, the later
randomness starts to afTect the chromosome. Thi6 gives us a hint; if we can encode
some 'virtual' genes in the tail of the chromosome, we will delay this loss of meaning,
hence allowing the GA to perform more effectively.






First, let's just interpret the chromosome itself. Both chromosomes become circular
after the third last gene. That is, the last three genes may lose some of their meaning
in both chromosomes.
Now we can introduce six virtual genes by giving each job two extra operations of zero






The first chromosome becomes circular after the second last gene and the second chro¬
mosome becomes circular after the sixth last gene. However, not all of the genes are
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position 1-3 4 5 6 7 8-9
probability 1.0 0.8889 0.6667 0.3704 0.1235 0.0
Table 7.3: Probability of preserving full meaning for 3x3 JSSP
actually used by the schedule builder because some of them are virtual genes (that is,
they get interpreted as zero-length operations). We can think of the virtual gene (? -
question mark shown below) as a virtual machine with zero processing time in the tail
of each job, so that it will not afTect the criteria we want to optimise.
chroaoaom« job s«qu«nc«
• ->
(123322231131233) (1 233227311???? ?)
(112331211312231) (1 1 2 3 3 1 2 ? ? 2 ? 3 ? ? ?)
♦ ->
Now, no 'real' gene in the first chromosome falls within the last two circular genes and
only two real genes in the second chromosome fall within the last six circular genes.
That is, no real genes lose any of their meaning in the first chromosome and only two
real genes may lose some of their meaning in the second chromosome. So, both of
the longer chromosomes contain fewer circular genes than those chromosomes without
using virtual genes.
We can also roughly calculate the probability of preserving each gene's full meaning
using equation 6.1 for these two cases. Comparing Tables 7.3 and 7.4, the probability
of preserving its full meaning becomes less than 0.5 for the sixth gene in the former one
and the 11th gene in the latter one. Also, the latter cannot guarantee to be legal from
the 6th gene but the former only from the 4th. Since virtual operations are added to the
end of a job's operations; and hence are to be 'scheduled' later than any of their job's
real operations, they will tend to occur mostly towards the tail of the chromosome. As
a result, 'real gene' will tend to avoid the tail, strengthening the chances of preserving
their meaning. A further example involving crossover will support this observation.
Suppose we crossover the parents in our continuing example using two-point crossover
at the points marked below, giving the following two children:
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position 1-5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14-15
probability 1.0 0.9877 0.9465 0.8642 0.7362 0.5655 0 3734 0.1956 0.0652 0.0






The gene6 in these children begin to lose full meaning after the seventh gene in the first
chromosome and eighth gene in the second chromosome compared with the meaning
of their parent chromosomes. That is, two and three genes may lose some of their
meaning in the first and second chromosomes respectively.
Suppose, we do the same with the 'virtual genes' example, again using crossover points
one third and two thirds of the way along the chromosomes. Then we get the following




(1 1233223111223 1) (1 1233223111332 2)
a->
The first chromosome loses full meaning after the 10th gene and the second chromo¬
some after the 11th gene. Replacing virtual genes by '?' below:
chromoaoma job saquanca
a->
(1 2332121133123 3) (1 2 3 3 2 1 2 I ? 3 t » ? ? !)
(1 1233223111223 1) (1 12332231??????)
• ->
We see that just one real gene in the first chromosome loses its meaning and none in
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the second chromosome. As shown above, most of the genes which may change their
meaning are virtual genes which are not used by the schedule builder.
In short, the introduction of virtual genes can help delay the randomness of the chro¬
mosome. Most of the randomness happens at virtual genes, which will not affect the
schedule quality. The cost to pay is the extra length needed to encode the virtual genes
and possibly some useless crossover and mutation. However, we will show that this
can improve the solution quality on average.
This method in especially useful when the number of operations is small, for example in
the 20x5 problem of [Fisher & Thompson 63], we can get the optimal solution 1165 in




The most famous criteria in static scheduling literature is [Fisher & Thompson 63]'s
benchmark problems in makespan: Cmax. Previous research in these problems is shown
in Table 7.5.
Paper/Report Algorithms 6x6 10 x 10 20 x 5
Balas 69 Branch & Bound 55 1177 1231
McMahon & Florian 75 Branch & Bound 55 972 1165
Baker & McMahon 85 Branch & Bound 55 960 1303
Adams et a1 88 Shifting Bottleneck 55 930 1178
Carlier & Pinson 89 Branch & Bound 55 930 1165
Nakano 91 GA 55 965 1215
Yamada & Nakano 92 GA 55 930 1184
Croce et al 92 GA 55 916 1178
Dorndorf & Pesch 93 GA 55 938 1178
Atlan et a/ 93 GA 55 943 1182
Table 7.5: Published makespan benchmark results
The 6x6 JSSP is the simplest one, in which the optimal solution can be found by most
techniques. We introduce some methods we have used here, and test on 10x10 and
20x5 benchmark problems. The GA combinations we used are as follows:
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• UX: using uniform crossover instead of 1-point or 2-point crossover.
• GVOT I: 50% GVOT and 50% uniform crossover.
• GVOT II: 80% GVOT and 20% uniform crossover.
• EIWG I: maximum idle time equal to one fifth of the largest processing time.
• EIWG II: maximum idle time equal to the largest processing time.
• DCVG I: add m virtual genes to each job.
• DCVG II: add j - m virtual genes to each job.
. MIXED I. DCVG I plus 100% GVOT.
. MIXED II: DCVG II plus 100% GVOT.
The results in Table 7.6 and Table 7.7 all involved 20 runs, population sizes of 200, eli¬
tist generational-reproduction, and marriage tournament selection [Ross & Ballinger 93]
with tournament size 5. Crossover rate began at 0.8, decreasing by 0.0005 each genera¬
tion and stopped at 0.3. Order mutation rate was 0.5 in the 1-point, 2-point, UX, and
EIWG experiments, and 1.0 in the GVOT, DCVG, and MIXED experiments. In the
latter case, the higher mutation rate was chosen to balance the effect of having a longer
chromosome in the DCVG case and/or less disruptive crossover in the GVOT case.1
Runs continued for at most 1,000 generations, but were stopped immediately if there
was no improvement in the best chromosome after 500 successive generations. We did
not attempt to optimise speed or make use of any problem dependent knowledge such
as using a very good seed in our initial population. However, our method is very robust
and it can be adjusted to many criteria easily.
First, Figure 7.3, calculated from equation 6.1, tells us that the number of job j has
a negative effect and the number of machine (operation) m has a positive effect on
preserving full meaning. Further, from the results in Tables 7.6 and 7.7, we also
find that performance has some relationship with when the gene is circular. In other
words, if we have more jobs, then there is more chance that circularity appears soon.
' When using GVOT, the chance of a gene to be swapped between parents is proportional to its
variance in the population; except for early on in the GA run, this is usually less than 0.5.
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Method Worst Best Average Std-Dev 95% Confidence Interval
1-p crossover 1084 985 1019.8 26.5 (1007.4,1032.3)
2-p crossover 1051 966 1001.8 22.9 (991.0,1012.5)
UX 1008 953 978.4 16.9 (970.5,986.3)
GVOT I 986 948 968.5 12.7 (962.5,974.4)
GVOT II 993 940 970.4 15.1 (963.3,977.5)
EIWG I 1009 939 980.1 18.7 (971.3,988.7)
EIWG II 1031 957 989.2 21.2 (979.3,999.1)
DCVG I 1006 955 980.8 13.1 (974.6,986.9)
MIXED I 1001 953 973.3 11.9 (967.7,978.8)
Table 7.6: 10x10 Benchmark Problem (optimal solution = 930)
Method Worst Best Average Std-Dev 95% Confidence Interval
1-p crossover 1300 1211 1257.8 27.7 (1244.8,1270.8)
2-p crossover 1306 1223 1257.3 24.1 (1246.0,1268.6)
UX 1237 1189 1210.3 14.4 (1203.5,1217.0)
GVOT I 1216 1186 1202.8 6.5 (1199.8,1205.9)
GVOT II 1239 1191 1208.0 11.3 (1202.7,1213.2)
EIWG I 1239 1190 1209.3 13.0 (1203.2,1215.3)
EIWG II 1254 1184 1208.0 17.4 (1199.8,1216.1)
DCVG I 1233 1173 1197.7 15.0 (1190.7,1204.7)
DCVG II 1233 1165* 1194.4 14.3 (1187.7,1201.1)
MIXED I 1216 1173 1192.3 9.7 (1187.7,1196.8)
MIXED II 1207 1175 1190.7 11.1 (1185.5,1195.8)
Table 7.7: 20x5 Benchmark Problem (optimal solution = 1165)
Whereas, if we have more operations, then there is less chance of early circularity. On
the 10x10 problem, GVOT I and GVOT II give the best average performance and
the 95% confidence interval derived from Student's t test. Neither DCVG nor EIWG
seems to have any beneficial effect. On the 20x5 problem, however, DCVG gives a
particularly clear improvement in best and average over the 20 trials, while the most
effective method on average is MIXED II, combining GVOT and DCVG. The 95%
confidence intervale derived from Student's t test back up these observations. Note,
for example that the interval for MIXED II is further to the left than all of the others.
It is not hard to see why DCVG is more useful in 20x5 than in 10x10, for the former
has more jobs and less operations per job than the latter. In other words, the gene8 will
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Figure 7.3: Probability of preserving full meaning for 10x10 vs 20x5 JSSPs
lose their meaning earlier in the former than the latter. The motivation behind DCVG
is to delay this effect, so it is no surprise that it works best when the loss of meaning is
more prominent to start with, which is the case when the number of operations per job
decreases. GVOT tries to mutate more on the front part because it converges quickly
and crossover more on the rear part because it converges slowly. The variance change
in 10x10 is smoother than 20x5, therefore it is not hard to see why GVOT performs
better in 10x10 than in 20x5. In addition, a mixture of DCVG and GVOT can improve
the solution more than just using DCVG because the latter part of the chromosome in
DCVG contains more virtual genes, so it is less meaningful. The mixed method giveB
us the advantage of both DCVG and GVOT. Finally, E1WG improves on UX a little,
but is not a great success on these problems. EIWG seems more effective on average
on the 20x5 problem, although it hit upon the best of all trials on the 10x10 problem.
Though GVOT, EIWG and DCVG are all ideas to, via different methods, discour¬
age premature convergence, all need to pay extra computational cost to gain a small
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percentage improvement and none seem able to guarantee to improve solution quality
very much. The increased average solution quality may not be enough to warrant the
extra time spent by these methods. For example:
• GVOT: needs to calculate gene variances and choose the position according the
variance.
While with DCVG and EIWG, the schedule builder itself also takes longer than with
UX. However, it should also be pointed out that these methods might show more
effective improvement over UX if allowed more time. For example:
• EIWG: needs to introduce the extra genes to represent the idle time, and hence
needs more time to search the increased number of combinations.
• DCVG: needs to introduce virtual genes to delay the circularity, again lengthening
the chromosome.
Therefore, if we have enough time left and we know all the required data in advance
(for example, with static scheduling), we can try these three in order to improve the
solution quality. However, most real world scheduling problems are dynamic and pos¬
sibly stochastic, and rescheduling may often be necessary. In other words, it is less
meaningful to try to obtain small percentage improvement because the data itself
is probably inaccurate. This is because it may be estimated (stochastic scheduling)
and/or may be changed (rescheduling). What we need most is to be able to get a near
optimal solution with lcaot computational time. In this consideration, we found that
uniform crossover with marriage tournament selection has a similar effect to GVOT,
EIWG and DCVG. Therefore, in the dynamic case which we study next, we mostly
use marriage-tournament selection with uniform crossover as our basic GA.
7.1.5.2 Dynamic Deterministic Scheduling
The dynamic scheduling reported here involved non-zero ready time and different
weights for each job; the benchmark data set of dynamic scheduling problems is taken
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ggggggAgg ggp gm jrr gag »6b nreg ust rmr
JBi if 30 30 30 17 30 1? 1» it*
JB3 13 31 40 13 33 33 13 13 13*
JB4 •3 *3 •3 •3 •3 •3 63 63 47—
JB0 10S 114 1*3 34 34 163 73 73 4*—
JB 11 7 13 37 » 3 3 13 13 o—
JB 13 68 6* *• •• 6* •• 6* 6* 36**
LJB1 54 *6 66 77 33 33 77 77 46"
LJB3 1*4 1*4 1*3 133 116 343 134 134 113—
LJB7 333 313 110* 17* 161 110* 133 133 133
LJB* 443 3*3 •64 340 31* 666 314* 314* 333
LJB 10 1*1 134 113 *3 64* 104 107 107 •4
LJBI3 313 344 1*0 •6 64* 16* 63 63 130
FL1 4* *0 31 30 31 16 16 16*
FL3 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40*
FL3 63 113 101 •4 71 101 47 47 43—
FL7 no 137 163 71 *3 14* 73 73 71*
FL* 133 13* 166 133 133 166 130 1 30 lu¬
FLU 33 *3 143 43 37 66 43 43 ll—
LFL1 113 131 107 66 •3 107 *6 •6 74—
LFL) 133 141 176 106 106 176 130 130 106*
LFL* 161 1»* 343 147 147 147 147 147 147*
LFL7 *3 103 134 77 63 103 77 77 77*
LFL* 36* 34* •44 !••* 343 4*7 16** !••* 333
LFLI1 130 140 140 114 130 140 113 113 107—
Table 7.8: Tm« for FSSP and JSSP
Problem
BEST WORST AVERAGE STD-DEVI
UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX
Ljb7 135 96** 240 186 168 139 35.2 28.8
Ljb9 323 328 456 407 396 370 40.3 24.0
LjblO 94 87 137 137 117 106 14.5 14.6
Ljbl2 120 107 182 172 141 131 18.2 18.1
Lfl9 232 230 318 327 280 273 29.2 33.6
Table 7.9: Comparisons of UX/MIX for Tmar
from (Morton fc Pentico 93]'s accompanied scheduling software PARSIFAL. The prob¬
lems labeled JB? and LJB? are small and large job-shop scheduling problems and
rL? and lfl? are small and large flow-shop scheduling problems respectively. The
flow-shop problems are odd-numbered problems and the job-shop problems are non-
reentrant one6. The heuristic rules r&m, wcovert, wmoore and benchmark are
also taken from PARSIFAL which modified the original unweighted rules to run in the
dynamic case using their special iterated and pricing method. The other heuristic rules
are implemented by ourselves for the sake of comparison with our GA methods. We
used nondelay schedule generation for each heuristic involved and chose the best of ten
runs for comparison. For the GA, the results reported all involve 10 runs, population
sizes of 100, and stop running if more than 20 generations cannot improve the solution
quality. The other parameters are the same as the static case.
In Tables 7.8 to 7.22, '**' means the best solution the GA found was better than those
of all other heuristics listed and means the best solution the GA found was as good
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Ptobl.m EMOD ROD FAS FS SPT EQD EOD MST S/OP OAfui
JBl 3 4 3 4 3 4 3.4 3 4 3 0 4 4 3 0**
JB2 2 2 2 2 3 6 4 17 32 1.7 17*
JB4 1 e 16 16 16 16 16 16 16*
J BO 23 20 40 28 16 17 30 12—
JB11 0.3 4.0 35 2 1 0 0 0 5 11 0"
JB13 12 13 It 13 13 13 12 8 3"
LJB1 ie 16 31 16 18 16 30 13"
LJB2 26 37 43 38 37 26 30 24—
LJB7 10 35 30 10 16 32 16* 17
LJBO 68" 106 123 74 no 100 111 84
LJB10 25 41 43 30 40 31 46 24"
LJB12 25 44 53 31 31 33 35 35"
FLl 7 3 6 2 10 7 2 3 8 5.3 3 8 3 4"
PL3 13 13 14 13 12 12 12 11"
FL5 10 16 43 10 33 30 18 14"
FL7 35 37 30 30 25 28 28 20"
FLO 40 51 61 41 44 45 46 31"
FL1I 0 • 10 11 11 3 8 5 5 3.0 15"
LFL1 10 34 26 18 20 20 23 18*
LFL3 30 34 34 31 33 33 36 23"
LFL5 40 43 47 45 38 30 41 33"
LFL7 13 13 12 13 13 13 13 8 2"
LFLO 50* 70 61 58 53 55 55 65
LFL11 34 34 34 34 34 34 35 31"
Table 7.10: f for FSSP and JSSP
Problem
BEST WORST AVERAGE STD-DEVI
UX MIX ] UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX
Ljb7 17 13** 27 27 22 19 3.7 3.8
Ljb9 84 85 123 107 101 96 12.6 8.2
Lfl9 65 60 73 72 70 65 2.6 4.1
Table 7.11: Comparisons of UX/MIX for T
as the best found by other heuristics. If the GA cannot find better solutions than or
at least the 6ame quality as the best heuristic rule, then means the best solution
found among all other heuristic rules. Furthermore we also applied MIXED I (simply
termed MIX hereafter) on those problems when GA(ux) did not perform best. For
instance: Table 7.8 shows that GA(ux) can get results at least as good as any other
heuristic rules in 19 out of 24 problems. 11 of them are better than those produced by
any nf thp other heuristic rule? We also tried GA(miy) with tho remaining 5 problems
on which GA(ux) didn't perform best. In Table 7.9, all the average solutions of MIX
are better than those of 1JX and only 1 out of 5 produced by MIX is worse than 11X
in best and worse solutions respectively. In addition, the last two columns shows the
standard deviations of Tmax over the trials of these two methods. Further, MIX can
produce better results for Ljb7 than any other heuristic involved, su we also marked it
using l**\ In short, Table 7.9 suggests that overall MIX is a better choice than UX,
since MIX's average is typically of the order of 1/2-1 standard deviation better than
UX's and their best are very similar. The criteria, and associated heuristic rules used
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Problem BENCHMARK RND FASFS WSPT WLWKR WTWORK QA(-.j
JBl 714 714 731 714 714 714 714
JB2 1211 1211 1301 1211 1213 1313 1204*"
JB« 701 701 701 701 701 701 494"*
JB0 1.30E4 1.54E4 1.44E4 1.20E4 1.44E4 1.54E4 1 17E4"
JBl 1 >354 4194 >114 4141 794) 4020 7944**
JBia 1.10E4 I.11E4 1 10E4 1 12E4 1.10E4 1.12E4 1 10E4"
LJB1 1195 1 204 1214 1201 1193 1199 1134"
LJB2 1.20E4 1 30E4 1 25E4 1.19E4 1.14E4 1 30E4 1.13E4**
LJB7 1 44E4" 1 59E4 1 57E4 1 51E4 1 40E4 1 41E4 1.44E4
LJB9 1 37E4* 1 57E4 1 44E4 1 39E4 1.37E4" 1.55E4 1 51E4
LJB10 3329 3703 3404 3309* 3721 3941 3314
LJB13 4442 4411 4974 44)0 4405 4444 4434"*
FLl 4441 4444 4944 5020 5044 5030 4754*"
FL3 3442 3443 3442 3701 3442 3442 3442*
FLS 7330 4227 9009 7330 7)43 7)43 7234**
FL7 9134* 1.01E4 1.07E4 9315 9430 9472 9732
FL9 7014 7214 7935 7155 7341 7397 4479**
FL11 1 92E4 1.90E4 1.97E4 1 95E4 1 94E4 2.01E4 1 47E4**
LFL1 4501 4503 4731 4479 44)4 4491 4351—
LFL3 1.34E4 1.44E4 1.45E4 1.40E4 1 35E4 1.34E4 1.33E4—
LFL& 2.79E4 3.43E4 2.49E4 2.79E4 2 79E4 2 45E4 3.43E4—
LFL7 3.43E4 3.42E4 3.44E4 3.43E4 3.44E4 3 45E4 3.29E4—
LFL® 4 24E4" 4 42E4 4 40E4 4 43E4 4 53E4 4 44 E 4 4.50E4
LFL11 4 04 E 4 4 04E4 4 04E4 4 04E4 4.04E4 4 04E4 4 04E4"
Table 7.12: Flight for FSSP and JSSP
Problem
BEST WORST AVERAGE STD-DEVI
UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX
Ljb7 14775 14716 15579 15595 15161 15156 299.1 280.0
Ljb9 15095 14660 17269 15710 15891 15357 733.3 355.6
LjblO 3318 3265♦♦ 3472 3416 3399 3342 56.1 54.5
67 9732 9151 10048 9970 9826 9630 88.4 284.2
LH9 44996 43223 48650 46451 46395 44499 1091.8 1173.9
Table 7.13: Comparisons of UX/MIX for Fwc>aht
for comparison are as follows:
• Maximum Tardiness (TmaI):
In [Baker 74] theorem 2.6 mentioned that maximum job tardiness and maximum
job lateness are minimised by earliest due-date. So we compare GA with the
earliest due-date rule and some other due-date related rules. The result is in
Table 7.8 and Table 7.9.
• Mean Tardiness (T):
According to [Anderson 94], earliest modified operation due-date (EMOD) per¬
forms quite well in minimising mean tardiness. So in this experiment, we compare
GA with EMOD and some other due-date related scheduling rules. The result is
in Table 7.10 and Table 7.11.
• Weighted Flow time (Fwciakt):
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Problem benchmark rnd fasfs WSPT wlwkr wtwork oa(«)
jbi ^96 -97 T§i T97 T97 Tir -»r*
jb2 -556 -5m -4m -556 -555 .555 -560"
jb4 311 311 311 311 311 311 309"
jb9 -173 395 2634 774 3261 3254 -493*"
jbi 1 -2516 -3534 -2757 -3691 -3904 -3953 -2907"
jb12 -951 -993 -967 -690 -993 -690 -994"*
ljb1 -97 -95 -77 • 91 -99 -94 -165*"
ljb3 507 333 1021 433 315 459 -266"
ljb7 .3903* -3309 -2713 -3315 -2370 • 2339 -3614
ljb9 3917 4704 5975 3117 3993* 4697 4333
ljb10 -119 309 159 -139* 274 513 -119
ljb12 494 900 999 501 627 997 459"
fll -493 -462 -399 -439 -399 -303 -579"
fl3 -97 -99 -99 -39 -99 -99 -99*
fl5 -357 154 1331 -359* 154 155 -279
fl7 -591* 211 999 • 415 -100 -59 2
fl9 693 1191 1900 1030 1246 1363 744"
fl11 -3611 -3736 -3096 -3290 -2971 -2673 -4119"*
lfl1 459 369 699 437 446 449 309"
lfl3 1794 2359 3919 3449 1949 3079 1693"
lfl5 4119 3911 5094 4155 4106 4723 3492*.
lfl7 • 9090 -7971 -7734 -9006 -7720 -7637 -9397**
lfl9 5500* 9473 9161 7402 9361 9700 9091
lfl11 6239 6399 6436 6199* 6461 6461 6297
Table 7.14: Lwtiaht for FSSP and JSSP
Problem
BEST WORST AVERAGE STD-DEVI
UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX
Ljb7 -3614 -3673 -2809 -2794 -3228 -3233 299.2 279.9
Ljb9 4333 3869 6506 4948 5153 4566 720.1 370.8
LjblO -119 -182** 65 23 -42 -90 61.2 68.1
fl5 -278 -306 323 187 -116 -141 164.4 145.7
fl7 2 -579 318 252 96 -100 88.3 284.2
Lfl9 8091 6355 11783 9584 9501 7631 1126.8 1174.0
Lflll 6297 6107** 7309 7484 6757 6706 319.2 395.7
Table 7.15: Comparisons of UX/MIX for Lwrlght
[Conway et al. 67] investigated the criteria of mean flow time and found that SPT
performs best, and also in [Baker 74] theorem 2.4 mentioned that weighted mean
flow time is minimised by WSPT sequence for single machine. So we compare
GA with WSPT - the weighted version of SPT and some other processing time
related scheduling rules. The result is in Table 7.12 and Table 7.13.
• Weighted Lateness (Lu,e,tS():
Weighted lateness and weighted flow time are similar criteria. Minimising weighted
lateness can be achieved by setting arrival time equal to due-date and minimising
weighted flow time. Furthermore, in [Baker 74] theorem 2.5 mentioned that mean
lateness is minimised by SPT sequencing. So we use the same scheduling rule set
as in weighted flow time to compare with GA. The result is in Table 7.14 and
Table 7.15.
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Table 7.16: T^ig^t for FSSP and JSSP
Problem
BEST WORST AVERAGE STD-DEVI
UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX
jb9 1251 1173** 1941 1762 1510 1464 217.8 228.6
Ljb7 1127 976 2099 1561 1518 1227 329.8 231.0
Ljb9 5928 5414 7398 7191 6941 6003 462.4 573.9
ill 197 158* 270 244 230 204 24.3 32.1
Lfl9 14625 13198 17889 15014 16025 14327 1223.3 787.8
Table 7.17: Comparisons of UX/MIX for Tweight
• Weighted Tardiness (Tweight)'-
[Carroll 65] found his slack-based heristic (covert) performs very well with mean
tardiness criteria. [Vepsalainen & Morton 87, Vepsalainen &: Morton 88] showed
their R&M scheduling rule with their lead time estimates performed better than
other scheduling rules. Here we compare the weighted versions of these two rules
which are modified and implemented by [Morton & Pentico 93], and some other
slack-based and due-date based scheduling rules with our GA. The result is in
Table 7.16 and Table 7.17.
• Weighted Number of Tardy Jobs (NTweight)'-
In the scheduling literature, Moore's algorithm or Hodgson's algorithm [Moore 68]
performs best in minimising the number of tardy jobs for a single machine shop.
[Morton &: Pentico 93] also modified and implemented a version of this algo¬
rithm for the weighted case. We take WM00RE, WC0VERT and R&M from
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Problem (WMOORE) RND WSPT EGD EOD MST S/OP (WCOVERT) (RfcM) GA(uxl
JB1 11 10 11 12 11 13 13 11 11 6.9
JB2 2.7 2.7 3.3 6.5 2.7 6.5 6 5 2.7 2.7 2.7*
JB4 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13*
JB0 43 53 45 70 74 70 70 51 45 25*"
JBU 4.4* 6.6 20 10 0 4 16 16 12 6.6 5.7
J B 1 2 51 53 61 51 51 51 51 53 51 51*
LJB1 to 6.0 6 6 8.5 6.5 8.5 8.5 8.3 6 0 5.0"
LJB2 28 32 41 46 46 46 46 48 40 25"
LJB7 15 10 26 33 28 20 21 22 15 12""
LJB0 10 36 34 50 47 47 47 45 35 IB"
LJB10 17 20 10 24 24 25 25 25 21 14"
LJB12 13 18 16 25 26 26 26 27 10 0.7"
FL1 12 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 6.4"
FL3 36 36 42 42 42 42 42 42 36 26""
FL5 20 20 20 40 25 40 40 31 20 10""
FL7 21 28 25 50 43 46 46 47 26 17"
FL0 16 21 23 34 36 34 34 30 20 16"
FL11 25 20 34 33 42 23* 23" 20 30 25
LFL1 32 35 36 42 40 41 41 40 33 26"
LFL3 75 80 86 107 103 107 107 01 70 47"
LFL5 115 118 115 126 126 126 126 124 112 103**
LFL7 02 07 105 123 123 128 128 114 105 79""
LFL0 44" 105 61 156 150 164 164 146 96 55
LFLll 170 170 170 102 184 102 102 184 179 167"
Table 7.18: NTwcisht for FSSP and JSSP
Problem
BEST WORST AVERAGE STD-DEVI
UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX
jbll 5.7 4.4** 11.6 11.0 8.4 7.6 2.2 2.2
fill 25 15** 35 34 30 25 4.1 7.0
Lfl9 55 51 71 72 65 61 5.5 6.7
Table 7.19: Comparisons of UX/MIX for NTwcigi,t
Problem RND WSPT WLWKR WMWKR EGO EOO S/OP CR GA(ui)
JB1 201 201 201 200 209 201 201 201
JB2 568 689 613 571 550 613 559 549 339""
JB4 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 0"
JB0 1032 2753 2676 2655 705 995 795 795 0"
JB11 2329 3079 3055 2247 1912 2402 1815 1806 7.2"
JB12 2517 3158 3031 2722 2505 2362 2505 2505 158"
LJB1 305 321 348 298 295 295 205 295 10-.
LJB2 2155 3214 3153 2508 2645 2553 2645 2669 544""
LJB7 4351 5625 5685 5401 3470 3908 4089 4123 310"*
LJB0 974 1603 2228 1790 642 618 549 564 117"
LJB10 815 1225 1308 1067 872 748 803 868 IB"
LJB12 441 064 783 620 320 316 225 343 0""
FLl 832 067 1339 1204 546 638 518 638 111*"
FL3 817 817 1000 817 817 817 817 817 552"*
FL5 681 1315 743 1032 473 1102 473 473 0"
FL7 1362 2600 2583 1728 879 1303 942 906 290"
FL9 747 1113 1725 830 485 600 485 485
FLl 1 4321 6036 6910 6233 3811 3928 4009 3937 516"
LFL1 1268 1318 1303 1503 1257 1248 1300 1300 579"*
LFL3 1811 2117 2450 1905 1609 1841 1699 1699 24"
LFL5 4451 5583 5351 4794 4263 4395 4142 4138
LFL7 1 21E4 1.24E4 1.27E4 1.26E4 1.20E4 1.20E4 1.19E4 1.10E4 7241**
LFL0 5405 8036 0026 8374 2512 3174 2472 24 70 422—
LFLll 4496 4688 4551 4656 4496 4520 4496 4496 716"
Table 7.20: Ewciaht for FSSP and JSSP
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Problem RND WSPT WLWKR WUWKR EOO EOO 3/OP CR OA(.i)
JB1 3oi 304 304 343 33? 304 JU 314 375**
JB3 434 433 473 444 414 473 414 434 414**
JB4 391 391 391 391 391 391 391 391 390"
JB9 3144 4379 7413 7443 3437 3974 3740 3437 3540"
JB11 3409 3444 3304 3944 1994 3434 1494 1907 1144"
JB13 4314 4434 4179 4130 4414 4314 4414 4414 3159"
LJB1 479 441 497 413 479 444 447 479 344*"
LJB3 4733 4440 4431 9714 4444 4403 4413 4404 3913"
LJB7 4441 7934 9000 4140 4431 4433 4143 5314 3314"
LJB9 7331 4404* 7349 1.19E4 7771 7141 7134 4433 4747
LJB10 3470 3311 3449 3490 3374 1774 3334 3303 1173"
LJB13 3033 3434 3193 3971 1434 1474 1439 1491 1340"
PLl 1314 1314 1404 1334 1314 1314 474 934 192"
PL3 1444 1444 1494 3034 1443 1444 1494 1495 1343"
PL5 4404 4404 4404 4493 4404 4404 1404 1405 1040"
PL7 3797 4444 4444 4317 4074 4115 3033 3013 3144"*
FL9 4144 7944 7449 4047 3943 3403 3444 3445 3174"
FLU 4090 4433 4433 4494 4330 4444 4440 4303 3544"
LFLI 3040 3073 3043 3444 3109 3944 3093 3094 3595"
LFL3 4310 4443 4447 4149 4404 4447 4741 4404 4379"
LFL4 1.37E4 1.43E4 1.44E4 1.&3E4 1.34E4 1.34E4 1.34E4 1.37E4 4745"
LFL7 1.44E4 1.49E4 1.74E4 1.43E4 1.43E4 1.44E4 1.44E4 1.44E4 1.37B4"
LFL9 1.49E4 3.34E4 3.44E4 3.33B4 1.43E4 1-44E4 1.40E4* 1.44E4 1.74E4
LFLI 1 1.44E4 1 44E4 1.44E4 1.41E4 1.44E4 1.44E4 1.44E4 1.54E4 1.19E4"
Table 7.21: ETwciakl for FSSP and JSSP
BEST WORST AVERAGE STD-DEVI
Problem UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX UX MIX
Ljb9 6767 6492** 9234 8140 7828 7341 718.5 585.8
Lfl9 17501 15491 21574 19047 19300 17297 1522.3 1301.6
Table 7.22: Comparisons of UX/MIX for ETweiakt
[Morton & Pentico 93] and compared with our GA and other slack and due-date
based scheduling rules. The result is in Table 7.18 and Table 7.19.
• Weighted Earliness (Ewclgkt):
The non-regular criteria is less covered in the literature. We compare some of
the processing time, due-date and slack based heuristics with our GA. The result
is in Table 7.20.
• Weighted Earliness plus Weighted Tardiness (ETwc,aki):
Combined criteria are harder to optimise than single criteria, especially the com¬
bination of regular with non-regular criteria. Again we compare some of the
processing time, due-date and slack based heuristics with our GA. The result is
in Table 7.21 and Table 7.22.
In short, GA(ux) can find solutions in most problems tested at least as good as those
found by the best heuristic rules compared, especially for the last two non-regular
criteria. The non-regular criteria are the most difficult ones for existing heuristic rules,
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however our GA approach can handle them just like other regular criteria and seem
to perform much better compared with other heuristic rules. In general, GA(mix) can
further improve the quality of GA(ux) among all the criteria.
7.1.5.3 Dynamic Stochastic Scheduling
In real job shop scheduling, the arrival of a job (operation) and its processing time
are usually unknown beforehand. Therefore, at certain times, there is only incomplete
data available. If production must begin, then we need to schedule the partial data
immediately. Our approach can handle this kind of situation by inputting the partial
data so far and outputting a partial schedule which can be used immediately. This is
a dynamic stochastic scheduling problem.
For example, suppose we just have the following incomplete data for the previous 6x6
JSSP in the beginning of a day and we may need to produce our production immediately
based on these incomplete data. In this example, each row represents a job, and each
pair a machine and processing time needed. That is, data available for jobl is machine3
for 1 unit time then machine 1 for 3 units time. The only data available for job2 is just
machine2 for 8 units processing time and so on. Other data will arrive later, but we






4: 2 6 15
5: 3 9 2 3 5 6
6:
We can get a partial schedule according to the data list above; its gantt chart and
the output sequence sorted by start time and finish time are shown below:
Partial GAHTT Chart so far:
0123456789012345678901
ac 1: 111 44444
ac 2:4444422222222555
mc 3:1555655555




Partial schedule output so far:
JOB 14154265
MACHINE 32131225
START 1 1 2 2 6 6 14 17
FINISH 1 5 4 10 10 13 16 21
Later, assume some new data arrives at the shop but the whole data set is still incom¬
plete. At this time, based on the new set of data and the partial schedule list above,
the user just needs to indicate in which stage of the old partial schedule to insert the
new data to produce a new partial schedule. Recursively, we can extend each partial
schedule to have a more and more complete schedule. At the same time the schedule
can be used without waiting for the arrival of other data. For example, new data
(operations to be scheduled) may arrive before the job4 machinel operation starts in
the current schedule. Hence, new data arrives before time *6\ In this case, operations
already underway are fixed, and we run the GA with the new data combined with those
operations already tentatively scheduled but not yet started. That is, we can extend
the partially completed schedule to cater for the new data. The data set, GANTT chart
and schedule output so far might be as follows:
Data sat so far:
1: 3 1 13
2: 28 35
3: 3 6
4: 2 6 15
5: 3 9 2 3
6: 2 3 43
Partial GAMTT Chart so far:
0123456789012345678901234567890









6 9 1 10
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Partial schedule output so far:
JOB 14 16 6 4 6 1 3 6 5 5 2 6 2
MACHIIE 3 2 13 2 1 4 2 3 6 2 5 2 1 3
START 112 2 6 6 9 9 11 12 15 18 18 21 26
FIIISH 1 5 4 10 8 10 11 14 16 20 17 22 25 30 30
Finally, if all the data arrives, based on the previous partial schedule and the complete
data, we can have the complete schedule produced in the same manner described
above. For example, if the user indicates that the last 6 operations in the partial
schedule output are to be rescheduled along with the new data, then the complete
GANTT Chart and final schedule output can be achieved as follows:
Final data sat:
1: 3 1 1 3 2 6 4 7 6 3 5 6
2: 2 8 3 5 5 10 6 10 1 10 4 4
3: 3 6 4 4 6 8 1 9 2 1 5 7
4: 2 6 1 5 3 5 4 3 6 8 6 9
5: 3 9 2 3 5 5 6 4 1 3 4 1
6: 2 3 4 3 6 9 1 10 5 4 3 1
Final GAITT Chart:
01234667890123456789012345678901234567890123466789012345678901234567890123456
bc 1: 111 44444 6666666666555 333333333 2222222222
bc 2:4444466611111155522222222 3
bc 3:15555555553333344444 22222 6
bc 4: 666 11111113333444 5 2222
bc 5: 55656 11111166664444444422222222223333333
bc 6: 666666666 111555633333333 444444444 2222222222
01234567890123466789012346678901234567890123456789012345678901234667890123466
Final schedule output:
J. . 6 5 1 4 5 2 6 1 3 5 1 4 2 3 5 6 5 6 4 3 4 2 3 3 2 2
M. . 6 2 4 3 6 2 1 6 4 6 5 4 3 6 1 5 4 3 5 1 6 5 2 5 6 1
S. .12 15 15 16 18 18 21 22 22 25 25 26 26 29 31 31 34 35 35 37 43 43 46 53 53 63
F. .20 17 21 20 22 25 30 24 25 28 30 28 30 36 33 34 34 35 42 46 51 52 46 59 62 72
The approach cannot guarantee to get a better solution than in the static or dynamic
deterministic case, when all the data is known in advance. However, this is a more
practical approach because in the real job shop much data is possibly unknown in the
beginning but we must begin production before all the data arrives. In this case, the
static and dynamic deterministic scheduling approaches are inadequate because they
assume we know all the data in advance. One way to handle such uncertainty is to
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use the dynamic stochastic accumulated schedule described here - schedule a partial
schedule based on the known data so far, use the partial schedule immediately and
later extend the partial schedules to a more and more complete schedule. Another
way is to apply a rescheduling technique, which uses approximate data and schedules
a complete schedule in advance, and when actual data arrives, just reschedules the
inaccurate part of the estimated data without changing most of the original schedule.
Now the problem is how to just reschedule the changed part of a complete schedule.
We give more details later in this chapter.
7.1.0 Discussion
[Anderson 94] considers reasons to use simple heuristic rules in dynamic scheduling:
If a near optimal loading rule could be found for a particular job shop, we could
be sure that it would be highly complicated, taking account of huge amounts of
information as to where all the other jobs were in the job shop and their various
characteristics. The challenge of the job shop scheduling area is to achieve success
in scheduling and at the same time use only a simple rule. This may seem obtuse:
if spending more time on calculation can achieve a better result, why not do it?
He further pointed out:
For the vast majority of factories it would be a mistake to treat the future as
predictable, and consequently trying to achieve a very tightly defined near optimal
schedule will be disastrous. Moreover no one has yet demonstrated a method of
this type which works in a dynamic job shop of realistic size. For these reasons
it is better to use simple rules which make minimal assumptions about what will
happen in the future, but nevertheless control the job shop in roughly the way we
would like.
Our GA scheduling approach can work very well in comparison with the best heuristic
rules in several ways:
• Though the GA spends more time to search than simple heuristic rules, we use
no domain-dependent knowledge and our approach is very robust across many
criteria and on average outperforms the heuristic rules. If spending a reasonable
amount of extra time on calculation can achieve a better result, why not do it?
• Our dynamic stochastic scheduling approach allows us to build partial schedule
using known information without predicting any further uncertain information.
When new information does arrive, we can schedule it as the tail of previous
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partial schedule and grow a larger schedule and so on. So we don't need to
make predictions about what will happen in the future, or to carry out a simple
'what-if' simulation to test out different possible scheduling decisions.
• Our rescheduling approach using dependency analysis allows us to reschedule
quickly when some unpredictable change happens. This is especially useful when
a schedule is already running, so that we cannot reschedule from scratch or we
already have a near optimal schedule and no time left to reschedule from scratch.
In other words, we can achieve a very tightly defined near optimal schedule if we
have enough time and when changes happen we can reschedule in a short time.
In the next section, we will extend our job-shop scheduling/rescheduling techniques to
handle the open-shop scheduling/rescheduling problems.
7.2 GAs in Open-Shop Scheduling/Rescheduling Prob¬
lems
The Open-Shop Scheduling Problem (ossp) i6 a complex scheduling problem which
occurs often in industry [Gonzalez & Sahni 76]. OSSPs arise in an environment where
thoro ic a collection of tasks to perform on one or more machines. Efficient produc
tion and manufacturing demands effective methods to optimise various aspects of a
schedule, ucually focusing on the total time taken to process all of the operations. The
OSSP is similar to the JSSP, with the exception that there is no a priori ordering on
the tasks within a job. The OSSP has a considerably larger search space than the
JSSP and is possibly harder than job-shop scheduling problems of the same size if the
number of jobs and the number of machines is very close [Taillard 93]. It seems to
be less heavily addressed in the literature, although it is an important and ubiquitous
problem, occurring in any job-shop situation in which tasks for a particular job may
be carried out in (almost) any order. The common illustration of this kind of prob¬
lem is that of an automotive repair shop [Gonzalez & Sahni 76]. In such a shop, a
typical job might involve the operations 'spray-paint', 'fix-brakes', and 'change-tyres'
to be performed on the same vehicle. These operations cannot usually be performed
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concurrently (especially if the stations at which these operations are performer] are in
different places, for instance), but can be performed in any order. Also it is trivially
clear that different stations (that is: 'machines' ) can concurrently process operations
from different jobs (for example: involving different vehicles). If the operations in a
job must be performed in some fixed order, then this becomes a 'Job-Shop Scheduling
Problem' (JSSP). If each job has the same fixed order, then it further becomes a 'Flow-
Shop Scheduling Problem'. Another example for OSSP is upgrades/repairs (tasks) for
PCs (jobs).
A commonly used simplification of the OSSP is to specify that each given operation
can only be processed on a given specified machine. In real problems it is often the
case that an operation can be processed in a number of alternative ways, any of which
may involve more than one machine. There may also be due-dates and machine setup
times to consider. In the following however we will concentrate on a simplified form
of the general problem; this is done mainly because the benchmark problems on which
we test the performance of our GA approach are thus simplified. We will later discuss
simple amendments to our approach which promise to successfully cope with the more
general problem.
7.2.1 Problem Description
7.2.1.1 Open-Shop Scheduling Problem (OSSP)
A description of a simple form of OSSP goes as follows. There is a set of m distinct
machines M = {mi,mj,..., mm), and a collection of j jobs J = each
of which comprises a collection of operations (sometimes called tasks). An operation
is an ordered pair (a, 6), in which a is the machine on which the operation must be
performed, and b is the time it will take to process this operation on machine a. Each
job consists of a collection of such operations in a job-independent order. A feasible
schedule for the OSSP is one which assigns a start time to each operation, satisfying
the constraint that a machine can only process one operation at a time, and that two
or more operations from the same job cannot be processed at the same time. The main
objective is usually to generate a schedule with a makespan as short as possible; the
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makespan is simply the total elapsed time in the schedule, that is, the time between the
start of the first operation of the first job to begin, and the end of the last operation of
the last job to finish. More complex objectives often ariGe in practice, where due dates
and machine set up times must also be taken into account, for example. Table 7.23
shows one of the standard 5x5 benchmark OSSPs (that is, j = 5, m = 5) taken from
[Beasley 90].
(m,t) (m,t) (m,t) (m,t) (m,t)
Job 1: 4,85 1,64 3,31 5,44 2,66
Job 2: 1,7 4,14 2,69 5,18 3,68
Job 3: 4,1 1,74 2,70 5,90 3,60
Job 4: 2,45 4,76 5,13 3,98 1,54
Job 5: 1,80 4,15 2,45 5,91 3,10
Table 7.23: An 5x5 benchmark OSSP
In this example, operation 1 of job 1 must go to machine 4, for 85 units of time;
and operation 2 of job 1 must go to machine 1 for 64 units of time, and so on, and
no restrictions are placed on the order in which the operations for any job are to be
processed. The task is to generate a good schedule showing what each machine is to do
and when. The definition of 'good schedule' can vary considerably; for simplicity we
use here the standard criterion of looking for the shortest makespan. For this particular
problem the minimum makespan iG known to be 300, as in, for example, the schedule
in Figure 7.4. Here, the number inside each bar represents the operation index of each
job: that is, the 5th operation of jobl gocG to machinc2 first for 66 units of time; then
2nd operation of jobl goes to machinel for 64 units of time, and so on.
7.2.1.2 Open-Shop Rescheduling Problem (OSRP)
Open Shop Rescheduling Problems (osrps) arc similar to Job-Shop Rescheduling Prob¬
lems, being beset by the continual need to alter previously worked out schedules in the
light of problems which arise. This typically means revising the expected processing
time for some job in the ochcdulc, or revising (typically delaying) the start time for a
particular task. If work has not yet begun on the current schedule, then an obvious
and simple approach to rescheduling would be to rerun the schedule-finding program
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Figure 7.4: Makespan for the 5x5 the OSSP
(for example: in this case, a GA) from scratch on the changed data. Strict reschedul¬
ing, however, means not scheduling the entire problem from scratch; rescheduling is
thus strictly necessary when either there is not enough time to be able to schedule
from scratch, or when part of the current schedule is already in progress. A proper
rescheduling method would be to re-use some of the work already done in finding the
previous schedule. This might involve augmenting the previous schedule with the new
change, and iteratively modifying it until it is acceptable. Another method would be
to recover a new, smaller scheduling problem made up from all and only those parts
of the previous schedule that are affected by the change.
If the schedule hasn't been used, then we don't need to worry about the time horizontal.
Whereas, if the schedule is already half way through, for example, time horizontal is
now at time T, then we can neither change the durations of the operations which start
before time T nor can we shift operation before time T because both cases are illegally
trying to update or preempt a completed or in-process operation. In both the JSRP
and OSRP we can shift an operation backward to any place if the operation has not
begun and the system can tell us which operations will be affected and need to be
rescheduled.
An important difference between JSRP and OSRP is that in the JSRP we cannot
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shift an operation to before a previous operation of the same job because of the job-
dependent sequence for operations; that is, operations must obey the precedence con¬
straints. However, in the OSRP wc can shift an operation to any place because there
are no precedence constraints. In other words, in the JSRP we just need to consider
not preempting those operations of the same machine which are under way. Therefore,
we don't need to worry about its preempting previous completed operations of the
same job. Whereas, in the OSRP we must consider not only the operations of the
same machine but also operations of the same job which arc under way because we can
let it shift to any place it wants. For example, assume the time horizontal is now at
time T, an operation has started at time T — t and is expected to finish at time T + f,
where T and t are non negative values. Then this operation is regarded as under way
because it has already begun but not yet finished, so it cannot be preempted by any
change.
7.2.2 Applying the Basic GA FVamework to OSSP/OSRP
7.2.2.1 Representation
The basic extension of the representation to the OSSP involves two separate parts of
the genome ABCD... and abed... meaning: put the nth untackled task of the .4th
uncompleted job into the earliest place it will fit in the developing schedule, put the
6th untacklcd task of the Bth uncompleted job into the earliest place it will fit in the
developing schedule, and so on. Both untacklcd tack and uncompleted job arc taken
from a circular list in this cacc. Whereas previously, for the JSSP, the 'first untackled
tack' for any particular job wao always predetermined owing to the a priori ordering
on tasks, in the OSSP case we need to incorporate an extra factor for each job to
encode which of the remaining tasks for a job to choose (since with no predetermined
ordering, any may be chosen). This representation hac the disadvantage that once
the bet becomes circular, both the genes, for example (Ath,ath) pair, will afTcct each
other's meaning. Therefore, it will lose its original meaning completely after circularity
becomes dominant. Wc refer to this representation with the abbreviation JOB I OP.
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7.2.2.2 Fitness
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The fitness function we use in the OSSP is to achieve the objective of minimising
makespan or maximum completion time (Cmax) which is also the most common cri¬
terion used in open-shop scheduling benchmark problems. That is, we again use the
function,
(7.9) f(j) = Cmax = max(ci,c2...cj)
where l..j represent the job number, and minimise this function.
7.2.2.3 Schedule Builder
The open-shop schedule builder is similar to the job-shop schedule builder but doesn't
need to consider precedence constraints. In other words, any operation of a given job
can be scheduled anywhere, as long as there is a big enough gap. That is, a current
operation can be scheduled before any scheduled operations if it can be inserted before
them. Furthermore, it also needs to consider whether to insert compulsory idle time
or not within each gap or tail of the partial schedule as in the JSSP.
Another difference is the overlapping problem. In the JSSP, because of the precedence
constraints, we do not need to worry too much that operations of the same job will
overlap each other because later operations must be serviced after previous operations.
Therefore, the schedule builder just needs to avoid overlapping with the task immedi¬
ately before the current task of the same job. In the OSSP, the schedule builder must
pay attention to all possible overlapping situations (either head-overlap or tail-overlap)
among all the scheduled tasks of the same job because the current operation can be
inserted at any place in the schedule so far. In other words, the schedule builder in
the JSSP just needs to look at the tail of the partial schedule. In the OSSP schedule
builder, it must look everywhere in the schedule for a possible gap.
7.2.3 Specific Framework for OSRP
7.2.3.1 Dependency Analysis
Currently, two kinds of situation need to be rescheduled in our system. They are:
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• Changing Processing Time: If some operation needs to change the processing
time or if we want to remove some operation (set processing time 0).
• Shifting Operation: When wc don't satisfy the current schedule or some operation
is delayed, we could shift the operation to any place after the current time.
In both situations we must do the dependency analysis once and shift all the unaffected
genes and the user-shifted genes to the front of the gene 6tring and shift all the affected
genes to the rear of the gene string. The former case will not affect the bits before the
current changed bit because our input schedule is sorted by the start time, however,
the latter may affect all the bits after the current time T. Dependency analysis will
mark either the gene where the first change happens or the gene first affected by the
shifting operation and so on, recursively.
A difference between JSRP and OSRP dependency analysis is that the range of choices
in OSRP is much larger than JSRP. For example, in Figure 7.5, assume current time is
T. If we want to shift 5 units of job 1 in machine 1 to other places, then '!' represents
the possible positions to shift to and '?' represents illegal positions to shift to.
7.2.3.2 Reschedule Builder
Because all the schedules' front parts are the same, wc do not need to duplicate efTort
to schedule the front part each time. The front part is almost a copy of part of our
previous schedule (except for the user shifted operations), in other words, it i6 already
a near optimal schedule if the input schedule is a near optimal one. So, we can expect
that after lesclieduling, the whole new schedule is also likely to be a near optimal
schedule.
The algorithm for rescheduling the rear part is the same as that of the schedule builder
but instead of scheduling all the genes, it just reschedules the rear part (affected genes)
using information from the front part. The GA then just applies its crossover and mu¬
tation operators to the rear part and keeps the front part unchanged. Thic will save
time compared to rescheduling from scratch.




■cl: T 333333 11111 2222
■c2:33333333333333311111222222222222222
■c3:22222222222222 111111111
(ceil only shift to positions both after T and its
iBaediately previous operation of the sane job.)
dependency analysis:
■cl:7??????T???????????????????77!!I III I II I. . .
nc2:33333333333333311111222222222222222
■c3:22222222222222 111111111
(just shifted operation itself and the operation




■cl: T 333333 11111 2222
■c2:33333333333333311111222222222222222
■c3:22222222222222 111111111
(can shilt to any position alter T.)
dependency analysis:
«cl:???????T!!11 f11!111f(f!f!11111!! I!!«9! I...
■c2:33333333333333311111222222222222222
■c3:22222222222222 111111111
(all the operations nay need to be rescheduled
except the operation of job 2 in machine 3 and
the operation of job 3 in machine 2.)
Figure 7.5: JSRP vs OSRP dependency analysis
As to which gap we can use, for example, consider the changing processing time case.
Assume current time is T, and we want to change the processing time of job 1 in
machine 1; '!' represents the possible places to put it and ? represents illegal positions
to put it. The difference between the JSRP and OSRP reschedule builders is shown in
Figure 7.6. Here, changing the processing time of job 1 in machine 1 only affects the
changed operation itself and the operation of job 2 in machine 1. It will not destroy
the schedule before the changed operation. However, it may be inserted before the
previous operation if there is a suitable gap. Therefore, the OSRP reschedule builder
needs to consider such possible gaps, which will not happen in the JSSP schedule or
reschedule builder.
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Job Shop Rescheduling:
input schedule:







(only consider to reschedule the gaps after both








■cl:???????T!III!!1333333????????11 I I I I I I I I. . .
■c2:33333333333333311111222222222222222
nc3:22222222222222 111111111
(need to consider all the gaps after T)
Figure 7.6: JSRP vs OSRP reschedule builder
7.2.4 Performance Enhancement
A key aspect of a GA-based approach to a problem is the choice of a chromosome
representation for the problem. Following this decision there is then sometimes a choice
in how to define the mapping from the space of possible chromosomes to the space of
possible solutions. For example, in deciding how to represent a set of parameters for
some real parameter optimisation problem, two of the many possible choices are to
use a bitstring representation, and to use a representation consisting simply of a list of
genes whose alleles can take real values (one per parameter). Given the representational
choice, we can interpret a chromosome as a potential solution to the problem in several
ways. For instance, a common choice in the 'real-valued gene' case is just for the alleles
to be interpreted directly as parameter values. An alternative is for the list of values
in the chromosome to be the input for a local hill-climbing operator. In the latter case
the GA can be seen as searching a space of distinct regions of the solution space, where
the solutions in a region all map, via the hill-climbing operator, to the same point.
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The above illustrates a common general technique for hybridising a GA with a heuristic
search or heuristic rule based method. That is, use the GA to search a space of
abstractions of solutions, and employ a heuristic or some other method to convert the
points delivered by the GA into candidate solutions. Such hybridisation is one way of
avoiding the often highly complicated problem of representing a complete solution as a
chromosome in a way that facilitates effective GA-based search; it is usually easier to
represent abstract regions of the solution space, and have these abstractions converted
into (that is: interpreted as) solutions by some other technique.
7.2.4.1 Applying Heuristic Rules
The heuristic rules used in the makespan for OSSP described here are mostly largest-
processing-time (lpt) oriented. However, for very small problems, shortest-processing-
time (spt) oriented or random choice is also possible and may produce better solutions
than those produced by LPT-oriented rules. Let's define some heuristic rules as follows.
Say there are k operations, oj, 02, 03...0*. Depending on the partially built schedule,
each o, has an earliest time it can start, given by olt and its corresponding processing
time, given by o,p. Also, each has a flag o,fl, so that if oig= 1, then it fits in a gap, but
if o,y=0, it fits onto the end of the schedule. Given the on, oip and oiy for each i, then
we can define some heuristic rules as follows:
• Shortest Processing Time (SPT): It always schedules the one with the shortest
o;p. In other words, let the shortest operation be processed as early as possible.
The SPT heuristic rule is inspired by not letting operations wait too long to
schedule if we schedule the shortest one first.
• Longest Processing Time (LPT): It always schedules the one with the longest
o(p. In other words, let the larger operation be processed as early as possible.
The LPT heuristic rule is inspired by avoiding the situation of leaving the larger
operations until the last minute.
• Earliest First - Shortest Processing Time (EF-SPT): If there is a smallest on,
schedule o,. If there is a set of smallest on, schedule the one with the shortest
o,p. In other words, when several operations can start at the same time, then
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always choose the one with the shortest processing time. That is to say, let the
shorter operation be processed as early as possible if it can start at least as early
as other operations.
• Earliest First - Longest Processing Time (EF-LPT): If there is a smallest on,
schedule o,. If there is a set of smallest on, schedule the one with the longest
Ojp. In other words, when severed operations can start at the same time, then
always choose the one with the longest processing time. That is to say, let the
larger operation be processed as early as possible if it can start at least as early
as other operations.
• Earliest First - Break Tie Randomly (EF-BTR): If there is a smallest o;(, sched¬
ule o,-. If there is a set of smallest on, schedule either one with the same possi¬
bility. In other words, when several operations can start at the same time, then
randomly choose an operation to be scheduled next.
• Suitable Gap - Longest Processing Time (SG-LPT): If all o;a=0, then as LPT.
If not, then as LPT, but considering only the o, for which o,g — 1. In other words,
see if any of the tasks can be placed in a gap in the schedule. If so, choose one
of these tasks with maximal processing time. If no such gap exists, then process
as in LPT.
• Shortest Remaining Gap (SRG): If all OjB=0, then as LPT. If not, then consider¬
ing only the o, for which o,s= 1, choose the one with the shortest remaining gap
left. That is, choose the operation which leaves minimal time left in its gap.
• Longest Remaining Gap (LRG): If all o,,=0, then as LPT. If not, then consider¬
ing only the Oj for which o,a=1 and choosing the one with the longest remaining
gap left. That is, choose the operation which leaves maximal time left in its gap.
Wc use some examples to illustrate how to apply the heuristic rule with the sched¬
ule builder. In each case we illustrate below, assuming we want to find jobl's next
operation and the possible candidate operations are represented by ff... ft.
7.2.4.1.1 SPT/LPT Heuristic Rules A cheap and simple way without using
global information is just to apply the SPT or LPT heuristic rules. An example
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illustrating SPT and LPT is in Figure 7.7.
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m/c 1: 111111111...




Figure 7.7: SPT vs LPT heuristic rules
In Figure 7.7, jobl's machine2 operation has the shortest processing time among jobl's
next operations. So machine2 would be chosen by SPT. If we apply LPT, then the
machine4 operation has the largest processing time, and is therefore the LPT choice.
7.2.4.1.2 Earliest First Heuristic Rules The first part of this type of heuristic
EF— is used as follows: if the current job is job x, then we consider x's currently
unscheduled operations, and choose the one with the earliest possible start time. When
several operations of the same job can start early at the same time, for example when
several gaps can be used for many of several operations at the same start time, then
we apply the second part of these heuristic rules to make a decision. That is to say,
if the EF- part tells us that more than one equally early start times are available,
then a simple heuristic rule is used to choose which task to actually place in which
gap. Three simple heuristic rules are useful in our approach: (a) choose the task with
the shortest processing time (-SPT); (b) choose the task with the largest processing
time (-LPT); (c) choose randomly from the available tasks (-BTR). The more detailed
OSSP schedule builder for these heuristic rules is in Figures 7.8 and 7.9.
m/c 1: 111111111...




Figure 7.8: Earliest first oriented heuristic rules - 1
In Figure 7.8, if #•••# represent jobl's possible next operations, then just applying
the EF— part is enough, because machine2 has an earlier start time than machine3,
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machine4 or machine5 for job 1 'h next operation. Therefore, we choose machine2 to
service the next operation of job 1.
m/c 1: 111111111. ..
2: 5 222222 *# 4444444...
3: 42 3333 if## 5555555...
4: 444444444444######...
5: 333355555555555#########...
Figure 7.9: Earliest first oriented heuristic rules - 2
In Figure 7.9, if #...# represent jobl's possible next operations, then machine2, ma¬
chined, machincl and machinc5 all have the chance to service jobl. The EF part finds
that machine2 and machine3 have an earlier start time than machine! or machine5
for jobl, hence one of these will be chosen. The second part of the heuristic rule is
now to decide which one to choose. In EF-SPT heuristic rule, we choose machine2 to
service jobl next because its processing time is shortest, in EF-LPT heuristic rule, we
will choose machinc3 next, and with EF BTR, machine2 and machine3 have an equal
chance to be chosen.
7.2.4.1.3 Other Heuristic Rules The last three heuristic rules we used are also
LPT-oriented. In SG-LPT, we must look for a suitable gap to let the large processing
time operation be allocated first. A suitable gap means it is large enough and does
not overlap with other operations of the same job. SRG checks if any of the tasks can
be placed in a gap in the schedule. If there arc several such gaps, then choose the one
with the shortest remaining gap left after slotting the operation in. The idea behind
this rule is to fill up a gap as much as possible. A similar heuristic rule is LRG, which
is the same as SRG but chooses the one with the longest remaining gap left instead.
The idea behind this rule is to leave as much gap as possible for other operations to
use later.
If no suitable gap exists in the above three heuristic rules, then we just apply the LPT
heuristic rule. That is, choose the task with the largest processing time and append
it to the end of the machine's partial schedule with or without compulsory idle time
just as in the JSSP schedule builder. Examples of these heuristic rules with or without
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finding gaps are in Figures 7.10 and 7.11.
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m/c 1: 11111111.. .
2: S 22222 ** 4444444...
3: 42 333331*** 5555555...
4: 444444444444******...
5: 333355555555555*********...
Figure 7.10: Other heuristic rules (with gap)
In Figure 7.10, if we apply the SG- part, we find both machine2 and machine3 have
suitable gaps to allocate jobl's unfinished operations. Then the second part, -LPT
heuristic rule, is used to decide which task (in machine2 or machine3) to choose. Be¬
cause jobl's processing time in machine3 is larger than machine2, we choose machine3
next. In addition, we find that there are 3 and 2 units processing time left if we fill
in the gaps of machine2 and machine3 respectively. Therefore, in SRG, we choose the
operation in machine3 as our next candidate because it uses the gap more completely.
However, in LRG, we must choose the operation in machine2 as the next candidate
because it leaves more space for later use.
m/c 1: 1111111111.. .
2: 5 222222 4444444**
3: 42 3333 5555555****
4: 44444444 *****
5: 333355555522222*********
Figure 7.11: Other heuristic rules (without gap)
In Figure 7.11, we cannot find any machine which has gaps large enough to allocate
job 1 's unfinished operations. So, the LPT heuristic rule is now to decide which machine
(machine2, machine3, machine4 or machine5) to choose in order to append jobl's next
operation to the tail of that machine. Because jobl's processing time in machine5 is
larger than the others, we choose machine5's next operations according to the LPT
heuristic rule in all of the SG-LPT, SRG and LRG cases.
In a nutshell, there are two cases to consider in these three gap-related heuristic rules:
first, look for the gaps which can accommodate remaining operations, and if several
such gaps exist, then choose one of them according to the heuristic rules pre-specified.
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Otherwise, if no such gap exists, just apply the LPT heuristic rule to each case.
7.2.4.2 Fixed Heuristic (FH)
In this method, an alternative representation is to use precisely the same representation
as for the JSSP's basic one, but change the interpretation of abc... to: "heuristically
choose an untackled task from the ath uncompleted job and place it in the earliest
place it will fit in the developing schedule, heuristically choose an untackled task from
the 6th uncompleted job and place it in the earliest place it will fit in the developing
schedule", and so on. In this case, at each step the schedule builder applies a certain
one of the heuristic rules described above. For example, at any given point, the schedule
builder must schedule one of the tasks from the given job. The partially built schedule
has candidate gaps for each of these tasks. The heuristic rule decides which one to
schedule, based on the processing times, the start-time and/or other rules for the tasks
(this is not a problem in JSSP because only one operation of a given job can start at
a certain time). When decoding an OSSP chromosome, at any given stage, there is
a partially built schedule, and a job (operation) to add to it. The task is to decide
which of the unfinished operations of that job to choose. We term this method 'FII',
for 'Fixed Heuristic'. In later experiments, we use, for example FH(lpt), to refer to
the fixed-heuristic hybrid method, with LPT being the heuristic rule used in this case.
7.2.4.3 Evolving Heuristic Choice (EHC)
In a GA application which involves implicit serially interpreted encodings of solutions,
as in the JSSP, it is often clear that alleles read earlier during the interpretation process
have a greater effect on the finished interpreted solution. In the approach described
above, for example, the last gene in a chromosome is actually redundant. Whatever
has happened previously during the interpretation process, there is only one remaining
unfinished job by the time we reach the final gene, and hence the particular identity of
the allele in the final position has no effect. This is sometimes true of the penultimate
gene too, depending on whether there are one or two unfinished jobs remaining before
we schedule the final two operations. Even if the penultimate gene does represent a
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choice between two different jobs, notice that half of its possible alleles will indicate
one of these jobs, and the rest will indicate the other. Alleles in the first few genes to
be interpreted, however, always uniquely specify distinct jobs. Also, it is intuitively
reasonable to expect that operations scheduled earlier in a schedule have a greater
effect on the overall quality of the schedule than operations scheduled later. Hence,
due to both increasing allele redundancy and decreasing significance as regards overall
schedule quality, alleles interpreted later in the serial schedule building process become
less and less significant in terms of fitness. The result of these observations is that
the genes exhibit different convergence rates. As is further discussed and illustrated in
section 7.1.4.1, high-significance genes (interpreted earlier by the schedule builder) will
converge more quickly than lower-significance genes (interpreted later). This suggests
premature convergence of the high significance genes, since allele choices in these po¬
sitions may converge before having been adequately sampled in the context of alleles
in more slowly converging positions.
To fight this source of premature convergence in the OSSP, we introduce the concept
of evolving heuristic rules. There is no good reason to rely on a fixed heuristic for
each choice of operation while building a schedule. Indeed, it is quite easy to see that
varying the choice of heuristic according to the particular job being processed, and
also according to the particular stage in the schedule building process, may make more
sense. It is hard to find some principled a priori method for making these varied choices,
but we can implement a simple adaptive strategy by extending our basic chromosome
representation as follows. Instead of using a single heuristic rule through the whole run,
which is likely to converge quickly, we encode a further component of the chromosome
to represent the heuristic rule we use in each gene and let the heuristic rule evolve with
the job simultaneously. So, the representation now uses two components ABCD...
and abed... meaning: "apply heuristic rule a to decide which operation of the Ath
uncompleted job to use and put it into the earliest place it will fit in the developing
schedule, apply heuristic rule 6 to decide which operation of the Bth uncompleted
job to use and put it into the earliest place it will fit in the developing schedule",
and so on. We term this method 'EHC', for 'Evolving Heuristic Choice'. Alleles of
genes which are interpreted as heuristic choices range through the number of available
heuristics described above. In this way, each gene can choose the better heuristic rule
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used dynamically. Furthermore, if we know that a certain heuristic rule tends to do
well on a particular type of problem, then there arc various ways we could bias the
process towards favouring this rule. One simple such method we use is to arrange for
the initial population to have a given percentage of its 'heuristic choice gcneG' preset.
In this approach, even if we set 100% at a certain heuristic rule in the initial generation
because we think it is the best rule for that particular problem or criterion, it is still
possible to mutate to other heuristic rules during evolution. In later experiments, we
use, for example EHC(lpt-I.O) or EHC(ef-spt-0.5), to refer to the evolving-heuristic
hyhrid method, with 100% of the initial generation's 'heuristic genes' set at LPT or
50% of the initial generation's 'heuristic genes' set at of EF SPT respectively.
7.2.5 Experiments
7.2.5.1 Scheduling
The OSSP results involved fitness based celection with scaling (by taking the current
value minus optimal value or lower bound) with elitism and maximum runs of 1,000
generations but stopping if more than 500 generations pass without improvement. The
population size we used was 200 and the reproduction scheme was generational.
We found that results did not vary significantly across changes in crossover rate and
adaptation regime. The OSSP experiments used adaptive crossover (starting with pc
at 0.8, falling by 0.0005 per generation, with a limit of 0.3) and fixed mutation at 0.5
per individual. Typically, order-based mutation (swap alleles between two randomly
chosen genes) was used. For the JOB+OP and EHC, the mutation rate was 0.5 for the
probability of mutating the first component; and 0.25 for the possibility of mutating
the second component, otherwise mutate both simultaneously. For the 4x4 problem,
we run 10 times and for the others run 20 times. For each size of problem, there are
ten different instances. For example, the ten 4x4 problems arc called 4x4.0 to 4x4.9.
In Table 7.24 to Table 7.27, the figure before the colon is the mean makespan, the
figure after is the standard deviation of the makespan, and the figure after the slash is
the best value or smallest makespan over these trials. For all the problems, the 'BK'
column shows the optimal solution if it is followed by a '*', and it is the best known
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OSSP BK(LB) JOB+OP FH(EF-SPT) FH(EF-LPT) FH(EF-BTR)
4x4.0 193* 194.4:1.3/193* 193.4:0.8/193* 211.0:0.0/211 195.6:0.5/195
4x4.1 236* 240.8:2.9/236* 239.5:0.8/239 239.0:0.0/239 240.5:1.4/239
4x4.2 271* 271.8:0.4/271* 271.0:0.0/271* 271.2:0.4/271* 271.4:0.5/271*
4x4.3 250* 252.9:2.5/250* 252.2:0.4/252 255.4:2.1/253 252.0:0.0/252
4x4.4 295* 297.5:3.0/295* 295.4:1.3/295* 303.7:1.5/302 303.2:2.9/298
4x4.5 189* 191.8:2.7/189* 191.6:3.5/189* 189.0:0.0/189 193.9:1.9/193
4x4.6 201* 203.0:0.8/201* 201.0:0.0/201* 203.0:0.0/203 203.7:0.5/203
4x4.7 217* 218.6:1.7/217* 219.8:1.0/217* 220.0:0.0/220 219.9:2.2/217*
4x4.8 261* 263.4:3.1/261* 268.8:0.0/268 268.0:0.0/268 266.8:2.4/261*

























































































































Table 7.24: Results for OSSPs benchmark using JOB+OP and FH(ef-x)
solution found by any method so far if it is followed by a If our GA solution is
better than the best known solution found otherwise so far, it is followed by a '#'.
Our initial results using job and operation (job+op) representation for a set of small
benchmark open shop scheduling problems and using earliest first (ef-) heuristic rules
alone on average produced better solutions than other heuristic rules for the three
smaller benchmark open shop scheduling problems shown in Table 7.24.
From Table 7.24, we know that FH methods usually produced better solutions than
JOB+OP combinations except when the problem size was very small, for example 4x4
problems. EF-SPT can get the optimal values frequently for 4x4 problems, however,
if we look at EF-LPT, we see that it very easily gets stuck in local minima. This gives
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OSSP BK(LB) EHC(EF-SPT-0.5) EHC(EF-LPT-0.5) EHC(EF-BTR-0.5)
4x4.0 193* 193.0:0.0/193* 194.3:1.4/193* 194.1:1.4/193*
4x4.1 236* 239.8:1.1/239 239.0:0.0/239 239.8:1.3/239
4x4.2 271* 271.3:0.5/271* 271.8:0.4/271* 271.5:1.0/271*
4x4.3 250* 251.1:1.2/250* 252.5:1.0/250* 251.5:1.1/250*
4x4.4 295* 297.7:4.4/295* 296.3:2.4/295* 297.4:3.3/295*
4x4.5 189* 189.1:0.3/189* 190.0:1 6/189* 191.0:2.8/189*
4x4.6 201* 203.3:0.5/203 203.0:0.0/203 203.0:0 0/203
4x4.7 217* 219.5:1.9/217* 219.8:1.0/217* 220.8:1.3/220
4x4.8 261* 265.0:3.5/261* 266.7:2.1/261* 265.4:3 1/261*
4x4.9 217* 217.7:2.2/217* 220.9:4.1/217* 217.0:0.0/217*
5x5.0 300* 306.2:4.5/300* 305.9:3.3/302 305.1:3.7/300*
5x5.1 262* 268.4:3.6/262* 269.1:3.2/262* 268.4:4.1/262*
5x5.2 323* 339.3:3.9/331 336.6:4.1/331 338.7:4.7/332
5x5.3 310* 324 4:5.1/316 325.8:3.6/317 322.6:5.7/310*
5x5.4 326* 337.6:5.3/326* 336.5:3.6/331 336.3:3.3/329
5x5.5 312* 321.6:1 9/320 322.4:6.2/312* 319.9:4 4/312*
5x5.6 303* 312 1:4.2/308 314.4:4.2/308 312.8:4.4/308
5x5.7 300* 307.3:4.1/301 306.9:2.5/303 305.8:1.6/303
5x5.8 353* 362.0:6 1/353* 359.1:1.3/358 358.4:3.5/353*
5x5.9 326* 337.6:4 3/329 336.6:4.5/330 337.0:3.2/330
7x7.0 4387(435) 450.8:6.5/442 444.6:4.0/435#* 447.1:5.6/435#*
7x7.1 4497(443) 470.1:6.9/455 462.4:8.1/447# 466.8:7.8/454
7x7.2 4797(468) 498.9:7.2/488 490.9:6.9/472# 494.6:7.1/481
7x7.3 4677(463) 485.4:5.5/475 476.1:4 3/469 478.9:6.9/466#
7x7.4 4197(416) 438.0:7.8/423 432.8:4.4/427 433 4:7.2/417#
7x7.5 4607(451) 483.6:7.1/469 470.1:5.8/460? 477.2:9.1/459#
7x7.6 4357(422) 452.9:6.2/443 447.3:7 1/435? 450 4:6.1/441
7x7.7 4267(424) 441 6:5.7/429 437.2:7.7/424* 436.7:5.8/427
7x7.8 4607(458) 473.9:6.0/461 467.5:5.3/459# 472.6:5.8/463
7x7.9 4007(398) 413.7:6.2/407 410.5:5.7/398#* 413.1:7.2/399#
Table 7.25: Results on OSSPs benchmark using EHC(ef-X-0.5)
us a hint that apply evolving heuristic rules may be a good idea. The disadvantage is
that evolving heuristic rules will take a little more time than fixed heuristic rule.
We experimented with EHC(ef-x-y) for X = SPT, LPT, and BTR, and Y = 0.5 and
1.0 on all of the 4 x 4, 5 x 5 and 7x7 benchmark OSSPs. For example, if 50% were
initialised to EF-SPT, this is shown as EHC(ef-spt-0.5). The results are in Table
7.25 and Table 7.26 respectively.
Now, the average performance is better than using FH, even if we choose the wrong
rule in the beginning. For example, FH(ef-LPT) is the worst of the fixed heuristic
methods tried earlier (see Table 7.24), but if we allow the heuristic rules choice to
individually evolve after fixing them at EH-LPT only in the initial generation, that
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OSSP BK(LB) EHC(EF-SPT-l.O) EHC(EF-LPT-l.O) EHC(EF-BTR-l.O)
4x4.0 193* 193.4:0.8/193* 195.0:1.2/193* 194.0:1.1/193*
4x4.1 236* 239.4:0.8/239 239.0:0.0/239 238.1:1.4/236*
4x4.2 271* 271.1:0.3/271* 271.1:0.3/271* 271.1:0.3/271*
4x4.3 250* 251.5:2.5/250* 251.7:1.3/250* 251.8:0.6/250*
4x4.4 295* 295.4:1.3/295* 295.7:1.5/295* 299.7:3.9/295*
4x4.5 189* 189.0:0.0/189* 189.3:0.5/189* 191.4:2.1/189*
4x4.6 201* 201.2:0.6/201* 203.0:0.0/203 203.4:0.5/203
4x4.7 217* 218.5:1.6/217* 220.0:0.0/220 220.6:1.6/217*
4x4.8 261* 267.7:0.5/267 267.6:0.6/267 264.6:3.1/261*
4x4.9 217* 220.5:3.7/217* 221.7:4.1/217* 217.7:2.2/217*
5x5.0 300* 304.5:3.2/301 307.7:4.3/302 304.3:4.3/300
5x6.1 262* 267.2:3.6/263 267.1:2.7/262* 269.1:3.2/265
5x5.2 323* 339.9:4.9/330 337.6:4.1/331 339.1:4.6/329
5x5.3 310* 324.3:4.8/314 324.6:3.7/316 321.8:5.9/312
5x5.4 326* 339.8:5.7/326* 334.1:3.0/330 337.4:3.8/332
5x5.5 312* 321.8:3.8/314 319.9:5.3/312* 319.7:3.8/312*
5x5.6 303* 311.9:4.1/307 314.8:2.4/310 310.6:2.8/308
5x5.7 300* 307.9:3.1/304 308.1:1.9/304 306.9:3.0/304
5x5.8 353* 364.3:2.9/361 359.6:1.6/358 364.1:5.0/353*
5x5.9 326* 337.2:4.0/329 336.4:4.0/330 337.7:3.7/331
7x7.0 4387(435) 452.4:6.2/441 446.9:5.4/435#* 449.0:7.2/435#*
7x7.1 4497(443) 466.7:6.4/454 460.4:8.5/446# 468.8:6.8/457
7x7.2 4797(468) 501.6:6.9/488 490.3:5.1/479? 497.1:7.6/481
7x7.3 4677(463) 488.6:5.4/478 475.5:6.8/466# 481.6:5.2/472
7x7.4 4197(416) 436.3:5.4/428 431.9:7.5/421 435.4:6.3/424
7x7.5 4607(451) 479.2:7.1/468 468.8:6.1/458# 475.0:7.9/464
7x7.6 4357(422) 455.0:7.7/441 448.7:6.1/434# 451.9:7.7/434#
7x7.7 4267(424) 441.9:6.5/427 434.2:4.5/424#* 438.2:6.9/429
7x7.8 4607(458) 472.9:6.8/461 468.1:6.2/458#* 470.8:6.5/458#*
7x7.9 4007(398) 420.1:6.8/403 415.4:7.2/405 414.5:6.0/404
Table 7.26: Results on OSSPs benchmark using EHC(ef-X-I.O)
is: use EHC(ef-LPT-I.O), then we can see how EHC enables us to escape from the
initially poor heuristic choices. However, improvements are most marked on the harder
5x5 and 7x7 problems. In particular, on the 7x7 problems, EHC methods in our
experiments have beaten the previous best known results.
Similar tests were performed on 30 larger benchmarks: 10 X 10, 15 X 15 and 20 X 20.
The results appear in Table 7.27.
On these larger problems, the benefits of EHC and FH over JOB+OP, show up more
clearly: JOB+OP never matched the previous best known or optimum on any of
these 30 problems. However, FH found optima on 12 of these problems while beating
previous best known results on a further 4, while EHC found optima on 11 of these
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OSSP BK(LB) JOB+OP FH(LPT) EHC(LPT-l.O)
10x10.0 6457(637) 690.7:10.8/668 662.7:6.0/646 660.9:8.6/641#
10x10.1 588* 618.8:10.6/596 604.4:3.7/598 601.5:5.5/590
10x10.2 6117(598) 634.0:10.9/618 623.7:3.4/615 621 0:5.0/614
10x10.3 577* 599.8:10.2/583 587.9:3.9/579 587.7:4.5/577*
10x10.4 6417(640) 677.6:13.1/659 663.1:2.2/659 660.0:4.1/654
10x10.5 538* 566.9:12.9/548 546.5:3.6/540 544.7:3.1/541
10x10.6 6237(616) 648.1:12.2/634 633.4:5.3/621# 632.5:6.0/619#
10x10.7 5967(595) 630.3:6.5/622 610.0:3.7/602 610.8:4.1/605
10x10.8 595* 630.1:9.4/615 610.5:5.3/600 609.4:4.3/597
10x10.9 6027(596) 627.5:9.3/611 610.1:4.5/600# 611.7:5.4/597#
15x15.0 937* 968.1:11.9/946 943.5:3.0/937* 942.6:4.6/937*
15x15.1 918* 992.2:7.6/974 931.0:6.0/920 931.3:5.1/919
15x15.2 871* 925.5:11.6/905 873.6:3.6/871* 873.1:2.7/871*
15x15.3 934* 964.0:10.8/950 938.8:3.4/934* 938.3:4.3/934*
15x15.4 9507(946) 1028.0:12.2/991 967.4:4.4/960 965.8:5.7/954
15x15.5 933* 976.3:16.8/943 937.9:4.7/933* 936.7:3.6/933*
15x15.6 891* 960.5:14.9/933 898.3:2.6/893 900.2:2.4/895
15x15.7 893* 938.4:14.9/909 898.5:4.3/893* 899.1:3.5/893*
15x15.8 9087(899) 977.5:13.3/955 916.6:6.0/903# 918.0:8.6/904#
15x15.9 902* 963.9:14.7/946 914.3:3.7/907 915.4:5.5/904
20x20.0 1155* 1247.0:12.0/1224 1164.7:5.6/1155* 1167.4:8 1/1156
20x20.1 12447(1241) 1372.4:10.0/1351 1270.8:8.8/1255 1269.5:9.4/1252
20x20.2 1257* 1316.1:17.4/1287 1260.3:3.3/1257* 1260.6:3.1/1257*
20x20.3 1248* 1356.9:13.0/1335 1263.1:5.8/1255 1262.8:6.2/1253
20x20.4 1256* 1327.8:12.6/1306 1260.3:2.2/1256* 1260.3:3.0/1256*
20x20.5 12097(1204) 1276.9:16.6/1236 1209.8:3.8/1204#* 1210.7:5.0/1204#*
20x20.6 1294* 1384.0:18.5/1338 1302.0:4.2/1294* 1303.7:4.9/1295
20x20.7 11737(1169) 1309.2:13.4/1287 1192.7:5.8/1184 1192.7:7.2/1181
20x20.8 1289* 1351.2:17.6/1319 1289.8:2.1/1289* 1290.1:1.1/1289*
20x20.9 1241* 1323.8:20.4/1278 1241.3:0.6/1241* 1243.2:2.9/1241*
Table 7.27: Results on benchmark using JOB+OP vs FH(lpt) vs EHC(lpt-l.O) for
large OSSPs
problems and beat previous best known results on a further 5. EHC seems to just have
the edge over FH on these larger problems, since it finds better solutions than FH on
14 of the 30, and does worse on just 6.
Wc summarise the upper bound (ub)> lower bound (ld) and beGt colutionc found by
our GA in Table 7.28. In each case, again represents the optimal solution and
represents solutions found by our GA which are better than the best solutions found
go far. In other words, they arc to be regarded as new upper bounds. The results
arc very promising. Wc found better colutionc in all of the ten 7x7 problems than
those produced by other methods so far. Among them, 4 are optimal solutions. None
of the benchmark methods can find these optima despite using lengthy procedures to
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produce these previous best results [Taillard 93].
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SMALL LARGE
OSSP UB LB GA % OSSP UB LB GA %
4x4.0 193* 186 193* 0 10x10.0 645 637 641# -0.6
4x4.1 236* 229 236* 0 10x10.1 588* 588 590 0.3
4x4 2 271* 262 271* 0 10x10.2 611 598 614 0.5
4x4.3 250* 245 250* 0 10x10.3 577* 577 577* 0
4x4.4 295* 287 295* 0 10x10.4 641 640 654 2.2
4x4.5 189* 185 189* 0 10x10.5 538* 538 540 0.4
4x4.6 201* 197 201* 0 10x10.6 623 616 619# -0.6
4x4.7 217* 212 217* 0 10x10.7 596 595 602 1.0
4x4.8 261* 258 261* 0 10x10.8 595* 595 597 0.3
4x4.9 217* 213 217* 0 10x10.9 602 596 597# -0.8
5x5.0 300* 295 300* 0 15x15.0 937* 937 937* 0
5x5.1 262* 255 262* 0 15x15.1 918* 918 919 0.1
5x5.2 323* 321 323* 0 15x15.2 871* 871 871* 0
5x5.3 310* 306 310* 0 15x15.3 934* 934 934* 0
5x5.4 326* 321 326* 0 15x15.4 950 946 954 0.4
5x5.5 312* 307 312* 0 15x15.5 933* 933 933* 0
5x5.6 303* 298 307 1.3 15x15.6 891* 891 893 0.2
5x5.7 300* 292 301 0.3 15x15.7 893* 893 893* 0
5x5.8 353* 349 353* 0 15x15.8 908 899 903# -0.6
5x5.9 326* 321 329 0.9 15x15.9 902* 902 904 0.2
7x7.0 438 435 435#* -0.7 20x20.0 1155* 1155 1155* 0
7x7.1 449 443 446# -0.7 20x20.1 1244 1241 1252 0.6
7x7.2 479 468 472# -1.5 20x20.2 1257* 1257 1257* 0
7x7.3 467 463 466# -0.2 20x20.3 1248* 1248 1253 0.4
7x7.4 419 416 417# -0.5 20x20.4 1256* 1256 1256* 0
7x7.5 460 451 458# -0.4 20x20.5 1209 1204 1204#* -0.4
7x7.6 435 422 434# -0.2 20x20.6 1294* 1294 1294* 0
7x7.7 426 424 424#* -0.5 20x20.7 1173 1169 1181 0.7
7x7.8 460 458 458#* -0.4 20x20.8 1289* 1289 1289* 0
7x7.9 400 398 398#* -0.5 20x20.9 1241* 1241 1241* 0
Table 7.28: Summary of OSSPs, Benchmark vs GA
From the above experiments, we can draw some conclusions as follows.
1. Using heuristic rules achieves a 'best' result close to the problem benchmark in
almost all cases tested than the GA without heuristic rules.
2. EF-oriented heuristic rules, particularly EF-SPT, are useful in small problems,
especially to decide which operation is to be scheduled in the beginning of the
partial schedule when several operations can begin at the same time. LPT-
oriented rules are good heuristic rules for larger problems because we don't want
to delay large operations, otherwise we may miss suitable gap, and have to append
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large operations to the end of the schedule.
3. It is clear from the above tables that the overall approach is successful on these
difficult problems, coming mostly within well under 1 per cent of the best known
solution on most trials in the heuristic rule cases.
4. EHC, with an appropriate initial 'preset' choice, seems to be the best method
overall.
5. Our approach can beat the previous best solutions in many of the benchmark
problems. We cannot say whether or not they are optimal solutions in those cases
where they are still larger than lower bounds unless we use exhaustive search to
compare. However, we can say that these provide some new upper bounds for
many of the benchmark OSSPs.
7.2.5.2 Rescheduling
To examine our rescheduling methods, we compare lower bound (lb) with dependency
analysis rescheduling (dp), non-dependency analysis rescheduling (ndp) and reschedul¬
ing from scratch (scr) for the first problem in each size to gain some feeling for how
time taken and solution quality vary with the degree to which we re-use the previous
schedule. In each run we input an optimal or near optimal schedule and make some
change by doubling the processing time of the gene one sixth, two sixths, three sixths,
four sixths and five sixths of the way along the chromosome respectively to produce the
rescheduling problems used here. Tournament selection and uniform crossover are used
in this experiment and the population size we used is 200, stopping after 20 successive
generations failed to improve best solution quality.
Plots of the average makespan, the number of bits that need to reschedule, and the
time taken are shown in Figures 7.12 to 7.16 respectively; the best results and the
average time taken (in seconds) over five runs are in Table 7.29.
We can draw short conclusions as follows:
• speed consideration: The speed of rescheduling depends heavily on how many
genes need to be rescheduled. The more genes are affected, the more genes need
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Figure 7.13: Change at two sixths gene for OSRPs




Figure 7.14: Change at three sixths gene for OSRPs
Figure 7.15: Change at four sixths gene for OSRPs




Figure 7.16: Change at five sixths gene for OSRPs
to be rescheduled and therefore the longer it takes. If all the genes need to
be rescheduled (in fact this is impossible in our rescheduling case), then it is
the same as rescheduling from scratch. If not, then we know that rescheduling
is much faster than scheduling normally. In other words, the number of bits
needing to be rescheduled in ascending order is DP, NDP, SCR, so the time
spent in ascending order is also DP, NDP, SCR. The difference is more and more
evident when the changed gene approaches the tail. In this case, DP and NDP
schedule fewer and fewer genes whereas SCR still needs to schedule all of them.
Also, DP needs to schedule fewer genes than NDP because of using dependency
analysis. In short, DP involves least change, SCR the most, so DP is fastest and
SCR is slowest.
• quality consideration: The quality of the solution depends heavily on the in¬
put schedule. If the input schedule is a very good one, then the solution after
rescheduling must also be a good one. Two related reasons can explain this ob¬
servation: first, the meaning of the rear part is dependent on the front part in
our representation and second, because we adopt a good front part (assuming
the input schedule is a good one) and apply GA to the rear part. This way, we
can preserve much of the quality of the original schedule. In other words, results
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problem position LB DP/Time NDP/Time Scratch/Time
Dio 1/6 216 21676.1 21676.8 21678.0
2/6 259 273/4 4 273/6.3 273/7.5
3/6 193 193*/0.21 19370.26 19377.3
4/6 193 19370.16 19370.21 193*/4.7
5/6 220 227/3.0 227/3.7 22079.1
5x5.0 1/6 385 38577.9 385*/11.6 385*/12.6
2/6 364 36477.6 36479.9 364*/12.6
3/6 362 36275.4 36277.8 362*/12.7
4/6 335 365/4.6 365/6.2 335*/15.6
5/6 361 366/3.6 366/4.6 361*/13.1
7x7.0 1/6 486 487/19.9 487/30.0 486740.9
2/6 517 518/13.1 518/22.5 517*/30.9
3/6 435 435710.2 435722.6 449/48.4
4/6 455 464/7.5 464/12.1 464/60.5
5/6 522 525/6.5 525/9.1 522*/31.5
IOil 0.0 1/6 637 656/71.6 670/67.2 669/81.4
2/6 637 658/65.0 666/91.6 684/98.0
3/6 680 692/31.4 692/65.0 696/89.4
4/6 691 702/14.2 702/23.0 704/68.8
5/6 637 641/12.6 641/16.0 669/65.8
15x15.0 1/6 937 940/160.8 939/179.2 945/207.4
2/6 937 9377 139.0 937*/118.0 9377241.6
3/6 937 937728.0 938/106.6 943/255.4
4/6 937 93773.2 937763.2 951/192.6
5/6 937 93771.0 93773.6 942/230.8
SOxSO.O 1/6 1250 12507203.2 12507226.8 12507257.6
2/6 1155 1171/295.2 1175/575.6 1198/463.2
3/6 1155 1175/260.4 1180389.2 1201/555.2
4/6 1155 1155*/43.2 1158/316.2 1199/557.0
5/6 1155 115576.4 115578.2 1164/749.0
Table 7.29: Results on OSRPs
in the DP and NDP cases will depend on the quality of the input schedule but
SCR retains no relationship with the input schedule. For small problems, the
solution quality is very near in all three cases, but DP outperforms the other two
if the problem size is large and the running time is limited.
7.2.6 Discussion
The approach we describe provides excellent results on difficult benchmark problemo.
Although this is far from a guarantee that the approach will generalise successfully to
real problems, and/or perform just as well on different and larger benchmarks, it is
clearly a promising enough basis for continued research along these lines.
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It is particularly encouraging that even the best results were achieved with essentially
simple heuristics, improvements on which can be readily imagined. This augments a
continuing theme in GA research literature, which shows that GAs begin to compete
closely with or outperform other known methods on some problems when successfully
hybridised with a well-chosen heuristic, for example: [Ling 92, Reeves 94).
Considering the interplay between the GA and the heuristics, these results appear
counter to findings like those of [Bagchi et al. 91, Uckun et at. 93], which suggest that
the more search done directly by the GA at the expense of the heuristic, the better in
terms of final solution quality, though probably at the expense of time. Our results, and
those of other authors in other applications, tend to show the opposite: better quality
results arrive through hybridisation with heuristic methods, with little extra time cost.
Reconciliation of such counter observations are readily found however, by recognising
that these observations arise from a necessarily limited amount of experiments. Better
solution quality may well have arrived here through a 'pure' GA approach (such as
JOB+op) but only at a rather extreme cost in time; for example: for JOB+OP to
compete in terms of solution quality with EHC may be possible, but perhaps only if
we use much larger population sizes and consequently wait far longer for convergence.
This also explains the observation that JOB+OP can produce good results in the 4x4
problems, but its performance becomes poorer when the problem size increases. Bagchi
et afs notion makes sense if we consider that it allows the GA full rein over the space of
possible solutions, rather than searching a smaller space as is effectively done in most
hybrid methods. However, this 'expansion' of the space that we allow the GA to survey
carries with it the need for more extensive sampling and hence much larger population
sizes. A hybrid GA/heuristic method thus tends to seem the better practical choice,
offering a better tradeoff in terms of speed us quality on most problems.
The OSSP problems referred to can be obtained via [Beasley 90]. The OR library
referred to in the latter article is an electronic library from which may be obtained





8.1.1 GAs in Timetabling
We have shown that a Genetic Algorithm approach is very effective and useful on the
AI/CS MSc exam and lecture/tutorial timetabling problems. Using the methods we
have described shows great potential for leading to timetables in future which are fairer
to students (and so may even produce better academic results in the end), and also
give the human expert timetablers more time for other pressing jobs.
Our GA/timetabling framework seems directly applicable (perhaps with various mi¬
nor extensions/changes) to a very wide variety of other timetabling problems. For
example, experimental results show that a key aspect towards its success is the em¬
ployment of the smart mutation operators described, especially SEFM. SEFM makes
much use of problem specific constraint information, but this information is directly
available for any timetabling-like problem. As we have shown, extensions of the basic
technique to handle room constraints, and deal with events of different lengths, have
been successful. This shows promise for similar extensions that may be needed to deal
with other sundry kinds of constraints that may arise in other problems. There are
many types of problem, not necessarily arising in educational institutions , involving
mainly edge and/or event spread constraints, which seem able to be addressed by our
GA/Timetabling framework. For example, conference timetabling, timetabling events
194
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at an athletics meeting, airline timetabling, court proceedings timetabling, and so on.
The GA/timetabling framework has been shown to be successful on several real prob¬
lems of 'University Department size', and so it seems we can justify the expectation for
it to work very well on most other problems of similar size and nature. That is, there
is no reason to suspect that there is anything particularly easy about the problems it
was tested on, in comparison to other real problems. Much work remains to do to see
how performance scales to larger and otherwise different kinds of timetabling problems.
There are no clear reasons to expect performance to degrade significantly simply if we
try problems with more events; what matters is how tightly constrained the problem
is; this is a complicated function of the combination of the number of events, number
of slots, and numbers and kinds of constraints. It may be the case that performance
will degrade significantly on extremely tightly constrained problems. However, in a
sense this does not matter very much in real applications; either suboptimal solutions
will be acceptable anyway, or the administrators will be prepared to relax the problem
(making one more day available for timetabling can make a very great difference); ex¬
perience suggests that very tightly constrained real timetabling problems are usually
relaxable in this way.
In summary, we have shown that our GA/timetabling framework, involving a direct
chromosome representation backed up with smart mutation operators, seems robust
and very successful over a range of real timetabling problems which have arisen at
the EDAI. Comparing GA results with independently produced efforts by human
timetablers on some of these problems, the benefits of the GA are clearly apparent.
8.1.2 GAs in Scheduling
We have described a promising new GA approach to the JSSP. The GA representation
we describe seems to provide reasonably good solutions to JSSPs quickly, and also per¬
mits fast, good quality dynamic job-shop scheduling, and rescheduling. In particular,
we look at various extensions to the basic approach. In attempt to counteract the
confounding effects of the context sensitivity of different positions in the chromosome,
whereby genes interpreted earlier converge more quickly, we describe GVOT. This was
shown to be mildly successful. An alternative idea for improving performance was the
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idea of evolving optional idle time within gapo in partial schedules (EIWG), thuc allow
ing more freedom and possibilities for the GA's operators. This also offered improved
overall performance on some problems. Thirdly, we described an idea to alleviate the
poocible problems caused to the GA by the fact that, with the basic representation
we use, genes tend to lose their full meaning the later they arc interpreted; by using
DCVC, introducing 'virtual', or 'dummy' genes to delay the onset of this loss of mean
ing, we find good overall improvement on some JSSP benchmarks. In particular, it
seems most useful, as might be expected, when the number of operations to schedule
falls in proportion to the number of jobs. The general approach used extends easily
to dynamic job-shop scheduling environments, but in particular we have demonstrated
that it shows very strong general robustness over a wide range of different schedule
quality criteria. This last point is particularly interesting, since it seems that our JSSP
framework to be a powerful general job-shop scheduling tool. For example, rather than
going to the trouble of designing and testing specialised heuristic rules for a given JSSP-
typc problem with its own idiocyncratic requirements for a schedule quality criterion,
our results suggest that direct application of our JSSP framework is likely to lead to
as good as if not better results than any such specialised rule.
We have also presented an approach to the OSSP/OSRP which performs very promis¬
ingly on some simple benchmark OSSPs, outperforming previous reported benchmark
attempts we know of in many cases. We notice that the obvious extension to our JSSP
approach for the OSSP(JOB+OP) is not particularly impressive. This seems to be
because the GA is searching a much larger space in which there are far more possi¬
ble places to schedule operations at any stage during schedule building. We therefore
attempted more thoughtful methods of choosing the operations to schedule. The first
method was to directly incorporate a fixed heuiistic (FII) foi choosing which oper¬
ation to schedule next into the schedule builder. This generally worked better than
JOB 1 OP, but performance on a given size of problem was sensitive to the choice of
heuristic. A further method was tried in which we allow the possibility of any of a
number of heuristics to be chosen each time the schedule builder needs to schedule
an operation. These heuristic choices are incorporated in the chromosome, and hence
evolve along with the rest of the chromosome (which encodes the choice of job to sched¬
ule at each stage). This method, EHC, was found to be very successful indeed. Using
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EHC we have been able to find new best results 011 several benchmark OSSPs.
The framework for scheduling is successful on a wide variety of benchmark problems
of varying size and type. There is hence promise for its use as the basis of an approach
to real problem instances, but this is yet to be tested. For example, by using the
dependency analysis technique described, we can achieve good fast rescheduling. It is
reasonable to say that it will perform well on problems similar in size and nature of
constraints to the various benchmarks. For instance, many real job shop scheduling
problems may have only a partial ordering imposed on the tasks within a job, and/or
may allow a choice of different machines for many of the tasks. In most such cases,
it is easy to see how the scheduling framework can be easily extended to deal with
it. It remains to be seen if good performance still arises, but there seems no clear
reason to expect such changes to the framework to undermine its success. Different
kinds of scheduling problems, for example vehicle routing, production planning, project
scheduling, personnel scheduling, line-balancing problem, may need significant changes
or additions to the framework, but many real problems will need little change. In a
nutshell, the simplicity of the approach, its apparent success, and the evident potential
for much further improvement and extension, seem to render it a promising method
warranting further research.
8.2 Future Research
8.2.1 GAs in Timetabling
Further work is under way to more thoroughly test the performance of our technique
on a wider variety of timetabling problems. An example is the problem of timetabling
paper presentations at conferences with parallel sessions; if each delegate was given
the opportunity to provide the organisers with their individual preferences regarding
the papers to be presented, a GA based timetabling system very similar to the one
we describe could arrange for parallel sessions to be organised such that delegates are
collectively satisfied as far as possible, in terms of minimising the degree to which two
presentations a delegate wishes to sec arc scheduled to occur at the same time.
Comparison of our GA/timetabling framework with alternative GA-based approaches
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is also necessary, and in preparation. In particular, an alternative worth consider¬
ing is one which uses an indirect chromosome representation, similar to the meth¬
ods we use for the JSSP and OSSP. Whereas the direct representation searches the
complete space of valid timetables, the indirect approach (for example: [Paechter 94,
Paechter et al. 94]) searches a subspace much more dense in 'feasible' points. This
suggests that solutions may be found more quickly in terms of number of evaluations.
However, chromosome interpretation, and hence the time taken for an evaluation, will
typically be much slowed down in ouch an approach. Also, the use of a direct repre¬
sentation makes it much easier for us to trace and analyse the problems involved with
individual timetables [Ross et al. 94a, Corne el al. 94b], which therefore makes it pos¬
sible to design directed mutation operators such as SEFM. Further work is warranted
to investigate the pros and cons of these two approaches and perform comparisons in
terms of speed and quality between them [Corne el al. 94a],
Several other methods for addressing timetabling problems exist. For example, simu¬
lated annealing, tabu search, graph colouring, and the constraint logic programming.
Though some of these methods may be faster in terms of speed to find a good solution,
some show obvious problems. For example, constraint satisfaction based approaches
tend to only be able to find a solution if one exists which satisfies all of the constraints,
otherwise they are more difficult to deal with soft constraints. However, the GA ap¬
proach manages this by handling hard and soft constraints in a uniform way. Also,
simulated annealing, tabu search, and heuristic search tend to lead to a single result,
while with the GA it is typically possible to produce multiple distinct solutions in a sin¬
gle run (without increasing the number of generations or the population size); methods
such as sharing [Goldberg & Richardson 87, Deb & Goldberg 89] would enhance this
effect. Each method tends to have its unique advantages and disadvantages, and so
they are difficult to compare. However, such comparison is needed in order to discover
any important differences in performance.
Considering details of the GA/timetabling framework itself, several thoughts have
been gleaned from the course organiser1 on possible useful improvements to the event
timetabling process, although these are not necessarily GA issues. The reason why not
1 Dr Robert Fisher
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is that so far we have used the GA mainly to resolve important stated constraints, but
not for aesthetic and similar issues which often concern human timetablers. So, there
might be some value in a post-processing module that can:
• move events from one slot into an adjacent slot, subject to not violating any
additional constraints, with the goal of packing the rooms more completely so as
to reduce room bookings and invigilation requirements.
• if a set of events is at 16:00 and there are no events at 14:00, then shift all
events into that time period, subject to not violating any additional constraints.
Similarly for shifting from 9:30 to 11:30. The goal is to try to keep events near
the middle of the day, which keeps everyone happier.
• assess the average spread of the events in some way, that is, if we have 2 timetables
that satisfy all of the constraints, the one with the larger average event spread is
the better. This gives the students more time between events. How to quantify
this is unclear - we would not want a set of events over an 11 day timetable with
1 on the 1st day, 1 on the last day and the rest on 3 consecutive days in the
middle, for example.
Such criteria, or approximations to them, could be built into the evaluation function,
but as it stands they are very much secondary criteria compared to those we have dealt
with already.
8.2.2 GAs in Scheduling
Further work is under way to more thoroughly test the performance of our technique
on the benchmark JSSPs/OSSPs and on a set of real world scheduling problems. Since
such work involves indirect chromosome interpretation, and as a result is particularly
time consuming, we are also planning to implement these experiments on transputer
based parallel processing systems [Fogarty & Huang 90]. Such further work is nec¬
essary to assess properly how our methods scale up to larger and/or more realistic
problems.
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Having shown that our GA based scheduling method performs very strongly in com¬
parison with a wide range of heuristic rules in the context of several different schedule
quality criteria, it seems justifiable to expect reasonable success on such larger and
more realistic problems.
The more general statement of a job shop problem is a more complex matter. For ex¬
ample, an operation may have a collection of alternative process plans (it can be done
on different machines), rather than the single process plan of being specified to be done
on a particular machine. Let each job have p, alternative process plans. Each such
plan is a distinct set of machines and associated processing times, each representing an
alternative way of discharging the job. We might extend our representation to incor¬
porate such alternatives as follows: a schedule abed • • • means: "choose an untackled
operation from the the a th uncompleted job, using the b th valid process plan for this
job, and place it into the earliest place where it will fit in the developing schedule,
choose an untacklcd operation from the the c th uncompleted job, using the d th valid
process plan for this job, and place ..." and so on. Here, when the schedule builder
identifies the job currently referred to in the chromosome (via the heuristic choice),
earlier choices in the schedule constrain the set of valid alternative process plans that
are still 'live' for this job. The valid set is treated as circular, and chosen from as
directed by the chromosome. There are of course several other possibilities. For exam¬
ple, we could use essentially the same representation as used for the simpler OSSP, but
change the interpretation to: "hcuristically choose a valid process plan from the a th
uncompleted job and then heuristically choose an operation from this plan, and place
it into the earliest place where it will fit in the developing schedule, heuristically choose
a process plan from the 6 th uncompleted job and then ..." and so on. This involves
the addition of a heuristic to choose the process plan as well as choose an operation.
Possibilities for the heuristic which chooses the process plan are easily imagined. For
example, we might choose the plan for which the total processing time remaining is
smallest.
Finally, various possibilities are apparent for extending the approach to deal with more
general problems. Such has been reported, for example, in the context of highly gen¬
eralised manufacturing scheduling problems [Husbands & Mill 91], although this did
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not report on the hybridisation of the GA with simple heuristics (chromosomes were
much more direct representations of schedules). Our main point here is to note how
our approach readily allows for extensions which will allow it to cope with problems
of the fully general kind found in real machine shop environments, while still retaining
its basic flavour, and hence retaining the presumed source of its success. It may not
be immediately apparent that the success we demonstrate on simplified benchmark
JSSPs/OSSPs will carry over to effective performance on more complex problems in
an extended approach, but there is no apparent reason to be too skeptical of this pos¬
sibility either.
In conclusion, this thesis has reported on a wide collection of techniques and ex¬
periments which show generally strong potential for the application of GAs to real
timetabling and scheduling problems. Rather than in-depth study on small aspects of
applications, we have performed extensive general experimentation using a wide range
of candidate techniques on a wide range of problems, in order to obtain a general
flavour for the potential of GAs in these areas as a whole. The results have been very
promising, and have led to many ideas for further work and continued study.
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Appendix A
Sample Data for Exam
Timetable
The exclution flic for the 1992/1903 AI/CS MSe exnm:
nicd : 0 1 4 5 6 8 9 10 14 15 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
cone : 0 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 20 21 24 25 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
cvit : 0 1 4 5 8 9 20 21 24 25 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
Ml : I 7 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
et2 : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
in* : 0 1 4 5 8 9 20 21 24 25 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
Uc : 0 1 4 5 8 9 20 21 24 25 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
kril : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
kri2 : 2 3 8 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 19 22 23 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
litp : 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
mvil : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 16 17 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
mlhr : 10 11 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
nip : 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
prol : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
In 1 : 26 27 28 26 30 31 32 33 34 35
In2 : 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
ell : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
cl2 : 16 17 18 19 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
Iftl : 0 1 2 3 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
nnel: 26 27 26 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
ntic : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
end : 0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 26 29 30 31 32 33 31 35
cc : 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
ci : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
cmc : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 34 35
dt : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
gr : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
ppc : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
ttc : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
gii : 4 5 12 13 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
rtl : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
rt2 : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
ipl : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
ip2 : 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
Tkc 11 udenl flic for Ihe 1992/1993 AI/CS MSc utm:
tludenll : tied cone cvit iu itc
tludenl2 : litp prol kril kri2 mvi« nip mthr cvi»
tludcnlS : litp prol kril kri2 mvU etl Uc nip
tludenl4 : prol kril mvU Uc iu cvU end ttc
•Iudcnt5 : lUp prol kril kri2 mvU Uc cvit cone
tludenl6 : litp prol kril kri2 etl mlhr cone etc
«ludcnl7 : prol kril inn Uc cone itc
tludenlS : prol kril kri2 mvit cil nied c*2 mthr
*tudcnl9 : lUp kril kri2 mlhr Inl ell If* 1 cl2
(ludenl 10 : lUp prol kril kri2 *«1 nied nnet et2
tludenlll : lUp kril nied mlhr kri2 ell c!2 cone
*ludentl2 : lUp prol kril kri2 e*l e*2 nip nnel
*ludentl3 : lUp prol kril kri2 etl nied et2 cone
*ludentl4 : lUp prol kril kri2 inn etl nied e«2
«ludentl5 : litp prol kril kri2 etl itc nnel nip
tludenl 16 : litp prol kril kri2 etl ct2 int nnel
tluden!17 : litp prol kril kri2 etl et2 nied nnel
tludenl 16 : litp kril kri2 Inl ell In2 cl2 Iftl
tludenll9 : litp kril kri2 lnl ell cl2 cone Iftl
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litp kril kria mvi# iu Uc mlkr tout
prol kril mvis iu uc mtkr cvis coic
li»p prol kril kria mvu oil alp coac
lisp pro! kril kria sird es2 alp
lisp prol kril kria alp aaol its sird
lisp prol kril kria esl *s2 tied gr
lisp kril mvis its isc alp cvis coac
lisp prol kril kria «sl mikr coac ci
lisp prol kril kria «sl tied mtkr alp
lisp prol kril mvis its isc cvis coac
lisp kril kri3 lal lo2 ell cl2 mtkr
lisp prol kril kria esl es2 coac ci
lisp kril kria lal laa ell cla llsl
lisp prol kril kria osl tied osa alp
lisp prol kril kria esl ss3 alp tied
lisp prol kril kria osl e»2 alp tied
lisp prol kril mvis its isc alp coac
lisp prol kril kri3 esl es3 alp aaet
prol kril mvu its isc esl cvis coac
lisp prol kril kria mvis est isc coac
lisp prol kril kria esl aaet coac ppc
lisp prol kril kria esl esa tied alp
lisp kril mvis its isc aaet cvis cad
lisp prol kril kria its tied mtkr coac
cct swp com ppc os gr ctd ssc
tsic si ctd bsv cmc com cct swp
com cmc swp ppc one! tps cc ctfr
cct com swp ds os gr ssc db
tps (pis cmc cc swp ppc ssc gr
cct com swp ds os gr ssc db
cct cmc swp ds si tsic ctd db
tps (pis ci ct(r kril bsv ppc prol
cct com ds swp ppc ci os gr
tsic si bsv ctd com swp ssc gr
cct com swp ds os ssc si ctd
swp ds cct com os si ssc db
tps (pis cmc ctlr os gr com bsv
cc
cct com swp ds tsic tps db prol
bsv si tsic ctd ssc gr db cct
ppc cmc gr db
tps cc ctfr (pis bsv cct ds ppc
cct com ds swp os ssc db gr
cct swp ds com ssc os gr naet
cct ppc swp ds os ssc tps db
tsic si bsv cct tps db gr ppc
cct com swp ds ppc os ssc db
ds cct swp com gr os ssc ctd
cct com ppc swp tps os gr aael
cct ds swp ppc si bsv tps (pis
cct com swp ds ssc os gr aael
cct com swp ds ssc tsic si gr
com cct swp ds kril os ssc ppc
cct com swp ds os ssc si db
cmc ci cc (pis ppc swp ctfr bsv
rsl rs3 ipl ip3 mvis its aael cvis
rsl rs2 ipl ipa mvis cvis aael swp
rsl rsa ipl ip2 mvis gis gr swp
rsl rsa ipl ip3 mvis gis gr cvis
rsl rsa ipl ip2 mvis gis db swp
rsl rs3 ipl ipa mvis gis swp aacl
rsl rs2 ipl ipa mvis gis cvis swp
rsl rsa ipl ipa mvis esl aacl swp
rsl rsa ipl ipa mvis gis db swp






























Date (or 1903/1993 1*1 term AI/CS MSc lecture/tutorial:
(MODULES SECTION]
eied'l ## AI »*d Education
room SB-F10
exclusion 0 1 3 3 • 9 10 11 10 17 IS 19 34 35 36 37 33 33 34 35
iicd'3 ## AI tnd Education
duration 130
room SB-F10
exclusion 0 1 3 3 S 9 10 11 16 17 19 19 34 35 36 37 33 33 34 35
••11 ## Expert Systems 1
room AT-LT3 AT-LT3
exclusion 0 1 3 3 • 9 10 11 16 17 IS 19 34 35 36 37 33 33 34 35
••13 room AT-LT3 AT-LT3
exclusion 0 1 3 3 S 9 10 11 16 17 IS 19 34 35 36 37 33 33 34 35
iu'l ## Intelligent Assembly Syilcmi
room SB-F10
exclusion 0 1 3 3 8 9 10 11 16 17 IS 19 34 35 36 37 33 33 34 35
iu'3 room SB-F10
e xclusion 0 1 3 3 S 9 10 11 10 17 IS 19 34 35 36 37 33 33 34 35
kril'l ## Knowledge Representation and Inference I
room AT-LT3 AT-LT3
exclusion 0 1 3 3 S 9 10 11 16 17 IS 19 34 35 36
kril'3 room AT-LT3 AT-LT3
exclusion 0 1 3 3 S 9 10 11 16 17 IS 19 34 35 36
liip 1 ## Programming in Lisp
room AT-LT3 AT-LT3
exclusion 0 1 3 3 S 9 10 11 16 17 IS 19 34 35 36
lisp 3 room AT-LT3 AT-LT3
exclusion 0 1 3 3 8 9 10 11 16 17 16 19 34 35 36
rnvis'l ## Machine Vision
room SB-F10
exclusion 0 1 3 3 S 9 10 11 16 17 IS 19 34 35 36
mvis 3 room SB-F10
exclusion 0 1 3 3 8 9 10 11 16 17 IS 19 34 35 36
scsai'l ## Student Computing Support
room SB-F10
exclusion 0 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 »6 17 IS 30 31 33 33 34 35 36 37 3S 39 30 31 33 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
slcs'l ## Systems Inlergration
room TH-A
exclusion 0 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 13 14 15 16 17 IS 30 31 33 33 34 35 36 37 36 39 30 31 33 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
aaic'l ## ASIC design
room 33IS 3315 3317 4310 5337 6306 6334 6334
exclusion 4 5 6 7 13 13 14 15 19 30 31 33 33 3S 39 30 31 36 37 38 39
asic 3 room 3318 3315 3317 4310 5337 6306 6334 6334
exclusion 4 5 0 7 13 13 14 15 19 30 31 33 33 38 39 30 31 36 37 38 39
aps'l ## applicative programming and specification
room 331S 3315 3317 4310 5337 6306 6334 6334
exclusion 4 5 6 7 13 13 14 15 19 30 31 33 33 38 39 30 31 36 37 38 39
eps'3 room 3318 3315 3317 4310 5337 6306 6334 6334
exclusion 4 5 6 7 13 13 14 15 19 30 31 33 33 38 39 30 31 36 37 38 39
cc'l ## computational complexity
room 331S 3315 3317 4310 5337 6306 6334 6334
exclusion 4 5 6 7 13 13 14 15 19 30 31 33 33 38 39 30 31 36 37 38 39
cc 3 room 3318 3315 3317 4310 5337 6306 6334 6334
exclusion 4 5 6 7 13 13 14 16 19 30 31 33 33 38 39 30 31 36 37 38 39
ccal ## concurrent computer architecture
room 3318 3315 3317 4310 5337 0306 0334 6334
exclusion 4 5 6 7 13 13 14 15 19 30 31 33 33 38 39 30 31 36 37 38 39
37 33 33 34 35
37 33 33 34 35
37 33 33 34 36
37 33 33 34 35
37 33 33 34 35
37 33 33 34 35
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cca'2 room 3218 331S 3317 4310 S327 6204 6224 6324
delation 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 26 29 30 31 36 37 36 39
ci'l ## computability and intractability
room TH A TH-B TH-C
delation 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 26 29 30 31 36 37 36 39
ci 2 room TH-A TH-B TH-C
• iclutioa 4 & 6 7 12 13 14 IS 19 20 21 22 23 26 29 30 31 36 37 36 39
com 1 ## computar commuaictlioii
room 3216 3315 3317 4310 S327 6206 6224 6324
• iclutioa 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 31 36 37 36 39
com 2 room 3218 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclutioa 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 31 36 37 36 39
cmc 1 ## commuaicationt tad concurrency
room 3218 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclutioa 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 31 36 37 36 39
cmc'2 room 3218 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclutioa 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 31 36 37 36 39
(plt'l ## formal programming language temanlict
room 3218 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclutioa 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 31 36 37 38 39
fplt 2 room 3216 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclutioa 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 26 29 30 31 36 37 36 39
otl ## introduction to operating tytlcmt
room TH-A TH-B TH-C
• iclution 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 26 29 30 31 36 37 38 39
ot 2 room TH-A TH-B TH-C
• iclutioa 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 26 29 30 31 36 37 38 39
«1 ## tyitemt integration
room 3218 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclution 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 31 36 37 38 39
ti'2 room 3218 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclution 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 31 36 37 38 39
•«C 1 ## toflware tytlemt concept!
room 3218 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclution 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 28 29 30 31 36 37 38 39
•tc'2 room 3218 3315 3317 4310 5327 6206 6224 6324
• iclution 4 5 6 7 12 13 14 15 19 20 21 22 23 26 29 30 31 36 37 38 39











In 1 '2 duration 120
room CSSR
eiclution 19











cpl 2 duration 120
room CSSR
eiclutioa 19
rtl'l ## Remote Seating 1
room 8216
eiclution 9 10 11 19
rtl'2 room 8216
eiclution 9 10 11 19
"Pl'l ## Image Procetting 1
room 8216
eiclutioa 9 10 11 19
ipl'2 room 8216
• iclution 9 10 11 19












Oetl-lut ## Eipert Syttcmt 1-tutorialt
tile 30
room SB-A10 SB-C10 SB-C11 SB-C5
• iclution 19
Oiat-lab ## Intelligent Attembly Syttemi-laboratoriei
time 15
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loom IAS-LAB
eicluaion 9 10 11 19
Okril-tut ## Knowledge Repreaentation and Inference I-tutorial*
aiae 85
dartlioa 60
room SB-A10 SB-C10 SB-C11 SB-C5
eicluaion 19
OUap-tut ## Programming ia Liap-1uloriaia
aiae 80
room SB-A10 SB-C10 SB-C11 SB-C5 AT-2C
• xcluoioa 19
Omvia-lnl ## Machine Viaioa-lutoriala
aiae 30
room PH-B9
• icluoioa 9 10 11 19














SB-A10 : 1 ## aoutk bridge room A10
SB-C10 : 1 ## aoulk bridge room CIO
SB-C11 : 1 ## aoulk bridge room Cll
SB-C1 : 1 ## aoutk bridge room Cl(uadergraduale terminal room)
SB-C6 : 1 ## aoulk bridge room C6
SB-P10 1 ## aoutk bridge room F10
FH-B9 : 1 ## lorreal kiU room B9
IAS-LAB : 1 ## lorreal kill iaa labatory
AT-LT2 : 1 ## appleton tower lecture Ikealre 2
AT-LT3 1 ## applelon tower lecture Ikealre 2
AT-2C : 1 ## appleloa lower room 2C
DHT7.01 : 1 ## cognitive acienceT
CSSR 1 ## Cog. Sci. Seminar Room at 1 Bnccleuck Place
3216 : 3 ## JCML room 3216
3316 : 3 ## JCML room 3316
3317 i 2 ## JCML room 3317
4310 i 3 ## JCML room 4310
6327 : 3 ## JCML room 6337
6206 : 3 ## JCML room 6206
6224 : 2 ## JCML room 6234
6324 i 2 ## JCML room 6324
8216 : 3 ## JCML room 8216
TH-A : 2 ## JCML room tkeatre A
TH-B : 3 ## JCML room tkealre B
TH-C : 3 ## JCML room tkealre C
[LECTURE-EXCLUSIONS SECTION]
liap'l lup 2 kril'l kril'3 eal'l eal'2 aied 1 aied 2
Uap 1 liap 2 kril'l kril 2
liap'l liap'l kril'l kril'2 iaa 1 iaa'2 mvia'l mvia 2
Uap 1 Uap 2 kril'l kril 2 dl I cll 2 Inl'l Inl 2 Hal l lla 12 cpl'l cpl'2 aied 1 aied 2
(TUTORIAL-EXCLUSIONS SECTION]
Oaied-aem Oaied-lab : aied'l liap'l Uap'2 kril'l kril'2
Oeal-lnl : eal'l eal'2 liap'l Uap'2 kril l kril 2
Oiaa-lab : iaa'l iaa 2 mvia'l mvia'l liap'l liap'l kril'l kril'l
Okril-tul OUap-tul : Uap 1 liap 2 kril' 1 kril'2
Omvia-lul : mvia'l mvia'2 iaa 1 iaa'2 liap'l Uap 2 kril l kril'3
Oapa-lut : apa'l apa'2 Uap 1 Uap°2 kril' 1 kril'2
Oci-lul : ci I ci 2 liap'l Uap 2 kril 1 kril 2
Ooa-tul : oa l oa 2 Uap'l Uap'2 kril' 1 kril'2
[PRECEDENCE SECTION]








ci 1 : Oci-lul






























kril l IS AT-LT3
Appendix C
Publications
• A Promising Genetic Algorithm Approach to Job-Shop Scheduling, Reschedul¬
ing, and Open-Shop Scheduling Problems
(Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Genetic Algorithms (ICGA),
1993.)
• Solving the Module Exam Scheduling Problem with Genetic Algorithms
(Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference in Industrial and Engineering
Applications of Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems (IEA/AIE), 1993.)
• A Promising Hybrid GA/Hcuristic Approach [or Open-Shop Scheduling Prob¬
lems
(Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI),
1994.)
• Successful Lecture timetabling with Evolutionary Algorithms
(Proceedings of the 11th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI)
Workshop on Applied Genetic and Other Evolutionary Algorithms, 1994.)
• Fast Practical Evolutionary Timetabling
(Proceedings of the Artificial Intelligence ic Simulation of Behaviour (AISB)
Workshop on Evolutionary Computation, 1994.)
• Improving Evolutionary Timetabling with Delta Evaluation and Directed Muta¬
tion
(Parallel Problem Solving from Nature (PPSN) III, 1994.)
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and Open-Shop Scheduling Problems





Abstract (m,t) (m,t) (m,t) (m,t) (m,t) (m,t)
Job 1 3,1 1,3 2,6 4,7 6,3 5,6
Job 2 2,8 3.5 5,10 6,10 1,10 4.4
Job 3 3,5 4,4 6,8 1.9 2,1 5,7
Job 4 2,5 1,5 3,5 4,3 5,8 6,9
Job 5 3,9 2.3 5,5 6,4 1,3 4,1
Job 6 2,3 4,3 6,9 1,10 5,4 3.1
Tible I: The 6x6 benchmark problem
The general job-shop scheduling problem Is
known to be extremely hard. We describe a OA
approach which produces reasonably good results
very quickly on standard benchmark job-shop
scheduling problems, better than previous efforts
using genetic algorithms for this task, and compa¬
rable to existing conventional search-based meth¬
ods. The representation used Is a variant of one
known to work moderately well for the traveling
salesman problem. It has the considerable merit
that crossover will always produce legal sched¬
ules. A novel method for performance enhance¬
ment Is examined based on dynamic sampling
of the convergence rates in different parts of the
genome. Our approach also promises to effec¬
tively address the open-shop scheduling problem
and the job-shop rescheduling problem.
1 INTRODUCTION
The job-shop scheduling problem (JSSP) is a very impor¬
tant practical problem. Efficient methods of solving it can
have major effects on profitability and product quality, but
with the JSSP being among the worst members of the class
ofNP-complete problems (Gary & Johnson 1979) there re¬
mains much room for Improvement In current techniques.
In general, the difficulty of the general JSSP makes it very
hard for conventional search-based methods to find near-
optima In reasonable time. This has led to recent interest in
using genetic algorithms (GAs) to address these problems.
In the general JSSP, there are j jobs and m machines; each
job comprises a set of tasks' which must each be done
on a different machine for different specified processing
times, in a given job-dependent order. Eg:, table 1 shows
a standard 6x6 benchmark problem (ie, j = 6, m = 6),
from (Mulh & Thompson 1963). In this example, job 1
must go to machine 3 for 1 unit of time, then to machine 1
'Note: what we call a '"task" is often called an "operation" in
the JSSP literature.
for 3 units of time, and so on. A legal schedule Is a schedule
of job sequences on each machine such that each job's task
order is preserved, a machine is not processing two different
jobs at once, and different tasks of the same job are not
simultaneously being processed on different machines. The
problem is to minimise the total elapsed time between the
beginning of the first task and the completion of the last task
(the makespan). Other measures of schedule quality exist,
but shortest makespan is the simplest and most widely used
criterion. For the above problem the minimum makespan
is known to be 55, as in, for example, the schedule shown
in figure 1 .
t □ Bill I» I11— ■
3 H0C3BB |




JoS 1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure 1: An optimal schedule for 6x6 JSSP benchmark
There are two similar benchmarks, of sizes lOx 10and20x
5. The best results on these benchmarks for traditional (B
& B - branch & bound search) and GA methods published
so far are shown In table 21
Paper Method 6x6 10x10 20x5
McMabon 75 B & B 55 972 1165
Baker 85 B & B 55 960 1303
Carller 89 B & B 55 930 1165
Nakano 91 GA 55 965 1215
Table 2: Some published benchmark results
The branch & bound method (eg: see (Carlier & Pinson
1989)) produces good results but takes considerable com¬
puter time even for the 10 x 10 problem because of the
significant amount of schedule generation implicit In the
method. (Davis 1985) was the first to suggest and demon¬
strate the feasibility of using a GA on a simple JSSP, em¬
ploying an essentially ad-hoc set of genetic operators and a
memory-intensive chromosome representation, paving the
way for future improvements. Meanwhile, the general suc¬
cess of GAs on other kinds of hard scheduling problems,
such as the traveling salesman problem (TSP), started to
lead to clues for more effective representations and opera¬
tors for GA approaches. Eg: (Whitley el al 1989) defined
a new edge recombination operator for the TSP, although
noted that performance degraded when applied tomore typi¬
cal scheduling problems; (Bagchi elal 1991) used problem-
specific information in the representation and genetic oper¬
ators, addressing a limited form of JSSP in which certain
batches of tasks must be scheduled continuously. More
recently, (Nakano 1991) used a conventional (binary) GA
for the JSSP, supplemented with algorithms for interpreting
and repairing genomes, and was successful in improving
on the performance of some previously reported branch &
bound search methods on benchmark problems, though did
not improve on the best results found with these methods.
Our approach uses a variant of the ordinal representation
Introduced in (Grefenslette el al 1985) and used for the
TSP. This representation has the considerablemerit of pro¬
ducing only legal schedules under crossover and mutation.
When applied to the JSSP, it produces better results than
those of (Nakano 1991) with pleasingly small computa¬
tional effort, and thus provides a convenient way to handle
the rescheduling problem too. The rescheduling problem
involves modifying a schedule in process of execution in
order to take account of changed, canceled or new jobs.
Because this sort of thing happens frequently in the kind of
organisation that has to deal with JSSPs, it is as important
to find efficient rescheduling algorithms (which hopefully
don't involve rebuilding the schedule from scratch) as it is
to find effective algorithms for the full JSSP.
2 OVERVIEW
In section 3 we describe our encoding technique, and outline
the basic activities of the schedule builder which performs
2
Adapted from (Nakano 1991).
the interpretation of a genome for the JSSP. In sectlc
4 we go on to discuss the application of this approach I
Open-Shop scheduling, and outline the more sophisticate
schedule builder we employ in this latter case. In section
we briefly describe the job-shop rescheduling problem, an
how it can be addressed via our approach. In section 6 we (
on to discuss the qualitative GA dynamics which arise froi
the representation we use, making points in particular aboi
the redundancy of the representation, and the variation i
convergence rates for different genes (or 'chunks' of tf
genome). This leads us towards introducing a method f<
combating premature convergence in general GA applic;
lions thai involve significant variation in gene convergent
rales, which is discussed further In section 7. Section
presents some basic results: concerning the performanc
of our basic approach on two benchmark JSSPs, shov
lng how this approach outperforms previously reported G.
attempts at this task which we know of; concerning tf
performance of our basic approach, enhanced by 'gem
variance-based operator targeting', showing lmprovemei
on the initial unenbanced results; and concerning perfo
mance on a selection of benchmark open-shop-schedulin
problems, showing bow our approach comes within a fe
percent (sometimes 0%) of the optimal or best-known st
lutions for the problems tried. We know of no GA-base
efforts on the OSSP with which to compare, so we presei
these latter results in order to show the potential for a G.
approach to open-shop scheduling, and invite fellow G.
researchers to experiment with the same problems. At tf
end of this section, we describe how to obtain the problei
definitions for the benchmarks used in this paper. Final!
section 9 summarises our results and discusses the gener;
approach and further work.
3 THE REPRESENTATION
The genotype for a j x m problem is a siring containin
j x m chunks, each chunk being large enough to hold tf
largest job number (j). A chunk is atomic as far as the G,
Is concerned. It provides instructions for building a leg;
schedule as follows: the string of chunks a6c • •• mean:
put the first untackled task of the a-th uncompleted job inl
the earliest place where it will fit in the developing schct
ule, then put the first untackled task of the i-lh uncomplete
job into the earliest place where it will fit in the developin
schedule, and so on. The representation can be seen I
encode all active schedules, and also lends itself to obviot
extensions which would enable the encoding ofnecessary <
unnecessary delays on machines. The task of construct!:]
an actual schedule Is handled by a schedule builder whic
maintains a circular list of uncompleted jobs and a list (
untackled tasks for each such job. Thus the notion of "a-I
uncompleted job" is taken modulo the length of the circul;
list to find the actual uncompleted job. Note: Instead of en
ploying a circular list, (Grefenstette el al 1985) constraii
alleles of the i-th chunk to range from 1 to N — i + 1 i
value; it is unclear bow to directly extend this technique I
a JSSP (with more than one machine), hence our use of
circular llrt.
The schedule builder Is straightforward and computation¬
ally cheap. It must consider four cases when slotting a
task into a developing schedule. For Instance, suppose It
Is asked to slot job 1 Into machine 2, with processing time
2. If there Is a suitable gap In the schedule far machine 2,
it may be possible to lit the task In there with or without
compulsory Idle time. If no suitable gap exists, that task
has to be added to the end of themachine's schedule with or
without compulsory Idle lime. Figure 2 shows the choices.
The symbol "# *" shows where the schedule builder would
makespan. Figure 3 shows a mlntmum-makcspan (300)








Figure 3: Mlnimal-makespan schedule for a 3x3 QSSP
benchmark
No suitable gap,
idle time needed: ... not needed:
mcl:.. 555111 mcl:.. 66611
mc2:.. 22 5 ** mc2:.. 22 666**
Figure 2: Scheduler builder choices of task placement
place the task in each case.
4 OPEN-SHOP SCHEDULING
The Open-Shop Scheduling Problem (OSSP) Is similar to
the JSSP, with the exception that there Is no a priori order¬
ing on the tasks within a job. The OSSP has a considerably
larger search space than the JSSP, and seems to be less heav¬
ily addressed In the literature, although it Is an important
and ubiquitous problem, occurring in any job-shop situa¬
tion in which tasks for a particular job may be carried out
In (almost) any order, such as automotive repairs (tasks) for
cars (jobs), or upgrades/repairs (tasks) for PCs (jobs).
Table 3 shows a standard 5x5 benchmark OSSP (thai is,
j = 5, m = 5) taken from (Beasley 1990). In the above
(m,t) (m.t) (m.t) (m,l) (m,t)
Job 1: 4,85 1,64 3,31 5,44 2,66
Job 2: 1.7 4,14 2,69 5,18 3,68
Job 3: 4,1 1,74 2,70 5,90 3,60
Job 4: 2,45 4,76 5,13 3,98 1.54
Job 5: 1,80 4,15 2,45 5,91 3,10
Table 3: A 5x5 benchmark OSSP
The basic extension of the representation described in sec¬
tion 3 to the OSSP Involves a genome abed... meaning:
put the nth untackled task of the fcih uncompleted job Into
the earliest place it will fit In the developing schedule, put
the cth untackled task of the <Jth uncompleted job into the
earliest place It will fit In the developing schedule, and so
on. Whereas previously, for the JSSP, the 'first untackled
task' lor any particular job was always predetermined ow¬
ing to the a priori ordering on tasks, in this case we need
to incorporate an extra gene for each job to encode which
of the remaining tasks for a Job to choose (since with no
predetermined ordering, any may be chosen).
An alternative Is to use precisely the same representation
as for the JSSP, but change the interpretation of akc... to:
heurislically choose an untackled task from the nth uncom¬
pleted job and place it in the earliest place it will fit In the
developing schedule, beurlsilcally choose an untackled task
from the 6th uncompleted job and and place It In the earliest
place It will fit in the developing schedule, and so on. In
this case, at each step the schedule builder looks ahead to
find the earliest available slot(s) in the developing schedule
Into which a non-empty set of tasks from the current job
can be placed. If lookahead determines that more than one
equally early slots are available, then a simple heuristic is
used to choose which task to actually place In which slot.
T\vo simple heuristics we have used are: (a) choose ran¬
domly from the available tasks; (b) choose the task with the
largest processing time. The random method seems to work
best on small problems, but best results are found on larger
problems with the "largest-first" heuristic. In general, this
lookahead/beuristlc method for theOSSP works better than
the basic extension to the JSSP approach described In the
above paragraph.
example, task 1 of job 1 must go to machine 4 for 85 units
of time, task 2 of job 1 must go to machine 1 for 64 units
of processing time, and so on, with no restrictions on the
order In which the tasks for any job are to be processed.
The problem is to generate a valid schedule with minimal
5 JOB-SHOP RESCHEDULING
Job-shops are beset by the continual need to alter previously
worked out schedules In the light of problems which arise.
This typically means revising the expected processing lime
for tome job in tbc schedule, or revising (typically delay
ing) the start lime for a particular task. There Is thus a need
for efficient methods of rescheduling. If work has not yet
begun on the current schedule, then an obvious and simple
approach to rescheduling would be to rerun the schedule-
finding program (eg: in this case, a GA) from scratch on
the changed data. Strict rescheduling, however, means not
scheduling the entire problem from scratch; rescheduling
is thus strictly necessary when either there is not enough
lime to be able to schedule from scratch, or when part of the
current schedule is already in progress. A proper reschedul¬
ing method would be to re use some of the work already
done in finding the previous schedule. This might involve
augmenting the previous schedule with the new change,
and iteratively modifying it until it is acceptable. Another
method would be to recover a new, smaller scheduling prob¬
lem made up from all and only those parts of the previous
schedule that are affected by the change.
Rescheduling from scratch is obviously to be avoided in the
light of the large processing time required for large prob¬
lems and the frequency of the need to reschedule. Also, so¬
phisticated use of previous work is very difficult to achieve
with a typical GA (although see (Louis ef al 1993) for a re¬
cent attempt at storing schema information in a case base).
Nominal use of previous work done could involve seeding;
we have not yet tried this. Our representation and schedule
builder, however, lend themselves naturally to a method in
which we make a smaller scheduling problem, via a sim¬
ple dependency analysis which finds out which tasks are
affected by the changes.
Two kinds of situation are dealt with; a change in the
processing lime of some task (which includes the case of
removing a task entirely), and a change in the start time
of some task (if, for example, a task must be delayed be¬
cause of problems with a machine or delays in obtaining
resources). Input to the reschedules is simply the genome
representing the schedule which must be altered. The user
then enters the required modification (to the processing time
and/or start time of one or more tasks). With reference to
figure 1, suppose we need to Increase the processing time
of the machine2 task of jobl. A simple dependency anal¬
ysis discovers that the affected tasks are those that occur
later in the schedule on machine 2 (as well as the changed
task itself), as well as the machine 4, 5 and 6 tasks of job
1. Recursively, other affected tasks are found for each
of the Initially affected tasks until the complete set of af¬
fected tasks is found. Along with values from the previous
schedule which contain new available start times for each
machine, this set of affected tasks constitutes a reduced
ISSP which can be solved by the GA much more quickly
than fully rescheduling from scratch. A similar dependency
analysis and reduced JSSP formulation is done for the case
in which a task's earliest possible start time is shifted.
This method does not guarantee an optimal new schedule;
theGA, of course, never guarantees optimality anyway, but
the point is that the retention of a fixed (unaffected) portion
of the previous (near) optimal schedule might preclude the
discovery of an optimal schedule which might otherwise be
possible to find by rescheduling from scratch. The strength
of this rescheduling method, however, lies in Its speed.
There is thus a tradeoff between the speed in which a good
new schedule can be found via retaining parts of the previ¬
ous schedule, and the potential advantage of rescheduling
from scratch with the (probably low) possibility ofevolving
a significantly better schedule. Experiments are underway
to quantitatively analyse this tradeoff.
6 PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENTS
On hard problems like the JSSP, GA researchers routinely
need to use either problem-specific or problem-type spe¬
cific performance enhancements to improve performance.
These enhancements are interesting because of the light
they shed on the dynamics of the GA approach and the as¬
pects of problems which make It hard or easy for GAs to
solve them. For example, Nakano's representation is highly
redundant (with 2m'W-,V5 genomes representing approxi¬
mately) !m distinct schedules) and so leads to the possibility
of false competition among genotypes, in which different
representations of the same schedule compete against one
another, possibly to yield inferior descendants which com¬
bine aspects of their parents' representations which do not
translate into good building blocks. There is, in fact, very
little chance (but see below) of two representations of the
same schedule competing in early generations — although
there may be a huge number of possible representations
of the same schedule, this number is entirely swamped by
the number of distinct schedules. However, false competi¬
tion will still be manifest with different representations of
the same building block or, to be more correct, the same
forma. A forma (Radcliffe 1990) can be viewed as any
dimension along which two genomes are equivalent. False
competition will then be relevant if the schemata in the rep¬
resentation do not directly coincide with the formae which
(intuitively) represent the important building blocks; this is
typically the case in sophisticated GA applications. Eg; in
our case, the forma: "schedules in which the machine2 task
of job 1 is scheduled before the machine2 task of job 2"
may well be a good building block (ie: have high average
fitness), but, since it does not correspond to a particular
schema, two schedules which are instances of this forma
may well recombine to produce children which are not.
Nakano partially combats false competition withforcing, in
which he replaces illegal genotypes in the pool with their
'nearest' legal matches. This forces a one-to-one geno¬
type/schedule mapping in a gene pool, eliminating false
competition in the selection step (although still typically re¬
sulting In illegal schedules after crossover). Nakano hence
uses a highly redundant representation with a complex eval¬
uation technique for the basic GA, and then significantly
improves performance by using forcing to reduce false com¬
petition. Our approach does not require forcing, since the
representation always encodes legal schedules, but there is
high redundancy (though less high than Nakano's), and we
similarly need a way of countering false competition.
Our choice of representation Is highly context sensitive, and
leads to front parts of the genotype converge more quickly
than later pans. This seems to happen because schemata
defined early In the genome correspond more precisely to
good formae; that is: a schema such as 1,2,□,□,..„ al¬
ways corresponds to the forma "first schedule the first task
of jobl, and then the first task of job2". If it so happens
that this forma has high fitness, then this schema will have
high fitness. However, schemata defined later in the geno¬
type, such as □,□,□,□,□,□,2,0,3, are likely to represent
radically different formae In different genomes (contexts)
the sampled mean fitness of such a schema will thus
lend towards the mean fitness of the population as a whole.
Hence, high-fitness schemata will only be found early In
the genome, and these will converge first (providing a 'con¬
text' which then leads to high fitness schemata being found
a little later In the genome, and so on).
False competition thus leads to differing convergence rales
for schemata across the genotype. This effect actually rises
quite sharply towards the tail of the genotype owing to the
fact that as the context becomes set by convergence in the
rest of the genome, the j alleles of any tail end gene are
'competing' for, and thus multiply representing, fewer and
fewer unscheduled tasks.
10x10 : variances : population size 500
Figure 4: Plot of variance of chunks of the genome with
lime, and with genome position, on the 10 x 10 JSSP.
We can visualise the overall effect of this In figure 4, In
which we can clearly see gradually decreasing convergence
speed as we traverse the chromosome from left to right.
This figure shows a plot of the variance of each chunk of
the genotype within the pool (size 500) with Its position
In the genotype, and with generation as the GA operates,
for 300 generations of a run on the 10 x 10 benchmark
JSSP. As figure 4 shows, gene convergence rates fall fairly
smoothly as a function of position in the genotype. This
kind of behaviour should be typical of GA problems where
the representation, for whatever reason, Is such that there
is a variation in 'significance' across the genotype. In the
JSSP case, in which large scale problems not only cost
significant computational time, but In which the solutions
produced might significantly affect profits and/or product
quality, we should be able to exploit this effect by using it to
Inform ways of Increasing overall convergence speed and/or
solution quality. In section 7, we describe a gene-variance
based operator targeting strategy, which Is a principled first
attempt at doing Just this, by making sure thai genetic op¬
erators are concentrated where and when they seem to be
most 'needed'. This Initial attempt has led to significant
improvement In solution quality.
7 GENE-VARIANCE BASED OPERATOR
TARGETING
The situation In figure 4 suggests a strategy to Improve so¬
lution quality. First, the faster stabilisation of early parts
of the genome suggest premature convergence. This is
because the fast converging early schemata may not have
been adequately tested in the context of good formae that
may be (partly) encoded later In the genome. Increasing
mutation rates at fast converging sites may thus Improve
performance; also, this measure should obviate 'wasted'
mutation In later, slow-converging parts of the schedule
which are still In relatively early stages ofexploration. Sec¬
ond, we can expect crossover at early, more stable positions
to have minimal effect on sampling adequacy, since this
leads only to re-examining schemata over and over again in
similar contexts. So, encouraging crossover more at later,
less stable positions should lead to more effective exploita¬
tion. On the whole, it would seem a good Idea to Increase
the extent to which schemata are effectively sampled in
new contexts, In proportion to the degree to which the GA
seems 'unsure' about them. Conversely, It would seem a
good idea to increase Use extent to which new schemata
are explored (via mutation), In proportion to the extent to
which schemata defined at the same positions have already
been (perhaps prematurely) converged to.
A way of implementing these effects Is what we term gene-
variance based operator targeting (ovor). This works
by measuring the diversity of genes al each position of
the genotype In a pool (in our experiments, we do this by
sampling statistical variance after every ten generations),
and choosing the actual point of crossover or mutation via
roulette-wheel selection based on these variances. Sites
forN-polnt uniform crossover are selected probabilistically
but according to the square of chunk variance, while order-
based mutation positions are selected according to the In¬
verse of chunk variance. Hence, high variance sections
are more likely to be chosen for crossover; low variance
sections for mutation.
This can be seen as a specific instance of an Idea which
should be ofmore general use in GA performance enhance¬
ment on bard problems, particularly where there is a sig¬
nificant variance In convergence rates at different sites In
the genotype. In many other kinds of problem we can't ex¬
pect smooth changes in variance across the genotype; this
would not occur in the JSSP, for Instance If (unusually) task
processing times were to grow as a function of advancing
position In the job sequence. However, whenever signif-
leant variation In convergence rale does occur (smooth or
not), the gvot strategy, targeting operators solely on the
basis of dynamically sampled variance, should work just as
well.
This performance enhancement method complements those
discussed in, for example, (Booker 1987) and (Esbelman
& Schaffer 1991), which present ways of improving per¬
formance by, eg, encouraging recombination between ade¬
quately 'different' genomes (incest prevention), and avoid¬
ing wasted crossover operations by only recombining the
'reduced surrogate' of two parents (the smaller genome
made up of those sites at which the parents are different).
There are complex interactions between such methods and
gvot. Roughly speaking, gvot slows down convergence
of otherwise fast-converging schemata in order to wail for
other schemata to catch up, while encouraging vigorous
recombination to more effectively test the latter; incest pre¬
vention in conjunction with rcduccd-surrogatc recombina¬
tion, on the other hand, will partially reproduce this effect to
the extent that less converged schemata will be more likely
to be present in the reduced surrogates of parents which
are far enough apart lo sanction recombination The latter
method, however, does not 'slow down' fast-converging
schemata (which gvot does via targeting mutation at fast-
converging sites). We intend extensive experimentation
to tease out the relative effectiveness of these methods in
conjunction with, and other than, gvot on problems with
highly context sensitive genome representations. Our feel¬
ing is that gvot, owing to the direct selective targeting of
operators according to convergence rates, will be more and
more effective the more varied the schemata convergence
rates are in the application.
gvot is less effective (though still produces better results),
for example, with the representations we discuss above for
the OSSP. This is because the plot analogous to figure 4 for
theOSSP is rather more flat; because ofmuch higher epista-
sis in the OSSP case (low-variance highly fit schemata only
begin to occur at relatively long defining lengths), schemata
sampled in earlier generations have a less significant advan¬
tage over others than in the JSSP case, and hence there is
reduced variation in convergence rates.
8 RESULTS
The JSSP results below ail involve population sizes of
500, using rank-based selection with elitism and a fixed
crossover rate, running for 300 generations (unless other¬
wise specified), hence involving 150,000 evaluations. The
comparative figures for Nakano involve the same number of
evaluations, though based on 1,000 generations with pop¬
ulations of size 150. The raw fitness of a chromosome
was taken lo be the makespan of the schedule it represents.
The OSSP results similarly involve rank-based selection
with elitism but use adaptive crossover and runs of 1,000
generations. The two smaller OSSPs were tackled with
populations of size 100, while the rest were tackled with
populations of size 200. We found that results did not vary
significantly across changes in crossover rate and adaptation
regime. The reported JSSP experiments used a crossover
rate of 0.6 and adaptive mutation (starting at 0, rising by
0.001 per generation), while the OSSP experiments use
adaptive crossover (starting with pc at 0.6, falling by 0.002
per generation, with a limit of 0.2) and adaptive mutation
at 1 - pc- TVpically, order-based mutation (swap alleles
between two randomly chosen genes) was used. For the
OSSP, the mutation rate was the probability of mutating a
genome; so, for example, where pu (ie: 1 - pc) was 0.6,
this roughly translates to a bit-mutation rale of, for exam¬
ple, 0.012 for the lOx 10 OSSP (divide by half the genome
length).
gvot Involves calculating a measure of the diversity of
alleles of a gene (or chunk ofgenes) within a population. We
are still experimenting to find the most suitable measure of
this diversity. Both JSSP-wilh-gvot and OSSP-with-gvot
results use statistical variance of the numerical value of the
alleles as a simple approximation to this measure; we are
also investigating the use of allele entropy as a more well
founded information-theoretic measure of the diversity of
alleles. In addition, we are experimenting with different
ways of using the diversity measure lo target operators. For
the JSSPwith gvot, themethod we used was roulette-wheel
selection of crossover points based on variance (mutation
sites based on inverse variance). For the OSSP with gvot,
we employed what we term multiform crossover, in which
the probability of swapping genes between parents at a
particular site Is adjusted (from the normal 0.5, for uniform
crossover) in accordance with the relative variance at that
site.
Our main results are that we have been able to find bet¬
ter solutions on benchmark JSSPs than previous GA-based
methods and have thus closed the gap somewhat between
GA-based approaches and the best solutions so far found
with branch & bound search.
In the two following tables, 'average' figures refer to the
mean result over 10 trials; these are not available for
Nakano's technique. Also, Nakano's 'without-forcing' re¬
sult on the 10 x 10 benchmark is read from a graph in
(Nakano 1991), hence our estimated error margin.
Table 4 summarises our results without gene-variance based
operator targeting (gvot), compared with Nakano's results
(where available) without forcing, showing how, the rep¬
resentation we describe leads to better results when false
competition is highly evident in both approaches3.
With performance-enhancements in place, our results using
gvot are compared with Nakano's results using forcing in
table 5. It can also be noted that our best solutions without
GVOT are marginally better than Nakano's with forcing.
Although improvement in solution quality is modest as a
percentage (though significant considering that these so-
3It is difficult for us to quantitatively compare our with ap¬
proaches other than Nakano's since we have not yet found other
reported GA approaches which use the benchmarks.
10 x 10 20 x 5
Average sol'n without
GVOT (Fang el al) 985 1225
Beat sol'n without
GVOT (Fang el al) 960 1213
Best sol'n without
forcing (Nakano 91) 1160(±10) —
Table 4: Our approach vs. Nakano's, withoutGVOT
10 x 10 20 x 5
Average sol'n with
GVOT (Fang el al) 977 1215
Best sol'n with
GVOT (Fang el al) 949 1189
Best sol'n with
forcing (Nakano 91) 965 1215
Table 5: Our approach vs. Nakano's, with GVOT
lullons may be very close to optimal anyway), the real
advantage of our technique over previous GA methods is
the combination of its apparent promise and the straight¬
forwardness of applying It (arising Bom the absence of
any need to repair invalid genomes). We also feel that
it significantly Improves on other techniques in terms of
computational complexity, though unfortunately we cannot
yet provide more quantitative results with regard to com¬
parative speed because of a lack of available figures for
comparison; however we can report that experiments on
the 10 x 10 JSSP lake less than 25 minutes of CPU time
and the 20 x 5 JSSP less than 30 minutes, with our experi¬
ments implemented in C and run on a Sun-4 (without using
ovot, CPU lime drops by about 30%).
We also experimented with one-point vs uniform crossover,
and adaptive vs fixed order-based mutation rates. The
graphs in 5 show our results on the 10 x 10 and 20 x 5 JSSP
benchmarks, comparing different GA variants. Fixed-IP
employs a fixed mutation rate per chromosome of 0.05 and
one-point crossover; one-point employs a mutation rale per
chromosome which begins at 0 and increases by 0.001 in
each generation (stopping at 0.1); uniform employs the same
adaptive mutation strategy as one-point and uses uniform
crossover; finally, GVOT is as uniform, except for the use
of N-point uniform crossover (where N is half the genome
length) with ovot.
Initial experiments with a (pseudo-)parallel GA with mi¬
gration every 20 generations show improved average solu¬
tion quality, as do experiments with larger population sizes
(though obviously al the expense of time); but more work is
needed properly to investigate and quantify these aspects.
Our initial results for a set of benchmark open shop schedul-
sx3 mils
figure 5: Relative performance of different variants on the
10x10 and 20 x 5 JSSP benchmarks
ing problems are shown in table 6. Results for the
two smaller problems were obtained with the 'break-tles-
randomly' heuristic, while the results for the larger prob¬
lems were obtained with the 'largest-first' heuristic. For
the two smaller problems and two larger problems, 'Best
Known' is the optimal solution; for the rest, it is the best
known solution. All OSSP experiments involved use of
gvot, which produced reliably better results than without
gvot, though less markedly so than with the JSSP.
OSS Problem Best Known Results: mean/best
4x4 193 193/193
5x5 300 302.2 / 300
7x7 438 447.1 / 439
10 x 10 645 679.5/669
15 x 15 937 980.0 / 969
20 x 20 1155 1235.1 / 1213
Table 6: Results on benchmark OSSPs
The JSSP benchmark problems used in this paper can be
obtained from (Mulh <£ Thompson 1963). The OSSP prob¬
lems referred to in table 6 can be obtained via (Beasley
1990). The OR library referred to in the latter article is an
electronic library from which may be obtained benchmarks
for a wide range of OR problems. These are distributed
in the form of Pascal code which generates the problems.
Researchers wishing to compare with our results will need
to know that the problems referred to in table 6 are each
the problem No. 1 of their specified size. Alternatively,
problem data may be obtained directly from us.
9 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER
WORK
We present a promising new representation for GA ap¬
proaches to the JSSP, and described novel techniques for
analysing theGA dynamics in terms of the variation in gene
variance across the genotype, and targeting operator posi¬
tions according to dynamically sampled measures of gene
convergence rates. Our approach improves on the results
obtained from other GA methods we know of, and brings
us closer to closing the gap In solution quality between the
best solutions found by branch St bound search and those
found by GA approaches so far.
The approach also conveniently bandies rescheduling in the
job-shop problem, and seems promising for application to
the open shop scheduling problem. More tests are needed,
however, before we can report a thorough comparison of
our method against other techniques, and before we can
determine the efficacy of our method when applied to real-
world problems (benchmark: problems are unrepresentative
of the true difficulty of the general JSSP, the same might
also be true of most real-life JSSPs!). In this vein, further
work is under way to more thoroughly lest the performance
of our technique on the benchmarks, and on a set of real
world JSSPs which we are planning to collate.
Finally, we hope to have shown further promise for GA-
based approaches to job-shop problems, and hope and ex¬
pect that further Improvements will be reported (by us and
others) via the use of various problem-specific heuristic im¬
provements, as well as via approaches based on different
genome representations. For example (Grefenstette 1987)
discusses the general idea of incorporating problem-specific
knowledge Into various parts of the GA, while (Beasley et
al 1993), describes a GA approach to combinatorial prob¬
lems based on an eplstasis reducing representation, which
may be of use for the JSSP.
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ABSTRACT
Scheduling exam timetables for large modular courses
is a complex problem which often has to be solved
in university departments. This is usually done 'by
hand', taking several days or weeks of iterative re¬
pair after feedback from students complaining that the
timetable is unfair to them in some way. We describe
an effective solution to this problem involving the
use of an appropriately configured genetic algorithm
(GA). Using real student data from a large multi-
departmental modular degree scheme, the method we
describe never failed to find a significantly better
timetable than those that were actually employed (pro¬
duced by hand), always taking less than half an hour.
INTRODUCTION
In a general scheduling problem, events must be
arranged around a set of timeslots, so as to satisfy a
number of hard constraints and optimise a set of ob¬
jectives. Types of scheduling problem differ in terms
of the kinds of constraints and objectives involved. In
this paper we examine what we call the MESP (Mod¬
ular Exam Scheduling Problem). This typically arises
in universities running large modular degree schemes,
in which each student takes an individual selection of
exams from a wide inter-departmental pool of mod¬
ules, many outwith their own department. The events
are exams, the timeslots are possible start-times for
those exams, the hard constraints are that no student
should take more than one exam at a time, and the
objectives are to generally minimise pressure on stu¬
dents, so that as few as possible have multiple exams
in a day, consecutive exams, and so on.
Typical MESPs are NP-hard, and strewn with local
minima which make it particularly difficult to address
by way of heuristic search or hill-climbing techniques.
MESP complexity is also illustrated by the size of the
solution space. Eg: if there are t possible start times,
and t exams, then there are f candidate schedules. In
the particular MESP which occurs within the EDAI1,
this was 28** in 1992, or c. 5 x 10®3.
When an MESP is tackled, typically in a university
or college department, but very similar problems often
occur in industry it is usually addressed by hand (eg:
by a course organiser). This involves producing an ini¬
tial draft timetable, followed by perhaps weeks of re¬
drafting after student feedback complaining about the
latest draft. The initial draft is often based on merging
different departments' teaching/course timetables; but
in large modular degree schemes, the fact that many
students from one department typically take courses
in others, and the fact that there are different lecture
timetables for different terms, makes this a recipe for
finding local minima, which then typically need ex¬
tensive repair if better solutions are to be found (and
hence better solutions are often not found).
(GAs) provide a way of addressing hard search and
optimisation problems. GAs are particularly good at
finding global optima in very hilly spaces; for these
reasons, we investigated the use of GAs on the MESP.
Following a very basic description ofGAs for the unini¬
tiated (for an excellent introduction, see (1)), we out¬
line our GA approach to the MESP. Finally, we outline
experiments in which different GA variants were used
on a typical, real MESP, describe the promising results
that ensued, and discuss future work and implications.
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
If we want to maximise a function /(xj, xj,..., xn),
where each x» can take on any of its own range of
values from a set vj, then we can do this with a GA
as follows. First, randomly generate a population of
1 University of Edinburgh Department of Artificial
Intelligence.
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P candidate solutions. Eg: if each z,- has range v< =
{0,1}, then this simply corresponds to generating P
random n-bit binary strings. Each candidate solution
is called a chromosome (or genome). Call this ini¬
tial population the current generation, then, until the
number of generations g has reached a specified figure,
or until all the chromosomes in the current generation
have converged (have the same fitness), do:
1. Evaluate (ie: apply / to) each chromosome in the
current generation. Let the sum of all the result¬
ing fitness scores be 5.
2. Stochastically select P/2 pairs of chromosomes
from the current generation to act as parents for
the next generation, such that the probability of a
particular chromosome c being selected is f(c)/S.
3. For each parent pair, apply a recombination oper¬
ator, with probability pn, which yields two child
chromosomes from the parents. Also, to each
child, apply a mutation operator with probabil¬
ity Pm• In this way a new population of P chro¬
mosomes will be produced. Call this the current
generation, and return to step 1.
GAs vary considerably in the different choices for
steps 2 and 3. Eg, the selection method ('roulette
wheel' selection) we describe in step 2 above is com¬
mon, but just one of a number of possible methods. In
step 3, the general idea is that the children produced
by recombination will tend to have higher fitness scores
than the parents. This can easily be seen to happen if
two highly fit parents are fit for different reasons, eg:
parent pqr is fit mainly because of its third gene being
an r, while parent xyz may be highly fit because of its
first gene being an z. A recombination operator may
then produce xqr, which combines good aspects of the
parents to produce an even fitter child.
One typical recombination operator is one-point
crossover. If we have two chromosomes, xi,Z2,...,z„
Vi.I/2, -,Vn, then a random number » is chosen
between 1 and n — 1; this serves as a crossover point.
One child is then Zj,Z2, y.+i,y.+2, •••,!/*», while
the other is 1/1,1/2, I/., *»+i, z,+2» •••, zn. A more gen¬
eral crossover operation is uniform crossover, in which
for i from 1 to n, the ith bit of child I is randomly cho¬
sen from {zj,i/i}, and the ith bit of child2 is z,- if y,
was chosen for child 1, or y, if z, was chosen for child 1.
In fixed-point uniform crossover (fpu), a fixed number
m of bit-positions are chosen from a parent; one child
then has z< in the ith position if t is one of the cho¬
sen positions, and y, otherwise, and vice versa for the
other child. In the experiments described later using
fpu, m was chosen to be half the chromosome length.
Many other choices of recombination operator are
possible, with different operators working best for dif¬
ferent problems. Recombination, however, is the es¬
sential aspect of a GA which seems to give it enor¬
mous power in searching the fitnes landscape. On the
other hand, because of the nature of recombination,
there may be parts of the search space which will be
unavailable without the presence of a mutation opera¬
tor. Mutation acts by randomly changing the values in
bit positions, perhaps (re)introducing a possibly useful
value. Recombination operators are normally applied
to a pair of parents with a probability pn, where typ¬
ically 0.5 < pr < 1, while mutation is applied with a
probability pm, where typically 0 < pu < 0.05.
APPLYING GA TO THE MESP
In applying a GA to a problem, we must specify both
a representation and an evaluation function for can¬
didate solutions. Here we describe these aspects with
regard to applying GAs to the MESP, while the next
section outlines experiments involving the use of GA
variants on a real MESP.
Representation: The representation that we have suc¬
cessfully used is simply a list of numbers of length t
(the number of exams to be scheduled), each element
of which is a number between 1 and t (the number
of timeslots available). The interpretation of such a
chromosome is that if the nth number in the list is
t, then exam n is scheduled to occur at time t. For
example, the chromosome [2,4,7,3,7] represents a can¬
didate solution in which exam 1 takes place at time 2,
exam 2 takes place at time 4, and so on. Other work,
on applying GAs to timetabling problems in schools
(see [2]) has used an alternative representation where
the position in a chromosome represents the times-
lot, while what appears at that position is a set of
exams. This however leads to the label replacement
problem: crossover often may produce children which
are not valid solutions in that some exams may not
be scheduled at all, or scheduled more than once; this
necessitates the use of a label replacement algorithm
after crossover, to replace missing exams or remove
duplicates. Our representation completely avoids this
problem: crossover may certainly lead to missing or
duplicated timeslots (so that at certain times no ex¬
ams, or multiple exams, are scheduled), but these are
perfectly valid, and possibly good timetables.
Evaluation: For a general MESP, the evaluation func¬
tion must take a chromosome, along with the student
data, and return a punishment value for that chromo¬
some. The student data is simply a collection of lists,
where each list is the set of exams to be taken by a par¬
ticular student. Chromosome fitness can then be taken
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as the inverse of punishment (or l/(l+punishment) —
to avoid division by zero). The evaluation function
may comprise a weighted set of individual functions,
each 'punishing' the chromosome in terms of a particu¬
lar punishable 'offence'. In the MESP we experimented
with, the components of the evaluation function arc
functions which respectively count the number of in¬
stances of the following 'offences':
• A student taking more than one exam at once
(weight = 30).
• ... more than two exams in one day (weight = 10).
• ... two exams in consecutive timeslots on the same
day (weight = 3).
• ... an exam just before and another just after lunch
on the same day (weight =1).
In other MESPs, different sets of component func¬
tions and weightings (the above were chosen intu¬
itively) may be more appropriate, Eg: components
which treat very early exams, or perhaps occurences
of four exams in two days, as separate offences. In
general, the fitness function for an MESP, where c is
a chromosome, d is the student data, {n»i m„) is a
set of functions which each record the number of in¬
stances of a particular 'offence', and {uq, ...,tsn} are
the weights attached to these offences, is: f(c,d) =
1/1 + sum" is,
Evaluation is generally the computational bottle¬
neck of a GA. With the MESP, and 'offence-counting'
modules of the type we have described, it is easy to
see that the time to evaluate a chromosome increases
linearly with the number of students, and can involve
many computations depending on the kinds of punish¬
ment being looked for. It so happens (which is partly
the message of this paper), that the GA technique is
so powerful that a typical MESP can be quickly and
effectively solved despite this bottleneck.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Our experiments used real data from the MESPs of the
EDAI postgraduate AI/CS exams for 1991 and 1992,
involving 60 and 93 students respectively (from two
departments), and 38 and 44 module exams respec¬
tively (including modules from four departments) to
be scheduled , each student generally taking a selec¬
tion of 8 exams from this pool. The different GA vari¬
ants below were applied to both problems:
• GA1: basic GA with px at 0.7, pm at 0.003.
• GA2: Inverse Square Pressure; as GA1, except that
instead of using the inverse of punishment as the fit¬
ness function, we use the inverse square.
• GA3: GA2 -f Elitism: here, one instance of the best
chromosome in a generation was always copied into the
next generation (note: because of the stochastic nature
of selection in a GA without elitism, there is no guar¬
antee that the best chromosome in one generation will
appear in the next).
• GA4: GA3 -f Operator Rate Interpolation (ORI);
ORI involves gradually decreasing px and increasing
pu with each new generation.
We report on four experiments, each using one
of the above GA variants on both the 1991 and 1992
timetabling problems. In the GA1 and GA4 experi¬
ments, we also experimented with different crossover
operators.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results we describe represent averages over 10 trial
runs of 300 generations, with a population size of 50
in each generation. GA1 always managed to produce
timetables comparable in fitness to the actual timeta¬
bles used within 300 generations when fpu2 was used,
and GAs 2, 3 and 4 performed at least as well as the
actual timetable whatever crossover was used, but fpu
crossover was always best. In terms of the fitness
score of the best chromosome after 300 generations,
GA2 was 25% better than GA1, GA3 was about 250%
better than GA1, and GA4 was about 400% better.
Using GA4 with fpu on the 1991 problem reliably re¬
sulted in a timetable better than the actual one, and
the best (of ten trial runs) was a timetable with zero
punishment - ie: no instances of consecutive exams,
or more than two exams in a day (and certainly no
clashes!) for any student. The actual timetable used
for these exams had a punishment of 37, involving
11 consecutive exams offences, and 4 'before-&-after-
lunch' offences. In the 1992 case, again ten out of
ten trials of GA4 with fpu crossover produced better
timetables than that produced by the course organ¬
isers. The best from ten trials was a timetable with
a punishment of 3 (only one occurence of a student
having consecutive exams). The actual timetable used
for these exams had a punishment of 101, involving 33
consecutive exams offences, 16 before-&-after-lunch of¬
fences, and 2 three-exams-in-a-day offences.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described the mesp, a common and very hard
problem which occurs frequently in schools and uni¬
versities. We have found that a simple, traditional
GA using one-point crossover can quickly produce re¬
sults comparable to human schedulers on a typical
mesp. Further, combining elitism, operator rate in¬
terpolation, inverse square pressure, and fpu crossover
leads to reliable production of optimal or near-optimal
2The fixed number of positions swapped each time being half
the chromosome length (ie: half the number of exams involved).
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timetables, faring much better than an unaided human
team. Our approach is straightforward to implement,
and hence should be easy to adopt in any department
or institution which continually needs to solve MESPs.
The work already done is described fully in [3].
There is, however, a great deal more work to be
done. So far, we have shown that GAs show great
promise on timetabling problems of the kind and size
reported in this paper. Also, at the time of writing
the system has just been used for the 1992/93 version
of this problem, involving yet more exams and more
students, resulting in the production of a successful
timetable. We have no comparative results for this
particular latest application; this is to be expected
however, because the course organisers who now use
the system certainly do not want to go to the trouble
of producing an exam timetable by hand, now that
they don't need to.
Nevertheless, we intend to pursue systematic stud¬
ies from which we can learn how our approach scales
up to larger problems, how the approach compares
with conventional timetabling methods, and how per¬
formance varies with parametric, representational and
algorithmic variations in the GA configuration.
Conventional computer-based timetabling meth¬
ods concern themselves more with simply finding the
shortest timetable that satisfies all the constraints,
usually using a graph-coluring algorithm (finding sets
of exams that can be scheduled at the same time cor¬
responds to finding sets of vertices in a graph which
are not adjacent), and less with optimising over a col¬
lection of soft constraints. As this is an NP-hard prob¬
lem, conventional methods use approximate graph-
colouring algorithms which usually find a reasonable,
if not optimal, solution, though may perform arbitrar¬
ily badly. No such system that we know of, however,
attempts to optimise over constraints of varying im¬
portance such as exam-consecutivity, etc ... ; this
is because it is hard to fit priority based optimisiar
tion into the conventional method. The GA approach,
on the other hand, can deal with hard and soft con¬
straints in a uniform way; further, adding or chang¬
ing the importance of a constraint simply corresponds
to adding/altering a component of the fitness func¬
tion, rather than extensively revising the algorithm
itself. At the moment, then, our approach is incom¬
mensurable with the conventional approach in that it
attempts to solve a harder, more constrained prob¬
lem. It still remains to be seen, however, how well
our approach scales up to larger problems, both on
its own and in comparison with conventional meth¬
ods. Another important avenue to explore is
the more general problem, usually handled by con¬
ventional methods, in which exams (or lectures) may
occur in a set of rooms with different capacities. In¬
vestigating this requires us to modify the chromosome
representation and evaluation function, and will very
shortly be tried via a project at the EDAI; the method
used in [2] handles this more general problem, but suf¬
fers from a fairly poor choice of representation.
Examining performance sensitivity will come by
testing a large number of GA variants on a stan¬
dard corpus of problems, coupled with some theoreti¬
cal work. The first few techniques of a long list that we
intend to examine in this respect are: performance vt
variation in population size; performance tis altered in¬
terpretation of representation (ie: we can rewrite the
evaluation function to interpret a chromsome as an
implicit representation of a timetable which satisfies
all the hard constraints; this slows down evaluation,
but may potentially improve overall speed and solu¬
tion quality); performace va different penalty settings
for constraint violations, and so on.
Finally, we hope to have described how it is pos¬
sible to greatly ease the burden on course organisers,
and also ease the pressure on students at exam time,
by applying a GA to the modular exam scheduling
problem. We are unsure about the precise limitations
of the technique at present, but feel confident about
its general wider applicability. Work continuing at the
EDAI will hopefully soon produce more conclusive per¬
formance data. We also feel confident that the general
GA approach to timetabling will apply well to some
other important problems of a similar form. An ap¬
propriate example is the problem of timetabling paper
presentations at conferences with parallel sessions; il
each delegate was given the opportunity to provide the
organisers with their individual preferences regarding
the papers to be presented, a GA based timetabling
system very similar to the one we describe could ar¬
range for parallel sessions to be organised such that
delegates are collectively satisfied as far as possible, in
terms of minimising the degree to which two presen¬
tations a delegate wishes to see are scheduled to occur
at the same time. We plan to do this, with the help of
the organisers, for the next European Conference on
Artificial Intelligence.
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Promising Hybrid GA/Heuristic Approach for
Open-Shop Scheduling Problems
Hsiao-Lan Fang' and Peter Ross' and Dave Corne^
butract. Muiy problem* in industry are a form of open-
lop scheduling problem (OSSP). We describe a hybrid ap-
oach to this problem which combines a Genetic Algorithm
3A) with simple heuristic schedule building rules. Exed¬
it t performance is found on some benchmark OSS problems,
eluding improvements on previous best-known results. We
wcribe how our approach can be simply amended to deal
ith the more complex style of open shop scheduling prob-
ms which occur in industry, and discuss issues relating to
rther improvement of performance and integration of the
>proach into industrial job shop environments.
INTRODUCTION
he Open-Shop Scheduling Problem (OSSP) is a complex and
•minon industrial problem [6]. OSSPs arise ia an eaviron-
ent where there is a collection of operations to perform on
ic or more machines. Efficient production and manufactur-
g demands effective methods to optimise various aspects of
schedule, usually focussing on the total time taken to pro-
ss all of the operations. We present a hybrid GA/heuristic
iproach which performs very successfully in comparison with
evious results on some simple benchmark OSSPs [12]. In two
sea (for which global optima had not already been found),
ir results improve on a previously best known result pro-
iced by tabu search [12]. Our approach is flexible and easy
use in terms of development time, and also exhibits several
eas for future improvement.
We concentrate on three chromosome representation strate-
es. One is a straightforward extension to the OSSP of a
rategy used for the job-shop scheduling problem (JSSP) in
rlier work [5], which does not involve any hybridisation. The
her two strategies incorporate simple means of hybridising
e GA with heuristic rules. One of these methods seems more
twerful and robust than the other two.
We also note that the benchmark problems used can be
iely obtained for comparative research, and describe how
ir approach can be extended to address more complex open
op scheduling problems. We know of no GA-based efforts
cept ours on the OSSP with which to compare, so we present
Bults in order to show the potential for a GA approach to
ten-shop scheduling, and invite fellow researchers to exper-
lent with the same problems.
University of Edinburgh, Department of Artificial Intelligence, 80
South Bridge, Edinburgh, EHl 1FN, UK
University of Edinburgh, Department of Artificial Intelligence, 6
Forrest Hill, Edinburgh, EHl SQL, UK
1.1 Overview
Section 2 describes the OSSP in detail, and oar GA approach
is described in section 3. Experiments and results on bench¬
mark problems are then presented in section 4. Section 5 dis¬
cusses these results, advances various issues concerning per¬
formance improvement, and notes how the approach may be
extended to cope with more complex OSSPs.
2 OPEN-SHOP SCHEDULING
PROBLEMS
A commonly used simplification of the OSSP is to specify
that each given operation can only be processed on a given
specified machine. In reality, an operation can often be pro¬
cessed ia a number of alternative ways, any of which may
involve more than one machine. There may also be due dates
and machine setup times to consider. In the following however
we will concentrate on a simplified form of the general prob¬
lem; this is done mainly because the benchmark problems on
which we test the performance of our GA approach are thus
simplified. We will later discuss simple amendments to our
approach which promise to successfully cope with the more
general problem.
An OSSP involves a collection of m machines and a col¬
lection of j jobs; each job comprises a collection of opera¬
tions (sometimes called tasks). An operation is an ordered
pair («,i), in which s is the machine on which the operation
must be performed, and 1 is the time it will take to process
this operation on machine n. A feasible OSSP schedule assigns
a start time to each operation, satisfying the constraint that
a machine can only process one operation at a time, and that
two or more operations from the same job cannot be processed
at the same time. The main objective is usually to generate a
schedule with a makespan as short as possible; the makespan
is simply the total elapsed time in the schedule. More com¬
plex objectives often arise in practice, where due dates and
machine set up times must also be taken into account, for
example.
The common illustration of this kind of problem is that
of an automotive repair shop [6]. In such a shop, a typical
job might involve the operations 'spray-paint', and 'change-
tyres' to be performed on the same vehicle. These operations
cannot usually be performed concurrently (especially if the
stations at which these operations are performed are in dif¬
ferent places, for instance), but can be performed in any order.
Also it is usually true that different stations (ie: 'machines'
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) can concurrently process operations from different jobs (eg:
involving different vehicles). If the operations in a job must be
performed in some fixed order, then this becomes a 'Job-Shop
Scheduling Problem* (JSSP).
Certain benchmark OSSPs have been used for comparative
research. In these, each job comprises precisely one operation
for each machine. These benchmarks are hence completely
defined by an ordered collection of m processing times for
each job. For example, table 1 shows a 5x5 (ie: 5 jobs and 5
machines) benchmark problem, taken from [9].
Table 1. A 5x5 benchmark OSSP
Machines: 1 2 3 4 5
Job 1: 64 66 31 85 44
Job 2: 7 69 68 14 18
Job 3: 74 70 60 1 90
Job 4: 54 45 98 76 13
Job 5: 80 45 10 15 91
In the above example, operation 1 of job 1 must go to
machine 4 for 85 units of processing time, operation 2 of job 1
must go to machine 1 for 64 units of processing time, and so
on, with no restrictions on the order in which the tasks for any
job are to be processed. The problem is to generate a valid
schedule with minimal makesp&n. Figure 1 shows a minimum-
makespan (300) schedule for the benchmark in table 1.
30 100 u0 mo 1m >00
■i cm imi mm mm
lob 1 2 3 4 5
Figure 1. Minimal-makesp&n schedule for a 5x5 OSSP
benchmark
3 A GA/HEURISTIC APPROACH TO
THE OSSP
A common general technique for hybridising a GA with a
heuristic search or heuristic rule based method is to use the
GA to search a space of abstractions of solutions, and employ
a heuristic or some other method to convert the points deliv¬
ered by the GA into candidate solutions. Such hybridisation
is one way of avoiding the often highly complicated problem
of representing a complete solution as a chromosome in a way
that facilitates effective GA-based search; it is usually more
easy to represent abstract regions of the solution space, and
have these abstractions converted into (ie: interpreted as) so¬
lutions by some other technique.
This paper presents some simple examples of such hyt
GA/heuristic methods for the OSSP. Similar GA/heuru
hybridisation occurs variously in the GA literature. Eg, a
cent discussion of hybrid GA/heuristic hybrids for bin-pack
and related problems appears in [11]. In the following, we
scribe three simple strategies for using a GA to address
OSSP.
3.1 Basic chromosome representation
Each of the representations we discuss is based on the foll»
ing basic technique. The genotype for a problem is a strinj
p genes, where p is the total number of operations involv
summed over each job. Each gene can take alleles in the ra
{1,2,... ,j), where j is the largest job number. A chromosc
provides instructions for building a schedule as follows:
string of genes abc • • • means: "choose an untaclded operat
from the the a-th uncompleted job, and place it in the ea
est place where it will fit in the developing schedule, cho
an unt&ckled operation from the 6-th uncompleted job j
place it into the earliest place where it will fit in the de'
oping schedule, ...", and so on. Building a schedule is
complished by a schedule builder, which maintains a circi
list of uncompleted jobs and a list of untackled operations
each such job. Thus the notion of "a-th uncompleted job'
taken modulo the length of the circular list to find the act
uncompleted job being referred to.
Evidently, this description is incomplete because of
word "choose" in the interpretation method. In this sei
each chromosome represents a region of the space of possi
solutions. For example, the region of solutions which may
represented by the chromosome "1,2,1,..." is that in wh
the first operation scheduled comes from job 1, the sect
from job 2, the third from job 1, and so on. The way tha
chromosome is interpreted as a single solution somewhere
this region can vary. In this paper we look at three ways
doing this.
3.2 Directly encoding the operation
This is the most straightforward method; we simply dou
the size of the chromosome by incorporating genes for
choice of operation in addition to those for choice of j
Hence, abed-- - will now mean: "choose the a-th untack
operation from the the 6-th uncompleted job, and place it
the earliest place where it will fit in the developing schedi
choose the c-th untackled operation from the d-th uncc
pleted job and place it into the earliest place where it will
in the developing schedule, ... ", and so on. We will refei
this method with the abbreviation JOB+OP.
3.3 Fixed heuristic choice
In this method, a fixed heuristic is decided upon beforeha
and used by the schedule builder to make the choice of
eration at each step. Hence, if we use heuristic X to m
this choice, then the interpretation of abed - - ■ becomes : "
heuristic X to choose an operation from the a-th uncomple
job, and place it in the earliest place where it will fit in
developing schedule, use heuristic X to choose an operat
from the 6-th uncompleted job, and place it in ... ", and so
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e use the Abbreviation FH(X) in referring to this strategy,
respect of some particular heuristic X. The simple heuris-
s we will refer to in this paper are the following eight. In
ch case, the set of possible operations to choose from are
ase in the 'current job'. This 'current job' is that repre-
ited (via the circular list of uncompleted jobs) by the allele
the chromosome which is being interpreted at this step.
PT: choose the operation with largest processing time,
breaking ties according to an a priori ordering over the
operations.
PT: choose the operation with shortest processing time,
breaking ties according to an a priori ordering over the
operations.
IF-LPT: Let t be the earliest time at which an operation
can be scheduled, and let S be the set of operations that
can be scheduled at t. Simply apply LPT to the operations
in 5.
F-SPT: As above, but using SPT instead of LPT.
F-BTR: As above, but simply choosing randomly from the
set S.
G-LPT: Let G be the set of operations that can be placed
in a gap in the schedule; that is, those operations which fit
inbetween two already scheduled operations on the same
machine. Apply LPT to the operations in G. If G is empty,
proceed as with LPT.
RG: Choose the operation from G which leaves the longest
amount of time in its gap, breaking ties randomly. If G is
empty, then simply use LPT.
RG: Choose the operation from G which leaves the shortest
amount of time in its gap, breaking ties randomly. If G is
empty, then simply use LPT.
For example, in later experiments using FH(LPT), this
ers to the fixed-heuristic hybrid method, with LPT being
: heuristic used in this case.
1 Evolving heuristic choice
tally, note that there is no good reason to rely on a fixed
iristic for each choice of operation while building a sched-
. Indeed, it is quite easy to see that varying the choice of
iristic according to the particular job being processed, and
3 according to the particular stage in the schedule building
>cess, may make more sense. It is hard to find some prin¬
ted a priori method for making these varied choices, but
can implement a simple adaptive strategy by extending
basic chromosome representation as follows. A chromo-
ne abed • • • now means: "use the a-th heuristic to choose an
:ration from the b-th uncompleted job, and place it in the
liest place where it will fit in the developing schedule, use
c-th heuristic to choose an operation from the d-th unco ra¬
ted job, and place it in ...", and so on. We dub this method
iC', for 'Evolving Heuristic Choice'. Alleles of genes which
interpreted as heuristic choices (eg: odd-numbered genes
the above example) range through the number of available
iris tics; in the experiments described later, the set of pos-
le choices are the eight described earlier. We have found
>eneficial for these alleles to be preferentially set to one in
ticular of these choices (LPT for most problems) in the
ial generation, thereafter being allowed to vary via muta-
a and recombination. In the next section then, when we
refer to the use of a particular heuristic in association with
EHC, we simply mean that the initial generation of chrom-
somes have their heuristic choice alleles set to this heuristic,
but are allowed to vary from then on.
4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We tested each approach on six benchmark OSSPs of sixes
4 x 4, 5 x 5, 7 x 7, 10x10, 15x15, and 20 x 20. In each case, the
GA used fitness-proportionate selection based on the objec¬
tive function aaksspan - loner bound, lower bounds being
provided in [12]. Elitist generational reproduction was used;
uniform crossover was used, applied adaptively. That is, the
crossover rate began at 0.8, and was reduced by 0.0005 after
each generation down to a minimum of 0.3. Two children were
produced from each crossover; these children, or the parents
(when crossover was not applied) were each mutated with a
fixed probability of 0.5; mutation involved swapping two ran¬
domly chosen genes. In each case, the results report the aver¬
age of the best makespan found from each of ten trial runs of a
maximum of 1000 generations, and the best makespan found
overall. Convergence typically occured very quickly (some¬
times in the initial generation) on the 4x4 problem; on larger
problems, convergence ranged from an average of around 30
generations for the 5x5 problem to an average of 350 gener¬
ations for the 20 x 20 problem. The population sise was 200
in each case.
Table 2 shows results for the smaller three benchmarks. The
'Previous Best' row gives the best previously known solution.
In the 4x4 and 5x5 cases, these are known to be global
optima.
Table 2. Results on amall benchmark OSSPs
Benchmark OSSP (jobs x machines)
4x4 5x5 7x7
Previous Best 193 300 438
JOB+OP
Mesn 194.4 308.5 454.1
Best 193 302 441
Fixed Heuristic
Mean (EF-SPT) 193.4 303.9 449.7
Best (EF-SPT) 193 301 445
Mean (EF-LPT) 211.0 312.2 449.8
Best (EF-LPT) 211 305 443
Mean (EF-BTR) 195.6 305.6 448.9
Best (EF-BTR) 195 301 436
Evolving Heuristic Choice
Mean (EF-SPT) 193.0 305.0 449.7
Best (EF-SPT) 193 300 441
Mean (EF-LPT) 194.3 307.6 444.9
Best (EF-LPT) 193 305 435
Mean (EF-BTR) 194.1 305.3 449.8
Best (EF-BTR) 193 300 435
The most striking aspect of these results was that EHC
yielded a better result, 435, than any previously found (that
we know of) on Taillard's 7x7 benchmark ; the previous
best for this was reached by tabu search [12]. Note also that
FH(EF-BTR) also improved on this previous best. More gen¬
erally, it appears that the methods incorporating SPT (as
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fixed in FH, or initially fixed in EHC) are best on the two
smallest problems while LPT shines through on the larger
problem. We find that this reliably extends to problems larger
than 7x7, and hence only incorporate LPT (as the fixed or
initially fixed choice) in the experiments to follow. All of the
FH and EHC methods improved on the JOB-f-OP trials, showing
a clear benefit for some form of hybridisation.
In table 3, we compare JOB+OP, FH(LPT), and EHC(LPT)
for the three larger benchmarks. Note that in this case the
previous best results are known to be global optima for the
15 x 15 and 20 x 20 cases [12].
Table 3. Results on large benchmark OSSPs
Benchmark OSSP (jobs X machines)
10 x 10 15 X 15 20 X 20
Previous Best 645 937 1155
JOB+OP
Mean 690.7 968.9 1244.5
Best 668 951 1224
Fixed Heuristic (LPT)
Mean 662.7 942.9 1163.7
Best 646 937 1155
Evolving Heuristic Choice
Mean 660.1 940.1 1167.7
Best 641 937 1156
The most striking result in this case is the discovery of
a new best result for the 10 x 10 benchmark, which again
was obtained using the EHC method. Note also that these re¬
sults further underline the quality of a hybrid approach as
compared to that of the 'pure GA' JOB+OP method. Beyond
these observations we cannot really discern any clear indica¬
tions as to the relative quality of FH and EHC on the two larger
benchmarks.
5 DISCUSSION
The approach we describe provides excellent results on diffi¬
cult benchmark problems. Although this is no guarantee that
the approach will generalise successfully to real problems,
and/or perform just as well on different and larger bench¬
marks, it is clearly a promising enough basis for continued
research along these lines.
It is particularly encouraging that even the best results
were achieved with an essentially simple technique, improve¬
ments on which can be readily imagined. This augments a
continuing theme in GA research literature, which shows that
GAs begin to compete closely with or outperform other known
methods on some problems when successfully hybridised [10,
11, 8]. Further work is under way to study more sophisticated
heuristics and hybridisation strategies.
In the context of the interplay between the GA and the
heuristics, these results appear counter to findings like those
of [1], which suggest that the more search done by the GA
at the expense of the heuristic, the better in terms of final
solution quality, though probably at the expense of time. Our
results, and those of other authors in other applications, tend
to show the opposite: better quality results arrive through hy
bridisation with a heuristic, with little extra time cost. Recon¬
ciliation of such counter observations are readily found ho
ever, by recognising that most generalisations we make fr<
necessarily small forays into the space of possible experimei
are at the mercy of being overturned by further such inv<
tigation. Better solution quality may well have arrived h<
through a 'pure' GA approach (such as JOB+OP) but only
a rather extreme cost in time; eg: for JOB+OP to compete
terms of solution quality with EHC may well be possible, h
perhaps only if we use far larger population sixes and com
quently wait far longer for convergence. Bagchi et afs noti
makes intuitive sense if we consider that it allows the GA f
rein over the space of possible solutions, rather than sear<
ing a contracted space as is effectively done in most hybi
methods. However, this 'expansion* of the space that we alh
the GA to survey carries with it the need for more extensi
sampling and hence much larger population sixes. A hybi
GA/heuristic method thus tends to seem the better practi<
choice, offering a better tradeoff in terms of speed vt quail
on most problems.
5.1 Extension to more 'real' OSSPs
The more general statement of a jobshop problem is mc
complex than that described here in two main ways. First,
operation has a collection of alternative process plans (it c
be done on different machines), rather than the single proct
plan of being specified to be done on a particular machii
Let each job ji have pt alternative process plans. Each su
plan is a distinct set of machines and associated processi
times, each representing an alternative way of discharging t
job. We might extend our representation to incorporate su
alternatives as follows: a schedule abed • ■ • means: "choose
untackled operation from the the a-th uncompleted job, i
ing the fi-th valid process plan for this job, and place it in
the earliest place where it will fit in the developing schedu
... ", and so on. Here, when the schedule builder identifies t
job currently referred to in the chromosome (via the heur
tic choice), earlier choices in the schedule constrain the i
of valid alternative process plans that are still 'live' for tl
job. The valid set is treated as circular, and chosen from
directed by the chromosome. There are of course several otb
possibilities. For example, we could use essentially the sai
representation as used for the simpler OSSP, but change t
interpretation to: "hcuristically choose a valid process pi
from the a-th uncompleted job and then heuristically cho<
an operation from this plan, and place it into the earliest pla
where it will fit in the developing schedule, and so c
This involves the addition of a heuristic to choose the pi
cess plan as well as choose an operation. Possibilities for t
heuristic which chooses the process plan are easily imagine
For example, we might choose the plan for which the to
processing time remaining is smallest.
The second important difference is that jobs have due dal
which need to be considered, and also relative precedent
This can be dealt with in our approach simply by incorpor;
ing these considerations into the fitness function. That is, t
fitness measure is a combination of the makespan of the scht
ule and the extents to which job precedences are honoured a
due dates are met. Alternatively, preference and due date i
formation may be readily incorporated into a heuristic. F
example, instead of a heuristic which chooses the job wi
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTShe largest processing time, we might choose the job which
naximises some function of processing time and the extent to
vhich its due date is met.
Hence, various possibilities are apparent for extending the
approach to deal with more general problems. Such has been
eported, for example, in the context of highly generalised
nanufacturing scheduling problems [7], although this did not
eport on the hybridisation of the GA with simple heuria-
ics (chromosomes were much more direct representations of
chedules). Our main point here is to show how our approach
eadily allows for extensions which will allow it to cope with
>roblems of the fully general kind found in real machine shop
environments, while still retaining its basic flavour, and hence
etaining the presumed source of its success. It may not be
mmediately apparent that the success we demonstrate on
implihed benchmark OSSPs will carry over to effective per-
ormance on more complex problems in an extended approach,
>ut there is no apparent reason to be too skeptical of this pos-
ibility. Further work along these lines will be reported in due
ourse.
».2 Conclusion
Ye have presented an approach to the OSSP which performs
ery promisingly on benchmark OSSPs, twice outperforming
•revious reported attempts. We discussed how the approach
nay be extended to deal with more realistic problems; the
implicity of the approach, its apparent success, and the evi-
lent potential for much further improvement and extension,
eem to render it a promising method warranting further re-
earch. Ultimately, of course, comparisons with other AI- or
)R- based methods will be instructive. Also, the approach
s presented fails to meet some possible needs which sched-
ile managers may have in machine shop environments; eg:
here is no clear way in which reschedulingcan be addressed,
ther than by redefining the problem as necessary and running
he GA from scratch; a more sophisticated technique however
/ould be one which made use of information gained during
ormation of the previous schedule, which makes rescheduling
potentially very speedy process.
Finally, it should be noted that the GA configuration used
a the experiments here is not optimal. Continuing GA re-
earch reveals variants and techniques that GA application re-
earchers will find rewarding to heed. For example, [2, 3] both
escribe spatially-oriented selection strategies which seem to
onsistently outperform others, while [4] describes, among
ther things, reinitialisation strategies which can enhance over-
11 robustness and reliability.
► .3 Notes
"he benchmarks used here can be obtained via [9]. The OR
brary referred to in [9] is an electronic library of benchmarks
ar a wide range of OR problems. Researchers wishing to corn-
are with our results will need to know that the problems
eferred to here are each the problem No. 1 of their specified
ize and kind. Alternatively, problem data may be obtained
irectly from the authors, as can the details of the schedules
aund here which improve on previous best known results.
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Abstract
Arranging a lecture/tutorial/lab timetable in a large university department or school is
a hard problem faced continually in educational establishments. We describe how this prob¬
lem has been solved in one institution via the use of evolutionary algorithms. The technique
extends easily and straightforwardly to any lecture timetabling problem. Although there
may be more effective ways to handle particular instances of the general lecture timetabling
problem, we note that the combination of speedy, good results and ease of development for
the particular application in hand make the EA based technique we present potentially
widely useful in general.
1 Introduction
Lecture timetabling is the problem of assigning times and places to a many separate lectures,
tutorials, etc ..., to satisfy several constraints concerning capacities and locations of available
rooms, free-time needs and other such considerations for lecturers, and relationships between
particular courses. The most prominent overall constraint (central to all timetabling problems)
is that there should be no clashes; that is: any pair of lectures (or tutorials, etc ...) which arc
expected to share common students or teachers should not be scheduled simultaneously.
Typically, this is addressed by drawing up an initial draft timetable, followed by perhaps
weeks of redrafting as complaints about the most recent draft flow in from various sources. The
space of possible timetables can be nightmarish to traverse, and there have been several attempts
to find useful AI/OR approaches to aid the process [2, 15, 4, 11, 3]. Success has been recently
reported for using evolutionary algorithms (EAo) for timetabling [1, 6, 11, 7, 8, 17, 16]. Here wc
describe one such EA approach, and present illustrative results on some real lecture timetabling
problems.
In presenting results on some reed problems, we augment similar work which also reports
results on real problems [6, 7, 8, 17, 16], but we also present a fuller and deeper discussion of the
general approach, clarifying how it may be used on a much wider range of problems than that
studied. Some comparison is also made between the use of different EA selection schemes. Also,
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in reporting EA-based results in comparison with the independently and 'expertly' calculated
timetables for four real lecture timetabling problems we show clearly how this approach can yield
very beneficial improvements.
Overview
We first describe the kind of problem addressed in more detail in section 2. Description of our
EA based approach follows in section 3, and notes on implementing the approach then appear
in section 4. Illustrative experiments on real problems appear in section 5, followed by general
discussion in section 6.
2 Lecture Timetabling Problems
The basic element of a lecture timetabling problem is a set of events E = {ei,ej,..., e„). Each
member of E is a unique event requiring assignment of a time and a place. That is, it may be a
lecture, a tutorial, a lab session, or some other event which plays a part in the term timetable.
We could alternatively formulate this, for example, in terms of a set of subjects S, each of which
has associated numbers of lectures, tutorials, lab sessions, etc ... per week. However it is simpler
to take as our starting point the set E as described, which is easily generated from the latter
kind of data. Eg, two separate Lisp Programming lectures and five Lisp Programming tutorials
will constitute seven members of E.
Each event e, has an associated length /, (how long the event is in, say, minutes), and an
associated size s,, which is cither known or an estimate of the number of students expected to
attend that event. There is also a set of 'agents' A = {a|, a?,. .., a(); these are lecturers, tutors,
technicians, etc ...— people with some kind of distinguished role to play in an event. Finally,
there is a set of places P = {pi,ps,... ,p,}, and a set of times T = {fi, tj,..., <,}. An assignment
is a four-tuple (a, 6, c, d), in which a £ E, b € T, c € P, d 6 A, with the interpretation "event a
starts at time 6 in place c and is taught (lectured, tutored, ...) by agent d. A lecture timetable
is simply a collection of n assignments, one for each event.
Such problems are beset by many kinds of constraint. A fuller presentation of these appears
in [18], and various more simplified treatments have been presented elsewhere [2, 1, 3]. The
following briefly notes the necessary aspects of the approach discussed in [18] which are needed
for understanding the rest of this paper. Following this we describe the constraints which need to
be met in a specific 3cric3 of lecture timetabling problems; this serves as a background case-study
against which we can illutrate some general aspects of the implementation of the approach to an
arbitrary timetabling problem.
3 Evolutionary Timetabling
Assuming familiarity with the basic processes in EAs, it suffices to describe our approach by
reference only to the chromosome representation and the fitness function. Those unfamiliar with
the basics of EAs can consult good texts such as [12, 10].
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The Chromosome Representation
A 'timetable' chromosome is a vector of symbols of total length 3t> (recall: v is the number of
events), divided into contiguous three-gene chunks. The three alleles in the ith chunk, where
1 <= i <= v, represent the time, place, and agent assignments of ith event. Naturally, the sets
of possible alleles at time, place, and agent genes are respectively identified with the sets T, P,
and A. The simple example chromosome "abcdef" represents a timetable in which event e\ starts
at time a in place 6, involving agent c, and event ej starts at time d in place e, involving agent
/•
This constitutes a 'direct' representation, as opposed to the more indirect style common in
EA-based job shop scheduling work, and recently implemented for timetabling in [16]. Relative
advantages and disadvantages of these two styles are beyond the scope of this paper, but are a
central point of interest. Suffice to say here that comparison of the two is beset by complications,
but it so far seems that the direct approach enhanced with the introduction of intelligent mu¬
tation operators (which take great advantage of the directness of the representation, and hence
cannot be feasibly constructed for use with the indirect style) [8], vies on equal terms with an
ingenious version of the indirect style [16]; these observations are yet to be properly backed up
empirically.
3.1 The Fitness Function
A maximally fit timetable is clearly one which satisfies all of the imposed constraints. Also, it
seems reasonable to distinguish between timetables in terms of fitness based on the numbers and
kinds of different constraints violated. A choice of fitness function which meets this behaviour
is as follows, where C is the set of constraints in the problem, P, is a penalty associated with
constraint i, and Vi(g) = 1 if timetable g violates constraint t, and 0 otherwise:
/(«?) = 1/(1 + HPM9)) (1)
iec
The relative penalty values may be chosen to reflect intuitive judgement of the relative im¬
portance of satisfying different kinds of constraint. Further discussion of this kind of objective
function and other possibilities is beyond the scope of this paper, but appears elsewhere, eg:
[8, 19, 13]. In general, however, a penalty function as above, using a rough choice of penalty
settings derived from the course organisers' notion of relative importance of different constraints,
appears adequately robust for many problems.
4 A Specific Lecture Timetabling Problem
An MSc course in the Department of Artificial Intelligence, University of Edinburgh (EDAI)
involves eight taught course modules spread over two terms. The course is organised into 'themes',
each involving a particular combination of 8 modules, of which some are compulsory and some
optional. As well as choices from among the 30+ modules available in the AI Department,
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students may also choose modules from the Computer Science (CS) Department and others. A
complicating factor here is that the CS Dcpt is an inconvenient bus ride away from the AI Dept.
T comprises 80 start times, 16 per day on each day of a five day week. Each day's slots are
at half-hourly intervals from 9am to 4:30pm. E comprises a large collection of lectures, tutorials,
and lab sessions, mostly an hour long, but sometimes two hours long. A student enrolled on a
course must attend all the lectures in E involving the course, but only one of the tutorials or
labs (E will include several tutorials or labs for each course). Separate courses are pre-assigned
to either term 1 or term 2. Hence, in one academic year there is a separate lecture timetabling
problem for each term involving roughly half of the modules available on the course as a whole.
The full set of constraints which need to be faced are as follow:
Options : Student's options should be kept open as far as possible. No pair of lectures in the
same theme should overlap in the timetable. More generally, lectures x and y should not
overlap if there is expectation that one or more students may wish to take both courses x
and y.
Event Spread : The individual timetable for any student must be spread out fairly evenly. Eg:
A student should not have to sit through four lectures in a single day. Rather, the events
an individual student must attend should be evenly spaced out during the week. Also,
different lectures on the same topic (eg: there may be 2 Prolog lectures per week) should
occur on different days.
Travel Time : A student should have at least 30 minutes free for travel between events in the
CS Dept and events in the AI Dept.
Slot Exclusions : CS lectures should occur in morning slots, and AI lectures in afternoon slots
(this arises from an inter-departmental agreement). Also, lectures at lunchtime (starting
at 1:00pm or 1:30pm) should be avoided if possible. In a similar vein, various constraints
of the form "event e cannot start at time t" arise owing to other commitments of the staff
involved.
Slot Specifications : Various constraints are given in the form "event e must start at time 1",
arising for various reasons.
Capacity : The size of a lecture or tutorial should not exceed the capacity of the room it occurs
in. Also, a room can only cope with one event (lecture, tutorial, or lab) at a time (this is
the main difference between lecture and examination timetabling).
Room Exclusions : Many constraints on room assignments for particular events can easily be
derived from the Capacity constraints, along with information about the expected sizes of
events. In addition however, there are other considerations which lead to several a priori
constraints of the form "event e cannot occur in room r". For example, event e may demand
disabled access, or certain audio-visual requirements unavailable in room r.
Room Specifications : Similarly, several constraints arc apparent of the form "event e must
occur in room r".
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Juxtaposition : Preferably, all tutorials or laboratory sessions for any course should occur later
in the week than the week's first lecture on that course. Sometimes this is particularly
necessary, since a tutorial or lab session may be based on the lectures which were held
(hopefully) earlier in the week. In other cases this is desirable but not vital.
Translating the Constraints into a Fitness Function
In this case, it so happens that every lecture's agent (ie: lecturer) is predetermined, and individual
lecturers have already decided in advance (providing details in the style of exclusion constraints)
which slots they arc not available for. Tutors for tutorials and lab sessions are not pre-determined
in this way, but for these there is no point in incorporating them into the timetable at this stage
(usually well in advance of term), since we simply do not know for sure who will be available and
when. For this problem we therefore need not consider the set A, and hence can use chromosomes
of length 2v. The above constraints can be dealt with as follows:
Keeping Options Open
The Options constraint is handled by interpreting it as a large collection of binary constraints,
each involving a distinct pair of events expected to share students. For convenience, we derive
a set of 'virtual' students, each of whom takes a distinct one of the set of possible four or five-
module options for the term. This set of virtual students is then used to derive the collection
of distinct binary constraints between events. Here, such a binary constraint occurs between
every pair of distinct lectures taken by some virtual student. A similar constraint also holds
between distinct lectures on the same module, and between lectures and tutorials on the same
module. No such constraint is needed between different tutorials or labs for the same course, or
even between tutorials and labs on different courses. Such may be scheduled simultaneously, and
often are; in due course this gives rise to constraints which affect each students' choice from the
set of tutorial and/or lab sessions available for each module.
This amounts to a collection of binary constraints of the form "e, must not overlap in time
with e3"; the fitness function must check for violation of each of these in turn. Similarly, it should
be clear how the basic problem of avoiding clashes in any other lecture or exam timetabling
problem can be dealt with. Notice too that we can incorporate the Travel Time constraint here.
If ei and e2 are timetabled with a break of, say, k minutes between them, but are assigned to
rooms which take more than k minutes to travel between, then any Options constraint between
them is effectively violated. Hence, the violation check for Options constraints can, simply via
accessing the 'place' genes for e\ and e2 and a given travel-timematrix for the places, also account
for Travel Time constraints.
Event Spread constraints
Event spread constraints can be handled in a number of ways. Eg, to even out the event spread
for individual students we might explicitly calculate some measure or measures of event spread
for each virtual student. Alternatively, we could reasonably approximate this by examining some
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measure or measures of the spread of the timetable as a whole. Both would seem to offer the
same overall effect; the latter will typically be computationally cheaper, but the former approach
would seem to offer more potential for control and tradeoff of different aspects of the event spread
for individual students.
The method used in the experiments detailed later is as follows: the fitness function notes, for
each virtual student, the number of instances of the following two 'offenses': a) four events are
scheduled in one day for this virtual student; b) five or more events are scheduled in one day for
this virtual student. A different penalty term is associated with each, and the penalty weighted
sum of instances of these offenses, summed over virtual students, makes up the contribution to
(or, rather, detraction from ...) fitness of the overall event spread constraint.
Finally, 'different-day' constraints can clearly be handled in the same way as Options con¬
straints. For any pair of lectures on the same module, we simply check directly from the chromo
some whether or not their assigned slots are on the same day. If they are, then an appropriate
penalty is added.
Exclusions and Specifications
It i3 easy to 3ce how exclusion constraints can be directly translated into one or more simple
violation-check functions, given the chromosome representation in use. Notice however that we
can just as simply pre-arrange it so that chromosomes never violate these constraints in the first
place. We can doctor the allele range of each gene so that it is always the specified allele (if any),
or only ranges over the non-excluded alleles.
Choosing between such pre satisfaction of exclusion and specification constraints, and the
option of penalising violations of them, is not always straightforward. If many such constraints
exist, the 'pre-satisfied' space may well lack excellent timetables which violate a few exclusions,
for example, but make up for this in other ways. On the other hand, pre-satisfaction speeds up
evaluation and promises to speed up search via reducing the search space. The full ramifications
of this choice arc beyond the 3copc of this paper, but it suffices to point out here that either option
should be available in a system which implements this technique. In the experiments discussed
later, most exclusion and specification constraints were prespecified. The only 'penalised' such
constraint was that for lunchtime lectures. According to the EDAI MSc course organisers, it is
preferable to avoid these, but acceptable to trade these off against other constraint violations.
Capacity constraints
To check that a room's capacity isn't exceeded, we must first translate the overall room capacity
constraint into constraints of the form "room r ohould contain no more than r^p students in
timeslot t", for each room r and timeslot f, where rcap is the student capacity of room r. During
evaluation, the system simply precomputcs from the current candidate timetable the student
load for each room in each 3lot, and then runs through this li3t of constraints checking each in
turn and accumulating penalties for violations. Evidently, the same technique can be applied for
a very wide range of similar problems, and also applies to constraints concerned with 'teaching
loads' constraints in problems for which agents must be considered in the representation.
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Juxtaposition Constraints
Finally, it is evident how the ordering constraints between given groups of events can be incorpo¬
rated. We first derive a collection of binary constraints from those given. Eg, "all lisp tutorials
should occur later than the first lisp lecture of the week" is translated into a collection of binary
constraints of the form "lisp_l must be before lispJ.3". Checking for violations of such con¬
straints is then straightforward . Similarly, it should be clear how any juxtaposition constraint
(eg: "there should be at least two days between event ej and event e2") can be similarly handled.
5 Experiments
Experimental Setup
We address the EDA1 MSc lecture/tutorial problems for both terms of the academic years 92/93
and 93/94, respectively involving 76, 73, 82, and 73 events. Other features of these problems are
as described in section 4, and full details are available from the authors.
In all cases, the EA used a population size of 50, uniform crossover, gene-by-gene mutation,
and elitist generational reproduction. The crossover and mutation rates pc and par were dynam¬
ically altered as follows, pc started at 0.8 and was decreased by 0.001 after each generation (ie:
after every 50 evaluations), with a lower limit of 0.6, while pm started at 0.003 and increased
by 0.0003 each generation, with an upper limit of 0.02. Each trial was run for 200 generations
(10000 evaluations). Separate experiments are recorded for each problem for each of three dif¬
ferent selection strategies: fitness-proportionate (FIT), GENITOR-style rank-based with bias 2
(RANK) [20], and tournament selection with tournament size 10 (TOUR).
The result of a trial was a maximally fit timetable found during the trial. From this we record
a vector of violations V = {c, j,p, I, e, d$+, dt, t}, which respectively denote violations of Options
constraints (clashes), important juxtaposition constraints, desirable juxtaposition constraints,
lunchtime constraints, slot-exclusion constraints, cases where a 'virtual student' faced more than
four events in a a day, cases where a 'virtual student' faced four events in a single day, and,
finally, travel time constraints. Violations of all other constraints mentioned above (eg: room
exclusions, capacity constraints) are not recorded, since they were fully satisfied in all cases.
Ten trials were run for each experiment, and results for each problem record the best V found
overall, and the mean of V over the ten trials, for each of three selection schemes. We also present
V for the timetables produced by the course organisers for each problem, and which were the
actual timetables used (or in use), since the EA system itself was not yet in regular use. 'Best'
means relative to the penalty weighted sum of violations. The fixed penalty values used in these
trials for the various violations were, in the order in which they appear in the tables: 500, 300,




Problem <: j P 1 e d< i
92/93-terml
Course Organisers 0 0 4 4 14 0 2 65
FIT / Best of 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8
FIT / Mean of 10 0 0.1 0.2 1.2 0 0 0.9 16.6
RANK / Best of 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17
RANK / Mean of 10 0 0 0 1.6 0 0 0.6 17.2
TOUR / Best of 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR / Mean of 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.4 0.7
92/93-term2
Course Organisers 0 1 9 2 0 1 4 49
FIT / Best of 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
FIT / Mean of 10 0 0 0.1 0.5 0 0 2.1 9.2
RANK / Best of 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 9
RANK / Mean of 10 0 0 0.5 1 0 0 2.4 13.4
TOUR / Best of 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR / Mean of 10 0 0 0.3 0.6 0 0 0.7 0.1
Table 1: Comparative performance on the 92/93 problems
Tables 1 and 2 clearly show that the EA approach leads to much better timetables in each
case. One course-organiser produced timetable failed to keep all reasonable options open (ie: had
clashes), while many failed to fully keep lectures and tutorials away from various restricted 3lot3,
and all failed constraints at least as important as the need to avoid lunchtime events. Problems
caused involve lecturers and tutors being forced to work during timeslots previously designated
for other things (eg: regular weekly seminars), forced to give up free afternoons or mornings
designated for research, students facing excessively demanding days, and so on.
On the other hand, for each problem, tournament selection found either a perfect timetable
or one with a single travel-time violation in at least one of ten trial runs. For each selection
scheme, mean and best results compared very favourably with the experts' efforts. Each EA
trial was completed within 5 minutes on a sun SPARC. Occasionally, a EA solution, was worse
in terms of some attribute (eg: violations of desirable juxtaposition constraints) than the course
organisers' solution, but better overall in terms of the penalty-weighted sum of violations. This
suggests that the EA was more successful at trading off the relative occurrences of violations of
different importance.
Tournament selection appears to be the best choice, with rank-based selection of the style
used in [20] and fitness proportionate selection, in that order, being next best. This relative
performance of different selection schemes cannot strictly be taken as read from these results
without further experiments using different tournament sizes, biases, and so on; however, much
EA literature backs up this ordering of relative performance.
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93/94-terml
Course Organisers 0 0 0 5 7 0 2 84
FIT / Best of 10 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 15
FIT / Mean of 10 0 0 2.6 2.3 0 0 0.7 28.6
RANK / Best of 10 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 23
RANK / Mean of 10 0 0 2.2 2.5 0 0.1 0.3 31.5
TOUR / Best of 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
TOUR / Mean of 10 0 0 0.6 1.4 0 0 0.2 0.6
93/94_term2
Course Organisers 2 0 3 3 1 0 0 50
FIT / Best of 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 11
FIT / Mean of 10 0 0 0.2 1.4 0 0 1.4 14
RANK / Best of 10 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 13
RANK / Mean of 10 0 0 0.6 1.7 0 0 1.3 13.6
TOUR / Best of 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOUR / Mean of 10 0 0 0 0.7 0 0 0.2 0.2
Table 2: Comparative performance on the 93/94 problems
6 Discussion
The results clearly indicate the benefits of using a penalty-function based EA approach on this
problem, and by implication suggest similar utility for the same approach on similar problems. In
designing the penalty-weighted fitness function itself for these experiments, several of the design
decisions were ad hoc. For example, penalty values were chosen according to a rough judgement
of relative importance. Also, there were several other possibilities, as discussed earlier, for dealing
with the event-spread constraints. Even the underlying EA itself was far from optimal in terms
of parameter settings and general configuration. Better choices of selection scheme, for example,
are spatially-oriented schemes as presented in [5] and [9], while better overall choices for the EA
are certainly possible.
The 'rough-and-ready' aspect of the experimented configurations used in this paper, coupled
with the good results reported and the ease of implementing the approach strongly suggests a
promising future for both further research and also practical use of EAs on general timetabling
problems. Naturally, there are a considerable number of theoretical and practical issues that
need to be answered. An illustrative collection of these follow:
Scaling Up
How does this approach scale up to larger and more tightly constrained problems? The real
problems addressed here, and similarly those addressed in [6, 14, 7], are similar in size or larger
than a large proportion of the timetabling problems faced in many institutions. Hence the useful¬
ness of this approach seems justified, inasmuch as we can expect the beneficial results displayed
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here to carry over to different timetabling problems of similar or smaller size. How the approach
scales with increasing size and/or complexity is a harder question, which is the subject of con¬
tinuing research. Initial indications in unpublished work are that the basic approach scales well,
but suffers from a problem common to EA based optimisation: that is, solutions near optimal
regions are rapidly found on large complex problems, but further evolution towards optima be¬
comes considerably slow, and may stop altogether. Fortunately this difficulty is readily aided by
the use of smart hillclimbing mutation operators. As detailed in [8], use of ouch operators helps
to vastly increase the scope of the approach in termo of problem size. Similarly, an alternative
chromosome representation uocd in [16] is aloo found to significantly improve on solution quality
when compared with the basic approach as presented here.
Generalising Across
How does the approach perform on other timetabling problems? The general nature of the
approach suggests that it would be just as well employed on many similar problems. A key
aspect which matters here is speed of evaluation. As long as the numbers of constraints which
need checking coupled with the computational ease of checking them make for a relatively speedy
evaluation function, it seems safe to suggest that useful performance is promised. The kinds of
individual constraints that usually occur in timetabling problems are computationally quick to
check when using the direct chromosome representation. The general prospects for EA-based
timetabling in this respect are in any case illustrated by the variety of real problems so far
successfully addressed.
Different Approaches
Different representations, U3C of domain specific recombination operators, and hybridisation
of the EA with other techniques are all candidates for refinement of this approach. Much further
research in this vein is in order. It is also interesting and important to compare EA approaches
with other methods such as branch & bound search, simulated annealing, and so on. This
endeavour is complicated by the differences between the techniques themselves. Eg, the promise
of the EA based approach is most strongly manifest in its robustness across a very wide range of
different timetabling problems. Comparison with rule-based approaches to test this claim on the
same variety of problems would then necessitate the lengthy and difficult development process
of building rule-based systems with similarly wide applicability. Comparison with simulated
annealing is a more likely prospect, and such is planned in due course.
Practice
Some common needs arc not met by the approach as discussed here. Eg: timetablers may wish
to generate Beveral distinct timetables to choose from. Such considerations require refinements
and extensions, although the basic approach wc have discussed remains a useful partial tool for
such requirements. More relevantly, space prevents us from properly covering here the general
process and the many possible choices involved in interpreting the constraints of a problem into
a particular choice of fitness function. It is rarely apparent how best to do this, and further work
is required to assess the various possibilities. Experience shows, however, that there is unlikely
to be a major difference in performance between different such choices for problems of the size
and type addressed here; hence, we feel that natural and/or arbitrary choices may be made with
impunity for penalty settings, pre specifications, event spread constraint handling, and so on ...,
at least for problems of the size and type found in small or medium sized university departments.
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Fast Practical Evolutionary Timetabling
Dave Corne, Peter Roes, Hsiao-Lan Fang
Department of Artificial Intelligence, University of Edinburgh, 80 South Bridge,
Edinburgh EH1 1HN, U.K.
Abstract. We describe the General Examination/Lecture Timetabling
Problem (GELTP), which covers a very broad range of real problems
faced continually in educational institutions, and we describe how Evo¬
lutionary Algorithms (EAs) can be employed to effectively address arbi¬
trary instances of the GELTP. Some benchmark GELTPs are described,
including real and randomly generated problems. Results are presented
for several of these benchmarks, and several research and implementation
issues concerning EAs in timetabling are discussed.
1 Introduction
A number of researchers have applied evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to timetabling
problems [2, 1, 7, 3, 8, 9]. Work so far has however tended to be isolated, apply¬
ing a range of techniques to disconnected problems with little cross-comparison.
The intent of this paper is to fully set out the nature of the problems addressed
in EA timetabling research, and to present a series of results on some real and
randomly generated problems which form part of a benchmark set we are col¬
lecting, using the (so far) most successful variant of the 'direct' approach. These
benchmarks will hopefully spawn further, focussed work in the EA timetabling
arena.
Section 2 describes the general form of the timetabling problem addressed
by researchers using EAs and/or other techniques. Section 3 then notes how
an EA may be set up to address an arbitrary instance of such a problem. In
Sect. 4, we describe various test problems, both real and random, and gives
tables of results on these problems. Section 5 then discusses a variety of aspects
of the general approach which are worth mentioning, and some summary and
conclusions appear in Sect. 6.
2 Evolutionary Timetabling
A large class of timetabling problems can be described as follows. There is a
finite set of events E = {ci,ea,.. .,e„} (for example, exams, seminars, project
meetings), a finite set of potential start-times for these events T = {<j, <a,..., /,},
a finite set of places in which the events can occur P = {pi,p?, • ••,Pn}» and a
finite set of agents which have some distinguished role to play in particular events
(eg: lecturers, tutors, invigilators, ...) A = {aj, aj,..., am} . Each event e< can
be regarded as an ordered pair e,- = (e{, e'), where ej- is the length of event e,- (eg:
in minutes), and e\ is its size (eg: if e, is an examination, e\ might be the number
of students attending that examination). Further, each place can be regarded as
an ordered pair pi = (p*,pj), where p* is the event capacity of the place (the
number of different events that can occur concurrently in this place), and p'
is its size (eg: the total number of students it can hold). The event capacity
matters: two exams can take place in the same room simultaneously, but two
lectures cannot. There is also an n x n matrix D of travel-times between each
pair of places.
An assignment is an ordered 4-tuple (a,b,c,d), where a 6 E, b G T, c 6 P,
and d 6 A. An assignment has the straightforward general interpretation: "event
a starts at time 6 in place c, and with agent d". If, for example, the problem was
one of lecture timetabling then a more natural interpretation would be: "lecture
a starts at time 6 in room c, and is taught by lecturer cT.
Given E,T,P, A, and the matrix D, the GELTP involves producing a timetable
which meets a large set of constraints C. A timetable is simply a collection of
v assignments, one per event. How easy it is to produce a useful timetable in
reasonable time depends crucially on the kind of constraints involved. In the rest
of this section, we discuss what C may contain.
2.1 GELTP Constraints
Different instances of GELTPs are distinguished by the constraints and objec¬
tives involved, which typically make many (or even all) of the svmn possible
timetables poor or unacceptable. Each constraint may be hard (must be sat¬
isfied) or soft (should be satisfied if possible). Many conventional timetabling
algorithms address this distinction inadequately: if they cannot solve a given
problem they relax one or more constraints and restart, thus trying to solve a
different problem. The kinds of constraints that normally arise can be conve¬
niently classified as follows.
Uuary Constraints Unary constraints involve just one event. Examples in¬
clude: "The science exam must take place on a Tuesday", or "The Plenary talk
must be in the main function suite". They naturally fall into two classes:
Exclusions : An event must not take place in a given room, must not start at
a given time, or cannot be assigned to a certain agent.
Specifications : An event must take place at a given time, in a given place, or
must be assigned to a given agent.
Binary constraints A binary constraint involves restrictions on the assign¬
ments to a pair of events. These also fall conveniently into two classes:
Edge Constraints : These are the most common of all, arising because of
the simple fact that people cannot be in two places (or doing two different
things) at once. A general example is: "event x and event y must not overlap
in time". The term 'edge' arises from a commonly employed abstraction of
simple timetabling problems as graph colouring problems [12].
Juxtaposition Constraints : This is a wide class of constraints in which the
ordering and/or time gap between two events is restricted in some way.
Examples include: "event x must finish at least 30 minutes before event y
starts", and "event x and event y must start at the same time".
Edge constraints are of course subsumed by juxtaposition constraints, but we
single out the former because of their importance and ubiquity. Edge constraints
appear in virtually all timetabling problems, and in some problems they may be
the only constraints involved.
Capacity Constraints Capacity constraints specify that some function of the
given set of events occurring simultaneously at a certain place must not exceed
a given maximum. Eg: in lecturing timetabling we must usually specify that a
room can hold just one lecture at a time. In exam timetabling this capacity may
be higher for many rooms, but in both cases we need also to consider the total
student capacity of a room. We may allow up to six examinations at once in a
given hall, but only as long as that hall's maximum capacity of 200 candidates
is not exceeded.
Event-Spread Constraints Timetablers are usually concerned with the way
that events are spread out in time. In exam timetabling, for example, there may
be an overall constraint of the form "A candidate should not be expected to sit
more than four exams in two days". In lecture timetabling, we may require that
multiple lectures on the same topic should be spread out as evenly as possible
(using some problem-specific definition of what that means) during the week.
Event-spread constraints can turn a timetabling problem from one that can be
solved easily by more familiar graph-colouring methods into one which requires
general optimisation procedures and for which we can at best hope for a near
optimal solution.
Agent Constraints Agent constraints can involve restrictions on the total time
assigned for an agent in the timetable, and restrictions and specifications on
the events that each individual agent can be involved in. In addition to those
already discussed (exclusions and specifications) we typically also need to deal
with constraints involving agnet's preferences (for teaching certain courses, for
example), and constraints involving teaching loads.
3 Applying EAs to the GELTP
In applying an EA to a problem, central considerations are the choice of a chro¬
mosome representation and the design of the fitness function. In this section we
describe the approach we have found most successful so far.
3.1 Representation
For the GCLTP, & chromosome is a vector of symbols of total length 3v (where
v is the number of events), divided into contiguous chunks each containing three
genes. The three alleles in the s'th chunk, where 1 <= i <= v, represent the time,
place, and agent assignments of event i. Naturally, the set of possible alleles at
time, place, and agent genes are respectively identified with the sets T, P, and
A. The simple example chromosome "abedef" represents a timetable in which
event t\ starts at time a in place b, involving agent c, and event ej starts at time
d in place c, involving agent /.
Very many timetables thus represented will involve edge-constraint violations
('clashes'). Eg, the chromosome uabcabcabc " is well-formed, even though
it puts every event in the same place at the same time and involving the same
agent. The job of the EA is to gradually remove such violations of constraints
during the artificial evolutionary process.
3.2 The Evaluation function
It is important to be able to differentiate the relative quality of different timeta¬
bles. An apparently satisfactory solution is widely used in the EA literature:
it is simply to have fitness inversely proportional to the number of constraints
violated in a timetable with each instance of a violated constraint weighted ac¬
cording to how important or not it is to satisfy it.
Let Cj be the set of constraints of type j (for example, event-spread con¬
straints). The specific type classification used can be tailored to suit the prob¬
lem. Each violated member of Cj attracts a specific penalty Wj. For each c £ Cj,
let v(c, t) = 1 if c is violated in timetable t, and v(c, <) = 0 if c is satisfied. A
simple fitness function for a GELTP is thus:
/(<) = 1/(1 + £ wjJ2"(c,t)) (1)
types; eeCj
Assuming that all the penalties arc positive, this function is 1 if and only if
all the constraints hold, otherwise it is less than 1. The general idea is that an
appropriate choice of values for the penalty terms should lead both to reason¬
able tradeoffs between different kinds of constraint violations, and (by virtue of
defining the shape of the fitness landscape) effective guidance of the EA towards
highly fit feasible timetables.
The approach works best if the constraint set C is fine grained. For example,
if C contained only the 'single' constraint: "the timetable has no clashes", then
the fitness landscape would contain a few spikes in an otherwise flat space, which
is quite intractable to any form of search. C is hence best composed of low order
constraints, each of which involves only one or two events. For example, the
important constraint "No lectures which share common students should clash"
appears in C as a large collection of separate constraints each involving a distinct
pair of lectures which (are expected to) share common students or teachers. The
set of such edge constraints are usually the largest single block of constraints
in a timetabling problem. Commonly, applications will be faced with data in
a form like: "student Jones sits exams Maths, Physics, Chemistry, this
io then easily transformed to collections of binary constraints between events.
In this case, each distinct pair of exams taken by the same student constitutes
an edge constraint; typically, we may also automatically create an event-spread
constraint between the same pair.
Given such a collection, a question arises as to how to treat them: they
may either be treated as a uniform collection of distinct edge constraints of
identical importance, or each edge may be weighted according to how many
students share these events. In this way, and typically throughout this 'problem
transformation' process, the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) of finding a
timetable which satisfies all the constraints can be transformed into any of several
different constrained optimisation problems (C0Ps)[4]; each such COP will share
at least one global optimum with the CSP (and preferably all of them) but will be
otherwise different. In general, it seems important to make the landscape of this
COP as meaningful as possible. For example, in an exam timetabling problem in
which wc treat each distinct edge constraint the same and each distinct event-
spread constraint the same (but typically with event spread constraints being
less important edge constraints), we may find that the best we can do is find a
collection of answers which violate a single event-spread constraint. These may
be markedly diffeienl however; although each answer has just one pair of edge-
constrained events timetabled too closely, some may involve only one student,
while others may involve several. By weighting edge-constrained pairs of events
(in thio cose according to the number of students sharing the given exams), the
COP becomes more meaningful in that it is able to distinguish between such
cases. This is particularly important in cases where the CSP has no solution, or
where its solution io difficult to find; one or other of which io quite common norm
in exam and lecture timetabling problems. In such cases, the COPs addressed
by the EA (or some other method) may have different global optima, and so it
becomes particularly important to use as 'meaningful' a COP as possible. In an
example similar to that just discussed, for example, the less meaningful COP
may have an optimum which violates just one event spread constraint (which
involves 50 students suffering consecutive exams, say), while a global optimum
of the more meaningful version may involve just 2 students suffering consecutive
oxamo, although having violations of two distinct event spread constraints.
3.3 Speed
An important general consideration is that calculation of fitness be fast. For¬
tunately, this is usually true for most of the constraints we need to consider in
the GELTP, which mainly comprise unary and binary constraints. More to the
point, however, when using the direct representation it is particularly easy to
set up 'delta evaluation', whereby to evaluate a timetable we need only consider
the changes between it and an already-evaluated reasonably similar one such as
one of its parents.
[9] discusses the use of delta evaluation further, noting that it is slightly
more than just an obvious speedup measure. In particular, [9] notes that speed
comparisons made in terms of 'number of evaluations', as commonly done, may
often be overturned when delta evaluation is in use. That is, EA configuration
X might regularly find results in fewer evaluations than EA configuration Y
(and hence be faster when full evaluation is in use, but Y may be found to be
faster than X when delta evaluation is employed. The reason for this is just that
evaluations when using X in conjunction with delta evaluation generally take
longer than with V, because, for example, X employs a highly diversifying re¬
combination operator which means that delta evaluation has to consider several
changes each time (though will typically still be faster than full evaluation). It
is important to note here that delta evaluation leads to the notion of evaluation
equivalents EEs, which we employ later on. This simply records the time taken
for a run in terms of the number of full evaluations that would have been done
in the same time. We measure this, for example, by dividing the total number
of constraint checks made during a delta evaluation run by the (constant) num¬
ber that would be made during a full evaluation. This measure hence allows
a machine independent measure of the time taken by an EA/timetabling run
employing delta evaluation. An alternative is simply to record the total number
of constraint checks made, but EE's provide a more accessible measure and give
a more reasonable indication of total time taken.
3.4 Penalty Settings
Clearly, we can choose penalty terms for different constraints according to our
particular idea of how we would trade off the advantages and disadvantages of
different solutions to the problem in hand. Penalties must be set with care, how¬
ever. If the ratio between two penalties (say, ordering constraints tis eyent-spread
constraints) is too high, then search will quickly concentrate on a region of the
space low in violations of the more penalised constraint, but perhaps missing
a less dense region in which better tradeoffs could be found. If too low, then
the capacity for the search to trade off between different objectives is lost. Ev¬
idently, optimal penalty settings depend on many things, primarily involving
the density of regions of the fitness landscape in relation to each constraint, as
well as the subjective relative disadvantages of different constraint violations
in the problem at hand. Alternative possibilities include the approach in [10]
(in the context of multiple objective facility layout problems), in which penalty
settings are revised dynamically in accordance with the gradually discovered
nature of the constrained fitness landscape. Also, a principled method for con¬
structing scalar functions for multi-objective problems is discussed in the context
of EA optimisation in [6]. In this method, called MAUA (Multi-Attribute Util¬
ity Analysis), extensive questioning of an expert decision maker (in our case, an
experienced timetable constructor) on example cases (pairs of distinct timeta-
bles) would lead to the construction of a nonlinear function M of the vector of
summed constraint violations, designed so as to best match the judgement of
the expert in that the ordering on timetables imposed by M optimally matches
that imposed by the expert. The effort involved in performing MAUA, however,
is unlikely to be rewarded with a function AS which is significantly closer to the
expert decision-maker's judgement than an essentially ad-koc but intuitive linear
weighted penalty function and it is not clear that this is desirable. MAUA in¬
volves no attempt to structure AS such that the fitness landscape is more helpful
to the search process.
It suffices to say here that extensive experience so far suggests that for a
wide range of problems we can settle for a simple linear penalty-weighted sum
of violations with an intuitive choice of penalty settings.
3.5 Violation Directed Mutation Operators
In [9], a family of Violation Directed Mutation VDM operators for timetabling
problems are examined, and it is found that a certain subclass of variations on
VDM are particularly powerful for use on a range of realistic problems. Similar
operators are studied in [4] for graph colouring and other constraint satisfaction
problems. Here we adopt the use of one particular VDM variant, called (rand,
tnlO), as standard. The action of this operator is roughly as follows (fuller de¬
scription appears in [9]): an application of (rand, tnlO) to a timetable amounts
to randomly choosing an event (gene), and then selecting a new allele (timeslot)
for it via tournament selection with a tournament size of 10; an allele's 'fitness'
for this purpose is a measure of the degree to which it will reduce the degree of
constraint violation involving the chosen event. This 'allele choice' operation in¬
volves some computational expense, but since the substantial part of it involves
numbers of constraint checks, the time it takes can be meaningfully absorbed
into our EE measure.
4 Some Benchmark Timetabling Problems
We first look at five real examination timetabling problems, and later consider 32
randomly generated highly over-constrained test problems. These are not fully
general, in the sense of having a full repertoire of place and agent constraints
as well as several kinds of timeslot constraint, but only consider edge, event-
spread, exclusion, and, in the case of two of the reed problems, timeslot capacity
constraints (arising from a limit on the number of seats available in examination
halls at any one time). Realistic fully general benchmarks will appear anon, but
for now it seems reasonable to provide more simply defined problems (and hence
more accessible for comparative performance research) which are nevertheless
realistically difficult and/or common GELTP variants..
4.1 Some Real Examination Timetabling Problems
Three of these arise from MSc examinations at the EDAI1, and two from Kingston
University, London. Each of the EDAI problems, named in turn: sdai-stt-91,
1 University of Edinburgh Department of Artificial Intelligence
•dai-stt-92, and sdai-att-93, involve a four slots per day timetable structure,
and involve a number of edge constraints and exclusions. In each case, there is
an event-spread constraint as follows: if any pair of edge-constrained events are
timetabled to appear on the same day, then they must have at least one full slot
between them. That is, they must occupy the first and third, first and fourth, or
second and fourth slots, sdai-stt-01 has 314 edge constraints, and no exclu¬
sions, and must be timetabled over six days (hence 24 slots), sdai-stt-92 has
431 edges, no exclusions, and must occupy seven days, while sdai-stt-93 has
414 edges, 480 exclusions, and must occupy nine days.
The Kingston University problems respectively represent the first and sec¬
ond semester exams faced by Kingston University students in 1994. In the first
semester problem, ku-stt-94-1, 97 exams have to be arranged over 5 days with
with 3 slots per day. There are 399 edge constraints, and hence 399 individual
event spread constraints. The event-spread constraint in this case is that if an
edge constrained pair of exams both occur on the same day, they must occupy
the first and third slot, ku-stt-94-2 is the second semester problem; 128 exams
must be arranged over an 8 day period, with 3 slots per day. The event spread
objective this time is to avoid a student facing more than one exam per day.
Hence, edge-constrained pairs of events should not occupy slots on the same
day. There are 536 edge constraints, and hence 536 event spread constraints too.
An additional constraint faced by both of the Kingston University problems is
that a maximum of just 470 candidates can be seated in any timeslot. Hence,
associated with each event is a weight representing the number of students tak¬
ing the appropriate exam. These weights are then used by the fitness function
(as well as by the VDM operator) to penalise (avoid) violations of this capacity
constraint.
4.2 Default BA Configuration
The EA configuration used in all experiments was as follows. A reproduction
cycle consisted of a breeding step (in which one new chromosome was produced)
followed by an insertion step, in which this new chromosome replaced the cur¬
rently least fit individual (but only if the new individual was fitter). With prob¬
ability 0.2, a breeding step involved the selection of one parent and the simple
gene-wise mutation of it with a probability of 0.02 of randomly reassigning the
allele of each gene in turn. With probability 0.8, a breeding step involved the
selection of one parent, and the application of the VDM operator (rand, tnlO.
Tournament selection was used with a tournament size of 6, and the population
size was always 1,000.
Using the default configuration, we examine the reliability of this EA on five
real timetabling problems. The default configuration was applied in 100 separate
trials to each of the five problems detailed above. We record, in each case, the
number of such trials which found an optimum (the 'number of perfect trials'
column; on each of these problems, optima violating no constraints exist), the
least, average, and most evaluations taken to reach an optimum for those trials
which did, and the the least, average, and most evaluation equivalents taken to
reach an optimum for those trials which did. These results appear in Table 1.
Each trial on an sdai problem was run for 25,000 evaluations, while trials on
the ku problems ran for 40,000 evaluations each.
Table 1. Performance on five real lecture timetabling problems
No. Perfect Evaluations Eval. Equiv's
Problem Trials Lowest Mean Highest Lowest Mean Highest
edai-ett-91 84 4595 7693 24933 4793 8084 26241
edai-ett-92 50 7701 14087 21703 5000 13771 21179
edai-ett-93 98 6611 9592 14818 4717 8501 13166
ku-ett-94-1 93 10273 14890 20243 4227 6181 8420
ku-ett-94-2 57 12594 19241 28808 3731 6109 9103
It may first be pointed out that these results show great general potential for
EAs on timetabling problems. All trials are relatively fast; for example. Speed
on the problems above ranged 250 to 400 evaluations per second2 Even in the
two cases where the EA found an optimum only 50% or so of the time, this
means that a small number of trials would be more or less guaranteed to stum¬
ble on a perfect timetable soon enough. In the case of the •dai-«tt-91 and
edai-«tt-92, the timetables actually used for these problems were indepen¬
dently produced by the relevant course administrators. As detailed in [3], these
were very poor in relation to average EA-produced timetables on the same prob¬
lems, and certainly far from the perfect timetables that the EA used here can
typically find. From the sdai-stt-93 case on, the course administrators have
been (thankfully) using an EA to do their timetabling work, and hence we do
not have independently produced efforts for comparison. In the case of the ku
problems, the course administrators at Kingston University tried to manually
produce timetables for these problems but were having great difficulty, owing
in particular to the recent modularisation of the underlying course; they also
note that satisfying the capacity constraint in each case was particularly trou¬
blesome. Kingston University's timetablers notified us of their problems halfway
through their troubled attempts, and sent us the relevant data, whereupon the
EA managed to find perfect results regularly in each case.
The main intent in presenting these results is to provide benchmarks for fu¬
ture comparisons with other techniques. As detailed at the end of the paper,
all problems we use are freely available. Comparative performance results on
the above problems will focus on the reliability figure. That is, in looking for im¬
provements on our timetabling EA, we are looking for a single method which will
improve reliability in finding the optimum over all of the above set (and others),
without any major speed sacrifice. Alternative valid targets include achieving
3 On a Sun Sparcstation 2, using a not-necessarily optimised C program.
similar reliability faster, or perhaps less (but >50%, say) reliability but much
faster.
4.3 Some Random Over-Constrained Timetabling Problems
A further kind of target, as is commonly the case with benchmark job shop
scheduling problems, for example [11], is find increasingly lower bounds on the
total penalty values for a suite of problems. Here we describe some timetabling
problems involving edge and event-spread constraints which are constrained
enough for this purpose, and present our best results so far using the EA de¬
scribed, and running to a limit of 200,000 evaluations in each of 10 trials for
each problem. Each of these problems involves the same temporal structure and
event-spread constraint as the adai-att problems; that is, there are four times-
lots per day, and for each edge constrained pair of events there is also an edge
constraint which specifies that there should be at least one entire slot between
them these events if they appear on the same day.
Each problem is named banch-att(X,Y,Z,V), where:
- X is simply an identifier of the set of random edge constraints involved.
— Y is the number of events to be timetabled.
- Z is the number of days allowed; hence there will be 4 x Z slots altogether.
— W is the number of edge constraints. Each edge constraint is a pair of events,
(ei, e2), constrained not to appear in the same timeslot. Associated with each
constraint is the adai-att style event-spread constraint, Further, associated
with each edge constraint c in the set of edge constraints C is a weight cw.
This is an integer between 1 and 100 inclusive.
In each case, the EA applied a penalty P to a candidate timetable t as follows,
in which t>(c,f) for c 6 C is 1 (0) if edge constraint c is violated (satisfied) in
timetable t, while e(c, t) for is 1 only if the event-spread constraint is violated
but the corresponding edge constraint is not violated.
P(t) = Ecec2v(c,t)cw + e(c,i)cw (2)
Figures in the second column of Table 2 are hence the minimal value for P we
have so far found on these problems. The third and fourth columns respectively
give the weighted penalty for edge constraints violated by the best timetable
found, and the weighted penalty for event-spread constraints violated in the
same timetable.
The problems in Table 2 are extremely highly constrained; almost certainly
more so than any real timetabling problem. Nevertheless, comparative perfor¬
mance of techniques (EA-based or not) on this set (and similar sets) of problems
will be useful because these are indeed timetabling-style problems, similar in
the nature of the constraints involved than a very common class of real exam
timetabling problems. Hence, better performance on these benchmarks will al¬
most certainly reflect potential for better performance on real timetabling prob¬
lems. Also, since these are very highly constrained COPs, it seems likely that
Table 2. Performance on Very Highly Constrained Random Timetabling Problems
Problem Smallest Penalty Edge Penalty Event-Spread Penalty
bench-ett(l,50,5,1000) 1116 212 692
bench-ett(l,50,6,1000) 613 81 451
bench-ett(l,50,7,1000) 248 17 214
bench-eU(l,50,8,1000) 79 2 75
bench-eU(2,50,5,1000) 1011 174 663
bcnch-eU(2,50,6,1000) 477 57 363
bench-ett(2,50,7,1000) 151 15 121
bench-eU(2,50,8,1000) 84 7 70
bench-ett(3,50,5,1000) 1129 180 769
bench-ett(3,50,6,1000) 550 65 420
bench-ett(3,50,7,1000) 205 24 157
bench-ett(3,50,8,1000) 61 3 55
bench-ett( 1,100,10,4000) 1359 159 1041
bench-ett( 1,100,11,4000) 825 125 575
bench-ett(l,100,12,4000) 479 49 381
bench-ett(l,100,13,4000) 312 29 254
bench-ett(2,100,10,4000) 1492 265 962
bench-ett(2,100,11,4000) 1025 158 709
bench-ett(2,100,12,4000) 620 60 500
bench-ett(2,100,13,4000) 346 44 258
bench-ett(3,100,10,4000) 1493 331 831
bench-ett(3,100,11,4000) 874 170 534
bench-ett(3,100,12,4000) 400 46 308
bench-ett(3,100,13,4000) 232 35 162
bench-ett( 1,500,1,5000) 122502 30619 61264
bench-ett( 1,500,2,5000) 23576 3948 15680
bench-ett( 1,500,3,5000) 4580 411 3758
bench-ett( 1,500,4,5000) 453 48 357
there is great scope for continual improvement on the 'best so far' figures given
above. That is, techniques better than the EA we have used so far may be
found which achieve 100% reliability on the five real timetabling problems dis
cussed earlier, and hence be indistinguishable on those problems. However, such
techniques are likely to be separated in terms of their comparative performance
on these highly constrained benchmarks, while still leaving room for further
improvement. Lastly, being COPs with (almost certainly) no perfect solutions
possible in each case, these problems reflect the difficulties involved in many
real modular lecture timetabling problems; in ouch a problem, for example, a
typical approach may be to attempt to allow any combination of courses as fea¬
sible in the timetable, to give students greater flexibility in their module choices.
Since this goal is almost always infeasible, such a problem becomes a COP, with
weightings on pairs of module choices reflecting the desirability of allowing these
as viable combinations for a student.
5 Prospects for EAs in Timetabling
Indications so far point to the approach we have described as highly promising
for general timetabling needs, at least of the kind usually found in educational
institutions. However, several matters need pointing out with respect to its more
general application. Firstly, as may be discerned, and as we have found, it is not
always immediately apparent how best to describe the problem itself in terms of
the kinds of constraints processed. Eg, to incorporate the overall event-spread
constraint "no student should sit more than four exams in two successive days",
one choice would be to have the objective function (partially) calculate each
student*8 individual timetable, and directly penalise every instance of a student
suffering the appropriate constraint violation. A potentially far less computa¬
tionally expensive choice, however, might be simply to penalise all consecutive
edge-constrained events which are less than, say, 2 hours apart in the overall
timetable; though not addressing the constraint directly, this certainly applies
the artificial evolutionary pressure in the right direction. These are just two of
several possibilities for addressing this constraint. Generally, choices occur at
many stages in the process of translating the constraints of a real GELTP into
a penalty function, and much work is needed to discern the best way to do this.
The difficulty may not be too great, however. At least some way of handling any
given constraint will be naturally apparent, and, in our experience, it is unlikely
that different choices will bring significantly different results, unless the problem
instance is very large and hence solution speed is a major factor.
Another important aspect is comparative performance with other techniques.
There is reason to suggest that the EA approach described will succeed more as a
general timetabling tool than some other methods. In many cases, however, some
other technique may be significantly preferable. Eg, a large, continually faced
problem which changes little (in terms of the kinds of constraints involved) from
instance to instance may be better off treated with some specifically designed
algorithm. This may itself be based on an EA, involve an alternative EA-based
approach, or be based on best-first search with a specifically designed heuristic,
for example. In general, much work io required to discern what promises to be
the best method for different kinds of GELTP.
Also, several aspects of the approach itself warrant much further study.
Among these arc the design of the objective function itself, as briefly discussed
above and also in Sect. 3.4, the use of alternative operators, and various aspects
of the underlying EA configuration.
Finally, timetablers (ie; human course organisers, for example) often have
needs which are not directly met within the described approach. There may
be some desire to generate several different possible timetables, for example, or
there may be need for extensive preprocessing and altering of the constraints
(which may initially contain several inconsistencies). Use of the EA described
(via iterative applications, for example) may be useful as a tool in each case,
but ouch considerations evidently require more useful refinements or extensions,
if not other methods entirely. A planned extension to a future version of the EA
described here, for example, is to have an ATMS-based constraint-checking front
end. Also, experiments are under way which involve the generation of multiple
distinct solutions in a single run, making use of EA variants specifically designed
for multimodal optimisation.
6 Summary and Conclusions
We have described and noted various matters in the application of EAs to gen¬
eral educational institution based timetabling problems. EAs seem to have great
potential in this arena, and wc illustrate this via presentation of various re
suits. First, we show that a particular EA described here (but more fully in [9]),
finds, quickly and reliably, perfect timetables for each of five real examination
timetabling problems. The particular reliability results ore offered as bench
marks against which to examine alternative techniques. Second, a collection of
very highly constrained landoiu tiiuetabling-slyle problems are described, and
our best results on these arc given. Various research issues and considerations
are then noted.
Finally, the test problems addressed may be freely obtained (and explained)
from the authors, and/or via the FTP site ftp.dai.ed.ac.uk .
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Improving Evolutionary Timetabling with
Delta Evaluation and Directed Mutation
Peter Rom, Dave Corne, Hsiao-Lan Fang
Department of Artificial Intelligence, Umiversity of Edinburgh, 80 South Bridge,
Edinburgh EHl 1HN, U.K.
Abstract. Researchers are turning more and more to evolutionary algo¬
rithms (EAs) as a flexible and effective technique for addressing timetabling
problems in their institutions. We present a class of specialised mutation
operators for use in conjunction with the commonly employed penalty-
function based EA approach to timetabling which shows significant im¬
provement in performance over a range of real and realistic problems.
We also discuss the use of delta evaluation, an obvious and recommended
technique which speeds up the implementation of the approach, and leads
to a more pertinent measure of speed than the commonly used 'number
of evaluations'. A suite of realistically difficult benchmark timetabling
problems is described and made available for use in comparative research.
1 Introduction
Recent research suggests that Evolutionary Algorithms (EAn) are a viable and
effective method for addressing timetabling problems [2, 1, 7, 3, 5, 8]. Fol¬
lowing the general success shown in these endeavours, the general importance
and ubiquity of timetabling problems now warrants systematic attempts to as¬
sess the general success of applying EAs to them. That is, there is a need for
some standard problem definitions, benchmark problems, benchmark results,
and standardised techniques for reference. Towards this end, we discuss a com¬
mon penalty-function based approach to timetabling, outline a working definition
for general timetabling problems, and presents several benchmark problems. In
particular some domain-specific operators are described, generally applicable to
all timetabling problems, and compared empirically with standard operators on
a range of realistic problems.
Our timetabling experiments employ the commonly used (but often not used)
implementation technique we call delta evaluation, whereby the evaluation of a
new individual is speeded up by making use of previously evaluated similar in¬
dividuals. We discuss this for two main reasons: (a) to emphasise and encourage
its use as a way of significantly speeding up EA/timetabling applications (espe¬
cially those involving the direct representation discussed later), and (b) given the
use of delta evaluation as standard in this endeavour, it makes sense to record
'machine-independent' indicators of speed in terms other than simply 'number
of evaluations', since the speed of an evaluation will vary greatly throughout
the process. We hence describe the idea of 'evaluation equivalents' as a useful
comparative measure.
We begin in Sect. 2 with a brief description of a common kind of timetabling
problem. Section 3 then reviews the basic penalty-function approach, and in¬
troduces several new candidate genetic operators, and discusses the use of delta
evaluation. Section 4 describes a family of benchmark timetabling problems we
are developing, attending mainly to those we use later in experiments. Section
5 describes and records a collection of experiments comparing the performance
of the operators described earlier on some of these benchmarks. Finally, Sect. 6
provides some discussion and summary of the paper.
2 Basic Timetabling problems
Timetabling problems involve a set of events E = {«i, ea,.. ev}, and a set of
times T = .. .,<•}• Timetablers often also need to take into account a set
of places P = {pi,pa Pm), and/or a set of agents A = {aj, 03,..., an}. An
assignment is a 4-tuple (e, t,p, a) such that e £ E, t G T, p £ P, and a £ A, with
the simple interpretation: "event e occurs at time f in place p involving agent
a". In a real case, this may for example mean: "The AI lecture starts at 9:00 in
room LT-5, given by Minsky".
A timetable is simply a collection of assignments, one per event. The prob¬
lem is to find a timetable that satisfies, or minimally violates, a (usually large)
collection of constraints. The most common such constraint is simply that there
should be no clashes; that is, a person should not have to be in two places at
once. Considering the relationship with graph colouring problems, we call this an
'edge constraint'. A related and important constraint is what we call an 'event-
spread' constraint, which expresses that a person should normally have at least
a certain amount of time free between certain of the events in which he or she
is involved. There arc several other kinds of constraints. The most prominent
among them are illustrated in Table 1. This table defines common kinds of con¬
straints in terms of inequalities over assignments (or sets of them). In the table,
t(e) refers to the time assignment of event e; an ordering is assumed over the set
of times T; e and / are events where, without loss of generality, we assume that
<(e) < <(/); and 1(e) stands for the duration of event e. Note that from now on
in this paper, and for space reasons in Table 1, we will look at problems involv¬
ing only time assignments, ignoring for now any constraints involving places or
agents.
This is a convenience for present purposes, rather than any gross simplifica¬
tion. Place and agent constraints are often easy to handle in exam timetabling
problems, for example, and such assignments can be made manually after the
harder job of producing the events/times timetable. Also, constraints involving
rooms and agents can often be dealt with implicitly via the constraints detailed
in Table 1 alone. In many cases, of course, room and agent constraints do make
the problem significantly harder; we begin to address this type of problem in [6],
for example.
Table 1. Kinds of Timetabling Constraint
Constraint Type Name Assignment version
No clash between e and / Edge Z(e) -f 1(e) < t(f)
Spare time s between e and / Event-Spread 1(e) + /(e) + a < t(f)
Excluded times 5 for e Exclusion NOT(t(e) 6 S)
Specified time u for e Specification t(e) = u
e must be before/after/same-time / Juxtaposition *(g)(<|>|=)/(/)
3 Timetabling with EAs
The most commonly employed EA approach is the use of a direct representation
coupled with a penalty-allocating fitness function. A timetable is represented by
a chromosome in which the allele of the ith gene directly represents the time as¬
signed to the ith event; extensions dealing with room and/or agent assignments
may be readily imagined. Fitness is simply a weighted sum of constraint viola¬
tions; ie: high penalties accrue from violations of important constraints, while
low penalties are given for soft or unimportant constraint violations. The EA
then attempts to mimimise this sum.
It is wise to use delta evaluation, in which the computation of a chromosome's
fitness is simplified as follows. Consider two timetables, g and h, which differ
only in the assignments made to some subset D of the events E. Let P(Z) =
5Zcec wcv(ci I) be the total penalty accruing to timetable Z, where wc is the
weight associated with constraint c and v(c,Z) is 1 (0) if constraint c is (not)
violated in Z. C is the set of constraints. Now, if Cd is the subset of C containing
only those constraints which involve one or more events from the subset D of E,
then we can easily deduce:
P(h) = P(g)~ ^ u>cv(c,g) + ^2 wMc,h) (0
c£CD C£CD
which expresses P(h) solely in terms of constraints involving the events in D. If
the size of Co is small in relation to C, then this promises to save much time.
In general, if h differs from g in k places, then evaluating g needs 2k 'constraint-
checks'.
We can use of the concept of a 'constraint-check' to form a convenient mea¬
sure of the speed of an EA/timetabling run. Number of evaluations is no longer
a useful measure of this, because the time of an evaluation will vary quite
significantly. By summing the total number of constraint-checks, we can thus
form more useful cross-comparisons. Further, by noting the constant number of
constraint checks that would be needed in a full evaluation, we can convert a
constraint-checks sum into evaluation equivalents (EEs). This gives both a per¬
tinent measure for comparing speed of different configurations, and also enables
us to easily see the speedup effect of using delta evaluation.
Applying delta evaluation of timetable h in an EA needs a decision as to
which already-evaluated timetable to take as y. A natural choice, which we use,
choose y arbitrarily from the parents of h (or just use the single parent, if h was
produced via a single parent operator).
3.1 Violation-Directed Operators
Consider the process involved in working out the penalty score for a timetable
t; the major part of the process involves checking each constraint in turn. While
doing this, extra steps may easily be incorporated which help keep track of the
events whose assignments seem to be causing the most difficulty. This might be
done as follows. Keep a separate 'violation score' v; for each event e,-; initially
(before evaluation) set t/j = 0 for each i. Then, for each constraint c, if t/(c, t) = 1
(and hence the constraint is violated), add we to the violation scores of each event
involved in c. At the end of this process, the set of violation scores can be used
to infer which events arc most problematic in t, and hence inform as to where
in the chromosome it would probably be best to direct mutation. We can put
this information to use in a variety of ways, the way we examine in this paper
is what we call violation directed mutation (vdm).
There are two key aspects to VDM; the choice of a gene to mutate, and
the choice of allele to mutate it to. Three possibilities for the former are: (a)
simply choose the 'best' candidate for mutation, ie: randomly choose one of a
set of genes with maximal violation score, or (b) stochastically select one, biased
towards genes with higher violation scores, or (c) simply choose one at random
(in which case the 'dircctcdness' of the mutation will arioc through the later
choice of allele).
For allele choice, it is simple to conceive of a directly similar set of possibil¬
ities; this needs, though, some analogue of'violation score' for alleles. This can
be done as follows: if the gene chosen for mutation is y, then a violation score for
the candidate new allele a is calculated by simply amassing the penalty-weighted
sum of violations of constraints involving y which would occur if it was given
allele a.
In both cases, the 'stochastic selection' aspect can be done in various ways;
in fact we can use almost any standard EA selection scheme. We choose to use
straightforward tournament selection for this. A good reason for this choice fol¬
lows from the added computational complexity associated with the allele-choice
operation; rank-based or fitness-based selection, for example, would require us to
calculate, every time, a violation score for each possible new allele, which means
checking 8 times through the list of all constraints involved with y (where s is
the number of alleles). Using tournament selection with a tournament size of k,
however, this only need be done k times at each application of the vdm oper¬
ator. Notice that we can absorb the extra time complexity of vdm, which only
arises significantly when the allele choice component is other than rand, into
our 'evaluation equivalents' notion by simply recording the number of constraint
checks made during the allele choice operation.
We shall refer to variants of the VDM operator as ordered pairs (g, a), where g
stands for the gene choice operation, and a stands for the allele choice operation.
Instances we look at later will involve rand (random choice), tnK (tournament
selection with a given tournament size of K), and bast (choose a gene (allele)
with a maximal (minimal) violation score).
Finally, we note that very similar operators are described by Eiben ti at,
among others, in [4] for use on graph-colouring and other benchmark constraint
satisfaction problems. The differences are that Eiben also considers variants of
the operator in which either one, two, or a random number of genes are mutated
each time, whereas we only look at single gene mutations here, and Eiben tt at
do not look at variations of bias in the stochastic choice component, and do not
look at a best component.
4 Benchmark Timetabling problems
A fully general timetabling problem involves, as we have suggested time, place,
and agent assignments along with many and varied kinds of constraints involv¬
ing, for example, room capacities and teaching loads, as well as those already
mentioned. Benchmark problems of this sort are in preparation, but for conve¬
nience it makes sense to also investigate a simpler variant of the general problem
which is, nevertheless, both realistic and common. Here we will describe one
template for such a problem, based on the recurring EDAI1 multi-departmental
modular MSc examination timetabling problem (•dai-«tt).
The «dai-«tt involves t; events, all of the same duration, and s timeslots
spread out evenly over d days. There are four timeslots per day. The problem
involves edge constraints, event-spread constraints, and exclusions. The overall
event-spread objective is that, whenever a pair of events is edge constrained,
these events should also (as well as being in different slots) either be on different
days, or have at least one full slot between them. Our •dai-ett benchmark set
contains the four years' versions of the real problem, coupled with an arbitrar¬
ily large collection of randomly generated solvable problems of the same type
produced via a problem generator.
Randomly generated problems of the «dai-«tt type are based on the con¬
struction of a random complete timetable Tof 50 events within a four-slots-
per-day, nine-day timetable structure. A set of edge constraints (each with an
accompanying event-spread constraint as above) is then generated which render
T's particular partition of events into days, coupled with certain details of its
partition of a day's events into slots, as unique in satisfying these edge con¬
straints. A set of exclusion constraints is also generated, which by themselves
make T the only solution. A problem itself is then constructed by filtering these
edges and exclusions. For example •dai-«tt-rand(3,40,10) is a problem in¬
volving version 3 of 7", and containing 40% of the generated edges and 10% of
the exclusions.
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The benchmark set wc arc developing is much along the lines discussed; for
each real timetabling problem it contains, there is also a generator for random
variants of problems of the same type. Here we will experiment with a small but
useful sample of these problems.
5 Experiments
Two general questions guided the following set of experiments; a) What is the
most successful variant of violation-directed mutation on timetabling problems?,
and b) How can we generally expect performance to vary as we alter the difficulty
of the problem? These arc both extremely difficult questions to investigate, owing
to the multiplicity of different variations on timetabling problems that can be
imagined, to the many distinct (and interacting) ways in which we could alter
the so-called 'difficulty' of such a problem, to the many variations possible on
violation directed mutation, and also to inevitable restrictions on computational
resources. The approach wc take is to simplify the questions, and hence the
investigation, without, we believe, sacrificing the usefulness of our results. Our
investigation thus concentrates on these two issues: (a) How do a reasonable set
of variants on violation-directed mutation compare on a typical exam timetabling
problem?, and (b) How does performance of the best such variant behave as we
vary the number of constraints on a similarly structured problem? To address (a),
we investigated several variants of violation directed mutation on •dai-«tt-93,
and to address (b) we looked at •dai-«tt-rand(l,I,15) for each of N from 20
to 100 in steps of 20.
5.1 EA Configuration
All experiments shared the following common EA configuration: A reproduction
cycle consisted of a breeding step (in which one new chromosome was produced)
followed by an insertion step, in which this new chromosome replaced the cur¬
rently least fit (if strictly fitter itself). With probability 0.2, a breeding step
involved the selection of one parent and the simple gene-wise mutation of it with
a probability of 0.02 of randomly reassigning the allele of each gene in turn.
With probability 0.8, a breeding step involved the selection of one parent (or
two, when the operator was uniform crossover)and the application of the given
operator. Tournament selection was used with a tournament size of 6, and the
population size was always 1,000.
5.2 Variations on Directed Mutation
Several variations on violation directed mutation were explored using the real
•dai-stt-93 problem as a benchmark. For each variant of the VDM operator. A
trial consists of running the EA for 20,000 reproduction cycles, or until a perfect
timetable was found. If convergence occurred to a non-perfect timetable during a
trial (the entire population represented the same non-perfect timetable), then a
complete reinitialisation of the population occurred at the next reproduction step
— this counted as 1 reproduction cycle, but 1,000 evaluations (translated further
into the appropriate number of evaluation equivalents). For each variation of the
vdm operator, 100 trials were performed with a different random seed each time.
Eight results are given for each set of trials: the number of trials in which an
optimum was found (which, as a percentage, can be taken as a measure of the
reliability of the EA variant on this problem), the mean number of constraints
violated by the best timetable over all trials, the lowest, mean, and highest
number of evaluations recorded to find an optimum over those trials in which an
optimum was found, and the lowest, mean, and highest number of EEs recorded
to find an optimum over those trials in which an optimum was found.
Table 2. Performance of VDM Variants on edai-ett-93
No. Perfect Mean Evaluations EvaJ. Equiv's
VDM Variant Trials Violations Lowe8t|Mean |Highest Lowest | Mean | H ighes t
uniform 0 3.8 n/a
(rand, rand) 3 4.2 18704 19733 19950 1610 1701 1940
(rand, tn3) 80 0.4 10613 13706 17417 3168 4109 5247
(rand, tn6) 92 0.1 7591 10598 15458 3881 5427 7906
(rand, tn9) 98 0.02 6146 8398 11259 4450 6086 8187
(rand, best) 0 29.0 n/a
(tn3, rand) 5 2.1 17063 17660 18257 1532 1573 1613
(tn3, tn3) 65 1.4 11713 16344 19655 4717 10194 12248
(tn3, tn6) 83 0.3 6752 9160 12090 3603 4796 6190
(tn3, tn9) 93 0.9 5326 8530 19119 4029 6403 15190
(tn3, best) 0 22.4 n/a
(tn6, rand) 8 2.1 17874 18811 19746 1646 1725 1779
(tn6, tn3) 88 0.20 10463 13930 18644 3175 4335 5687
(tn6, tn6) 82 0.03 6741 9458 13242 3537 4969 7061
(tn6, tn9) 97 0.03 5831 9572 20583 4304 7266 16309
(tn6, best) 0 22.4 n/a
(tn9, rand) 3 3.1 12120 15756 16044 1237 1419 1554
(tn9, tn3) 77 0.3 10228 14880 18909 3253 4667 6242
(tn9, tn6) 92 0.08 7484 10656 13802 4141 5623 7532
(tn9, tn9) 85 0.19 5359 10684 20771 3875 8186 17121
(tn9, best) 0 23.9 n/a
(best, rand) 0 20.7 n/a
(best, tn3) 0 21.5 n/a
(best, tn6) 0 19.1 n/a
(best, tn9) 0 13.9 n/a
(best, best) 0 30.1 n/a
Clearly enough, it seems that stochastic variations of vdm, in which both
the choice of gene to mutate and choice of new allele are biased, stochastic
choices, are superior to basic uniform crossover on this problem. Points to note
are how reliability varies with the selection pressure for these choices, and also
how evaluation equivalents, rather than evaluations, are clearly a more useful
indicator of speed than number of evaluations. To see the latter, note how mean
EEs rises as we increase selection pressure (because we are performing more
computations in, especially, the 'choice of allele' side of the operator), although
mean evaluations falls. For example, (rand, tnfi) and (tn3, tn9) are closely
comparable in reliability on this problem, and a glance at the mean number
of evaluations would seem to indicate that (tn3, tn9) is the better of the two
owing to its speed. This would be true if we had to use full evaluation; using delta
evaluation though, it is clear from the mean EEs figures that (rand, tn6) uses
significantly fewer constraint checks to achieve similar reliability, and is hence
overall the better of the two on this problem.
One clear point is the different degrees to which gene choice and allele choice
matter. Looking solely at variations in performance with allele choice fixed, we
find there is little difference between, say, (rand, tn3) and (tn9, tn3). Al¬
lele choice is rather more significant. For example, (tn3, tn9) is much more
reliable than (tn3, rand). Whenever bsst appears for either allele choice or
gene choice however, performance plummets. Another interesting point is that
although biased gene choice is better than rand when the allele choice compo¬
nent is rand, it generally leads to slight degradation in reliability when the allele
choice component is stochastic.
5.3 Increasingly Hard «dai-«tt-rand Problems
Some VDM variants were applied to each of 5 randomly generated solvable
•dai-stt-like problems of increasing constrainedness. The problems addressed
were «dai-stt-rand(l ,1,16) for N from 20 to 100 in steps of 20. Using the same
EA configuration as above (except of course for the operator choice), each entry
in Table 3 records the number of optima found over 100 trials, and the mean
number of EEs over those trials which found an optimum, for the configuration
using the operator defined by the row, and on the problem defined by the column.
Taking heed of the results discussed above, we look only at variation in bias in
biased, stochastic versions of the allele choice component, keeping gene choice
fixed at rand.
Table 3 reveals some clear trends. For the simpler problems, with N = 20,
40, and 60, all configurations are 100% reliable at finding an optimum, however
the lower bias versions are better simply because they are faster. Again, this is
directly attributable to taking advantage of delta evaluation. Number of evalua¬
tions actually reduces with increased bias, but the extra constraint checks done
during allele choice more than counteract this. Hence, low-biased VDM seems best
on simpler problems. As the problem gets harder, the same remains true in the
sense that lower-bias versions are generally faster when they find an optimum,
although they are rather less reliable. Overall, on the basis that the differences
in speed are rather less significant than differences in reliability at finding an






































optimum, general indications are that higher pressure in the allele choice com¬
ponent is the preferred option for timetabling problems of this type; although
not too high, since best rapidly decreases in reliability as N increases3. The
critical region, at which higher bias starts to lose reliability on these problems,
has yet to be found.
6 Concluding Discussion
We have shown that realistic timetabling problems can be effectively addressed
by an EA whose main operator is VDM, particularly when incorporating a biased,
stochastic method for the allele choice component, and either a random or biased
stochastic method for the gene choice component. Such an EA is certainly far
more effective than a straightforward EA using uniform crossover, achieving, for
example 97% reliability on the «dai-«tt-93 problem in certain configurations,
as opposed to the 0% reliability of uniform crossover. In particular, we have
found EA configurations to be very useful and effective on a range of other real
timetabling problems in addition to •dai-«tt-93 [5, 6).
Looking at the relative effect of different variants of VDM, it seems that the
gene choice component may as well be random, while the real power and effect
of the operator lies in the allele choice component. This is quite good news
for implementation purposes; the combination of delta evaluation with a non-
random gene-choice component at least doubles the memory requirement, since
the chromosome must carry its gene violation scores around, and also makes the
mechanics of delta evaluation more tricky. Results indicate, however, that it is
not really necessary to have a non-random gene choice component in VDM, which
alleviates these problems.
Many difficult and interesting questions remain in the EA/timetabling re¬
search arena. Here we have concentrated on one style of approach, and subse¬
quent enhancements to its performance. General statements on the performance
of EAs on timetabling is however complicated by several important factors: first,
2 Space restrictions prevent a fuller presentation of results with other configurations
etc ..., but such is available from the authors.
alternative styles of EA approach are also worth investigating; for example, those
in which the chromosome is indirtci, representing a timetable via a list of instruc¬
tions, or a particular ordering of events, for later interpretation by a timetable
building procedure. EA/timetabling work along these lines is pursued in [8]. Sec¬
ond, there are many more choices of operator possible, including further variants
on mutation (single parent operators) and several alternative recombination op¬
erators worth investigating. Some of these are looked at in [5]. Third, there is
great variation in the space of possible general timetabling problems. We are cur¬
rently looking for useful landmarks in this space, but for the time being we take
the satisficing route of examining EA performance on real timetabling problems
we have encountered, and constructing further test problems based on these.
In the interests of further promoting comparative research on this important
kind of problem, we encourage researchers to use the benchmarks we have looked
at here, and others, which can all be obtained (and explained) via the authors,
or directly from the FTP site ftp.dai.ed.ac.uk.
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